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TO THE THIRD EDITION

From the Author

Everyone who is familiar with the first and second editions of 
this book will easily see the fundamental difference between the 
third edition and the two previous ones . Nevertheless, I would 
like to say a few words about the reasons for the appearance of 
this publication .

The contemporary world is changing rapidly and dynamically . 
At the same time, the increasing impact of globalization on almost 
all spheres of social life becomes more evident . This is manifested, 
first of all, through intensified contradictions in the international 
arena, where, in the absence of global ethics and global law, many 
international actors use all possible means to achieve their goals . 
This poses a serious threat to the world security and to the sus-
tainable development of the world community . Hence, there is at 
the moment a persistent attention to global processes and pros-
pects of social development in the context of multidimensional 
globalization .

Publishing the third, revised and expanded, edition of the book 
in English primarily intends to acquaint the English-speaking 
reader with some philosophical research in the field of global 
studies, carried out in Russia, particularly, in recent years . There 
are several reasons behind publishing this new version of the 
book .

First, its two previous editions (2010, 2015) have found their 
reader, and are completely sold out . 

Second, serious changes have taken place in the world over 
the past few years . These changes are reflected in the increasing 
contradictions and tensions in international relations . As a re-
sult, we have again entered the state of a new cold war . These 
issues are vividly debated in contemporary global studies; the 
debates have already been reflected in many publications by both 
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Russian and foreign researchers, including the author of this 
book .

Finally, having published the second edition of the collection 
of selected articles (2015), I completed my multiannual work on 
the trilogy dedicated to the theory of globalization, and released 
(in 2018) the third — final — volume dedicated to the clash of 
interests in the global world . Within that period I had also been 
written several key articles on the topical issues of contemporary 
globalization, and had edited several reference books and collec-
tive volumes, which reflected the latest trends in understanding 
the contemporary global world .

All these circumstances were taken into consideration while 
preparing the publication of this edition that includes some of the 
above-mentioned new works, as well as informs about the new 
reference books published under my edition .

Presenting the third edition of my book to a wide audience, 
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my friends and 
colleagues, with whom I had the privilege to collaborate for 
many years in the new interdisciplinary field of philosophy and 
science — global studies . And finally, I would like to cordially 
thank the outstanding philosophers and scientists who, despite 
their busy lives, have taken the time and attention to express their 
attitude to all three editions of this book in their introductory 
remarks and prefaces . 
Moscow, January 2020

Alexander N. Chumakov 
Doctor of Philosophy, Professor,

Faculty of Global Processes, 
Lomonosov Moscow State University

Contemporary World in the Mirror of 
Philosophy of Globalization

Today the understanding of globalization processes is more 
urgent than ever . The unifying world is changing its goals and 
values, creating a situation of uncertainty in the solution of many 
questions that seemed traditional yesterday . In this regard, the 
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third edition of the book on the philosophy of globalization is 
very timely and meets the pressing needs of our time . The phi-
losophy of globalization, as a mirror, reflects both positive and 
negative consequences of those global processes that today have 
threatened the existence of humanity .

The author of the book is an outstanding Russian philosopher, 
recognized by the world scientific community as an authority in 
the field of globalistics, ascetic and educator Alexander Niko-
layevich Chumakov . Included in the first cohort of Russian re-
searchers of global problems, today he is a leader in the study of 
globalization . His works have been translated into many languag-
es, he is a visiting professor at many universities in the world, his 
name appears in the editorial boards of many authoritative jour-
nals, he is the founder of the journal “The Age of Globalization”, 
the creator of the interdisciplinary seminar “Actual Problems of 
Globalistics”, the initiator and main organizer of the publica-
tion of encyclopedias “Globalistics“ etc . Alexander Nikolayevich 
Chumakov — Professor of the Faculty of Global Processes, Lo-
monosov Moscow State University . His lectures are very useful 
for students and graduate students, his advice is important for 
colleagues .

The third edition of the Philosophy of Globalization is a 
kind of indicator of the demand for the work of Alexander Ni-
kolayevich Chumakov, including at the international level . It is 
very important for the modern reader to find a reliable guidance 
in the stormy sea of information on the global world . What is 
globalization, what are its natural-historical roots, what is man’s 
place in the globalizing world? This book answers many, many 
questions .

We congratulate the author, dear Alexander Nikolayevich Chu-
makov, as well as readers on the release of this important and 
timely book!
March, 2020

Professor Ilya Ilyin,
Doctor of Political Sciense,

Dean of the Faculty of Global Processes
Lomonosov Moscow State University  
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Foreword 
to the 3rd Edition

Few authors have been so durably and insightfully concerned 
with the plurality of phenomena that we call globalization as 
has Alexander N . Chumakov . The essays collected in this volume 
provide an excellent synopsis of his broad approach to the ongo-
ing development of a global world; they provide the reader with 
a comprehensive set of themes that directly affect our lives; and, 
most fundamentally perhaps, they invite us to reflect on the social 
and cultural dynamics of our world in original, unconventional, 
and innovative ways . 

The large spectrum of topics covered in this volume, which has 
grown over time through a series of new editions, would most 
likely offer an angle of interest to the readers . Chumakov iden-
tifies methodological problems, such as the scope and boundaries 
of Global studies at large; he considers globalization in its multi-
dimensional forms as a set of historical, anthropological, political, 
economic, and political phenomena; he assesses the roles of its 
geopolitical actors, with a particular focus on Russia and China; he 
evaluates its achievements; and he discusses what new shapes con-
flicts might take in a global world while suggesting potential ways 
to overcome them . Security is indeed a core concern of his work . 

Alexander N . Chumakov is a philosopher . Readers will con-
sistently recognize the conceptual approach that he deploys 
throughout this volume as a philosophical one . Key concepts 
such as responsibility, cosmopolitanism, and human rights, 
form a conceptual core of his discourse . Colleagues across the 
world have extensively discussed his ideas, and this new volume is 
likely to renew and enhance the interest for his work . We find here 
a fortunate combination of two elements: a timely subject, global-
ization — and a sharp insight into it . We would not be surprised, 
therefore, to learn that Chumakov’s work was a significant topic of 
discussion during the last World Congress of Philosophy, held in 
Beijing in August 2018 . Colleagues from virtually all continents 
discussed, analyzed, and critically engaged with Chumakov’s 
ideas in several sessions of that historic gathering . They are likely 
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to continue this debate in the future . The present volume pro-
vides a renewed basis for a common, open, and free discussion .

I would like to congratulate Alexander N . Chumakov for this 
new achievement . We, as philosophers, should welcome this col-
lection of essays in our shared scholarly space with much enthu-
siasm . 
January 2020 

Luca Maria Scarantino
President of the International Federation 

of Philosophical Societies — FISP 

Globalization as a Historical Phenomenon  
and Philosophical problem

Globalization is a highly topical issue . However, it is not clear in 
what sense it is topical: undoubtedly it is talked about a lot today, 
but then we should say rather that the term (i .e . the word) “glo-
balization” occurs in many speeches but this does not mean at all 
that this word corresponds to a sufficiently clear and understood 
concept . Unfortunately, we are now accustomed to the fact that, 
once a word has been created, it causes an abundant mass of word 
disputes, which generally cover a lack of precise meanings . Given 
this situation, the effort of those who, on the other hand, have 
worried and continue to worry about presenting and offering an 
accurate analysis of the concept of globalization must be greet-
ed with great favor and Alexander Chumakov is precisely one of 
these scholars .

The first task is to indicate the kind of reality to which this con-
cept refers . For example, it is quite frequent that (often more 
implicitly than explicitly) we think that globalization specifically 
concerns the economic world, that is, the phenomenon whereby 
the markets for goods and services in the world are now strong-
ly interdependent, so what happens in the market of a certain 
geopolitical area inevitably affects the other geopolitical areas 
as well . It is clear, however, that this conception, although cor-
rect in itself, is very partial and therefore requires an appropriate 
generalization that delimits its field of reference with sufficient 
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clarity without expanding to the point of losing any concrete 
meaning . The most reasonable choice probably consists in lim-
iting the meaning of globalization to the sphere of social struc-
tures in the contemporary world and this is already a very broad 
horizon in which specifically sociological, cultural, political, le-
gal . geographical and, obviously, also economic analyses find 
a place and offer decisive contributions to understanding the 
global phenomena . Viewed in this light, globalization presents 
itself as a particularly complex historical phenomenon . In saying 
that it is a historical phenomenon, we underline its concreteness 
(that is, it is something that really takes place) and also its lo-
cation over time . From this point of view we can say that glo-
balization characterizes the condition of contemporary societies 
that live on the face of our planet . This is a historical phenom-
enon that has no precedent in past eras and of which it is not 
even easy to predict the future course . By qualifying globaliza-
tion as a complex phenomenon, we recognize in it those charac-
teristics which are studied, precisely, in the theory of complexity 
and which can substantially be summarized in the fact that by 
complexity we mean the characteristic of a system consisting of 
parts which are in turn systems; all subsystems are endowed with 
their specific properties and functions and moreover maintain a 
network of interrelationships so that the survival, characteristics 
and functions of the global system depend on the properties and 
functions of its subsystems and on their correlations and at the 
same time are of different nature from those of each subsystem . 
In other words, a complex system enjoys emerging properties 
compared to those of its subsystems, in the sense that they are 
unpredictable and not deducible from them, depending on their 
totality and their relationships . This is the main reason why the 
understanding of a complex system requires an adequate knowl-
edge of the nature and functioning of its parts and their correla-
tions, accompanied moreover by a reflection on a certain type of 
orientation or convergence of these parts towards the conserva-
tion and proper functioning of the global system since the lack 
of coordination of the various functions could even lead to the 
death of the system .
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These few observations clearly indicate the need for an ana-
lytical work and a synthetic work that must be continuously in-
tegrated and that cannot be entrusted to the criteria of rational-
ity and efficiency adopted in the different subsystems . This fact 
is already a precise indication of the philosophical nature of this 
type of research, not only because this reflection has a “metathe-
oretic” character, compared to the various theories adequate to 
understand and explain the functioning of the subsystems, but 
also because we must of identify some general ends that deserve 
to be pursued for themselves, below the specific objectives of each 
subsystem . These ends we can call values and it is known that phi-
losophy deals specifically with them . An interesting fact is that 
even in today’s world there are social communities whose coher-
ent subsistence and flourishing depend on the pursuit of certain 
values which, in some cases, may differ from one community to 
another . Therefore, if we do not want to resign ourselves to the 
pessimistic idea that globalization is an unstoppable, self-main-
taining and blind process, which we cannot hope to keep under 
control and orient, we must find the way to integrate, through a 
sincere effort of tolerance and dialogue, the various perspectives 
of value present on the planet today, looking for the fundamental 
reasons to respect each other as human beings . This allows us to 
consider diversity as a possibility of enrichment which, without 
implying the renunciation of one’s own values, also allows us to 
appreciate how much positive we can find in other constellations 
of values .

Alexander Chumakov has dedicated himself to this philosoph-
ical work for many years and it is very positive that this third 
edition of the collection of his writings, which appears in Eng-
lish, allows a very large readership not only to appreciate his 
thoughts, but also to have a certain perception of the breadth 
of horizons and the seriousness of the commitment with which 
Russian philosophers have dealt with and still deal with many of 
the most important and urgent issues of our time . The linguis-
tic barrier that often makes it difficult to know and appreciate 
these contributions finds in this book an overcoming which cer-
tainly favors precisely that positive development of globalization 
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which represents the conviction and supports the effort of our 
esteemed colleague .
February 1, 2020

Evandro Agazzi
Former President and now Honorary President of:

International Federation of the Philosophical Societies,
International Institute of Philosophy,

International Academy of Philosophy of Science;
Foreign member of the Russian Academy of Sciences

Word to the Reader  
of the 3rd Edition

I would like to congratulate Prof . Chumakov for the English 
edition of his Selected Articles on Philosophy of Globalization . 
Throughout them, he gives us a true exercise of alive and pres-
ent-day philosophy, if “philosophy” has to be understood as 

“the critical consciousness that a historical period has of itself .” 
No doubt, since philosophy is the self-consciousness of an histor-
ical period, it always demands and implies a careful attention to 
the facts together with a lucid and appropriate categorization and 
explanation of them . From this point of view Prof . Chumakov 
considers that the present situation of the human kind constitutes 
a new stage in the historical process of globalization, which he 
defines as “a multi-aspect natural historical process leading to 
the emergence of planetary holistic structures and connections” . 
We are confronted, then, with a doubly universal process . Global-
ization is universal in so far as it extends to the human kind, to all 
the human societies throughout the entire planet . And it is also 
universal in so far as it finally affects every area and every social 
cultural aspect of human life . This is the framework within which 
Prof . Chumakov develops his philosophical approach to the his-
torical fact of globalization .

But philosophy is not merely “consciousness” . It is the crit-
ical self-consciousness of a historical period . And since it is 
critical, the task of philosophy cannot be reduced to a mere 
description of social and historical facts . Actually, the develop-
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ment of the globalizing process substantially affects many im-
portant issues, like the very destiny of the planet, the survival 
itself of the human kind, the possibility of controlling the lives 
and minds of human beings, etc . Prof . Chumakov thinks on 
globalization as a process that is surely unavoidable . Howev-
er, this doesn’t exclude our responsibility as agents . In this way 
he points not only to the theoretical but also to the essentially 
practical dimension of philosophy . And it is in this context that 
philosophy is expected to play a prominent role in the field of 

“global” studies .
Congratulations, then, to Prof . Chumakov as well as to the 

readers of this English version of his book . I would like to 
encourage them to delve into its pages . Surely, they will find 
interesting information as well as illuminating philosophical 
thoughts and remarks on this important topic of globaliza-
tion .
Madrid, February 2020

Tomás Calvo-Martínez
Professor, Honorary President 

of the Institut International de Philosophie (IIP)

Preface  
to the 3rd Edition “Philosophy of Globalization”

With the ever-worsening predictions arising from scientists 
and environmental thinkers regarding the consequences of 
climate change, a great urgency arises to study the thought of 
this important Russian philosopher of globalization, Alexan-
der Chumakov . As editor-in-chief of the international Journal 

“Age of Globalization” for many years, a co-editor of the Glob-
al Studies Encyclopedia, and well-known promoter of global-
ization studies worldwide, Professor Chumakov has been well 
situated to become a leading expert in this field . Since before 
International Philosophers for the Prevention of Nuclear Om-
nicide (IPPNO) assembled in Moscow to protest and mitigate 
the threat of nuclear holocaust in the late 1980s, Professor 
Chumakov had been studying the theory and practice of glo-
balization .
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A broad consensus is developing among such scientists and 
thinkers concerning the need for a fundamental change in hu-
man consciousness as well as within our outdated political and 
economic institutions .  The October 2018 report of the UN’s In-
tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) sounded an 
alarm unusual among statements by scientific groups . Without 
radical change in the near future, we are in danger of cascading 
climate-change events that will fundamentally degrade every-
where the quality of life known within first world nations today . 
Global thinker Jeremy Rifkin in his book The Green New Deal 
declares that we need an immanent conversion to “biosphere 
consciousness” if we are to have a credible future at all . Thomas 
Berry and Brian Swimme in their book The Universe Story under-
line the urgency of humanity transforming from a “Technozoic 
consciousness” (linked to industrial civilization) to an “Ecozoic 
consciousness” (linked to harmony with our planetary ecology) . 
And global systems theorist Ervin Laszlo writes that “Planetary 
consciousness is the knowing as well as the feeling of the vital 
interdependence and essential oneness of humankind and the 
conscious adoption of the ethics and ethos that this entails .” 
The work of Alexander Chumakov fosters this transformation of 
consciousness toward the holism of human civilization and the 
oneness of humankind .

Economist Kate Rathorn affirms: “Economics is not about laws 
of the market by about the way we design our systems, for dif-
ferent consequences follow from different designs and our present 
design has resulted in immense global inequalities .” It is not only 
consciousness but the concomitant way we design our econom-
ic and political institutions that is at stake . My own view is that 
transforming the design of our planet’s economic and political 
system to a global unity-in-diversity under the Constitution for 
the Federation of Earth would result in a concomitant transfor-
mation of human consciousness necessary for human survival 
and flourishing .

Professor Chumakov understands the fundamental role of 
philosophy in the quest to comprehend and creatively address 
our human situation . He embodies the Marxist concept of prax-
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is in which theoretical thought and transformative action must 
complement each other . His writings are permeated with this 
ideal under which we need to take the conceptual and practical 
steps to secure a flourishing future for all humankind . He is a 
scholar as well as an activist on behalf of planetary realization 
of humanity’s holistic potential . In addition, his situatedness as a 
Russian thinker who has lived through the Soviet era into the era 
of glasnost and then into the current era of Russian ascendency 
as again a nuclear-armed world power serves an important back-
ground context for his lifelong study of the process of planetary 
globalization . His writings often bring in this context making 
them of great interest and perspicuity .

In addition to globalization studies, Professor Chumakov is a 
philosophical heir of the humanistic philosophy of the Enlighten-
ment and the development of democratic theory (which he calls 

“humanitarian knowledge”) with his emphasis on human freedom, 
dignity, and development toward cognitive and moral maturity . 
With respect to the transformations necessary to secure a decent 
future for humanity, the thought of Professor Chumakov provides 
am essential context and background .  He understands the process 
of globalization as a necessary development of the large histori-
cal forces governing planetary economics, culture, and scientif-
ic thought . He shows the ways in which the system of militarized 
nation-states serves to impede the next logical step in the progress 
of human civilization .  

Drawing on a background understanding of the historical trans-
formations of human consciousness that occurred as our spe-
cies emerged from the womb of nature, Professor Chumakov 
presents a theoretical understanding of globalization as leading 
to another stage in human development — to a transformation 
of human consciousness and institutions toward an ethics and 
ethos of planetary unity, cooperation, and harmony . We can now 
speak, he declares, of our “world cultural and civilizational sys-
tem,” which is also “a holistic system” influencing the thought 
and way of life of people across our planet . To move forward 
rapidly toward this psychic and structural transformation, he af-
firms, is “the task of mankind .” This rich and interesting book is 
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essential reading for all who care about the future of humankind 
on our precious planet Earth .
February 2020

Glen T. Martin                                                                    
Professor of Philosophy, Radford University (USA)

President, International Philosophers for Peace (IPPNO)
President, World Constitution and Parliament Assoc . (WCPA)

Opening Words  
to the 3rd Edition of the Book

A new edition of this book by Alexander Chumakov in English 
is a matter of great importance to the international communi-
ty of philosophers, peace oriented intellectuals and world order 
theorists . I first had the privilege to meet Alexander Chumakov 
at the Sussex University World Congress of Philosophy in 1988, 
when he was part of a delegation of Philosophers from the then 
Soviet Union, and we explored the issue of a philosophical ap-
proach to peace both in formal sessions and also in informal 
meetings outside the lecture hall . My late mother, an expert in 
peace thinking and disarmament studies in her own right, host-
ed him along with other philosphers at our house in Brighton 
and we had full and frank discussions over some good French 
wine . Then I met him again in 1990 when invited to attend the 
international Philosophers for Peace Conference in Moscow and 
I visited the Institute of Philosophy in Moscow for the first time . 
I was impressed by the high calibre among Russian philosophers 
in general, and we had an excellent round of meetings, talks, dis-
cussions and plenary sessions . President Gorbachev was one of 
the hosts of our conference . I then met him again at the 1993 
World Congress of Philosophy, also in Moscow, and by then the 
international landscape had changed — the USSR as such no 
longer existed . These were confusing but exciting times . We felt 
that peace was just around the corner and that in our small way, 
our group of Philosophers for Peace and Global Responsibility had 
helped move international dialogue among intellectuals in the 
right direction . 
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Since then however wars broke out in the Balkans over ethnic 
and religious grounds, several wars happened in the Caucuses re-
gion, violent terrorist attacks took place in the USA on 9/11 (still 
unexplained properly, about which I have just published the first 
proper forensic historical study) and then chaos was unleashed 
in Iraq and Afghanistan, . When we first met, the then USSR was 
embroiled in Afghanistan . Now it is the USA that is still engaged 
in Afghanistan . If history has a sense of irony, then the Muse Clio 
must be chuckling to herself . We remet in the World Congress 
of Philosophy in 2013 in Athens, and then again in India at the 
launch of the World Intellectual Forum in 2017 . Over the years 
I have got to know the high quality of Chumakov’s academic work . 
He like me knows full well that the problems of the planet cannot 
be solved unless we come together, as thinkers, as philosophers, 
and as academics, and study the overall situation that exists on this 
planet . We need to bring an interdisciplinary focus to this work, 
and so Chumakov writes in these essays from the perspectives 
of anthropology, global studies, cultural conflict studies, ethics, 
metaphysics, future studies, linguistics, environmental studies, 
philosophy etc . All are needed . In my own work recently I have 
focused on the religious and interfaith dimensions of peace and 
world order studies and tried to bring some light into finding a 
common language for peace dialogue across religious boundaries 
which at times seem like huge chasms . Philosophers are a bit like 
spiders . We have to weave a web of gossamer fineness that will 
withstand rough shaking, and when we fail sometimes, we have, 
like the famous spider of Robert the Bruce, to try and try again . 

Nowadays it is the UK that seems on the verge of breaking 
up in the wake of Brexit, and all globally minded thinkers in my 
country have been opposing brexit as an act of folly . Once again, 
the Muse of history is chuckling to herself at the irony of it all . 
So countries may come and go, isms and ideological systems may 
crash like melting sea ice, but the fundamental concerns of intel-
lectual attention to solving global problems through overall holis-
tic approaches, combining interdisciplinary breadth with scholarly 
exactitude, remains a hallmark of Chumakov’s important work, 
and it is excellent that a new edition of his writings can be now 
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made available for English speaking scholars . Too often Anglo 
Saxon academia has ignored Russian thought, (witness the pau-
city of departments for Russian philosophy in Western Universi-
ties) but this was not a mistake made by the late great Librarian of 
Congress, James Billington whose academic career was based on 
his magisterial knowledge of Russian thought . Given the tragedy 
of Russia and Ukraine once again leaping to the foreground of 
Western “intelligence” disputes, might it not be advisable that our 
scholars might study Russian philosophy instead, and seek on all 
sides of the Northern hemisphere to elevate our debates to the 
highest levels of mutual concern for the common good and the 
peaceful future of our shared planet ? Chumakov continues to fly 
the flag for joined-up thinking about global solutions to our com-
mon problems and as such philosophers interested in peace and a 
rational world order everywhere should sit up and take notice at 
this new volume of his fascinating essays . 

But there are many questions and outstanding problems remains 
for global studies to grapple with in relation to peace studies: we 
live in an era when different forms of internationalism and global-
ism are in competition with each other: we have regional “blockism” 
as groups set about carving out regional groupings in the inter-
national arena, we have residual communist dialectical interna-
tionalism (mainly of a Chinese variety); capitalist internationalism 
(mainly led by the USA and in an increasingly virulent form, wit-
ness its assaults on Venezuala, Iran, Iraq and any rival social exper-
iment of any kind whatsoever), we have Social Democratic inter-
nationalism (now mainly pioneered by European Union member 
states), then we have religious based internationalism, such as 
Trinitarian Internationalism (led by the Catholic and Orthodox 
churches worldwide, and with constitutional positions in some 
countries eg UK, Vatican), we have monotheistic international-
ism (led by various forms of Islam, some benign, some militarized, 
and by Zionist internationalism supporting Israel as a “special 
case” of divine providence), and also an increasing Hindu inter-
nationalism, as the emerging power of India seeks to reassert its 
divine right to rule; Buddhism, Bahaism, Zoroastrianism, Shinto-
ism, Taoism, Freemasonry — all have their own forms of religious 
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internationalism . Then we have different sorts of world federal-
ist internationalism, which seek to remould international society 
in rational and democratic ways, according to specific formula .

Other thinkers propose scientific internationalism as the solu-
tion to our problems — they point to global warming and cata-
strophic climate change, and say that only science can solve these 
problems . Then there are nationalist regimes which reject inter-
nationalism, and seek increasingly to reassert the national hege-
mony of their own nation, or race, and increasingly reject “glo-
balization” as a kind of conspiracy by international elites . There 
is no real research going on concerning how to mediate and syn-
thesize these different world views, or whether it is even going to 
be possible . Does history have to be a fight to the finish with only 
one ideology left standing and the others all wiped out? If so, then 
it is likely we are reaching the last days of history, as no one among 
these groupings is showing any signs of backing down soon . This 
is where the research of Chumakov is so important — he is one of 
a handful of intellectuals on the planet who is capable of making 
comprehensive, sound and systematic analyses of these various 
competing types of globalism and suggesting ways of mediating 
them, ways of achieving peace in spite of their strident claims . 

Somehow we have to reconcile political, economic, religious, 
and scientific worldviews and get a degree of international under-
standing mediated between them, such that our collective global 
problems (war, disarmament, ecological catastrophe, corruption, 
alienation, poverty, unemployment, suicide, health issues, depression, 
terrorism, criminality, hyper-surveillance, lies, information wars, al-
coholism, domestic abuse, ignorance etc .) can be tackled effectively 
by the concerted effort of genuine global minded thinkers who are 
able to draw on the expertise and disciplinary specifics required 
for given problems, and who know how to get the right balance 
between specific knowledge and general knowledge to tackle the 
enormously complex and inter-sectoral problems we are facing as 
a planet . It is for this reason that planetary minded intellectuals 
from a number of different approaches and perspectives need to 
come together and share their best thoughts and their most inno-
vative suggestions . This is why we are pleased to have Prof Chu-
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makov on the board of the World Intellectual Forum, which is 
trying to tackle these global problems in a joined up manner, and 
above all, the age old problem of peace and reconciliation . Since 
I first met Prof Chumakov back in 1988, nations have come and 
gone, world ideologies have changed and national governments 
have risen and fallen like the tides . But the common universal 
ethical duty of all us remains to work for peace and intellectual 
reconciliation, and to this cause, Chumakov has remained con-
stant . Would there were more of us .

Dr. Thomas Clough Daffern
Director, International Institute of Peace Studies and Global Philosophy

European Coordinator, World Intellectual Forum

About a new edition of a valuable book

I have gone through this book at a glance and I am happy to 
write the foreword to this book . The “Philosophy of globalization” 
combines different areas . All other disciplines have paid attention 
to globalization in the last decade . Today the main problem of 
studying the humanities is a significant issue of identity, because 
we are the actors in the world community . Identity gains great 
importance in the process of globalization, as it affects the social, 
cultural and economic life of people around the globe . Identity is 
the awareness of one’s individuality and, at the same time, a sense 
of belonging to a certain group, society, place and country .

Globalization is very widely discussed in this book, especial-
ly in the terms “Global Society”, “Global World” and “Global Is-
sues”, etc . 

I really appreciate the author for his contribution to the scien-
tific and academic studies of globalization, which is of great value 
to current generations . 

This book is very much need of the hour at present society .
I hope this book is the best in this year .

February 2020
Dr. K. Victor Babu 

Prof . Dr . Editor-in-Chief 
International Journal of Multidisciplinary Educational Research (India)
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Word to the Reader  
of the 3rd Edition

How fortunate that one is not alone! When following the re-
searches and reflections on globalization of Alexander Chuma-
kov in this book the reader immediately gets the impression 
to be amidst the UNESCO program which proposes that philos-
ophy should be taught in every school round the world . In any 
case, the curriculum of this courageous program “Philosophy a 
School of Freedom” from 2007 actually should contain the philo-
sophical core of Alexander Chumakov as a central point! 

We can’t live globally . We need a house for our bed, we need a 
space on earth for our caravan or at least for our sleeping-bag . 
We depend on our helpful customs as Arnold Gehlen has shown . 
But is there a social constraint that the sum of our habits — our 
culture — ends in a clash of civilization by confrontation with 
other such unities? Alexander Chumakov clearly says NO, just as 
Nobel prize winner Amartya Sen who explains that we all have 
multiple identities existing in a complementary form: We are 
bound to our roots and to our families, to our profession, to our 
home region, to our nation and to our state, to our continent and 
to all mankind when talking to fellows between two flights on an 
international airport . As all these identities coexist within our-
selves we can live very well together with the analogue and often 
overlapping identities of other inhabitants of our earth . 

It’s good to have good teachers . One of them is Immanuel Kant 
who was very conscious of his multiple identities . He was very 
proud of his town of birth and life Königsberg with its rich ex-
change of goods and thoughts . (So it’s consequent that he was full 
of admiration for the work of his Scottish colleague Adam Smith .)  
Immanuel Kant also was proud of his home state Prussia because 
of the liberal reign of Frederic II . But on a higher level he founded 
the human rights and called for their general realization i .e . glob-
ally — with all his emotional and intellectual passion . His main 
maxim, that there is a logical duty, to find something in every-
body’s thinking which is right — and that in respect for all human 
beings — is really cosmopolitan . In a parallel sense, Kant’s disciple 
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Johann Gottfried Herder established the estimation for the cultur-
al contributions of every nation so small it may be — a challenge 
now managed by the UNESCO World Heritage Program .

Celebrating soon Kant’s 300th anniversary in Kaliningrad, Rus-
sian and German philosophers can compare their multiple identi-
ties together with many philosophers from all parts of the world . 
The special fact is that the philosophers are accustomed to sincere 
intercultural discussions through the practice of their interna-
tional conferences and generally through the World Congresses 
of Philosophy (WCP), of which Alexander Chumakov has long 
been a very important participant and contributor . Perhaps in 
2024 in Kaliningrad there will be something like a genius loci, 
which will spread this real spirit of open and essential communi-
cation according to Immanuel Kant into all civil societies as well 
as into the political sphere of our globe .

“One pays a high price for a poor knowledge of history, a ne-
glectful treatment of it, and the inability to learn from experience,” 
Alexander Chumakov writes in this new edition . It is significant 
that our author, who is deeply rooted in Russian culture and is 
also a global analyst and global defender of philosophy, is also a 
careful observer of his historical and political environment . That 
is why his writings, especially concerning the Cold War and the 
turbulence in the introduction of the ideas of an open society to 
the Russian population after the fall of the Berlin Wall, convey 
a great life experience . The remarks and the answer to all these 
historical and political developments can be found in the philo-
sophical studies of Alexander Chumakov, who always advocates 
a peaceful, preserved and colorful coexistence on our small planet . 
We read the 3rd edition of his book “PHILOSOPHY OF GLOBAL-
IZATION” with gratitude adding our respectful congratulations 
to his 70th anniversary!
January 2020
Melsdorf / Kiel, 
Schleswig-Holstein, Germany

Dr . Werner Busch
Président d’honneur

Association Internationale 
des Professeurs de Philosophie (AIPPh) 
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The New Role of Global Values in the 21st Century .  
Alexander Chumakov and the 
“Philosophy of Globalization”

I first heard Dr . Chumakov singing whimsically late one night 
at his home in Moscow, as he played the guitar, having informal-
ly chatted about everything from Karl Marx to nuclear weapons; 
poetry and Thomas Malthus; global ecological crisis, and hope for 
the world . Over a sumptuous vegetarian dinner prepared by he 
and his wife, he had brilliantly expounded upon the role of na-
tion states on a planet whose biological priorities readily tran-
scend the pitfalls, reverie, and mistakes of human life, human 
history, and our collective dreams of the future . The next day, in 
front of a classroom of college students devoted to globalization 
studies which Dr . Chumakov had all but established, it was clear 
that his message was a universal one: We are just one, very com-
plicated species, given to ambiguities and often fatally flawed pride, 
trying to survive on a planet that can just as easily dispense with 
our kind, should we be so arrogant, or blind, or downright mo-
ronic as to get it wrong .

For decades Dr . Chumakov has sought to understand history 
in the context of divisions and unities; political blunders, strange 
twists of cultural tendencies, concords and disarray . Like Arnold 
Toynbee and other astute historians, he has understood that it is 
all but a mandate of human sanity to incorporate multidisciplinary 
passions and data- bases into the anthropological and geopoliti-
cal record of our species . Moreover, when economic downturns, 
world wars, global pandemics, and the discovery of new life forms 
can occur in any given second, it behooves us to recognize the 
power of globalization studies in a world that has never been 
smaller . Every square inch has been recorded in one geograph-
ical information system or another . Every word, video frame, 
nuance is now instantly recorded and disseminated world- wide . 
But the instantaneity of global events has always been a fact . 
In late August 1883, when the Indonesian volcano Krakatoa 
erupted, killing thousands of people, the climatic effects would 
last for years . Many months afterward, it rained over three feet in 
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Los Angeles, and a decade later, Edvard Munch’s famed painting, 
“The Scream,” (1893) accurately recorded persistent red skies over 
Norway, the result of so much sulfuric acid having been globally 
injected into the upper atmosphere by the eruption, all the way 
from the Sunda Strait years before .

Philosophers like Chumakov now must somehow integrate an 
avalanche of data from every human discipline into meaningful 
concepts that speak to this generation in ways that are not only 
catalyzing and provocative, but poignant . Chumakov has bril-
liantly integrated every conceivable idea, ideal, trend, policy, por-
tent, and glimpse backwards in time to help champion a disci-
pline that now stands at the forefront of human affairs . 

This most welcome, 3rd edition of Dr . Chumakov’s masterpiece, 
Philosophy of Globalization, is not only an incisive and, in-
deed poignant testament to the discipline that he, more than any 
other social scientist in the world today has formalized, but a true 
insight into the values of globalization that Russia herself has ad-
vanced in terms of a history of great thought, literature, science, 
art, and spirituality . It is also a true testimonial to the assemblage 
of great thinkers, publications and the very spirit of 21st century 
deep philosophical thought and stunningly original idealism that 
marks Moscow University Press and its admiral commitment to 
the work of one of this century’s leading intellects . 
February 2020
Los Angeles, California (USA)

Dr . Michael Charles Tobias
President, Dancing Star Foundation

Jane Gray Morrison, 
Executive Vice President, Dancing Star Foundation
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TO THE SECOND EDITION

Opening words 
to the 2nd edition of the book

The present volume is the second edition of Alexander Chu-
makov’s papers written in the past 20 years or so . They focus on 
globalization as a fact which we have to consider neither as good 
nor as bad, though himself looks at globalization quite optimis-
tically, i .e ., as a process that tends to create a unified world and 
has to be guided by norms shared by the entire humankind, re-
quiring “from various types of local civilizations built within 
the fragmented world and the various cultures constituting it to 
do the same” .

For Professor Chumakov globalization is an objective process, 
independent of human will and intention, which began long ago 
and will not end in the near future . He thinks that “gradual evo-
lution of scientific progress, modernization of its achievements, 
naturally evolving transnationalization of social life are precon-
ditions of globalization” . To him what is globalizing is the world .

Yet if from ‘globalization’ we understand the world-wide spread 
or validity of something, the answer we give to the question “glo-
balization of what?” becomes crucial, since there are globalized 
things — e .g ., terrorism — that have to be fought against, and 
other things whose globalization should be promoted — e .g ., the 
protection of clearly conceived human rights .

According to Professor Chumakov, entering a new century, 
the 21st century, means opening a new page dedicated to a new 
topic . He predicts that this new topic is “the end of the world glo-
balization process and the formation of the world’s wholeness 
and unity” . To him the humankind is still awaiting to become 

“the international community which would necessarily require a 
serious transformation in world-views, established cultures” and 
the understanding of values .
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This change, I think, presupposes rethinking and redesign-
ing the education prevailing in the past century according to the 
intellectual needs of our times in which “anything goes” .

And this latter change, in turn, presupposes a change in the 
objectives of our national and international policies . This change, 
as I formulated it, could be putting in the place of development — 
which since the establishment of the UN constitutes this objec-
tive — the protection of human rights, i .e ., putting forth and 
carrying out, in the existing conditions of our countries and the 
world as a whole, the implications of human rights .

Professor Chumakov’s insistence on the role that philosophy 
has to play in the guidance of the process of globalization, i .e ., 
in the diagnosis of the problems and in the formulation of solu-
tions, has to be underlined and taken into consideration by the 
decision makers all over the world, if they really wish to create 
one world .

With these papers the distinguished Russian philosopher points 
at a different perspective for looking at globalization and its prob-
lems and thus pushes the readers to reflect on the value problems 
involved in globalization .

Istanbul, April 2015
Ioanna Kuçuradi 

Professor, Honorary President of the  
International Federation of Philosophical Societies (FISP),

Director of the Centre of Human Rights, 
Maltepe University (Istanbul)

Preface  
to the 2nd edition of the book

The process of globalization is a determining feature of our 
time . It is not an arbitrary process nor is it a temporary one . It is 
the continu ation of a process in the sphere of history that has 
begun in the sphere of nature with the evolution of the first atoms 
through the association of electrons and nucleons . This marked 
the beginning of the evolution of structure and information in the 
cosmos, a process that is now carried forward on the ecological 
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level with the emergence of the first proto-organisms, and con-
tinuing with the evolution of complex organisms and the multi 
organic structures formed by them in the Earth’s biosphere . 

The evolutionary structure and information-building process 
is culminating in our day on the level of humanity . It is manifest 
in the formation of a planetary socio-ecosystem system . The pro-
cess can be neither dismissed nor ignored, nor indeed left without 
conscious and purposive response . It changes all aspects of human 
life . The coming of change is not in question but on the com-
plex level of conscious human beings it’s outcome is in question . 
It is not certain to produce positive results . Humans can change 
the world around them, and they can change it for the better as 
well as for the worse . At the points of basic phase-changes — par-
adigm-shifts or bifurcations — a positive outcome cannot be left 
to chance . Not only the wellbeing, but the very survival of our 
species is at stake . 

Therefore the careful and penetrating study of the various as-
pects and dimensions of the process of globalization merits in-
depth study . It is in view of this conclusion that I welcome the 
embracing analyses carried out by Dr . Chumakov and his collab-
orators as a major contribution to the challenge that now faces 
the entire human family: the challenge of mastering the processes 
of globalization based on understanding and reason rather than 
on opportunism and the search for short-term ad hoc solutions . 

It is my hope that this book will be read by everyone who wish-
es to become a conscious and therefore responsible participant 
in the current and coming processes that shift the conditions of 
life for humanity from local, national, and regional levels to the 
level of the globe — and shift it with due attention to the individ-
uality, the wellbeing, and the evolution of human beings, and the 
societies formed by them .
24 .03 .2015

Ervin Laszlo
Founder and president of the Club of Budapest, 

Member of the World Academy of Arts and Science, 
Member of the International Academy of Philosophy of Science,

The author of the 5th report for the Club of Rome “Goals for Mankind” (1977)
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TO THE FIRST EDITION

Introduction

The publication in the English language of a number of Alexan-
der Chumakov’s papers is to be greatly welcomed . The Russian 
contribution to the study of globalization, more generally global 
studies, has had relatively little impact in the West . Therefore in-
tellectual work on the world as a whole has suffered from having 
little awareness of, or input from, a major global region and rich 
intellectual tradition . Much of this lack has undoubtedly been a 
consequence of the Cold War . Any serious attempt to repair this 
circumstance is highly commendable . 

It is only since the 1980s that globalization has been an explicit 
focus of study and for many scholars the concept of globalization 
has unfortunately been limited to so-called neoliberal econom-
ic change — free trade, deregulation, privatization and marketi-
zation . On the other hand, a few Western social scientists took 
important steps toward what is best called a multidimensional 
approach to globalization as long ago as the early 1980s .  In the 
UK, the USA, Australia and a few other countries globalization, 
in the multidimensional sense was, for the most part, confined 
to sociologists, anthropologists and students of religious studies . 
It was not until later, in the early 1990s, that globalization became 
a central topic in the form of an economic ideology promoted 
by political leaders in the US and the UK . This had the effect of 
making the study of globalization unnecessarily complicated, in 
the sense that there were two main general approaches to glo-
balization which were at odds with each other . On the one hand, 
there was the multidimensional perspective of which I have al-
ready spoken . On the other hand, there was the newer and much 
more prominent neoliberal perspective . There was, in addition, 
the world-systems perspective, which while also having the 
limitation of being economically reductive, was not capitalistic . 
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(Indeed, from within this perspective a few writers have foreseen 
the coming of global socialism .)    

Thus, when movements opposing globalization arose in the late 
1990s, that which they actually were resisting was the econom-
ic globalization advocated by leading Western politicians, sus-
tained by such organizations as the World Trade Organization, 
the World Bank and the Interna tional Monetary Fund . The ironic 
twist in this respect came to a head with the militant anti-global-
ization demonstrations against the WTO in Seattle, USA, in 1999 . 
The irony lay in the fact that even though the protesters claimed 
they were against globalization — meaning capitalistic global-
ization — they were actually participants in globalization in the 
multidimensional sense . Recognition of this irony soon led to a 
distinction being made between globalization from below and 
globalization from above . In other words, the more people coor-
dinated their protests across various countries, the more they also 
came to recognize that they were involved in a global social move-
ment and were also attempting to reconstitute global culture .  

Precisely because the neoliberal approach involved proclaim-
ing the triumph of capitalism, many scholars have dated the be-
ginning of globalization to the collapse of Soviet-style, command 
economies . This has proved particularly problematic, in the light 
of a great deal of historical scholarship that has considered glo-
balization to have begun virtually at the same time as the beginning 
of “civilization” itself . Indeed, there still are quite a large number of 
Western scholars who appear to think that globalization began in 
1989, with the fall of the Berlin Wall, the subsequent collapse of 
the Soviet Union and the attempt to apply “shock therapy” to for-
mer Soviet-type economies . The severe limitations of the latter ap-
proach, with its inattention to cultural, social and, to some extent, 
political factors have been clearly exposed . Indeed, the obvious 
absurdities of the shock therapy approach actually contributed to 
the rise of approaches that have taken other factors, including the 
historical and ecological aspects, very seriously .    

Along with the development of theories of globalization and 
applications thereof there grew a wider interest in global studies . 
In the USA global — sometimes called international — studies 
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began as long ago at the high school level in the early 1980s . 
The funding of these was almost entirely from those who were 
concerned about the economic performance of the USA in the 
global economy . At that time there were only a few university 
centers of global or international studies . However, there was a 
rapid growth in these educational foci in the late 1980s and 1990s . 
It was during the 1990s, more particularly the first decade of the 
twenty-first century, that intellectual work on “the global” ac-
celerated immensely, resulting in what some have called a global 
network of global studies . 

Even so, there have been some extremely significant global re-
gions which have not been accorded the attention that they war-
ranted . Undoubtedly, Russia is one of these . On the other hand, 
the work of Professor Chumakov and his Russian colleagues has 
not by any means received the recognition warranted by its con-
tributions . If only for this reason the present volume deserves a 
wide distribution and readership, meaning that the less that we 
are informed about Russia the poorer the condition of global 
studies . To this should be added that the recent acceleration of 
interest, particularly among British and German scholars, in the 
East-West connection has been deficient in its neglect of histor-
ical and contemporary connections between Russia and China, 
not to speak of Japan, South and North Korea, and the southern 
republics of the former Soviet Union .       

As the study of globalization and — much more generally — 
the practice of global studies has rapidly expanded it has come 
to be regarded as a site of disciplinary mutation . Given the large 
number of conventional disciplines that have become involved in 
global studies some have argued that global studies should now 
be regarded as transdiciplinary, a word that denotes the demise 
of the established disciplines and their transcendence by much 
more inclusive and new forms of academic pursuit . There have 
been numerous attempts to conceptualize the circumstance, in-
cluding the use of such descriptions as post-disciplinary, anti-dis-
ciplinary, cross-disciplinary and, most unfortunate, inter-disci-
plinary . (I reject the latter because it actually has the consequence 
of consolidating disciplinarity, rather than overcoming it .)    
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Philosophical interest in the global arena, as proclaimed in the 
work of Professor Chumakov, has been more or less absent in the 
West . On the other hand, his philosophical approach does deal 
with globalization multidimensionally . The Russian intellectual 
tradition has tended to be much more inclusive than that which 
has obtained in the West . In this sense the difference between the 
approach of Chumakov and the latter is less than might appear 
on the surface . In any case, there are two overlapping strands to 
the articles contained in this book . First, there is the concern with 
the specific topic of globalization and the prospects for a global 
society . A second consideration is the more general area of global 
studies (which is sometimes called globalistics in Russia) .  

Whichever of these strands of Professor Chumakov’s work one 
inspects one finds at the center a number of continuous themes . 
Among these are the significance of civilizations, the salience of 
culture, long-term, historical aspects of global change, concep-
tions of democracy, cosmopolitan trends and societal openness, 
as well as the importance of inter-cultural dialog . 

We should all be in debt to Professor Chumakov for his import-
ant and thoroughly insightful efforts to make Russian contribu-
tions central to the global project of self-understanding . In the ex-
tremely fragile condition of humanity at this time — not to speak 
of the rapidly increasing problems associated with climate and 
related changes — the inclusion of the vast Russian region is vital . 
11 .08 .2010

Roland Robertson
Distinguished Professor of Sociology Emeritus, University of Pittsburgh, USA

Emeritus Professor, University of Aberdeen, Scotland
Honorary Guest Professor of Cultural Studies, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China

Foreword

Professor Alexander N . Chumakov is the most active and influ-
ential philosopher in contemporary Russia studying globaliza-
tion and its possible consequences . He started publishing research 
articles in this field already in the beginning of the 1980s and be-
came, after the death of Academician Ivan T . Frolov (1999), the 
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central activist and researcher in the sphere of global studies . 
Since that, he has done a lot in this new field of interdisciplinary 
knowledge as a theorist and organizer .

 In 1996 his book “Philosophy of Global Problems” was trans-
lated into the Chinese language and published in China . Together 
with Ivan Frolov’s book “The Prospects of Man” it had great in-
fluence on studying global problems by Chinese philosophers .

Alexander Chumakov’s research works in the field of global 
studies are characterized by the following:

First, he not simply explores globalization theoretically but 
makes effort to find ways and methods of practical solution for 
various global studies facing the humankind;

Second, his central idea with regard to global studies is that 
globalization should be seen, on the one hand, as interaction of 
various social and natural factors and, on the other hand, as a pro-
cess of historic development . This allows the reader of his works 
to feel tremendous unity and historism of world events .

Third, he pays serious attention to explaining the phenomenon 
of globalization and its essence, its connections with cultural and 
civilizational development, stressing, at the same time, the impor-
tance of human spirit and morality for solving global problems .

One can find in these characteristics of Alexander Chuma-
kov’s research work some influence of Marxism; at the same time, 
one can see interconnection with traditional Russian philosophy 
and culture . Chumakov’s research work has inherited traditions 
of Frolov and Berdyaev, of Soloviev and the other great Russian 
thinkers . For the Russians not material utility is the most import-
ant thing, but spiritual freedom; not individual happiness, but 
destiny of the humankind . For this reason a critical vision of in-
dustrial civilization has become traditional for Russian philosophy . 
Chumakov’s studies continue this tradition under the new histor-
ical conditions what makes him a prominent Russian philosopher .
15 .07 .2010 .

An Qinian  
Ph .D ., Professor at the Renmin University of China, 

Chairman of the Chinese Society of Russian Philosophy Studies 
(Beijing, China)
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Opening Address

I feel honored to have been offered the opportunity of con-
tributing a few prefatory words to this collection of Alexander 
Chumakov’s writings in the English language, prepared by his 
colleagues to honor him on the occasion of his sixtieth birth-
day . I have known Alexander Chumakov for some years now 
and have always been enormously impressed by his energy, his 
commitment, and his cleverness as an organizer . In particular, 
the Russian Philosophical Society, which to an outsider like me 
looks so enviably active and productive, is heavily indebted to 
him for its present condition . And his strong encouragement of 
Russian philosophers’ participation in the last two World Con-
gresses of Philosophy, the one in Istanbul in 2003 and the most 
recent one in Seoul in 2008, was extremely gratifying to me, as 
a member of the Programme Committee for the former and as 
Secretary General of the sponsoring organization, the Inter-
national Federation of Philosophical Societies (FISP), for the 
latter .

The essay collection in this book, on the other hand, illumi-
nates Professor Chumakov’s achievements as a scholar rather 
than as an organizer . I find these achievements equally gratify-
ing, if not even more so . His focus on problems surrounding the 
phenomenon of globalization, including the massive Global Stud-
ies Encyclopedia that he co-edited, is very well known not only in 
Russia, but worldwide . And since “globalization” — setting aside 
for the moment all the problems of defining it, which Professor 
Chumakov analyzes so well — names the single most important 
cluster of issues for philosophers, certainly for social and political 
philosophers, in today’s world, this ensures that he truly is, as our 
English expression would have it, “on the cutting edge” of con-
temporary philosophy .

From these essays one may learn a great deal about the broad 
historical context, going back many centuries, within which the 
current globalization process is to be understood, and one may 
also achieve new insight, as I did, concerning the evolution 
of life and thought in Russia over its turbulent recent decades . 
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The analyses are lucidly written, well informed by generally sym-
pathetic but critical readings of a number of writers from both 
Russia and the rest of the world (the United States, France, Iran, 
and so on), and guided by a clear worldview and set of judg-
ments that the author is unafraid to express in a firm, straight-
forward fashion that is never strident . Professor Chumakov’s 
prognoses for the future are hopeful but tempered by a down-
to-earth realism . And his insistence on the importance, unfortu-
nately overlooked by some in power, of employing philosophical 
acumen in diagnosing aspects of the current situation and de-
veloping policies to cope with them is to me both very welcome 
and, like so much else of what he has to say, right on target .  

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity warmly to con-
gratulate Alexander Chumakov, not just on all of his profession-
al achievements, but also on attaining this important milestone 
in his life .
28 .07 .2010

William L. McBride,
Arthur G . Hansen Distinguished Professor of Philosophy, Purdue University, and 

President of the International Federation of Philosophical Societies

The Philosophical Research of A . Chumakov

Scholars who read Russian generally know very well Alexan-
der N . Chumakov’s work on topics of globalization and Glob-
al Studies . In addition to well over 300 research works, Chu-
makov has published seven books in these fields . Beyond his 
foundational contributions to Global Studies, he has addressed 
issues of democratization in general and in relation to Russia 
in particular . He also has shown special concern for issues of 

“global dependency” and “ecological crisis .” However, for far 
too long, only a few of his articles have been available in En-
glish . Now, with the publication in English of Chumakov’s Phi-
losophy of Globalization: Selected Articles many of his leading 
essays in these areas of globalization and Global Studies are 
available in English . Of the fourteen chapters and three ap-
pendices, the only ones to have appeared previously in English 
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are the two essays “On the Subject and Boundaries of Global 
Studies” and “An Anthropological Dimension of Globalization” 
and some of his brief entries listed under “Articles from Global 
Studies Encyclopedia” .

The essays included demonstrate how the research of Chuma-
kov is interdisciplinary in nature . From a historical perspective, 
he addresses a broad range of problems related to the formation 
of Global Studies as a special area of academic research directed 
toward resolving theoretically and practically the acute issues of 
modernity . Moreover, within Global Studies, he has developed 
very seminal concepts and insights concerning the social and cul-
tural foundations of globalization . His analyses focus on axiology, 
environmental enlightenment, global justice, human rights, and 
the formation of global consciousness .

For Chumakov, the economic and political development of 
Western civilization led to globalization that, in turn, gave rise to 
global problems of modernity in the second half of the 20th cen-
tury . From his systemic approach to understanding social pro-
cesses, Chumakov sides with the view that a multi-dimensional 
world has replaced a linear and flat world . In order to develop his 
position, Chumakov formulates basic categories and fundamental 
propositions that provide a philosophical basis for Global Studies as 
a specific branch of philosophical knowledge . He employs catego-
ries such as “globalization,” “global problem,” “global equality,” and 

“anti-globalism .” In his treatment of these categories, he delineates 
propositions that trace their influence on human socio-political 
activity . In so doing, he also ties Global Studies closely to concern 
for human rights and the quest for a global democratic social 
and political order .

In a very distinctive position, Chumakov maintains that mo-
rality and common law can become the main social regulators .  
Consequently, in his judgement, human rights are values of pri-
mary importance . However, given the pervasiveness and com-
plexity of global interdependence, he stresses that human rights 
should be defined more precisely and complemented by specifi-
cation of adequate responsibilities . Chumakov argues that while 
every nation should be able to retain its own traditions, beliefs 
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and values, for the sake of the future each nation also should 
make universal human interests a top priority . In making these 
arguments, Chumakov also provides support for the concepts 
of global democratic governance and global justice .

In his recent research, Chumakov has focused on the devel-
opment of a general globalization theory . This research is es-
pecially prominent in his books Globalization: The Contours of 
the Holistic Society (2005) and Metaphysics of Globalization: 
Cultural and Civilizational Context (2006), both in Russian . 
By reviving a holistic picture of the world, he presents global-
ization as a natural historical process and a sphere of relations 
and confrontations of various forces and interests . Chumakov 
delineates how the logic of development of objective events en-
genders globalization across geological, biological, and social 
spheres and uses the term “triosphere” for the unity of these 
three spheres .

Chumakov’s most significant contribution to Global Studies has 
been the creation of a language for interdisciplinary communi-
cation acceptable for different sciences . In the creation of such 
a language, he has developed and upgraded several fundamen-
tal concepts and categories .  Beyond terms already noted, oth-
er new and important ones include “demographic explosion,” 

“world community,” and “the new humanism .”
Currently Alexander N . Chumakov is the Head and Chair 

of Philosophy at the Financial Academy of the Government 
of the Russian Federation . Since 1991 he is also the First 
Vice-President of the 6 .000-member Russian Philosophical 
Society . Furthermore, he is the Editor-in-Chief of the journals 
Vestnik RFO (in Russian) and The Age of Globalization (in Rus-
sian and English) . His most extensive work in English is the sem-
inal Global Studies Encyclopedia, edited by I . Mazour, A . Chu-
makov, and W . Gay . This encyclopedia has numerous articles 
by Chumakov, some of which, as previously noted, are includ-
ed in the present volume . Taken together, his works make him 
a leading figure in Russia and a key figure internationally in the 
fields of human rights, global studies, global justice, and global 
democracy .
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Prior Works in English by Alexander N. Chumakov

Chumakov, A . (2008) . On the Subject and Boundaries of Global 
Studies . Age of Globalization. Studies in Contemporary Global 
Processes 1, pp . 6–16 .

Chumakov, A . (2009) . An Anthropological Dimension of Globali-
zation . In N . Omelchenko (ed) The Human Being in Contempo-
rary Philosophical Conceptions . Cambridge Scholars Publish-
ing, Cambridge, pp 237–244 .

Mazour, I ., Chumakov, A ., and Gay, W . (eds) (2003) Global Stud-
ies Encyclopedia . Raduga, Moscow .

Chumakov, A . (2014) . Global world: a problem of gover-
nance . Campus-Wide Information Systems, Vol . 31 No . 2/3, 
pp . 108–120 .

04 .08 .2010
William C. Gay
Ph .D ., Professor,

University of North Carolina at Charlotte (USA)

Word To The Reader 

Contemporary world rapidly evolves in the direction of unity, 
wholeness and the tightest cooperation between people from 
different countries and continents . Under the influence of eco-
nomic, cultural and social globalization peoples of the whole 
world increasingly acquire both common destiny and growing 
responsibility for the present and the future of life on the Earth . 
These objective processes leave no choice for any people, any 
inhabitant of our planet, but to see themselves as citizens of a 
tightly interconnected, small and fragile word and to act ac-
cordingly .

Besides, social development is not necessarily predetermined 
and its direction depends a lot on our understanding of contem-
porary trends and on our activity . At the same time, too many 
conditions should be fulfilled to reach consensus with regard to 
paths of development and to get the desired results . It seems dif-
ficult to resolve this task in the modern world divided into “na-
tional compartments” and “zones of influence”, where often the 
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spirit of distrust and suspicion prevails engendering severe 
confrontation and armed conflicts . But there is no alternative 
to such a resolution .

General situation, direction, nature and trends of development, 
as well as social and political processes taking place in the larg-
est, system-making states of the world are of special significance . 
Russia is, no doubt, one of such states . One can hardly question 
seriously the principal importance of its place and role in the 
making of the new world order, in the formation of the open, sta-
ble and sustainably developing world community . They are pre-
determined and not just by geopolitical or historic circumstances . 
One should also not underestimate cultural, military, technologi-
cal and political influence of Russia on the world situation .

In this regard the collection of selected articles about the most 
topical issues of modern globalization written by Professor of 
the Moscow State University Alexander N . Chumakov is a good 
opportunity to make the reader outside Russia acquainted with 
Russian achievements in this principally new field of interdisci-
plinary studies . Of course, articles presented here do not reflect 
the whole spectrum of global studies being conducted in Rus-
sia during the last decades . Their main value is, however, that 
they are written from the viewpoint of philosophy — the most 
important component of global studies, and reflect traditions 
and the most important findings of the Russian philosophical 
thought, which has within the last forty years contributed sig-
nificantly into researching globalization processes and the global 
problems of modernity .

The volume is interesting also because of being written by a 
person belonging to the famous Russian academic school of glob-
al studies created from a scratch by efforts of such prominent 
scholars as I . T Frolov, N . N Moiseev, A . L . Yanshin, Yu . A . Izra-
el, V . I . Danilov-Daniliyan, G . S . Khozin, I . V . Besouzhev-Lada, 
etc . The formation of academic position and creative develop-
ment of Alexander Chumakov took place in the course of in-
tense communication with them .

We hope that this volume, written by a prominent Russian 
scholar, will help an interested (broader) Western reader not 
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simply to understand many issues of contemporary world devel-
opment better, but also to acknowledge modern Russian social 
thought, where the topic of globalization occupies the most im-
portant position .
17 .08 .2010

Igor I. Abylgaziev, Doctor of History, Professor, 
Academic supervisor of the Department of global processes 

of the Moscow State University
Ilya V. Ilyin, Candidate of Geology, Assistant Professor, 

Dean of the Department of global processes of the Moscow State University
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ON THE SUBJECT AND BOUNDARIES  
OF GLOBAL STUDIES1

The origins and formation of Global Studies as an interdisci-
plinary sphere of academic knowledge refer to the last quarter of 
the 20th century . Its emergence was the result of the process of in-
tegration of different disciplines in attempts to solve complicated 
and complex problems of the planetary scale . At the same time 
the notion ‘Global Studies’ itself, though being in use already in 
the 1970s, was not widely spread then . Its content has started to 
be discussed seriously since the end of the 1990s only when the 
main attention of researchers switched from global problems to 
comprehension of the globalization phenomenon . By that time, 
a considerable theoretical and factual data had been accumulat-
ed in the sphere of planetary processes and phenomena, and the 
terms ‘global studies’, ‘globalization’, ‘global world’, ‘antiglobal-
izm’, ‘global problems’ etc . became common, having become wide-
spread not only in academic literature, mass media and political 
vocabulary but also in everyday vocabulary, too . So, the necessary 
conditions for the formation of a new research field have appeared, 
although it is not accepted unambiguously by all even today . 

The matter is that the basic meaning of the mentioned above 
definitions at the level of general idea seems to provoke no spe-
cial difficulties, however in the academic sphere their content 
remains a subject of serious discussions and needs to be defined 
more precisely, as different researchers quite often interpret 
them differently . Thus, for instance, some consider global stud-
ies an academic discipline2, others see it as a sphere of social 

1  Age of Globalization . Studies in Contemporary Global Processes . Scien-
tific Journal . # 1, 2008 . P . 7–16 . 

2  See: Cheshkov, M . A . Globalistics as Academic Knowledge . Essays in 
Theory and Conceptual Apparatus (in Russian) . — Мoscow, 2005; Barlibaev, 
H . General Theory of Globalization and Steady Development (in Russian) . — 
Мoscow, 2003 .
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practice1, while yet others as a supradisciplinary branch of aca-
demic knowledge2, and someone completely denies its right for 
existence . There are no less discrepancies with respect to glo-
balization which is sometimes interpreted either as a cause of 
global problems or on the contrary, as its direct consequence . 
At the same time some scholars believe that globalization is an 
objective process, and global studies aim at investigating this pro-
cess and its consequences, others view globalization as a result of 
the action of definite social-economic structures or political forces 
in the international arena, what also assigns a fundamentally dif-
ferent prospective in understanding of global studies .

Noting such a wide spread of opinions on the interpretation of 
both global studies and its basic tenets, it is important to empha-
size that it is quite a regular phenomenon, as the matter con-
cerns a new actively forming branch of academic knowledge . 
Consequently, this is not a scholastic notions game what is tak-
ing place in this case but the process of formation of a unified 
and quite definite language of interdisciplinary communication . 
In this respect it is necessary to bear in mind that the term ‘global 
studies’ has for the first time appeared due to quite active dis-
cussions and numerous publications concerning the dangers of 
global problems, which came into serious notice only after the 
publication the first reports of the Club of Rome . Originally, this 
term meant the sphere of science connected with researches only 
in the field of global problems . Let us notice that it had happened 
a few decades before globalization started to be discussed . And, 
for instance, the word ‘antiglobalism’ at all came to everyday life 
quite recently when in different countries the international move-
ment of so-called antiglobalists manifested themselves with ex-
travagant protest actions . 

1  See: Vasilenko, I . A . Political Globalistics: Text-book for Institutions of 
Higher Education (in Russian) . — Мoscow: Logos, 2000; Panarin, A . S . Temp-
tation by Globalism (in Russian) . — Мoscow: ECSMO-Press, 2002 .

2  See: Globalistics as a Branch of Academic Knowledge: Proceedings of Per-
manent Interdisciplinary Seminar of the ‘Global World’ Club of Scientists (in 
Russian) . Vol . 3 . — Мoscow, 2001; Chumakov, A . N . Globalization . Outlines of 
the Entire World (in Russian) . —  Мoscow: ТК Velby, Publishing House Pros-
pect, 2005 .
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To arrange all this terminology in a certain system becomes an 
urgent task nowadays, as the matter of the global studies status, 
categories, principles and approaches is fundamental . Without 
this it is difficult to expect a success in proper understanding of 
contemporary world tendencies and withstanding global threats . 

Without an opportunity to go into details, let us notice that glo-
balization is a centuries-long natural-historical process; global 
problems are a determined result of this process; and global stud-
ies is the sphere of theory and practice that focuses on globaliza-
tion and global problems . 

Global studies firstly arose basing on the investigation of global 
problems, i .e . on the analysis of the consequences when the term 
‘globalization’ had not simply existed yet, and this fact misleads 
some modern scholars when the cause and the effect are con-
cerned . 

In this respect, let us turn to the term ‘globalization’ . It is used 
as a rule to characterize the integration and disintegration pro-
cesses of a planetary scale in the field of economy, politics, cul-
ture and also anthropogenic environmental changes that have the 
universal character in their form and in the content they touch the 
interests of the whole world community . At the same time it is 
significant to note the two extreme points in the interpretation of 
both the phenomenon of globalization itself and the history of its 
appearance . One of them consists in the improperly broad inter-
pretation of the planetary character of social links and relations 
in the attempt to discover them already in the primitive society . 
From this point of view, even the early stages of the development 
of humanity are characterized as global ones . 

Another extreme point is to treat globalization too narrowly 
when modern processes of social development are considered 
apart from their fundamental causes and genesis, i .e . history and 
dynamics of the formation of the international structures and 
transnational links are not taken into account . Within such an 
approach globalization is quite often connected with the events 
of the 20th century only, and moreover with the last decades . Be-
sides, it is often viewed as a deliberately defined and controlled 
process, as a purposeful fulfillment of someone’s policy, and they 
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even speak about globalization as a subjective reality, someone’s 
guileful intention, realized in the interests of a certain circle of 
people, transnational corporations, or definite states . 

The above-mentioned extremes in the views on globalization 
do not cover the whole range of the existing standpoints on the 
question, and their diversity can be explained not only by the com-
plexity of the subject, but also by the insufficient development of 
the issue . From this some negative consequences result . In par-
ticular, mutual understanding between people is getting embar-
rassed, the interdisciplinary interaction is hampered, and serious 
obstacles are created on the way of understanding the true reasons 
of globalization and global contradictions it brings . The reasons 
of misunderstanding of many conflicts are rooted here too, deter-
mined by the fact that the world in its certain aspects and relations 
is increasingly becoming unified, integral and mutually dependent 
while at the same time no mechanisms effective enough to regulate 
social relations at the global level are available . It is quite obvious 
that without a profound analysis and quite a clear understanding 
of the essence of processes of globalization it is difficult to expect 
a successful overcoming of the problems mentioned above . 

Thus, today the necessity has come to a head to define the sta-
tus of global studies, which has already compiled rich material, 
acquired a sufficient development and is represented by a variety 
of schools, directions, different associations, creative collectivities, 
research groups, etc . A complicated nature of the object of inves-
tigation and inevitable in this case interdisciplinarity complicate 
considerably the establishment of clear boundaries of the subject 
we are interested in, as they quite often merge with other fields of 
knowledge: futurology, culture studies and philosophy . Moreover, 
the theoretical knowledge received in global studies is very often 
connected with the necessity of concrete decision-making what 
leads to enlarging of the subject under discussion’s boundaries . 
For better understanding of the assigned problem we will make 
a short survey into the history of the formation of the global world 
and process of its comprehension . 

As has already been mentioned, the formation of global 
studies begins when they started to speak for the first time about 
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the arisen threats to the whole humanity and began to discuss 
new issues which assumed the name of ‘global’ . It was the period 
of the late 1960s — early 1970s . In the context of our discussion 
the circumstance in point has a fundamental meaning, as now-
adays the discussions on globalization are weakly correlated or 
are related in no way at all to the global problems and the begin-
ning of their systematic study about forty years ago . As a result 
global studies is quite often or predominantly correlated with the 
investigation of processes of globalization, at best declaring it the 
incipient discipline counting no more than one and a half de-
cade, i .e . the period when global studies is in the focus of scien-
tists’ attention . 

However, one should emphasize that although since the end of 
the 1960s scientists focus their attention not on the processes of 
globalization but on the consequences (global problems), already 
at that time there emerged an integrative field of interdisciplin-
ary research aiming at a theoretical research and practical coping 
with fundamentally new dangers urgent for the whole humanity . 
At that time it became evident that alongside with the differenti-
ation of scientific knowledge accompanying science for centuries, 
the urgent necessity appeared to integrate theoretical and practi-
cal knowledge aimed at studying new phenomena that were noted 
for the scale, integrity and complex system of mutual relations 
both inside the global problems themselves and in their connec-
tion with economic, social and political spheres . 

Therefore, global studies initially started to form both as a fun-
damentally new scientific trend with integration processes com-
ing to the forefront and as a sphere of social practice including 
international policy, economy and even ideology . Its emergence 
was a peculiar response to the challenge of time . It is at that peri-
od that first in the industrially developed countries and then in 
other countries the ecological situation deteriorated as a result 
of increasing misbalance in the relations of the humans and the 
environment . Soon it became clear that ecological problems were 
closely connected with other contradictions of the planetary scale . 
Beyond the discovered unexampled pollution of the environment, 
the threatening tendencies of the uncontrolled growth of popula-
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tion of the Earth have revealed themselves, as well as the limits 
of exhaustion of natural resources and the mortal danger of 
the impetuous arms race that meant a serious danger to the ad-
vancing social development and even the existence of life on the 
planet . 

The quantitative and qualitative changes in various spheres of 
social life and in the interaction of society and nature gradual-
ly accumulated during a long period being reflected not only the 
complexity, variety and dynamics of modern epoch, its particular 
technocratic, scientistic character, but also in the expansionistic 
moods directed at the absolute conquest of nature . Almost im-
mediately after the recovery from the horrors of World War II 
the humanity was drawn into new confrontation that caused the 
unexampled arms race; the ecological equilibrium on the plan-
et was completely undermined . At the same time the inhuman 
essence of the unrestrained growth of non-ecological industrial 
production and in no way limited technological progress became 
evident quite soon . The misbalance in the society-nature rela-
tions reaching by that time the maximum permissible meanings 
and also the fragmentariness and disunity of the humanity in the 
face of global problems became obvious not only for specialists 
but also at the level of mass consciousness .

Here, however, one should note that some tendencies in the 
formation of the integrated world and changes taking place in it 
got into the focus of scientists and philosophers’ attention much 
earlier than those changes had become evident for everybody . So, 
to the first attempts to comprehend the arising world tendencies 
and caused by them fundamentally new and common to all man-
kind problems, one should refer T . Malthus’s ideas about natu-
ral regulation of population, I . Kant’s reflections concerning the 
eternal world or, for instance, J . Lamarck’s speculation on the 
role of humans . Undoubtedly K . Marx and F . Engels’s universal-
istic views presented in their ‘Manifesto of the Communist Party’ 
and a number of other works must also be placed in this line . Orga-
nized on their initiative in 1864, ‘The First International’ reflect-
ed the arising necessity in the consolidation of different political 
and professional forces at the global level and became per se one 
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of the first prototypes of a great number of international organi-
zations which since then started appearing all over the world in 
increasingly great number . Nowadays such organizations become 
a concurrent part of the world community’s life and their number 
has increased manifold . 

As applied to the theme of our discussion, it is important to em-
phasize that the appearance of international organizations in the 
second half of the 19th century was an answer to the developing 
economical and sociopolitical relations which exceeded the limits 
of national states and generated an obvious necessity in coopera-
tion and coordination of the intergovernmental efforts in solving 
principally new transnational tasks . The First and particularly 
Second World Wars gave a powerful impulse to international or-
ganizations’ creation . Their end was accompanied by an attempt 
to prevent the repetition of the experienced horrors and the wish 
to build an effective system of international security . So, in 1919 
the League of Nations was established, the international orga-
nization whose proclaimed main goal was the development of 
collaboration between peoples and providing a guarantee of peace 
and security . And in 1945 there was accepted the United Nations 
Charter created to maintain and support the world security and 
development of collaboration among states in the post-war peri-
od . The essence of the new situation consisted in the fact that the 
world having completely divided into two ideologically oppos-
ing parts was more and more involved into arms race, caused by 
‘the Cold War’, and so the increasing tendencies of globalization 
dropped out of sight for decades .

At the same time in the theoretical aspect a crucial role in the 
comprehension of global tendencies, when they were not yet that 
obvious, was played by the works by V . Solovjev, E . Le Rois, P . Teil-
hard de Chardin, V . I . Vernadsky, A . L . Chizhevsky, K . E . Tsi-
olkovsky, A . Toynbee, K . Jaspers, B . Russell, J . Somerville and 
others . These thinkers worried most of all about fundamentally 
new tendencies distorting the natural balance of nature and so-
cial systems and they attempted to explain them, basing on the 
knowledge available at that time . By their works and discussions 
on ‘the population of the Earth’, ‘eternal world’, ‘world integra-
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tion of proletariat’, ‘the united god-mankind’, ‘noosphere’, ‘world 
government’, ‘cosmopolitism’ and ‘nuclear omnicide’ etc . they 
prepared philosophical, scientific and broad public conscious-
ness to the comprehension of the fact that for the humanity as 
a single whole that is inseparably linked with the natural con-
ditions of its existence — biosphere, geographical sphere and 
space — the common fate and common responsibility for the 
future of the planet is prepared . 

In particular, V . I . Vernadsky developing the conception of 
noosphere as early as in the 1930s made a conclusion about the 
cardinal change of the face of the Earth as a result of unexam-
pled scales of human transforming activity and warned that if the 
society did not develop according to the rational principles and 
in accordance with laws of the nature, the death of all the living 
thing on the Earth would be inevitable . In his essay ‘Scientific 
thought as a Planetary Phenomenon’ he pointed out: ‘For the 
first time a human has really understood that he is the inhabitant 
of the planet and can — and should — think and act in a new 
aspect, not only in the aspect of an individual personality, family 
or kin, states or their alliances but also in the planetary aspect’1 . 
K . Jaspers keeping to the similar views as early as in 1948 used 
for the first time the term ‘global’ in the present days meaning 
and expressed serious anxiety concerning the fact that some day 
the globe would become tight for the humanity and the resourc-
es available on the planet would become scanty . Understanding 
clearly such a prospective for the humanity he wrote in particular: 
‘Our historically new situation, for the first time having the deci-
sive importance, represents the real unity of people on the Earth . 
Due to the technical facilities of modern means of communica-
tion our planet has become a single whole entirely available for a 
human, it became “smaller” than the Roman Empire used to be in 
the old days’2 . And then further, pointing a really global character 
of World War II, after which these lines were written, he made a 

1  Vernadsky, V . I . Philosophical Ideas of a Naturalist (in Russian) . — 
Мoscow: Nauka . — 1988 . — P . 35 .

2  Jaspers, K . The Origin and Goal of History (in Russian) . — Мoscow, 1991 . — 
P . 141 .
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conclusion of fundamental importance: ‘From this very moment 
starts the world history as history of a single whole . From this 
point of view the whole previous history seems a range of scat-
tered independent from each other attempts, a great number of 
different sources of human abilities . Now the world on the whole 
became the problem and the task . Thus a fundamental transfor-
mation of history takes place . Nowadays the conclusive is the fol-
lowing: there is nothing beyond the sphere of happening events . 
The world has enclosed . The globe has become indivisible . New 
dangers and opportunities are revealed . All essential prob-
lems have become world problems, the situation — has become 
the situation of the whole humanity’ 1 (my emphasis — A . Ch .) . 
While reading these lines one cannot help agreeing with the fact 
that altho ugh global studies has been formed quite recently its 
foundations have been laid by the works of some scientists much 
earlier .

Processes of globalization that came to the forefront and 
sharply enforced in the second half of the 20th century, and also 
increasing in this connection interdependency of different coun-
tries and peoples determined a new level of understanding of the 
present topic . Still more new international structures and orga-
nizations appeared, among which there were quite a lot of those 
whose activities were aimed at comprehension of global prob-
lems and their reasons . We can give as examples the Institute 
of Future Problems, founded in Vienna in 1965, International 
fund ‘Humanity in 2000’, founded the same time in the Nether-
lands, ‘World Future Society’ organized in 1966 in Washington, 
etc . The increasing number of other similar organizations grew 
in the course of time . However, a true interest in global problems 
appeared after the first reports of the Club of Rome, founded in 
19682 . Its research projects: ‘The Limits to Growth’ (1972), ‘Man-
kind at the Turning Point’ (1974), ‘RIO — Reshaping the Inter-
national Order’ (1974), ‘Beyond the Age of Waste’ (1976) and 
others were world-renowned and became a theoretical basis of 

1  Ibid .
2  See: Globalistics . Encyclopedia / Editors-in-Chief I . I . Masour, А . N . Chu-

makov (in Russian) . — Мoscow: Raduga, 2003 . — Pp . 893–896 .
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modern global studies . They did not only fulfill the necessary 
heuristic and methodological function while forming a principal-
ly new branch of interdisciplinary knowledge, but played a sig-
nificant enlightening role .

So, we can say that global studies as a specific sphere of aca-
demic research and integral world-representation has formed gen-
erally by the end of the 1980s, and it has been developing later due 
to the rethinking of globalization processes which at that time still 
remained out of sight of those working in that  sphere . The events 
provoked by the socialist system’s collapse what determined the 
new arrangement of forces in the international arena, served as 
the main impulse for turning the scientific and public thought 
from studying consequences to the analysis of their true reasons . 
And this happened only in the second half of the 1990s when 
the world had basically recovered from fundamental changes and 
started to comprehend the new situation . At that very period there 
came ‘the second wave’ of interest in global studies which gained 
the so-called ‘second wind’ due to the active comprehension of 
globalization processes .

At the same time it should be emphasized that for many con-
temporary researchers who have joined global studies during this 
(second) wave of the interest to it; what had been worked out be-
fore to a great extent appeared to be out of sight mostly because 
that almost ten-year gap between the two ‘waves’ was accompa-
nied by breaking of the former foundations and ideas which are 
nowadays quite often taken as rudiments of the past unworthy 
of serious attention . As a result, a lot of publications appeared 
whose authors form up their ideas as if global studies is a very 
recent research trend that still has no results deserving serious 
attention . Nevertheless, before the appearance of the term ‘glo-
balization’ quite clear ideas about the tendencies of the formation 
of world-economic links as an indivisible system and global prob-
lems caused by it had formed in this sphere of research . The nature 
and genesis of global problems, the criteria of their choice were 
also discovered and approaches to their systematization defined, 
a deep interrelation of not only natural and social processes but 
also of the contradictions fol lowing from here, their conditionality 
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by the social, economic, political, ideological and scientific-tech-
nical consequences were revealed .

The significant achievements in global studies in the first two 
decades of its development are: the elaboration and formation 
of language of interdisciplinary communication acceptable for 
different sciences, from this point of view the elaboration and 
improvement of the key notions and categories such as for in-
stance ‘global problem’, ‘ecological crisis’, ‘ecologization of pro-
duction’, ‘population explosion’, ‘nuclear winter’, ‘global depen-
dence’, ‘world community’, ‘new thinking’, ‘new humanism’, etc . 
As a result, people’s worldview changed sufficiently, their under-
standing of the fact that a human depends on nature to a much 
greater extent than it had been realized before, surrounding him 
terrestrial and space environment and also on the developing re-
lations and arrangement of forces in the world scene . At that very 
period it became obvious that interdependency of all spheres of 
social life in the world is steadily increasing, in particular, the in-
fluence of different states on each other is increasing, when de-
fending their particular national interests and sovereignty  — un-
der the conditions of globalization they provoke fundamentally 
new contradictions in the international relations . It has also been 
established that the appearance and sharp aggravation of global 
problems in the second half of the 20th century is not a result of 
some miscalculation, somebody’s fatal error or a purposely cho-
sen strategy of socio-economic development . Neither are these 
the whims of history or a consequence of nature’s anomalies . 
The global changes and panhuman problems provoked by them 
became a result of the centuries-long quan titative and qualita-
tive transformations both in social development and in the ‘soci-
ety-nature’ system . The reasons for their appearance are root ed 
in the history of formation of modern civilization which provoked 
an extensive crisis of the industrial society and technocratic-ori-
ented culture in general . During the post-war period this crisis 
covered the whole complex of people’s interaction with each 
other, fundamentally changed the relations between the person 
and society, society and nature, and touched directly the vital 
interests of the whole world community . 
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The result of such a development was not only ‘population 
explosion’ and globalization of economy but also degradation 
of the environment which outlined the tendency of human deg-
radation . The human behaviour, ideas and the way of thinking 
failed to change in due time adequately to the changes which 
started to occur around him with an increasing speed . As has 
already been shown by the first research into the field of glob-
al studies, the reason for the accelerated development of so-
cio-economic processes turned out to be the human being her/
himself and his/her purposeful transformational activity, re-
inforced by new achievements in the field of science and engi-
neering . In the meantime it was established that only within a few 
decades as a result of the impetuous growth of scientific techni-
cal achievements in the development of the productive forces of 
society more changes than during a number of previous centuries 
took place . At the same time the process of changing took place 
with a growing speed and was invariably accompanied by more 
profound and substantial transformations in different spheres 
of social life . By the end of the 20th century with the appearance 
of the Internet, email and radio-telephone they had become un-
exampled, and the unique technique and modern transport had 
enormously increased the mobility and transforming abilities 
of people whose number still continues to grow with threaten-
ing tempos . As a result there is left neither an unexplored place 
on the Earth nor even practically pure territories, water and air 
space on which natural state the human activity would not di-
rectly or indirectly affect . All this gives grounds to call our planet 
now ‘a common home’, ‘world village’, to call the processes and 
problems which have turned out common for all the people — 
the global ones, and the sphere of academic knowledge about all 
these things — global studies . 

Speaking about different spheres of social life and touching 
directly people’s interests, the global studies with the necessity 
becomes closely connected with polictics and ideology . In this as-
pect it is rightful to speak about different trends and schools of 
global studies which have revealed themselves clearly already at 
the first stages of its formation, when the confrontation of the two 
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ideologically hostile socio-economical systems predetermined its 
development in two directions one of which got the name ‘west-
ern’ and the other — ‘Soviet global studies’ . During the last de-
cade the ideological resistance gave place to economic, cultural, 
religious and national discrepancies which underlay the division 
of the world into a number of large regions — the original sub-
jects of international relations . At the same time cultural civili-
zation differences of countries and peoples came to the forefront 
and that predetermined somewhat different approaches to the 
understanding of modern world processes, in particular Western, 
Eurasian, Oriental and Islamic, etc . Taking into consideration a 
definite conventionality of any classification, let us mark only 
some approaches and directions typical of modern global studies 
in which we will distinguish foreign and Russian components 
for more clearness . 

In the non-Russian global studies two directions have formed 
initially: the ‘technocratic’ one within which the positive influ-
ence of science and technique on social life was obviously exag-
gerated, and the ‘technopessimistic’ one making the technologi-
cal progress, international capital and transnational corporations 
responsible for the negative consequences of globalization1 . 
Later their positions became closer and at the same time were 
differently corrected under the influence of different estimation 
of the prospectis for the world market development; so, the in-
dicated division is quite relative now . As for the Russian global 
studies, in the Soviet period when it was under a strong ideolog-
ical influence, a moderately optimistic mood was characteristic 
of it . At the same time from the very beginning there appeared 
some directions among which (quite relatively) the following 
can be distinguished2:

 — philosophico-methodological: within its framework the phil-
osophical principles, nature and genesis of the global pro-
cesses are studied, the most important socio-political and 

1  See: Globalistics: International Interdisciplinary Encyclopedic Dictio-
nary / Editors-in-Chief I . I . Masour, А . N . Chumakov (in Russian) . — Мos-
cow; St . Petersburg; New York: Elima, Piter, 2006 . — Pp . 875–878 .

2  See: Globalistics . Encyclopedia . — Pp . 199–209 .
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economic transformations necessary for successful solution 
of the global problems and underlying processes are ana-
lyzed;

 — socio-natural: it covers a wide range of problems the most 
important of which are produced by ecology, supply of raw 
material, energetic, water, land and other resources . With-
in this trend representatives of natural, technical and social 
sciences, politicians, production workers and public people 
work in  close contact . Their efforts are focused on the elab-
oration of principles and methods of optimization of the 
interaction between society and nature, ecologization of in-
dustry and rational nature management;

 — culturological: it focuses on the problems of globalization 
appearing in the sphere of scientific and technological 
progress, population, public health service, culture, law, 
education and other fields of social life .

Recently both in Russia and abroad the attention to political, 
social, ideological, cultural and civilizational aspects of global-
ization has increased considerably what has essentially enlarged 
the scope of global studies and notably influenced the nature of 
the problems it solves . The spheres of material production and 
spiritual activity, ecology and lifestyle, culture and policy — all 
of them are included now in the sphere of global studies which, 
taking into account the aforesaid, should be determined as the 
interdisciplinary field of scientific research aimed at discovering 
the essence of processes of globalization, causes of their appear-
ance and tendencies of development, and also at the analysis of 
the problems it generates and the search for the ways of mainte-
nance of positive and overcoming negative consequences of these 
processes for the humankind and biosphere .

In a broader sense the term ‘global studies’ determines the 
whole totality of scientific, philosophical, culturological and 
applied investigations of different aspects of globalization and 
global problems including the received results of such investiga-
tions and also practical activity on their realization in economic, 
social and political spheres both at the level of separate states 
and in the international scale .
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To avoid improper analogies and methodological confusion 
it is important to emphasize that global studies should not be 
understood as a separate or specific discipline which as a rule 
appears in multitude as a result of differentiation of scientif-
ic knowledge or at the edge of adjacent fields of science . It was 
born by the opposite phenomenon — by the integration process-
es typical of modern science and represents a sphere of investi-
gations and knowledge within which different scientific disci-
plines and philosophy analyze all possible aspects of globalization, 
suggest these or those solutions to global problems, considering 
them both separately and as a holistic system in a close interac-
tion with each other, each from the position of its subject and 
method . Here follows a significant consequence . One could raise 
the question of the subject, matter, method, goal and concep-
tual apparatus, etc . of the global studies, as some researchers 
suggest . However, one should keep in mind that answers to these 
questions concerning the global studies lie in a different plane 
as compared to this or that concrete field of science . In particu-
lar, its subject cannot be determined unambiguously though in a 
simplifying way, one can define its subject as the world integrity, 
humanity as a whole or the whole biosphere with its basic ele-
ment — the human being . The same is referred to the conceptual 
apparatus of global studies which (at the philosophical-method-
ological level) will be indivisible to a certain extent only, in other 
respects it becomes ‘diffused’ in separate sciences dealing with 
the appropriate investigations . Speaking about methods or goals 
of the global studies, attention should be paid to the fact that be-
sides defining some basic approaches, one should enumerate not 
only separate sciences and their contribution to the research of 
the appropriate problems but also reveal the way philosophy, 
culture studies, politics and ideology are involved in the global 
studies what makes the solution of such a task admittedly al-
most unachievable .

One more significant difference of the global studies from 
concrete scientific disciplines consists in the fact that the com-
prehension of global tendencies and a principal overcoming of 
the problems caused by them requires not only theoretical in-
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global studies thereby, impartially fulfills the integrative role in 
the sphere of science and practice making many scientists, pol-
iticians and public people consider the contemporary world in 
a new way and realize their involvement into the common fate of 
the humanity . It makes think that globalization and problems it 
causes do leave no other choice to the humanity than through 
overcoming the fragmentation and difficulties to come to its uni-
ty saving the originality of cultures, century-old traditions and 
basic values of separate nations and peoples whenever possible . 
But such a unity and co-ordination of actions can be provided 
only by the appropriate understanding of processes and events 
happening in the modern world whose knowledge is developed 
and formed in global studies where the short-term aims and 
long-run prospectives are considered in close interconnection .

In the end, it is necessary to point out that a number of con-
clusions based on the analyses of objective tendencies of social 
development can face grounded objections on the part of those 
who view globalization first of all as the fight of interests and pur-
poseful activity of separate clans or states at the cost of ignoring 
interests as well as violating the rights of the rest . The remarks of 
the kind will be fair and they should be taken into account both 
in theoretical research and in practice, when the matter concerns 
globalization and its consequences . However, speaking about the 
problem of the global studies’ status as well as while determin-
ing its subject and scope we deal with solving a different task and 
face not the subjective factor but, as a rule, the subjectivism and 
predilection of certain researchers whose opinion must not sub-
stitute the analysis of the objective tendencies of the world-scale 
processes .
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RECOGNIZING GLOBALIZATION1

The term “globalization” was introduced by R . Robertson 
in 1983 . Nevertheless, it remained unnoticed by the epistemic 
community . Even the database of the Library of the US Congress 
contained no books using this term in their headlines till 1997 . 
Only in the first half of the 1990s when the new power balance 
was emerging on the international arena, interest to globaliza-
tion processes came to the foreground . The number of books 
and articles about it started to grow quickly and this growth have 
become uncontrollable by the beginning of the 21st century . 

Globalization has become one of the most topical issues of 
modernity — this statement is confirmed by the fact that last 
20 years world philosophical community during its World Con-
gresses was paying extended attention to global problems . As for 
the last congress that took place in August 2003 in Istanbul, 
it was fully dedicated to the topic of «Philosophy Facing World 
Problems» .

Thus, by now both separate countries and humankind as 
a whole have accumulated significant theoretical and practi-
cal material allowing to understand problems common for the 
whole of humankind . This interest to the issue of globalization 
remains high . Nevertheless, even now not many scholars are 
able to provide a precise definition of this complex phenom-
enon . Most are unable to approach globalization not only as a 
collusion o interests and a struggle of various international ac-
tors but as an objective process dating back to past centuries . 
The latter approach seem more adequate because globalization 
did not begin in the 20th century when globalization-engen-
dered global problems became a real threat to humankind and 
attracted universal attention . It began much earlier, at the inter-
section of the 15th and 16th centuries, in the era of the Great Geo-
graphic Discoveries . The first circumnavigation undertaken by 

1  Europa Forum . Philosophie . Bulletin № 58, avril 2008 . P . 13–22 .
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Magellan had finally demonstrated that the Earth was orbicular 
and that man’s living-space was limited . Since that moment the 
world land and the world ocean had become accessible, first of 
all, for Europeans and then for all people of the planet . The fact 
that globalization is a universal phenomenon was rather obscure 
in the beginning but from the mid-19th century it was becoming 
more and more visible . The actual force and multifacedness of 
globalization have become apparent only by the very beginning 
of the 20th century . Now this phenomenon is discussed through-
out the world . 

The first attempts to understand the world as an organic whole 
may be found already in the second half of the 18th century . 
Of course, at that moment no one spoke about globalization . 
Everything said in this regard was rather premonition than clear 
understanding of the world’s holism and interconnectedness . 
In the works by Lamarck, Malthus, Kant, Marx, Engels, Dani-
levskii, Spengler and others one may only find intuitive insights 
regarding the universal interconnectedness of the animate, the 
inanimate and the social . They stood at the threshold of the 
concept of the world as an organic whole .

In this regard one may point to Thomas Malthus’es idea of nat-
ural regulation of population numbers, to Immanuel Kant’s idea of 
everlasting peace, to Lamarck’s concept of biosystemic evolution 
and man’s role in it . Apart from targeting specific problems and 
separate trends trespassing national borders this period is charac-
terized by the first attempts to represent the whole world history 
as a self-regulating and progressively evolving process . Such posi-
tion was typical for Kant with his universal history concept . How-
ever, only Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels were able to make full 
use of this approach in their materialistic historical constructions .

Karl Marx was the first one to undertake an attempt of deeper 
analysis of economic, political and cultural globalization in var-
ious countries and communities . He did it in the period when 
globalization was not as visible as nowadays and its results im-
pacted separate spheres of social life only indirectly .

Talking about pioneer works in the sphere of global studies, 
there is no doubt that Karl Marx is, in fact, the first scholar, the-
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orist and systemic thinker who tried to embrace historical pro-
cess in its wholeness and unity . He studied it from the viewpoint 
of economic transformations of society . His theory of socio-eco-
nomic formations is nothing else but the first historical attempt 
to cognize a pattern of social development from its primordial 
prehistoric forms to the emergence of a united, holistic, plane-
tary society embracing all peoples . Marxism presented this at-
tempt as a theoretical plan of building a Communist society 
where all countries and peoples would finally make an organic 
whole free of antagonistic contradictions . 

The issue of who realistic this plan was is beyond the scope 
of this presentation . It is important to emphasize that as early 
as in the 19th century Marx and Engels understood not only that 
economic relations were becoming global but also that interna-
tional relations and even the sphere of spiritual life were becom-
ing universal . They did not use the very term “global relations” 
but, in fact, wrote about them . Already in 1848 in the Commu-
nist Manifesto they stressed the universal nature of capitalist re-
lations: “The bourgeoisie has, through its exploitation of the 
world market, given a cosmopolitan character to production and 
consumption in every country . <…> In place of the old local and 
national seclusion and self-sufficiency, we have intercourse in 
every direction, universal inter-dependence of nations . And as 
in material, so also in intellectual production . The intellectual 
creations of individual nations become common property . Na-
tional one-sidedness and narrow-mindedness become more and 
more impossible, and from the numerous national and local lit-
eratures, there arises a world literature”1 . It took 100 years for 
this thought revealing the essence of globalization to become 
evident for broader public consciousness . 

The issue of globalization is so controversial now that meth-
odological principles of approaching historical process formulat-
ed by Marx and Engels acquire special significance . They urge 
to understand globalization as, first of all, an objective consis-
tent pattern . Marx mentioned that not human consciousness 
determines human existence, but human existence determines 

1  K . Marx, F . Engels . Sochinenia . Moscow, 1956 . Vol . 4 . P . 427–428 .
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human consciousness1 . Of course, collusion of various interests 
and struggle of various social forces strongly impacts the nature 
of globalization and its specific forms . It is important to stress 
that no efforts and wishes of private citizens (or states, or other 
social actors) will be able to reverse globalization or to redirect it 
in accordance with their demands, because globalization is a nec-
essary result of the historical process and an essential feature of 
social development from the moment of the emergence of capi-
talist relations .

One may conclude, that globalization is underlined and de-
termined not by the subjective factor, but by the objective 
trends of world development . They are, of course, influenced 
by the subjective factor but this influence is not arbitrary and 
limitless — it occurs within limits determined by given histor-
ical and concrete socio-political circumstances . In the other 
works, globalization is, essentially, no less an objective process 
than sunrise . When the Sun rises, it makes the one staying in 
the shadow feel comfortable; the one who happens to be un-
shaded feels uncomfortable and even bad . Still, no one dares to 
be “for” or “against” such a development because the celestial 
body is not responsible for who and why has happened to be 
in worse or better conditions . These are problems of another 
type: social problems related to the issue of equality, social jus-
tice, etc . Therefore, one should confront not natural develop-
ments but unjust social relations . At the same time, one should 
have in mind that, in spite of the objective and the subjective 
to be interconnected into the organic whole, the subjective 
factor is not able to dominated natural development . It, never-
theless, play an important, sometimes even decisive role in hu-
man destiny . 

The role of the subjective factor in the above-mentioned de-
velopments is, thus, rather substantial . However, it is performed 
in different ways and is, in the end, essentially determined by 
the objective course of natural events, which human beings are 
not able to reverse arbitrarily . For the same reason, they are not 
able to reverse globalization .

1  K . Marx, F . Engels . Izbrannie proizvedenia v 3 tomakh . Vol . 1 . P . 537–536 .
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In this regard the idea that globalization has been planned and 
implemented by someone, that it has been initiated by someone, 
that it can be stopped, reversed and so on seems to be beyond 
serious criticism . Such ideas may be found, nevertheless, not only 
at the level of mass consciousness but also in serious academic 
books . This only demonstrates that people discussing such issues 
are nothing but amateurs in the sphere of global studies .

What are aims of sunrise, of a lightning, of environmental 
pollution? There are no aims here, only natural course of events . 
Aims are formulated by human beings and most of them are 
tightly connected with the objective reality that becomes trans-
formed, changed as a result of human rational activity . That is 
why it is so important to define what is a cause and what is a 
result, what results from human conscious activity and what hap-
pens regardless of human will and wishes .

There can be various opinions about Karl Marx himself and 
about his theory, but in the context of this presentation one may 
not help recognizing his undeniable merit of being the first 
one to demonstrate the objectivity of historic development, to 
show how capitalism becomes a universal (global) phenomenon . 
He managed to do it in the period when capitalism to a great ex-
tent meant small patriarchal businesses . He was the first one to 
envision the future of humankind as a united, indiscrete whole . 
Thus he provided methodological foundations for systemat-
ic globalization studies based on understanding the patterns 
of human development in the past .

It is also worth mentioning that in accordance to their prin-
ciple of uniting theory and practice, Marx and Engels wrote 
in 1849 the Communist Manifesto clearly demonstrating the inter-
national nature of the communist movement . They ended this 
document with their famous call: “Workers of the world, unite!” . 
In its form and contents the Manifesto was the first attempt to 
unite a small part of the humankind — those involved into man-
ufacturing labor — but based on a very firm ground . Before no 
one understood that such unity was now achievable . In spite of 
this call being essentially destructive because of its intention to 
unite only the members of a single social class to fight irrecon-
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cilably the other social class, it already embraced general trends 
and contradictions of global processes in the sphere of both 
economy and politics .

Marxism always called for unity of theory and practice . This 
unity was realized in the First International initiated by Marx 
and Engels in 1864 . This organization resulted from an impe-
rious need for consolidation of various political and economic 
actors at the global level . The International was one of the first 
forerunners of numerous international organizations that would 
multiply later, especially from the beginning of the 20th century . 

Now these organizations are an integral part of the interna-
tional community and their number continues to grow . Being a 
product of globalization, they are, at the same time (as well as 
states), active participants of global relations studied with the 
framework of a new branch of scientific knowledge — global 
studies .

Global studies as a specific field of knowledge have emerged 
within last 30 years and by the moment them have become rel-
atively clear-cut and well-defined sphere of knowledge . In the 
narrowest sense global studies are an interdisciplinary sphere of 
scientific research aimed at understanding the meaning of glo-
balization, finding its causes and developmental trends, analyzing 
globalization-engendered global problems and finding ways to 
sustain the positive and to overcome the negative circumstanc-
es of globalization from the viewpoint of men and biosphere . In 
a broader sense the term “global studies” refers to the whole 
complex of scientific, philosophical, cultural and applied re-
search dealing with various aspects of globalization and global 
studies . It also refers to the results of such research and to the 
practical activity aimed at carrying these results into practice in 
economic, social and political spheres, both at a state level and 
internationally .

To avoid misleading analogies and methodological confusion 
it should be stressed that global studies are not a specific science 
or scientific discipline like numerous new sciences emerging as 
a result of differentiation of scientific knowledge or at the inter-
section of nearby disciplines . It is not a systemic knowledge in 
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the sense, for example, physics, chemistry or mathematics are . 
Global studies have been born thanks to integrative processes 
typical for modern science . It is a sphere of research and knowl-
edge where various scientific disciplines and philosophy tightly 
interconnection with one another analyze various aspects of glo-
balization and problems it engenders (each from the viewpoint 
of its subject matter and methodology) . Global studies should 
also provide solutions for global problems studied both sepa-
rately from one another and as a holistic system .

Finally, we should stress that this new interdisciplinary sphere 
of scientific knowledge is a domain for specialists from all dis-
ciplines . This principally differentiates global studies from spe-
cific disciplines where “specialists” speak a language often un-
derstandable only for a limited group of the like professionals . 
Under the umbrella of global studies specialists in various theo-
retical and practical spheres study world processes and problems 
engendered by them from the position of this or that natural or 
human science . This predetermines diversity of opinions about 
what globalization is . Scholars of natural sciences are often car-
ried away by details and separated facets of this complex process, 
while scholars of humanities mostly concentrate on subjective 
factors and struggle of various interests .

Cultural and civilizational specifics of various countries also 
influences our understanding of contemporary world develop-
ments . One may distinguish between Western, Eastern, Eurasian, 
Islamic and other approaches to globalization . Differences be-
tween them may be found in their primary theoretical principles, 
values, established traditions, etc .

For example, a specific feature of the Western approach is 
understanding globalization as a positive development, after all . 
It is explainable because the most developed countries, in com-
parison with less developed countries, benefit more from the 
current situation . They dominate practically all spheres of social 
life . Countries of the East, especially the most prosperous of them, 
also benefit from globalization and, as a result, do not oppose it . 
Nevertheless, they are sensitive to events and phenomena under-
mining their traditional lifestyles .
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The Eurasian approach is slightly different . Market relations 
here are not firm enough and that is why globalization provides 
many opportunities for illegal business activities, capital outflow, 
international crime . Attitudes to globalization vary from un-
equivocal acceptance to full denial . As for the Islamic world, it 
experiences serious pressure from the mass culture, values and 
way of life of the Western civilization and has no chance oppose 
it in the period of information revolution . It considers globaliza-
tion, first of all, a source of threats to its values, beliefs and even 
independence .

This only strengthens interest to what globalization is . Differ-
ent authors define it in different ways: some as a process, some 
as a situation, some as a phenomenon; some equalize global-
ization with modernization, some consider it a myth . There 
are numerous discussions between opponents and supporters 
of globalization .

With regard to the above-said, I define globalization as a 
multi-aspect natural historical process leading to the emergence 
of planetary holistic structures and connections . Globalization is 
immanent to the world community and covers all basic spheres 
of human life . It becomes the more visible, the more humankind 
moves along the way of scientific and technological progress and 
socioeconomic development . Globalization is a process having 
no time limits . It connects the past, the present and the future . 
Today we are passing through a new stage of globalization . It not 
just becomes visible, but requires corrections made via rational 
human intervention, i .e ., people should take responsibility for 
the nature and con sequences of globalization that remains an 
objectively evolving process .

Such intervention, however, requires, at minimum, resolving 
some principal issues related to the essence of globalization 
and the nature of its evolution . One should mention that mod-
ern scholars are far from common opinion with regard to these 
issues . For example, some prominent scholars (I . Wallerstein, 
A . I . Utkin, V . I . Pantin and others) think that globalization has 
stages or waves, that it becomes sometimes more and sometimes 
less intense . This position seems too narrow . Globalization may 
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look like this in case we observe this complex and multiaspect 
process from one side only: for example, from the viewpoint of 
economic globalization which is, indeed, uneven . Sometimes it 
becomes more intense (in the periods of economic booms) and 
sometimes — less intense (during large-scale crises of the ma-
jority of national economies) . Thus, viewing globalization ex-
clusively as an economic process we necessarily find waves, pe-
riods and stages .

In reality, however, things are not so simple . Globalization 
occurs not only during economic booms but also during reces-
sions when it may seem that it slows down . It does not . During 
recessions additional impulse is given to the other elements of 
this complex process, such as political, socio-cultural, ecological, 
informational and the other aspects of globalization . All of them, 
taken from different perspectives, make globalization multiaspect . 
Some of them periodically increase and step to the foreground 
in order then to slow down . Thus, it is not the objective process 
of globalization what has waves, but some of its aspects . Glo-
balization as a whole only increases and constantly strengthens .

Humankind was ruminating on the issue of globalization for a 
long time . We can point out at several stages of such reflections . 
Basing on problems being in the focus of attention in a given his-
torical period an on the sphere of life fully dominated by global-
ization in that period, one may distinguish between five stages in 
understanding globalization . Three of them are already over; 
the fourth stage is taking place at the moment . As for the fifth 
stage, it has not yet come but is expected to begin in the foresee-
able future (to the best of our knowledge) .

The first stage was the longest one; each subsequent stage hap-
pened to be shorter than the previous one . This fact correlates 
with the law of acceleration of socioeconomic development that 
has become most visible during the last two centuries . Concen-
trating on the most significant distinguishing features of the 
above-mentioned stages, one may say the following:

The first stage covers the period from the second half of the 
18th century to the 1920s . It was, first of all, concentrated on un-
derstanding social problems of the world that had finally become 
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an organic whole geographically and then (generally speaking) 
economically and even politically . We have already pointed out 
that K . Marx and F . Engels, as well as Th . Malthus, N . Ia . Dani-
levskii, O . Spengler and others played the most important part 
in understanding globalization at this stage of historical devel-
opment .

The second stage in understanding global trends took place 
in 1920s — 1960s . It was characterized by theoretical focus on 
the issues of interrelations between society and nature . By that 
moment the world had been economically and politically “closed” 
and became to shrink ecologically . Here one should mention 
the concepts of biosphere and noosphere worked out by E . Leroit, 
T . de Chardin and V . Vernandskii, the authors of the famous 
Manifesto (B . Russell and A . Einstein) and the scholar of civili-
zational problems A . Toynbee .

The third stage lasted from the end of the 1960s to the end 
of the 1980s and may be regarded as a period of “discovering” 
and studying global problems of modernity . At this stage the 
world was “closed” ecologically and a trend towards its infor-
mational “finalization” emerged . What was the most important 
were well-publicized reports of the Club of Rome founded by 
A .Peccei and numerous studies conducted under the aegis of 
the UN (for example, the report prepared under the leadership 
of G . H . Brundtland or the report of the Brandt Commission) .

The fourth stage began in the end of the 1990s and continues 
up to now . It is focused on understanding globalization as a pro-
cess . By now the world has already been “closed” informationally . 
It seems logical to suggest that it will also be “close” in the civili-
zational sense .

The fifth (hypothetical) stage is still invisible in terms of exter-
nal symptoms . But it seems justified to theorize that it will also 
come with time . The term for it already exists: it is “post-global-
ization” . One may theorize that in this case the world will become 

“closed” ideologically, then socio-culturally, morally and, finally, 
grow into an organic whole as a truly global humankind . 

 The world will become global in the full sense after it be-
comes “closed” in terms of all basic spheres of life . Then glo-
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balization as a process will “exhaust” itself as well as by the 
beginning of the 1960s it has exhausted itself geographically . 
Of the above-mentioned spheres of life the most important are: 
geography, economy, politics, ecology, information, civiliza-
tion (law), ideology, culture, spirituality (morality and ethics), 
mentality (globalization of consciousness) . In some of these 
spheres (apart from geography where globalizatoin is already 
over) the process of globalization has mostly finalized . In the 
other spheres this process has a long distance ahead before its 
finalization . 

Of course, there are many other spheres in which the world 
should finally be “rolled up”, i .e ., become united, holistic . It is 
important to stress that “closing” of the world in this or that 
sphere of life and real unity of humankind in the same sphere 
are not the same . “Finalization” refers to spreading over the 
globe, to embracing the world as a whole regardless of wheth-
er it leads to reconciliation of different outlooks, positions 
and interests of various peoples or to their greater confronta-
tion and collision . Real unity implies true reconciliation or, at 
least, tolerant co-existence of various outlooks and positions 
typical for various peoples conditioned by balance of interests 
and consequent social stability and sustainability . For example, 
in 1948, after the world had been politically “closed”, K . Jaspers 
mentioned that political unification of the planet is a question 
of time . He was right because he took into consideration his-
torical reality .

It also explains why even after “finalization” of the world 
globalization continues in all spheres of life, except geography . 
It provides dynamic transition from formal unification achieved 
to real unity of humankind . The latter, we should mention, so 
far may not be found in its final shape in any sphere of material 
or spiritual existence of the global community . Moreover, while 

“finalization” of the world is practically beyond doubt (or is a 
question of time), the possibility of genuine human unity (even 
in some separated spheres of life) remains disputable . At the 
moment it would be overoptimistic to suggest that such unity will 
be necessary achieved in the future .
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 We would like to stress that globalization in this or that 
sphere of live is not over after “finalization” of the world in 
the same sphere . It continues to achieve real unification of hu-
mankind in a given sphere . One may suggest that following the 
achievement of new levels of integration and unity, the intensi-
ty of globalization will exhaust . The more the above-mentioned 
unity becomes reality, the closer to zero that intensity is . 

At the same time, even being an integrated system the human-
kind will remain internally contradictive . It will always experi-
ence inherent problems and contradictions, conflicts and threats 
of both external and internal nature . 

Nevertheless, humankind as a whole, as well as separate com-
munities or separate individuals, always wants to get rid of its 
problems (or, at least, to make them less noticeable) . If we dis-
tract from details and look at the past to find what people always 
lusted for in the recent 20th century or even earlier, we will find a 
very simple thing — they always and first of all lusted for Para-
dise on Earth . Or, otherwise, they lusted for ideal state of society .

Many centuries ago, when people directly felt their dependence 
on nature, they providently placed their “golden age” in the past . 
Thus they were able to preserve their ideals and not to set a task 
of bringing them into real life . However, growing achievements 
of technological civilization have enhanced human self-esteem, 
our clandestine desire to build Paradise on Earth . From approx-
imately the Renaissance, we see not sporadically emerging social 
utopias (like in the Antiquity) but a series of ideal constructions 
of an earthly Paradise presented by Th . More, Th . Campanel-
la, Th . Muenzer, etc . Utopias of the period of bourgeois revolu-
tions may be found in the works by J . Meslier, G . Mably, Morelli, 
A . Saint-Simon, F . Fourier, R . Owen, etc . One may well include 
into this list the Communist ideas by K . Marx and F . Engels if we 
understand these ideas not as a theoretical ideal of social relations 
but as goals and tasks achievable through revolutions and social 
cataclysms .

A new outburst of utopian projects may be found in the be-
ginning of the era of “conquering” space . People enthusiastically 
ruminated on “beautiful and fantastic worlds” supposed to existe 
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on the other planets, on limitless opportunities for colonization 
of outer space, etc . Such ideas originate from “Russian Cosmism” 
represented by N . F . Fedorov, K . E . Tsiolkovskii and others . For 
example, Fedorov thought that the problem of overpopulation 
on Earth would be resolved through settling people on the other 
planets . He believed that outer space might become a source of 
minerals and energy for the growing population and that Earth 
would be reshaped into a space ship “Earthmobile” . Tsiolkovskii 
also thought that outer space is a “bottomless storehouse” of var-
ious resources for humankind and that in the future the next 
generations would be settled there . He believed that having ex-
hausted Earth resources people would “conquer” all perisolar 
space to build there “islands of ether” or “space colonies” .

So, in spite of many disappointments in the possibility of build-
ing Paradise on Earth by human efforts, people always had an 
illusion of some heavenly, supernatural Paradise or of some pleas-
ant conditions for human life in outer space . Now it is time to 
acknowledge that humankind has too little historical time left for 
enjoying fruitless dreams while it needs conscious and respon-
sible actions . We should openly declare that people have always 
been misled and, moreover, deceived dreaming about better life 
somewhere outside our planet…

There has never been and never will be in the whole Universe 
any other Paradise apart from the one we already have on Earth . 
Our earthly world is that very Paradise — a Paradise for each real, 
living and not imagined human being . It ideally satisfies all vi-
tal human needs (material and spiritual), all human wishes and 
hopes, caprices and whims, dreams and the most brave fantasies . 
It is the only world where human beings may feel themselves 
comfortable and wealthy .

If this world turns out into a hell for people, it is not a prob-
lem of nature but a problem of people . They, intending to build 
an ideal society, mistreat those who disagree, mistreat natural 
environment . As a result, the output is something contrary to 
what they lusted for . The largest philosopher of the 20th century 
K . Jaspers mentioned in this regard, that we could look for the 
heavenly city in the past or in the future, we could call “back 
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to nature” or “forward to the world of love and beauty” but all 
these things would appeal to our emotions, not to our reason . 
Even the noblest desire to create Paradise on Earth might turn 
it into a hell that only people are able to make for their fellow 
creatures1 . 

Human beings don’t need building Paradise on Earth . It al-
ready exists because here, on our planet, even without human 
creative and transforming activities, we have everything what we 
need for happy and joyful life: abundance of water and fantastic 
choice of foods; rich energy and mineral resources and, finally, 
the broadest variety of climatic and natural conditions . The lat-
ter, if needed, may be maintained at the ideal level for any time 
needed with the help of modern scientific and technological 
achievements . What human beings should have done (and what 
they will have to do, if it is possible in principle) is to sort out 
their own feelings and their relations with the other people and 
with the environment to make full use of what earthly nature has 
given to us so bountifully .

Nowhere in the world we would find conditions equal to what 
we have on Earth, not to mention any better, truly paradisiacal 
conditions that would allow human beings to fully realize them-
selves as biological (feeling) and social (thinking) creatures . Hu-
man beings are products and children of this nature; they fully 
correlate with its natural conditions and parameters . And vise 
versa: human beings ideally “fit” the environment . People, “cut 
out” or “sculptured” of natural material, not only descend from 
nature but also return to it…

One of the largest modern specialists in global studies E . Las-
lo mentioned, that the emerging paradigm of social sciences 
correlates with the newest discoveries in physics and biology . 
This new paradigm testifies that there are constant connections 
and communication between cosmic and biospheric objects 
and that human consciousness is an evolving part of this net-
work of interconnections covering our planet . Laslo suggested 
that we are inseparable from one another and from the environ-
ment . All of us participate in natural activities: interacting with 

1  K . Popper . Otkritoe obshchestvo i ego vragi . T . 1 . — М ., 1992, P . 211 .
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one another we influence biosphere that, in its turn, is uproot-
ed in the Universe1 . Moreover, even here, on Earth, each person 
fells most comfortable where he or she was born and grew up, 
where he or she passed through childhood, maturity, personal 
growth . For example, for a Bedouin hot climate and desert are 
much more attractive than frost and snowy winter . At the same 
time, Northern people prefer chill to warm climate and snow to 
hot sand . 

Any attempt to resettle human beings into “better” environ-
ment would mean, in fact, inevitable worsening of the environ-
ment that used to be familiar and, thus, comfortable . At best any 
change of environment should be followed by adaptation period . 
As a rule such adaptation is unwelcome and has some sequel 
for any living organism; it also has limits beyond which one faces, 
at minimum, discomfort or degradation, or even death .

Of course, like any other living organism, both separate hu-
man beings and whole societies always had, have and will always 
have problems . Elimination of these problems is only possible at 
the expense of the life of a living organism . Therefore harmoni-
zation of human relations with the environment and minimal-
ization of problems and difficulties is the major task for separate 
individuals and for society as a whole . It still needs to be studied 
whether this task is achievable and what is “the golden middle” 
of human satisfaction . 

Today we should not ignore that human domination on Earth 
and human increasing activity undermines natural foundations 
of our own existence and of the life on the planet as a whole . 
This problem is not new . As early as in the 19th century F . En-
gels has said what is now stated in any textbook on ecology . 
He wrote, that people who unrooted forests in Mesopotamia, 
Greece or Asia Minor in order to get arable land never dreamed 
that they thus laid foundation for current desertification of 
these areas, because centers of collecting and preserving wa-
ter had disappeared with the forests . Neither they understood 
that by doing this they would for the most of the year leave 
their mountain springs without water and that as a result these 

1  E . Laslo . Makrosdvig . М ., 2004, P . 163–164 .
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springs in the rain period would pour to valleys fervent streams 
of water1 .  

Since this had been written a century and a half ago these 
words were not once repeated and seemingly grasped . Our vi-
sion of interaction between nature and society has changed 
and human ability to transform nature has substantially in-
creased . However, our attitude to nature, to those foundations 
of life which may not be restored anywhere apart from the 
Earth in case of their destruction, has not changed . Or, within 
this period of prolonged dynamic evolution humankind has not 
made necessary conclusions, has not learned its lessons . A well-
known Russian scholar I . V . Bestuzhev-Lada writes ironical-
ly, that “In the course of human history, up to the latest years, 
people mostly treated their mother — earthly nature — as lit-
tle kids treat an evil step-mother . They were afraid of her, they 
asked her for mercy but they tried to win a small victory over 
here wherever it was possible . It is right that nature has not al-
ways pampered people with pleasant surprises . Often she mer-
cilessly eliminated whole villages and cities, whole tribes and 
peoples2” .

Concluding this presentation, we should mention that human 
problems are changing and dynamic . Human evolution, growing 
complexity of social organization and exploration of territories 
changed the nature of these problems . Population grew, new 
territories were discovered and involved into economic activity, 
social power grew as well as its technological capabilities . Con-
sequently, the nature of problems changed as well . At the same 
time, current difficulties and concerns are still here . Moving to-
wards global condition humankind will by definition have new 
problems, now of world significance . In the prehistoric times, 
when people lived separately, they had local problems . Regional 
problems emerged after social networks and relations had em-
braced whole regions . Now global humankind has global prob-
lems and to set a task of their elimination as some scholars and 
politicians still do means not to understand what goes on . 

1  K.  Marx, F. Engels. Sochinenia. T. 20 . P . 496 .
2  I . V . Bestuzhev-Lada . Mir nashego zavtra . М .: Misl, 1986, P . 171 .
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“To overcome global problems”, “to eliminate global prob-
lems”, “to get rid of global problems” — these calls are not re-
alistic . These wrong formulas are responsible for subsequent 
misunderstanding of the situation and for insufficient program 
of practical actions . Finally, this delusion may happen to be not 
so harmless . It not just leads to no positive achievements but en-
tails loosing precious time, disappointment and loss of belief in 
ourselves because in this case we set a task having no decision 
in principle . It is no surprise that many authors who stick to this 
position often write about a “dead-end” for modern humankind, 
about a “trap” of global contradictions we should get out of . 
But it is not humankind but our consciousness who has found 
itself in a dead-end . Our consciousness, nevertheless, is able 
not only to explain but to reshape the world making it more or 
less acceptable for normal human life . Whatever this world may 
become, it will never be conflictless, free of contradictions and 
problems, including universal ones .

These conclusions are based on our analysis and fully corre-
spond with the most important methodological principles for-
mulated by Marxism: a) human beings should not only explain 
the world but change it as well; b) all social processes, as well as 
human interactions with the environment, are contradictive by 
nature; human beings have to acknowledge these contradictions 
and, at minimum, not to exacerbate them by their thoughtless 
actions; c) human strength means knowing objective laws and 
acting in accordance with these laws .

It is important to understand that neither globalization can 
be eliminated, nor global problems engendered by globalization 
can be resolved once and for all . Having once emerged, they will 
always accompany world community and we will have to solve 
them constantly . We should learn living with it because insuffi-
cient attention to global problems entails great troubles, if not a 
catastrophe . This is a new reality, a new condition of humankind 
transformed (new) . Even those who resist need to acknowledge 
that global humankind will necessarily deal with various prob-
lems including global ones . The point is to make these problems 
not threatening and not undermining the foundations of life on 
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Earth . This is a performable task, but not for separated commu-
nities or states but for humankind as a whole .

Concluding our analysis of the topic in question we would 
like to say that the main question for globalization is not to be 
or not to be, but what it should be like; who plays and who will 
play key roles in globalization . 
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GLOBALIZATION 
AS A NATURAL HISTORICAL PROCESS1

Our modern world is characterized not only by revolutionary 
changes in the spheres of science, information, technology, com-
munication but by a rapid growth of the planetary population 
increasing anthropogenic impact on the environment; enhancing 
the threat of violent conflicts, technogenic catastrophes, interna-
tional terrorism and so on . This is directly linked to globalization 
that existed potentially already in the age of the great geographic 
discoveries but became visible only in the mid-19th century . Th . 
Malthus’es ideas about natural regulation of the population num-
ber, Kant’s reasoning about the perpetual peace, the universalistic 
concepts of K . Marx and F . Engels expressed in the “Communist 
Manifesto” and some other works were the first attempts to un-
derstand the emerging world trends and the entirely new universal 
problems they engendered .  The “First International” created in 
1864 by Marx and Engels was the herald of countless internation-
al organizations that from the beginning of the 20th century have 
been mushrooming in growing numbers and are now an integral 
part of the modern world community . From the theoretical point 
of view the major role in acknowledging global trends in spite of 
their being not so evident in that time was played by the works of 
V . Soloviev, Leroi, Teilhard de Chardin, Vernandskii, Chizhevskii, 
Jaspers, Russell, etc . These thinkers were primarily concerned 
about the new trends of social development and their theories 
on “the Earth population number”, “perpetual peace”, “unity of 
the workers”, “the united God-Humanity”, “noosphere”, “world 
government”, “cosmopolitanism”, etc . have helped philosophical, 
scientific and broad public consciousness to accept that humanity 
as a whole has shared destiny inextricably connected with the 
destiny of its natural environment, including the outer space . 

1  XXIst World Congress of Philosophy “Philosophy Facing World Prob-
lems” . Abstracts . August 10–17, 2003 . Istanbul . Turkey, 2003 .
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Last years global problems engendered by globalization be-
came the issue attracting special attention and special research 
interest, including philosophical interest . For example, although 
at the last three World Philosophy Congresses in Brighton (1988), 
Moscow (1993) and Boston (1998) it was not directly talked 
about globalization, nevertheless, their Programs always includ-
ed panels and roundtable discussions on world problems . Now, 
at the 21st Congress in Istanbul, this topic not surprisingly be-
comes central .

The term “globalization” born in the beginning of the 1990s 
has not yet been properly defined and its contents remain highly 
debatable in spite of its universal spread . These debates became 
especially sharp in the last 2–3 years when the antiglobalist move-
ment sprang and conducted some serious public protest actions . 
As a rule, the term “globalization” is used to characterize the plan-
et-wide integrative and disintegrative processes in the spheres of 
economy, politics and culture, as well as anthropogenic environ-
mental changes, which are formally universal and essentially im-
portant for the entire world community . There can be two extreme 
positions concerning both the phenomenon of globalization as it 
is and its history . The first one is characterized by too broad vision 
of the planet-wide social connections and relations, which are 
found already in the primordial society; even the earliest stages of 
human development are described as global . The second extreme 
position implies an overly narrow understanding of globaliza-
tion, when modern processes of social development are thought 
of without considering their genesis, i .e . the history and the dy-
namics of evolution of international structures and transnational 
linkages . This difference in views and opinions about globalization 
is justified not only by the complexity of this problem but by un-
derdevelopment of this very concept . As a result, human mutual 
understanding is impeded, interdisciplinary communications are 
hampered and serious obstacles arise in the way of understanding 
the genuine causes of globalization and those global contradic-
tions it gives rise to . This also causes many conflicts provoked by 
the fact that at the same, while time the world is becoming more 
and more united, holistic, interconnected, the mechanisms that 
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have to regulate global relationships (world government, world 
state, united international order preservation forces, etc .) are ab-
sent . It is evident that without a thorough analysis and a clear vi-
sion of the modern developments, globalization can hardly count 
on overcoming the above-mentioned problems . Science and phi-
losophy play the key role in solving these tasks .

Particularly, as far as our vision of historical processes is con-
cerned, philosophy can and should rethink the established ap-
proaches that up to recently have reflected more or less satisfac-
tory the social dynamics typical for the fragmented humankind . 
What is meant is notions like socio-economic formations (K . Marx), 
culture (O . Spengler), civilization (A . Toynbee), cultural-histor-
ical types (N . Ya . Danilevskii) . These established terms are not 
enough to express adequately and to describe the modern glo-
balization processes engendered by controversial development 
of the united planetary socio-natural system . Although such 
attempts are constantly made, they can, at maximum, to demon-
strate the strongest connection of the globalization processes 
with the phenomena defined in terms of “culture”, “civilization”, 
“socio-economic formation” .

Unfortunately, when the globalization phenomenon focusing 
academic and public attention in the second half of the 1990s 
is discussed, it is often overlooked that analyzing globalization 
was preceded by at least twenty years of active studying of global 
problems of modernity being a child and ultimately a result of 
the globalization processes not yet revealed and not understood 
at that time . Having initially focused on environmental degra-
dation, uncontrolled population growth, the threat of violent 
conflicts, uneven social and economic development of various 
countries and so on, scientists and philosophers carried away by 
their search of the ways to escape the emerging threats did not 
pay enough attention to the integrative trends of social devel-
opment . As a result, their attention was distracted from the fact 
that though the terms like “culture” and “civilization” do reflect 
the essential characteristics of historic development, they should 
not, however, be absolutized and considered the only possi-
ble tools for understanding the contemporary social processes . 
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Being very broad and profound they, nevertheless, do not allow 
to describe and to express all the deepness and the essence of 
social phenomena when the humankind acquires global dimen-
sion making possible the emergence of new categories able to 
express this principally new elements of social life better .

 Thus, what is traditionally defined as cultures and civiliza-
tions is, in fact, not fully described in terms of the same-sounding 
categories taken separately . For example, the notion of culture 
dating back to the Antiquity and reflecting, first of all, the ex-
istential facet of social body, makes possible to distinguish the 
artificial from the natural, the hand-crafted from the indigenous, 
the human from the native and always stresses the uniqueness, 
unrepeatability of that what constitutes the contents of a given 
category . In each specific case it fixes the state, the level achieved, 
the degree of perfection, etc . but does not allow to express the 
deepness of social transformations in their historical develop-
ment . For well known reasons, philosophers for about two thou-
sand years were more focused on social statics than on dynamics 
until the need for understanding society as a process in its be-
coming and development brewed and become visible in the Age 
of Enlightenment . Exactly in that period the term “civilization” 
was introduced that added something, figuratively speaking, 
external to the characteristics of social body . It was something 
like a form, an external framework of what is expressed by the 
notion “culture” and it made possible more correct description 
of society from the viewpoint of its governing mechanisms, its 
functional connections and relations where the most important 
part is played by contemporary morality and law . Historical-
ly is was directly linked to the human transition to settlements, 
to state-building and, finally, to the emergence of a society 
with complex economic, social and political structure . Virtually 
all peoples follow this pattern of development but the changes 
can be slower of faster . Variations of state systems and forms of 
government, differences in legal and ethic norms among various 
peoples hardly change anything and play no important role in 
our understanding of the trends and the dynamics of social 
development as a whole .
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Thus, one can conclude from the above-said, humanity is im-
manently characterized by, on the one hand, cultural diversity, 
and, on the other hand, civilizational unity . Having this in mind, 
to study the contemporary globalization processes we should in-
troduce and fill with appropriate contents a new synthetic catego-
ry — “cultural and civilizational systems” — that would make our 
perception of social body more holistic and let us understand the 
dynamics of its development as a regular process . Then, consid-
ering globalization and the global problems of modernity it en-
genders as an objective historical process, we would legitimately 
talk about the emergence of a single world civilization in the mid-
20th century . It can also be called the emerging megacivilization 
or a macro-, a hypercivilization, or, what is better, a geociviliza-
tion transforming but not eliminating the world’s cultural diver-
sity and creating the single cultural and civilizational context of 
the world community . It should be stressed, however, that this 
emerging unprecedented world system does not renounce the his-
torically established separate hearths and types of civilizations as 
well as the indigenous national cultures and their diversity . Rath-
er, it grows out of them and relates to them in the same way as a 
big system relates to the subsystems within it or as a megalop-
olis relates to the satellite cities, on the basis of whose merging 
and organic association it has grown . At the same time, this new 
global cultural and civilizational body more and more insists on 
keeping to the norms, rules, taboos and prescriptions shared by 
the entire humankind and will soon strictly require from various 
types of local civilizations built within the fragmented world and 
from the various (numerous) cultures constituting it to do the 
same . Realization and bringing this requirement into being will 
be, I hypothesize, the substance of historical development in the 
21st century; it, of course, will not run smoothly and will engender 
numerous principally new clashes and contradictions within 
the world community . Philosophy should do its best to anticipate 
and to soothe if not to avoid their negative consequences . 
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AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIMENSION  
OF GLOBALIZATION1

The contemporary process of globalization is a concern to the 
lives and interests not only of humankind in general but also of 
individuals, independent of their social or racial status . That is 
why there is now a reason to add one more concept to the mul-
titude of philosophies and scientific theories where man and 
his problems occupy priority positions connected with the phil-
osophical understanding of nature and the trends of globaliza-
tion . We already have a corresponding sphere of interdisciplin-
ary fields of knowledge that emerged in the last quarter of the 
last century, collectively termed global studies . As a result, the 
contemporary world is seen as a complex dynamic system where 
human economic activities based on achievements of science 
and technology (but not nature and the development laws of 
the biosphere) have become the main acting force .

Besides the growing understanding of how scientific and tech-
nological progress changes our living conditions, we are also be-
coming aware of the many dangers this poses, not only for hu-
man health but for the existence of life in general . The times have 
passed when science could be regarded as value-neutral and an 
indisputable human good, beyond good and evil . Of course, sci-
ence gives people the fruits of its revolutionary discoveries and 
attracts them by the new perspectives, but it also causes deep 
trouble for their future, demanding timely and adequate actions of 
scholars, philosophers and politicians . Having the ability to com-
plexly study the world, society and human beings, contemporary 
science orientates politicians and scholars towards a “dialogue,” 
the co-evolution of society and nature . This is the science way 
where it acquires a new—human—dimension when the interests 
of people are directly connected with the sustainable development 

1  The Human Being in Contemporary Philosophical Conceptions / Edit-
ed by N . Omelchenko .  Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2009 . P . 237–244 .
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of the biosphere and an analysis of human activity begins to occu-
py a priority position in the understanding of the contemporary 
world and its most important characteristic—globalization .

It is important to note that globalization is a result of centu-
ries-old quantitative and qualitative transformations, both in 
social development and in the system “society-nature .” That is 
why in trying to understand the essence of contemporary global-
ization, many scholars connect it with cultural and civilizational 
changes; by this, the terms “culture” and “civilization” find them-
selves in one line with the term “globalization .” Being the most 
important categories of social philosophy, these terms are links of 
one chain, trends of the developing living language when it tries 
to reflect the human mental and material world, an endless diver-
sity and essence of social relations as well as relations of society 
with nature . Supplementing one another from various sides, they 
describe social organisms and reveal the most important stages 
of their historic development .

The concept of “culture” occupies a special position in this line, 
since it first emerged back in Ancient Rome, to distinguish the 
artificial and the natural; the term “civilization” is of later origin, 
dating back to early Modern Times when more complex social 
practices developed and internal and external links of the emer-
gent nation-states demanded more correct language and, respec-
tively, a new notion for their description . The deep understanding 
of the phenomenon of civilization started later, at the end of the 
nineteenth century, when the processes of globalization started to 
become more and more defined . They were not realized directly 
but guessed at in the theoretical works of Karl Marx, Friedrich 
Engels, Vladimir Soloviev, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Vladimir 
Vernadsky, Karl Jaspers, etc .

Globalization fully revealed itself only in the mid-1990s, hav-
ing generated an additional interest in the phenomenon of cul-
ture and civilization . It is important to emphasize that global-
ization leads to the formation of one culture and one civilization 
which, however, does not cancel either cultural diversity or the 
peculiarities of civilizational development of this or that region . 
The notion of “culture” expresses the internal, essential charac-
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teristics of a society; in its turn, civilization is a form, an external 
framework of culture, representing a society from the viewpoint 
of the mechanism of its management, its functional links and 
relations . Since civilizational unity and cultural diversity are im-
manent for humankind, we could propose a new synthetic cat-
egory “cultural-civilizational systems” to designate contemporary 
realities: this would provide an integral vision of the different so-
cial systems (national, local, regional) as well as the world com-
munity as a whole and give understanding of the dynamics of 
their development as a necessary process .1 Then, considering 
globalization and global problems as an objective historical pro-
cess, into which all the really existing cultural-civilizational sys-
tems are included (objectively involved), one may say about the 
formation from the middle of the twentieth century both all-hu-
man culture and the united world civilization which before re-
vealed itself only on local and regional levels . 

Culture embraces—more precisely, penetrates—all the spheres 
of mental and material life of a society and so it finds itself this or 
that way to be involved into the process of globalization . In this 
connection, there arise a lot of the cultural problems which take 
on more and more an international and even global character . 
As examples of that, difficulties and contradictions are generated 
by the increase of influence and broad expansion of “mass cul-
ture,” periodically emerging crises of morality, the growth of 
apathy, the sense of abandonment or defenselessness, etc .

The influence of globalization on culture begins in the epoch 
of the great geographic discoveries when, for the first time in 
human history, cultural communications reached a planetary 
level; although they were in the beginning fragmentary, limited 
to contacts with sailors, traders, and conquerors . From that time 
we see the first signs, if not of unification then of borrowing and 
global spreading of material and spiritual values, as well as cul-

1  Alexander Chumakov, Metafizika globalizatsii . Kul’turno-tsivilizatsionnyi 
kontekst [The Metaphysics of Globalization . The Cultural-Civilizational Con-
text] (Moscow: Kanon+, 2006); Alexander Chumakov, Globalizatsiya: kontury 
tselostnogo mira [Globalization: The Outlines of the Integral World] (Moscow: 
Prospect, 2005) .
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tural achievements, which, as a result of expansionist aspirations 
of the Europeans and through increasing world trade throughout 
the world . Together with the items of material culture, the broad 
opportunities for spreading throughout the world were given to 
various elements of spiritual, mostly European culture, such as, 
for example, the language: first of all Spanish, Portuguese, En-
glish, French, and religions—Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism, 
whose missionaries came to previously unknown regions and 
corners of the world . 

Even greater opportunities for the wide spread of material and 
spiritual values emerged at the end of the nineteenth and the 
beginning of the twentieth centuries, when new means of trans-
portation were actively developed: railway, automobiles, and avi-
ation . The contemporary means of mass communication were 
also invented during this period: the telephone, radio, cinema, 
television . As a result, the mutual penetration and assimilation 
of various cultures, being an objective and necessary sequence of 
globalization, have in the twentieth century led to the formation 
of all-human, planetary culture, the outlines of which are rather 
clearly seen today in all countries and continents .

By this, the globalization of culture reveals itself not only in the 
fact that while keeping to their original traditions, living stan-
dards and peculiarities of everyday life, different peoples at the 
same time use the same cell-phones, radio, television, transpor-
tation means, etc . It reveals itself also in the fact that, for instance, 
the design of this or that car, item of clothing or home appliance, as 
far as external qualities and composition are concerned, as a rule 
do not bear the seal of the national culture of those who made the 
products—they differ from the design of other examples only by 
the label indicating the manufacturing country .

In the conditions of globalization of culture, there are prac-
tically no borders for spreading mutual influence of the various 
ideas, doctrines, beliefs, etc . In fact, all the most significant sci-
entific discoveries and outstanding literary works are immediately 
translated into many languages of the world, popular songs and 
melodies; the best examples of fashion and dramatic art expand 
with amazing speed across the planet . Most are easily subsumed 
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into the context of traditional cultures which accept and assimi-
late such elements of world culture and at the same time give new 
impulses for it: for instance, it was officially reflected in the 1990s 
slogan “China for the world and the world for China .”

In the context of globalization of culture, one can point to the 
increasing spread in the world community of the unified norms 
of behavior, which are free from religious and other ideological 
foundations . Such conduct may be found in airports, railway 
stations, supermarkets and other public places where individ-
uals behave “like everyone else,” independently of their beliefs, 
ethnic and cultural origins, etc . In this sense, youth is the best 
environment for the spread of global culture, because youth is 
less grounded than the elder generations in the influence of 
traditional cultures and stereotypes of thinking and behav-
ior formed in a community . Due to this, youth also becomes a 
main object of manipulation by mass media, political, religious, 
criminal and other groups, which, under the conditions of glo-
balization, acquire additional opportunities for influencing both 
separate groups and mass consciousness as a whole . Pointing 
out to this fact, one of the leaders of “the new left” — the mass 
social movement of the end of the 1960s — Theodore Roszak 
wrote that politics, education, leisure, entertainment, culture as 
a whole, subconscious symbols and even the protest against the 
very technocracy becomes an object of a purely technical control 
and purely technical manipulation .1 

Now, in the conditions of total globalization, the problem of 
the ability to manage world processes, including world culture 
and world public opinion, becomes one of the central objectives 
of humankind . The examples of Turkish immigrants in Germany 
or Africans and Muslims who have become a part of French so-
ciety show very well how the actual task of finding generality in 
separate national cultures, as well as defining the points of their 
interaction where they mutually assimilate, becomes impossible . 
In this connection, the question arises: to which culture should one 

1  Theodore Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture: Reflections on the 
Technocratic Society and its Youthful Opposition (Garden City, NY: Anchor 
Books, 1969), 7 .
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relate the assimilated emigrants and their children whose biog-
raphies do not place into the accepted categories? The problem 
is that the new waves of immigrants, although they try to keep to 
the norms and principles of behavior established for the society 
which they enter, nevertheless, in everyday life and in their cus-
toms they reveal and reproduce as a rule the traditions and stereo-
types of the way of life adopted from their childhoods in previous 
cultures . And although at the meeting point of these different cul-
tures some opportunities emerge for mutual understanding and 
mutual action, first of all, due to the globalization and unification 
of culture, nevertheless, a state of conflict and contradiction in-
creases-which specialists pay particular attention to both in the 
West and in developing countries .

Here it should be mentioned that although globalization has 
at first sight economic forms and political consequences, it is 
in fact increasingly revealing of the primary place of culture at 
the global level . Due to this fact, the influence of culture on glo-
balization and of globalization on culture, as well as a combina-
tion of the global and the local, becomes the subject of special 
attention for many scholars . Previously this lead to the coining 
of a new term — glocalization, which was created by means of 
superposing of the words “globalization” and “localization” 
and became widespread as a word reflecting a complex process 
of binding of the local peculiarities of the separate nation cul-
tural development and the global trends in the world community 
development .

Thus, cultural globalization exerts an increasing influence on 
the human world outlook, thereby provoking serious trouble, 
first of all for the representatives of underdeveloped and de-
veloping countries . Understanding globalization more as the 
“Americanization of culture,” as the imposition of Western stan-
dards and customs, and, finally, as a modern form of cultural co-
lonialism, they see it as a means of transformation and destruc-
tion of the traditional values, of changes of the traditional way 
of life and, hence, as a threat to national identity and cultural 
diversity . In other words, since globalization is uneven, the ma-
jority of traditional societies react defensively against it in the 
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form of counteracting the process of integration as well as con-
ducting the policy of localization and support to local cultures in 
every possible way .

Some scholars, especially from Islamic, Arab and other coun-
tries of the Third World, consider globalization a specially de-
signed plan or a strategy aimed at invading other parts of the 
world threatening local cultures through their unification . By this, 
the main threat to cultural identity is, as a rule, seen in the ex-
pansion of the influence sphere of mass media, the activity of 
international foundations, transnational corporations, etc . Such 
concerns are not entirely groundless since globalization is in-
deed not only the flows of goods or shortening of distances, de-
letion of the borders or unification of the production processes . 
This is also tends to the formation of a single system of values, 
to the creation of universal culture, which are called to provide 
effectiveness in world economics, openness and objectivity of 
information and, at last, tolerance in world policy and intercul-
tural communications . Thus, the changes and transformations in 
the sphere of culture adequate to globalization acquire priority, 
while the economic factors turn out to be less meaningful .

Here arises the question of the trends of global processes and 
of the human future . Already we have the term postglobalization, 
which is used with regard to the future condition of the global 
world . Also, a fully new term may possibly emerge to provide a 
name for the future world when the theme of globalization will 
be replaced with another, more actual topic . Now we can make 
the following suppositions . In about 10 to 15 years “a stratum 
of scientific researches” under the title “globalization” will be en-
tirely “worked out” and intellectual and emotional discussion of 
the topic will become fatigued . As a result, the creative interests 
of the scholars in global studies will be transmitted to the sphere 
of the world constitution and search of practical steps of building 
the really new world order . This follows directly from the fact that 
global studies objectively play an integrative role, making many 
scholars, politicians, public figures and the broader population 
take a new look at the contemporary world, stimulating them 
to understand themselves as a part of the integral world . That is 
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why the transition from understanding global problems to the 
real processes of globalization, which we now observe, must, it 
seems to me, sooner or later be replaced with the primary inter-
est in the question how to form a new international order in the 
integral interdependent world in order to make it at last safe and 
stable . However, the solution or even right setting of this task is 
ahead, since it is interlinked with another, much more difficult 
task — the problem of human being and “new humanism .” 

Thus, the further development of global studies will have to 
end sooner or later in understanding the nature and essence of 
man himself as the main cause of all his problems and difficulties: 
what in the history of philosophy has not been mentioned once, 
in the works of all the great humanists from Antiquity to moder-
nity . As Nikolai Berdyayev remarked, Philosophers constantly 
returned to the understanding that to unriddle a mystery of man 
means to unriddle a mystery of being . Know thyself, and through 
this you will know the world . All attempts of external under-
standing of the world, without dipping into the depth of man, 
gave just knowledge of the surface of things . If we come from 
man to the outside, we will never reach the meaning of things, for 
the understanding of the meaning is concealed in the very man .1 

Recalling in this connection Protagoras’ words “homo mensu-
ras est,” one should note that man is also the main cause of in-
crease and escalation of the global problems of modernity . 

From here it follows that human reason alone is the single 
hope to overcome the mentioned contradiction, for the human 
thinking and creativity are not genetic but cultural properties . 
People have no other way but to carefully build and insistent-
ly form a new thinking, way of life and an appropriate strategy 
and tactics of action, for, as some scholars believe, future evolu-
tion will be determined not by survival of the strongest but by the 
wisest . This fact provides a reason to consider the human nature 
and essence as a main theme which with time should take the first 
place in global studies .

1  Nikolai Berdyayev, “Smysl tvorchestva” [“The Meaning of Creation”], 
in The Philosophy of Freedom. The Meaning of Creation (Moscow: The Pravda 
Press, 1989), 293 .
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DIALOG AND CONFLICT OF CULTURES 
IN THE GLOBAL WORLD1

Culture embraces, or, to be more precise, it literally penetrates 
all spheres of spiritual and material life of a society . That is why 
it is by this or that way fully involved into the process of global-
ization . Many culture-connected problems emerged from this fact, 
and they more and more acquire international and even global 
character . Difficulties and contradictions engendered by increas-
ing influence and broad expansion of “mass culture”, periodi-
cally emerging crises of spirituality, increasing apathy, feeling of 
being lost, insecurity, etc . are the examples . In this situation in-
teraction, dialog and mutual understanding of various cultures 
become more and more significant, although the modern world is 
not ready for such things . A special role is played by uneasy rela-
tions of the modern Western culture and the traditional Oriental 
cultures . Indigenous cultures of the developing Asian, African, 
Latin American cultures, relations built between the Christian 
world and the Islamic world, value orientations and socio-cultur-
al patterns of which are radically different, are also a serious 
factor of the international insecurity and confrontation to the 
process of globalization of culture .

We can trace real influence of globalization on culture already 
to the era of the Great geographic discoveries, when cultural 
connections and communications first time in human history be-
came, in fact, planet-wide, although in the beginning they had 
been fragmented and limited to contacts between sailors, traders, 
conquerors . Since that period the first signs emerge if not of uni-
fication, but at least of loaning and spreading globally material 
and cultural values as well as cultural achievements, which, as a 
result of expansionist aspirations of the Europeans and increas-

1  International Conference . Traditions and Contemporary World — Toward 
Multi-Culture? Idea and Value Dialogue and Communication (Beijing Normal 
University, December 11–14, 2009) . — Beijing (China), 2009 .
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ing world trade, expanded throughout the world . By this, the best 
scientific and technical achievements of separate countries and 
nations, the most convenient and daily useful samples of manu-
factured goods, utensils and cloths, many agricultural crops start-
ed to expand over the world more and more actively, taking root 
in the other cultures .

It was how gun-powder and guns, mechanical clock and navi-
gation equipment, silk and porcelain, tea and coffee, potatoes and 
corn, tomatoes and many other things, being initially born by local 
cultures, were step by step winning admission from the other na-
tions and eventually became elements not of their cultures but of 
the cultural heritage of the whole world community . Along with 
objects of material culture, various elements of spiritual, basically 
European, culture were granted opportunities for being expand-
ed world-wide, for example, language (first of all, Spanish, Portu-
guese, English, French), religions (Christianity, Islam, Buddhism), 
whose missionaries started to penetrate regions and corners of 
the world unknown before . Thus, as a result of the beginning 
globalization, which had opened principally new opportunities for 
communication and provided the ability to spread various ideas 
throughout the world, the religions, mentioned above, acquired 
their, in the full sense, universal meaning and became to be known 
as “world religions” .

Even more opportunities emerged for broad expansion of ma-
terial and spiritual values in the end of the 19th — the beginning 
of the 20th century, when new transportation means started to de-
velop: railways, autos, aviation; the modern mass communication 
means were invented: telephone, cinema, radio, TV . As a result, 
mutual penetration and mutual assimilation of various cultures, 
being an objective and necessary consequence of globalization, 
have led in the 20th century to the formation of the universal, plan-
etary culture . Its contours can be relatively well seen already in 
every country and continent, where the established way of life, 
traditions and daily peculiarities coexist, basing on comple-
mentarity principle, with the newest domestic appliances and 
mass consumption goods, sometimes manufactured somewhere 
in the other corner of the planet .
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But cultural globalization is not limited only to using the same 
cell phones, radio, television, transportation means, etc . by vari-
ous nations . It can also be seen in the design of auto, aviation or 
home appliances being practically indistinguishable from culture 
to culture . Their design and production, as a rule, already has 
no sign of any national culture of their manufacturers and differ 
from their analogies only by labels with country-manufacturer on 
them . It is the same for production manufactured by transnation-
al corporations, having their filiations in many countries of the 
world, where some factories produce completing details while as-
sembling of the manufactured goods is done in some other place .

So, although in the human history one can find examples of 
existence of cultures being self-sufficient and practically not 
contacting with the outside world, it would be, nevertheless, a 
rare example, not a normal case . In fact, nearly each culture has 
an imprint of other cultures influencing it, mostly neighboring 
cultures, but, may be even in a greater extent, of the ones being 
the most developed and, due to this fact, more attractive from the 
viewpoint of exchanging experience, results, achievements . It is 
especially clear if we take loans typical nearly for all languages, 
having, as a rule, words of foreign origins, as well as parables, 
sayings, phrases, borrowed from the other cultures . Broad ex-
pansion and transmission into the other countries and nations of 
ideas, inventions, scientific discoveries, religious beliefs, material 
and spiritual values, techniques and technologies, born by some 
separated culture, also proves cultural interdependence, typical 
for all world history .

It seems evident, that interdependence plays an important role 
in cultural development . It has, in fact, universal character and 
can be realized in various forms . It can be uninterrupted when 
we take, for instance, development of everyday life culture, lan-
guage, and interrupted as it took place in case of the Renais-
sance, when material values and socio-cultural traditions of 
the past (the Antiquity) became visible after a significant peri-
od of obliteration .

Cultural interdependence can also be direct, in case of loans 
taking place as a result of a natural evolution through choice and 
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preservation of the most valuable and vivid elements, or indirect, 
when transmission of achievements is done not immediately but 
some time hence via additional intercessors . It was so, for ex-
ample, with typography that initially emerged in Germany and 
expanded eventually throughout the world, or with ideas and 
cultural values resurrected by the West European Renaissance 
and later adopted by other countries and nations .

It is important to mention that such loans are not always cre-
ative and taken easily; they often engender some social strains 
and critical evaluation . For example, a famous Russian philoso-
pher Ivan A . Il’in mentioned originality of Russian culture and 
theorized that we should not mechanistically loan spiritual 
culture of the other nations and imitate them thoughtlessly . 
He wrote, that “Each nation creates what it can, basing on what 
was given to it . But it is a bad nation that does not see what was 
given exactly to it and panhandles at the doors of the others . 
Russia has its own spiritual and historical gifts and is called to 
create its own spiritual culture: culture of heart, of contempla-
tion, of freedom and objectivity . There is no “Western culture” 
obligatory for everyone, comparing with which all the rest are 

“obscurantism” or “barbarity” . The West is not our law and not 
our jail . Its culture is not the ideal of perfection… And we have 
no need to pursue it and to make it our ideal . The West has its 
own misconceptions, illnesses, weaknesses and dangers . West-
ernizing is not salvation for us . We have our own ways and our 
own tasks” 1 . It should be mentioned that Western culture has 
also experienced many problems and even shocks caused by in-
tercultural antagonisms . Numerous religious wars in Europe or 
stubborn French defense of the priority and purity of their lan-
guage under the pressure of English, which has already replaced 
French internationally as a language of diplomacy, evidently 
confirm the correctness of our statements .

Moreover, the history of nations of the other continents 
tells the same . In particular, the hard experience of establishing 
cooperation between the European countries and the countries 
of the Orient can be and should be a good basis for discussing 

1  Il’in I . A . Nashi Zadachi . М ., 1992 . P . 327–328 .
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a principle possiblity of mutual influence and interaction of 
various cultures, as well as for finding principal and irremov-
able differences between them, underestimating which may en-
gender, in some circumstances, misunderstanding, strain or even 
a conflict situation . A well-known incident with a British am-
bassador in China Lord McCartney who in 1793 was refused an 
accreditation at the court of Jiànlóng can serve a good example . 
The Emperor of China wrote in this regard in his letter handed 
to a British king George III: “We have everything and your am-
bassador can confirm it . I don’t pay much attention to exotic 
or primitive things and we don’t need the goods of your country” .1

Less than 200 years have passed since these lines had been 
written, and now China is not just open for the external world 
but has literally flooded the whole world with its goods . These 
facts confirm irrepressible force and communicative direction 
of modern globalization forcing even the most closed soci-
eties to open in the end . The idea is that China itself is not the 
point, but the objective globalization processes . One can study 
the practice of other countries, such as Japan, which has com-
pleted nearly the same way from full self-isolation to aggressive 
expansionist policy in the 20th century . Japanese military policy 
has finally failed but it became really effective in the sphere of 
manufacturing, especially in electronics, high technologies and 
motor-building . the sphere of manufacturing, especially in elec-
tronics, high technologies and motor-building . Contrasting ex-
perience in modern history, for instance, North Korea and Cuba, 
is also of great interest because it clearly demonstrates that pov-
erty and backwardness in socioeconomic development are, in 
fact, inevitable in case under global mutual dependence a coun-
try chooses the way of self-isolation from the rest of the world .

And, nevertheless, the problem of intercultural interaction and 
even confrontation, antagonism of various cultural traditions 
and systems has not become less important . Moreover, it acquires 
new depth and new forms, intensively moving to the foreground 
the necessity for dialog and cooperation based on mutual under-

1  Quoted in: Toynbee A . G . Postizhenie Istorii . Moscow: Progress, 1991 . 
P . 83 .
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standing and mutual respect of all the numerous cultures repre-
senting modern humankind . It is just to mention that not only in 
the East but also in the West it is more and more understood that 
the Eurocentric vision of the world order and world events, being 
so wide-spread in the previous centuries, has evidently withered 
away on condition of increasing globalization process . One of 
the most well-known scholars of the problems of contemporary 
world, an American political scientist Samuel Huntington also 
admits, that “the West has conquered the world not due to supe-
riority of its ideas, values or religion (into which some members 
of the other civilizations were converted), but due to superiority 
in using organized violence . It is often forgotten in the West; it 
is always remembered in the non-Western civilizations” 1 . 

Our position is confirmed by another, different vision of the 
Western culture, its values and generally of the capabilities of 
dialog and cooperation between significantly different cultur-
al, political and religious systems . Now we talk about the posi-
tion of the Islamic East, represented in the book by the former 
president of Iran Mohammad Hatami “Islam, Dialog and Civil 
Society” . Here he writes: “Rejecting the West, we want to liber-
ate ourselves from its political, spiritual, cultural and economic 
domination, for, being Muslims, we initially differ from people 
of the West in terms of our worldvision, our values” 2 . Western 
civilization, Hatami wrote, is based on the ideas of freedom and 
emancipation . He suggests that generally it has had positive im-
pact on the European culture after its liberation from many su-
perstitions and prejudices enslaving thinking, politics and soci-
ety . But the West, he mentioned, has generally wrong vision of 
freedom, humankind and the world as a whole . Hatami add-
ed: “We really disagree with the West on the issue of freedom . 
We don’t think that the definition of freedom, accepted by the 
West, is perfect . Western vision of freedom cannot guarantee 
happiness for the humankind . Historically constructed organiza-

1  Huntington S . Stolknovenie Tzivilizatzii? // Sravnitelnoe Izuchenie Tzivi-
lizatzii . М .: Aspect Prospet, 1999, P . 510 .

2  Hatami M . Islam, Dialog I Grazhdanskoe Obshchestvo . М .: ROSSPEN, 
2001 . P . 217 .
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tion of life and thinking of the West is so concentrated on it itself 
that it is unable to see disasters caused by its wrong vision of 
the humankind and freedom”1 .

The above-brought examples seem enough to conclude: re-
lations of dialog and conflict between various cultures are their 
natural attributes and even needful forms of their existence, like, 
for example, political struggle and political agreements being in-
separable part of any political system . The nature of this inter-
connection is based on natural laws, one of which — unity and 
struggle of the opposites — for a long time has been a subject 
of philosophical speculations and can be applied to the sphere 
of culture, literally woven of the opposites and contradictions .

On the one hand, cultures cannot do without interaction, with-
out mutual positive influence . It is so, because communications, 
existing for ages between nations in the sphere of trade and 
commercial exchange, always contributed into broad expansion 
not only of material values, but also spiritual, aesthetic norms, 
partly being by this or that way loaned and assimilated by other 
cultures, becoming eventually their elements . Political relations 
also cannot be effective and cannot even be established without 
dialog and mutual understanding of the contracting parties, in-
dependently of their culture . From this viewpoint, contemporary 
world situation deserves special attention . It is characterized 
by increasing globalization principally correcting the very idea 
of dialog and the forms of its existence .

Globalization has not just suddenly sharpened contradictions 
accompanying the humankind for ages and millennia . It has 
brought them qualitatively and quantitatively to the new level, 
having transformed formerly regional problems into world ones 
and, at the same time, having engendered principally new, never 
existing problems and disagreements . The sharpness of modern 
contradictions is mainly caused by a clash of two trends — inte-
gration process, including the area of culture, and a wish of na-
tional, local cultures to defend their originality and independence . 
One can conclude that any “oppression”, imposition or coercion 
in intercultural interaction cannot be successful .

1  Op .cit . P . 218–219 .
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In this regard dialog as a form of relations between individuals, 
communities and groups of people, between nations, states and, 
more broadly, between cultures (for example, West and East, 
Islam and Christianity) becomes not only an objective demand, 
but an absolute necessity . A Professor from Jerusalem M . V . Ratz 
speaks about it, discussing the issue of tolerance and dialog in 
the modern world: “If we still keep our optimism and believe in 
the force of reason, we should not only count on tolerance, but 
to develop our dialog ability . Tolerance is necessary, but not suf-
ficient . Dialog is not a panacea either, but, unlike tolerance, at 
least it provides a prospect for development”1 .

Nowadays, when there is a significant number of countries 
having nuclear, chemical and bacteriological weapons in the 
world, dialog between these countries (it always takes place in 
a specific cultural, political and historical context) is the only 
possible way of resolving inevitable contradictions to avoid cat-
astrophic consequences for both the conflicting parties and for 
the humankind as a whole, because increasing intensity of glo-
balization processes just leaves no other choice for people .

Apart from this, globalization not only expands opportuni-
ties for making policy of dialog, but creates new conditions, en-
gendering phenomena, being obstacles to it . For example, every 
dialog implies clearly defined goal, distinctness and clarity of 
the positions of the parties, and, consequently, the presence of 
personal element and rationally based conduct of those, who 
participate in this dialog . Such qualities are possessed by sepa-
rate persons and responsible representatives, public and state 
figures, having relevant authorities for negotiations in question . 
At the same time, unorganized groups of people, spontaneously 
formed mobs, and, more than that, a mass of people being the 
basis of the “mass society” is not sensitive to dialog . Conditions 
providing existence and reproduction of “mass culture” do not 
also contribute to dialog . A respected scholar of this problem 
José Ortega y Gasset wrote, that “dialog is the highest form of 
communication allowing to discuss the fundamentals of now-

1  Ratz M . V . Dialog v Sovremennom Mire // Voprosy Filosofii . 2004, № 10 . 
P 30 .
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adays . But for a man of the mass to accept discussion is to fail 
inevitably, and he instinctively refuses to accept this highest ob-
jective authority”1 . 

 Thus, globalization, creating conditions for the emergence 
and expansion of mass culture and demanding, at the same time, 
increasing and more effective dialog, produces a highly contra-
dictory situation . Another words, it plays a double role — on the 
one hand, it contributes into developing of dialog, on the other 
hand, creates additional obstacles to it, engendering principally 
new contradictions and conflicts, the most of which directly affect 
the sphere of culture .

Cultural disagreements and contradictions, in fact, mostly ex-
plain the fact that the modern globalizing world, implying tran-
scending borders and eliminating obstacles to communication 
and human contacts, is still characterized by political, econom-
ic, spiritual and even material walls and barriers . Here we could 
point not only to trade and economic wars permanently waged 
between, for example, Japan, the US, and the EU, or to political 
and diplomatic conflicts emerging periodically with various pre-
texts, but also to real walls still constructed in the modern world, 
what seems to be contradicting common sense .

For example, the Berlin wall that used to be a result of ideo-
logical disagreements and a symbol of contradiction of different 
cultural and political systems, was in the course of time destroyed, 
but it has not become the last example reminding that in the 
global world it is impossible to be separated by either real or vir-
tual wall from “inconvenient” or “incompliant” neighbors, whom, 
as we know, one cannot choose . And already in the 21st century 
Israel, after desperate constant war against terrorism, starts to 
build the same wall to be separated from the Palestinian territo-
ries, while in the US, on the basis of the increasing flow of illegal 
immigrants, the issue of building a wall at the Mexican border 
is seriously discussed .

Pointing to these rudiments of human antagonism, we should 
also emphasize that some obstacles to building constructive and 
effective dialog between people can be found in the contradictory 

1  Ortega y Gasset J . Vosstanie Mass // Voprosy Filosofii . 1989, № 3 . P . 144 .
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nature of human beings themselves . “People value external form 
higher than internal essence, they more value what differentiates 
them from the others than what unites with them . That is why 
I think that dialog of culture has limited abilities” — A . A . Gusei-
nov wrote1 . Having in mind the above-mentioned circumstances, 
one can conclude that dialog between cultures cannot do with-
out contradictions and even conflicts . And it is so both because 
of multi-faceted human essence, and of the contradictory nature 
of culture itself — differentiated, dynamic phenomenon,  and also 
because of inevitable originality and difference of any given 
culture from the others, with whom it establishes any contacts . 
And these conflicts not necessarily should be evident, having 
open or even exacerbated form; they are sometimes of a hidden, 
obscure or covered nature, appearing in the foreground only un-
der certain circumstances . Sometimes they remain not actualized, 
losing in the course of time any ground for open manifestation .

One can bring limitless number of examples of such con-
flicts, but war has always been the most bright expression of 
intercultural confrontations . As a rule, it is an external man-
ifestation, an apogee of contradictions, which were ripening 
for a long period covertly . When they become evident, they take 
various forms of violent struggle . Internal or hidden conflicts in-
evitably accompany all cultures, as well as intercultural relations 
(sometimes they are perceived as interethnic), and they can be 
externally displayed through, for example, an ironical attitude 
to some ethnic way of life, ignoring its material and spiritual 
achievements, rejecting specific traditions and norms, becoming 
subject to jokes and mockery, etc .

Counterculture is one of the forms of a conflict manifestation 
inside a culture itself, which by this or that way becomes its anti-
pode . Counterculture emerges, as a rule, on a basis of unresolved 
problems, accumulated contradictions and confrontation of vari-
ous interests; it is fed by them and mostly becomes opposed to the 
accepted norms, established “traditional” values, principles, ide-
als, calling for their new understanding, rethinking on the other 

1  Guseinov A . A . Globalnyi Etos kak Problema // Etos Globalnogo Mira . 
М .: «Vostochnaya Literatura» RAN, 1999 . P . 20 . 
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grounds . Such movements directed towards modernization of 
cultures existed nearly at every historical period, and they always 
generated new ideals, providing impulse to changing previous 
ideals . They performed, thus, on the one hand, an important 
function of renovating previous forms, relics of the past, over-
coming everything what was stagnated, dogmatic, non-viable . 
On the other hand, they performed a destructive function be-
coming extremist and violent . Counterculture becomes partic-
ularly strong in a period of social crises, accompanied by revo-
lutions — social convulsions, affecting the deepest foundations 
of culture, which is, at such moments, normally in a deep crisis .

Countercultural examples can be found already in the ancient 
times, and the most bright of them is, we think, the Greek phil-
osophical school of cynics, rejecting the accepted moral norms 
and living principles and challenging the society by extravagant 
behavior of its representatives . The very term “cynics” (mean-
ing “dogs” in Greek), used by them with pride, is characterizing 
for their lifestyle and behavior, based on neglecting traditional 
norms of living, denying laws of polices and a wish to live in ac-
cordance with natural laws, rejecting Fatherland and proclaiming 
themselves cosmopolitans . The essence of this counterculture is 
reflected brightly in many stories and fables about a legendary 
representative of cynical philosophy Diogenes of Sinope, who 
demonstratively lived in a barrel (piphos), having limited his de-
mands to the minimum, thus expressing his aspiration to finding 
natural freedom and full independence from external events .

Very recent, wave-like movement of the 20th century are, defi-
nitely, countercultural, such as hippies, Hóng Wèi Bīng, “New 
Left”, as well as demonstrations of sexual minorities, various 
reformist or schismatic movements emerging periodically in this 
or that church or religious confession; in particular, Protestant-
ism, baptism, duhobory, Wahhabism, Krishnaism and many oth-
ers used to be countercultural phenomena . Counterculture is 
also represented by varied protest movements directed against 
various forms of violence, exploitation, unjust relations in the 
sphere of economy, politics, social relations, etc . These are po-
litical parties and social movements of the “Greens”, internation-
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al organizations like “Greenpeace” and “antiglobalists”, widely 
known nowadays, who, in fact, are not against globalization as 
such . They actually protest against unjust relations, becoming 
more visible and acute in the modern world under the influence 
of the objective globalization process1 .

In this regard one curious phenomenon deserves attention . 
Since the moment of “discovering” in the last third of the 20th 
century of the global problems of modernity and active search-
ing of the ways to overcome them (meaning, until it was talked 
about global threats to the whole humankind), there have been, 
in fact, no principal disagreements between parties interested in 
their resolution . Actually, all countries and peoples of the world 
were interested in it, because global problems represent an equal 
threat for all people of the planet . Now, when we talk about glo-
balization, no similar opinion can be heard . It is not the point 
that here in the most evident form one can see true role and “per-
sonal contribution” of this or that country into the emergence 
and enhancement of specific global problems . The point is that, 
having found the main causes of their emergence, we necessarily 
came to another question: who and how should make efforts for 
resolving these problems . And this tackles interests of some cer-
tain countries, or organizations, industrial groups they represent .

All of this means only that in the foreseeable future we should 
expect only increasing confrontation and struggle between var-
ious interacting actors in the contemporary global world . This 
suggestion is confirmed by the fact that “every world actor now 
has no permanent and “faithful” allies, they only have constant 
national interests, not coinciding with or contradicting interests 
of the others”2 . In fact, M . V . Ratz means the same, writing that 

“It is of special important to find proper names for everything . 
We should admit that peaceful coexistence so far remains an un-
achievable ideal . Rationally thinking people long ago understood 

1  See .: Chumakov A . N . Globalizatziya . Kontury Tzelostnogo Mira . М .: Pros-
pekt, 2005 . 

2  See: Tancher V . V ., Kazakov V . S . Problema Deinstitutzionalizatzii Sotzial-
nykh Konfliktov v Kontekste Globalizatzii // Sotzhialnye Konflikty v Kontekste 
Protzessov Globalizatzii I Regionalizatzii . М .: LENAND, 2005 . P . 65 .
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that it was not achievable practically . It is more difficult to agree 
that it is not grounded even in minds . It seems that it cannot be 
grounded theoretically…”1 . Another words, universal consent and 
mutual understanding are so far away that seem to be principally 
impossible .

But the history of many different social systems demonstrates 
that cultures, being, for some reasons, isolated, as well as those 
who oppressed multiculturalism, are prone to stagnation, pover-
ty, monotony, decline of creative activity of the significant part 
of the population . In the end they inevitably degrade . In human 
history we can find many examples proving that the most intense 
social, economic and cultural development took place in cases 
of promoting cultural diversity and where trade ways crossed 
due to favorable geographic conditions, expanding transnational 
cultural ties . There is no doubt that contacts, interactions, mu-
tual influence and exchange between various local and national 
cultures were, for a long time, one of the reasons of active de-
velopment, prosperity and progress of cultures at terrestri-
al cross-roads like the Middle East, or at the sea shore, like in 
the Mediterranean, or at the coast of the Indian ocean .

Evaluating modern situation, one should stress that the role 
and meaning of dialog of cultures have grown up even more for 
universal interdependence in the global world is so high that 
any attempt to resolve international conflicts and social prob-
lems by violence (physical, spiritual, psychological, ideological, 
economic, etc .) or even “pressure”, on behalf of, for example, of 
the “directing culture” should be excluded . I . V . Bestuzhev-La-
da is right, when he writes: “Sward is the worst tool for resolv-
ing the global problems of modernity”2 . The only result guar-
anteed by such methods is exacerbation of the past conflicts 
and emergence of the new ones, often more sharp . The reason 
for this is the essence of culture that cannot be changed quick-
ly and, moreover, by force . “In real life neither religious decrees, 
nor fruitless dreaming can prevent the advancement of Western 

1  Ratz M . V . Op .cit . P . 30 .
2  Bestuzhev-Lada I . V . V Preddverii Strashnogo Suda ili Izbezhim Li Pre-

drechennogo v Apokalipsise? М .:  FON, 1996 . P . 80
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the tradition off”, M . Hatami mentions1 . And this seems a seri-
ous argument in favor of multiculturalism and dialog of various 
cultures, the only alternative to which is, having in mind nuclear 
potential of a significant number of independent states, self-de-
struction of the whole humankind .

There are many historical examples of resolving disputes 
through dialog, but so far we can see no trend towards such rela-
tions between people and various communities to become deep-
ly rooted and durable . Acute conflicts emerging here and there 
to be resolved by force, threats and various forms of pressure 
demonstrate that attempts to dialog are still more episodic than 
consistent .

For a stable dialog and, moreover, for its becoming the main 
method of human communication, we need to replace the power 
of force by the power of spirit . It is in principle impossible without 
a certain level of development of spiritual and material culture . 
The past epochs, for fully objective reasons, not just could not 
provide such level of cultural development, but “paid” although 
sever but not mortal price for relatively low level of this devel-
opment . The age of globalization has made the problem of dia-
log having no alternative, otherwise the humanity has no chance 
to survive .

1  Hatami M . Op .cit . P . 162 .
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ON THE WAY TO A GLOBAL SOCIETY1

Last years the attention of the world community is focused on 
globalization process that expands each year embracing more and 
more spheres of social life, making all dwellers of the planet mem-
bers of one global society . Under the influence of globalization 
process social time and space have diminished and ceased to be 
obstacles to conversations and operative communication of peo-
ple independently of their place of settling . The world became not 
just interdependent, but fragile, sensitive to scientific, technologi-
cal and military achievements of the humankind . Moreover, from 
the beginning of the last century the world community more and 
more experiences the negative consequences of globalization, of 
which one should first of all name the global problems of mo-
dernity representing a serious threat for the whole humankind . 
This allows us to conclude that by nowadays the global society on 
the planet has generally emerged . Closeness of geographic space, 
universal interdependence and common threats, as well as world 
system of information, transportation means, etc . are its distin-
guishing characteristics .

It is important to say that by the middle of the 20th century the 
humankind had developed, so to speak, in separate compart-
ments, local civilization relatively weakly influencing each other 
or, in fact, not interacting at all . Now the universal world civi-
lization is being formed . Its basic contours were clear already in 
the beginning of the 20th century and the First World War was 
the first step to it . The League of Nations founded in 1919 in 
order to promote cooperation between nations and to provide 

“peace and security” guarantees was the first attempt of the world 
community (it was in that period on the stage of formation) to 
regulate interrelations in a civilized way . The beginning of the 
Second World War did not reverse the trend towards the forma-

1  Global Simposium “Towards a New World Civilization” (8–11 December, 
2006, Lucknow, India), 2006 .
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tion of the universal humankind but only provided a new (bar-
barian) form for it, which was replaced with peaceful, civilized 
cooperation in making principally new structures of managing 
world economy .

In the period from 1945 to mid-1960s the majority of still 
existing international organizations was built up, for example, 
the UN, NATO, OPEC, UNESCO, etc . In the same period the 
universal world economy emerges where transnational corpora-
tions play the key role . Finally, the emergence and acuteness of 
global problems by the beginning of the 1970s has  shaped the 
contour of the formal process of unification of humanity . From 
this period one can speak about real formation of global society or 
universal world civilization demanding different countries and na-
tions to follow norms, rules, bans and prescriptions universal for 
the whole humankind . One should mention, however, that world 
civilization does not devaluate the now existing national cultures 
and specific features of living and activity of various nations . 
It embraces them as its composing parts and is related to them 
in a way a megalopolis, for example, is related to self-sufficient 
polises on which it is based .

Thus, global society is a principally new page of the human-
kind’s history . And it is evident now that, unlike previous pages, 
this one will be dedicated to a new topic and written in another 
language . This new topic is the finishing of the external globaliza-
tion process, the formation of its wholeness and unity, when in-
tegration processes dominate all spheres of social life . Another 
language means not only new communication means, such as 
Internet, e-mail, satellite television, cell phones, etc ., but adjust-
ing morality, ethics and law to the global changes . This, in its turn, 
means the formation and acceptance by the absolute majority of 
world community of such values that would be adequate to the 
new reality engendered by globalization . 

That is why not only academics, politicians, public figures, 
business professionals but also broader population strata in var-
ious corners of the planet discuss the nature of globalization, try-
ing to understand its essence, prospects and development goals . 
Some of them see globalization as mostly an objective historical 
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process, which naturally transforms fragmented, dispersed hu-
manity into a global community of people . Others see some pat-
tern of globalization, specially planned activities of some states, 
transnational corporations, etc ., pursuing their narrow, egotistic 
interests .

 While practically no one questions the idea that under the 
influence of globalization a global society is being formed on 
the planet, there are different opinions about how it is managed 
and about its future .

For example, there is a viewpoint that modern world is “uni-
polar” because at the international arena, according to this view-
point, the US unequivocally dominate practically all spheres of 
social life . The others disagree with this, and support the idea 
of “multipolar” world . They think that world policy is a result 
of, at minimum, several centers of socioeconomic, political and 
military power . S . Huntington and his followers suggest that the 
emerging global society will face serious difficulties due to being 
torn apart by deadly contradictions caused by the clash of dif-
ferent civilizations . Those who support the idea of sustainable 
development, put forward in 1992 during the World Summit 
in Rio-de-Janeiro, are of different opinion . They think that the 
main task of world community having entered the era of global 
interdependence is to provide, first of all, harmonization of in-
terrelations between society and the environment and optimiza-
tion of the use of natural resources .

In spite of this broad spectrum of opinions related to global 
community, it is important for us that practically no one ques-
tions its existence . However, to judge properly about the global 
society it is important to understand that its corresponding pro-
cesses, as well as globalization itself, are primarily and first of all, 
of objective nature . That means, they in principle don’t depend 
on will and subjective aspirations of private citizens or social 
groups, of state policy, etc . Globalization processes, as well as 
global problems, emerged not due to someone’s mistake or evil 
will, not accidentally . They are the result of the objective, consis-
tent social development and changing relations between society 
and its environment . That is why although at the first glance 
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the modern world has changed literally within the last decade, 
it is not so in reality .

Here one should mention that the transition from fragmenta-
tion, comminution and dissociatedness of the world social rela-
tions to its unification, wholeness and globality, was a focus for 
the most clever minds already in the first half of the last century . 
One can recall works by Teiard de Chardin, Vladimir Vernandsky, 
Mahatma Ghandi, Carl Jaspers, the Manifesto of Russell-Einstein, 
etc . Nevertheless, for broader public consciousness these changes 
became clear only in the last decade, mostly due to the beginning 
of the information revolution . It takes place so quickly and im-
petuously, that humankind simply has no time not only to react 
adequately but also to theoretically think over the essence of what 
takes place .

This happens mostly because people try to explain the new 
changed world with the help of the established, familiar concepts 
and categories such is, for example, “civilization”, “democracy”, 

“sovereignty”, “universal values”, etc . No one pays attention to the 
fact that each of the terms, as well as the established system of 
values, ethical and legal norms, has been formed and acquired 
its contents under the conditions principally different from those 
taking place now .

The same thing happened with the principles of democracy, 
which had been formulated in the era of bourgeois revolutions 
and became the basis for contemporary democratic institutions . 
They took firm shape only in several countries and need new 
understanding to be acquired and spread to the whole planet . 
This is, may be, one of the most important tasks for the human-
kind to be resolved in the 21st century . Why? The fact, that world 
community now has “common house”, common destiny and 
common responsibility for what happens in the world does not 
yet mean that democratic values and principles of organization 
of social life, according to which so far only the minority of hu-
mankind lives, will be automatically accepted by the rest of world 
community . At least, active pushing of democratic values into 
the other cultures, unequipped for them, often provokes unrest, 
non-understanding and back-reaction .
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At the same time, the growth of interdependence as well as un-
derstanding that no one is able to skip taking part in resolving 
common issues, only makes discussions about the share of partici-
pation and the measure of responsibility of parties in case the situ-
ation worsens more acute . Moreover, disagreements increase and 
become the sharper, the more contemporary world divided into 

“national apartments” moves towards globalization . At the same 
time, the gap in living standards and socioeconomic develop-
ment of various nations grows . This fact is a serious obstacle to 
democratic transition and to the emergence of global civil society, 
which in the future should be formed as a result of transcending 
fragmentation and of the emergence of the holistic world .

It is no doubt that inaction or non-adequate steps will only 
worsen the situation . The more needed decisions are postponed, 
the higher the price will be for the world community to pay for re-
turning to its normal condition, when at least the environment 
does not degrade .

The above-said seems evident . Nevertheless, an opinion is 
widespread that global problems touch different countries in a 
different way and, hence, their consequences are different too . 
That is why some countries, the advanced ones, first of all, try 
to redistribute the load of responsibility on the others, to wait for 
the other countries’ and peoples’ actions . But this seems to be a 
dangerous illusion due to one important issue . In case common 
action is not undertaken, no one will be able to avoid the influ-
ence of the negative consequences of global problems, because 
the former are outcome and result of the objective globalization 
process .

So, there is no alternative to universal humankind and in or-
der to preserve civilization on the planet there must be not just 
common principles and rules of common living established but 
common responsibility for the destiny of each human being . In the 
global, culturally and civilizationally interconnected world not 
only global problems as such represent a serious danger but even 
individual outcasts, not talking about pariah states . Can such a 
society become a reality? It is not evident and depends on the fact 
whether humankind is able to transcend from understanding its 
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unity to real unification and to become, finally, while preserving 
national identity of single communities, a world sociosystem of an 
open type, or, at least, to enter the way of democratic transition . 
This will depend on many factors, mostly connected with the 
clash of interests in the global world .

It is different goals and different interests what creates prob-
lems and tensions between civilizations . This does not contribute 
into overcoming a whole complex of global problems . First of all, 
we mean division into “national apartments” and everything what 
accompanies this (for example, sovereignty and non-interference 
into domestic issues of separate states, special positions of different 
civilizations with regard to basic human rights and freedoms, etc .) . 
It not only remains nowadays; it is being defended actively, in 
spite of the fact that this situation already seriously contradicts 
basic principles of functioning of the global society .

Thus, there is no way to avoid in the foreseeable future a con-
frontation between states . The question is: what will be the rules 
of this confrontation, who is going to prescribe these rules and 
to play the role of an arbiter?

Now the US pretends to be such an arbiter . One can refer to 
frank observations of Z . Brzezinsky, P .Buckennan and some 
American presidents, where hegemonic US plans to build a uni-
polar world can be seen clearly .

Neither Russia, nor India, China, not even Western Europe, 
not mentioning the other countries and regions, will voluntarily 
agree with such approach to the building of the new world order . 
In the world full of nuclear weapons, forceful interference into 
at least one civilization’s business may provoke a chain reaction 
and is principally unacceptable . What remains is a way of nego-
tiations, agreements, mutual concessions and covenants in be-
half of common interest . At the same time, one should remember 
that different peoples, due to their cultural heritage and tradi-
tions, would always see the world differently from their neigh-
bors, not talking about more distant communities . This seems to 
be understood already even in the US . George Soros writes, that 

“on September 11th the Americans were shocked, having found 
out that the others might see them in a different way than they 
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see themselves . Now they are more ready to reevaluate the world 
and the US role in it than in better times”1 . Evidently, it is not yet 
that evolution of opinions needed for both American society and 
the whole humankind to overcome global threats . Nevertheless, 
without such reevaluation humankind will not provide sustain-
able social development at the global level, and, hence, will not 
preserve itself as a global society .

Can this task be fulfilled? The answer to this question is not at 
all evident . Considering growing economic and social problems, 
the absence of good and effective laws both at the domestic and 
international level, favorable conditions emerge for the growth 
of nationalism, separatism, corruption, criminality, various forms 
of violence and extremism . As a result, nihilism and decadence 
increase, pessimism and social demoralization grow . Voices are 
heard that universal values, human rights, common destiny of hu-
mankind, etc . are only a “screen for the West” to cover its aggres-
sive politics and protection of its interests . On the wave of such 
feelings some public figures vote for isolationism and dismantling 
of negotiation processes . For example, in Russia there are people 
thinking that we should not accept or even support “the val-
ues of the Western civilization” . They see the alternative in the 
uniqueness of Russian society and re-orientation to the East 
(as juxtaposed to the West) .

We agree that each country needs to find its own path of devel-
opment based on nationally oriented values, but we should men-
tion the dangers of this path . Under the condition of global inter-
dependence the big, system-forming (at the world scale) countries, 
such as, for example, Russia, India, China, Brazil, must be very 
flexible not to enter the path of confrontation not only with the 
advanced West, but with the rest of the world . One should have in 
mind that the limit for large-scale social experiments is practically 
at the end . It may happen that in case of a failed experiment the 
leadership of a “cornered” country may decide to use the last “argu-
ment” in its discussion with uncompliant adversary — the “nuclear 
stick” — or to support international terrorism . There is no need 
to discuss the consequences of such a step because they are evident .

1  Soros Dzh . O globalizatsii . Moscow: Rudomino, 2002 . P . 10 .
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We can only count on common sense, enlightenment and ren-
ovated humanism, the formation of which is also in the domain of 
philosophy . We need to rethink ourselves and the world where we 
live in order common morality and common law to became the 
main regulators of social relations in the new century . We should 
value human rights connected with human responsibilities above 
all and to acknowledge ourselves as one-world citizens to act in 
the same way . Each nation and state, supporting and developing 
its traditions, culture, customs, should, at the same time, put uni-
versal interests and values higher than national, corporate, religious 
or ethnic ones to provide survival and wealth for themselves too .

We, representatives of humanitarian knowledge, educators, are 
particularly responsible for the formation of global conscious-
ness and such world outlook that would make all of us members 
of one global society .
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THE CHALLENGE OF GLOBALIZATION 
AND PHILOSOPHICALRESPONSIBILITY 

FOR THE WORLD FUTURE1

While the world is becoming more and more interdependent, 
holistic and global engendering at the same time new challenges 
and dangers, philosophy is being transformed from just an intel-
lectual game into a tool for overcoming these problems . It should 
be mentioned that philosophy has always been this or that way a 
reaction to the threats to humankind and that it made attempts to 
confront these threats . One can refer to the glorious Russell-Ein-
stein Manifesto that emerged after the first nuclear tests or the 
efforts of an American philosopher John Somerville who created 
in 1980s, when two antagonistic systems were ready to destroy 
one another in a nuclear war, an international philosophical or-
ganization called “International Philosophers for the Prevention 
of Nuclear Omnicide” (IPPNO) . Now the situation has changed . 
And though the nuclear threat, thanks to ideological detante in 
relations between the main nuclear powers, is not as acute as it 
used to be, the world generally has not became less dangerous .

This is so not just because of the increasing threat of interna-
tional terrorism but also because environmental degradation, a 
huge gap in socio-economic development between the rich and 
the poor countries, an uneven and uncontrollable population 
growth and the other global problems have brought up a totally 
new philosophical issue never existing before — the one of glo-
balization of all spheres of social life and of the dangers it gives 
rise to .

So, what philosophy can and should do within this new situa-
tion? Which steps should be made and what sort of responsibili-
ty should be taken by the international philosophical community? 
A short answer to these questions I see as following:

1  Europa Forum: Philosophie / # 48, 2003 . P . 12–13 .
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 — Since the influence of philosophy on human minds via train-
ing and education is rather strong, philosophers, first of all, 
must learn thinking in terms of a holistic and united world 
and take a share of responsibility for the adequate under-
standing of the fundamental globalization process . This 
means, philosophers from different countries, representatives 
of various cultures and religious groups should reach such 
a level of mutual understanding and mutual relations that 
even representing the West and the East, Russia and the 
other areas of the world they would strive towards intercul-
tural dialogue and build a common value system for every 
nation to find its dignified place within the single world 
community .

 — There is no need and no possibility to unify thoughts, cul-
tures and probably ways of life, but one can not help seek-
ing common foundation for joint living on our planet en-
joying tolerance and mutual understanding . In the future 
there will be no way to avoid global problems, private dis-
agreements and conflicting interests, but there should be 
civilized methods of reconciliation found . Philosophers, 
who, unlike politicians, can not afford using double stan-
dards, are the best candidates for fulfilling this task . At min-
imum, they could coordinate their efforts related to teach-
ing philosophy and accomplishing its worldwide mission of 
enlightenment .

 — To have this done, the issue of the status of philosophy 
must be brought up for a broad discussion and internation-
al experience of teaching philosophy must be exchanged . 
Importance of this task was confirmed at the 20th World 
Congress of Philosophy in Boston being a good starting 
point for this debate . Although this topic is important for 
the whole world, it is especially significant for the countries 
there authoritarianism is still dominant or strong enough .

 — The time has come to establish an international (multilin-
gual) e-journal for broad international exchange of expe-
rience, information and ideas . It should be less theoretical 
than organizing scholars and aiming at establishing and 
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expanding academic contacts and cooperation of philoso-
phers from various countries . This would allow to start a 
direct dialogue of different cultures and ways of thinking, 
to provide creative on-line communication of philosophers 
from various countries . This, of course, does not prevent 
emergence of narrower, purely theoretical electronic and 
conventional publications but it is better to begin with sim-
ple and easily accessible things whose utility is self-evident .

 — National philosophical conferences and congresses with 
broad international participation can be and should be an 
important step in achieving mutual understanding and ex-
panding international philosophical contacts along with 
World Congresses . National philosophical societies could 
have closer partner-like relationships . There is already 
such experience in Russia . For example, the Association In-
ternationale des Professeurs de Philosophie and the Russian 
Philosophical Society held a joint conference in Kalinin-
grad (Russia) in October 2001 . As for the Third All-Russian 
Philosophical Congress held in September 2002 in Ros-
tov-na-Donu, among its one thousand delegates there were 
foreign participants from the US, China, Iran, the CIS coun-
tries as well as German representatives — Professor Lenk 
and Professor Bechmann . 

 — Finally, to unite philosophers and other scholars from var-
ious countries a publication of joint international edited 
volumes would be useful, which would reflect the posi-
tions of various philosophers concerning the most acute is-
sues . Such volumes could be multilingual and widely adver-
tised in the philosophical press . The Russian Philosophical 
Society already has some positive experience in this field as 
well . For example, to meet the 21st World Congress of Phi-
losophy in Istanbul (August 2003) an International Global 
Studies Encyclopedia is being prepared . It will be published 
in Russian and English languages . More than 400 scholars 
from more than 23 countries have already become the con-
tributors of the Encyclopedia . This is an example of success-
ful creative cooperation at the international level that has 
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became possible only recently thanks to modern informa-
tional technologies and electronic means of communica-
tion as well as to the growing solidarity and responsibility 
of philosophers and other scholars from various countries 
for the world future .
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CHINA IN THE WORLD SYSTEM 
OF COORDINATES1

China occupies a particularly important place in the system of 
modern international relations and in the visible future its role and 
influence in world affairs will steadily grow . This fact is supported 
by both the established structure of international relations and the 
basic trends of development of the global world, where economic 
and political influence of China becomes more and more significant . 
The growing role of China became especially visible from the mid-
20th century when multiaspect globalization began and involved all 
countries and peoples into the situation of total interdependence 
and unprecedented competition . This nearly fully coincides in terms 
of timing with 60 years of history of the People’s Republic of China . 
During this time period this country became fully open for the world 
and acquired the status of a world power . Another words, China has 
fully entered the community of main world actors according to all 
basic parameters, including territory, population, science, education, 
volume and pace of economic development, military and technolog-
ical potential, nuclear weapons possession, space explorations, etc .

An objective consideration of Chinese historic development 
allows to conclude that this country, being even now relatively 
tightly connected with its national traditions and the past can, 
at the same time, quickly and adequately react to fundamental 
changes taking place in the outside world . In the conditions of 
increasing globalization combining the global and the local, the 
national and the universal in the domestic and foreign policy of 
the country has let establish control over the demographic “ex-
plosion”, provide balanced and quick economic development, and, 
finally, achieve social and political stability . This has made China 
during the last decades one of the main leaders defining the ar-
chitecture of the global world .

1  60 Years of People’s Republic of China . Humanities and Social Sciences 
Forum in China 2009 . Paper (Outline) Compilation . — Beijing, 2009 .
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Economy tightly connected with international trade and, at 
the same time, actively regulated by state, and hard national cur-
rency — Yuan — allow China effectively enough to withstand 
negative results of the world systemic crisis . This is another con-
firmation of the above-made conclusions .

The context of the whole world history where China with its 
unique culture and ancient traditions has its own face demon-
strates that the modern world with Chinese special position in it 
has reached the actual status not accidentally . We can speak about 
it indeed from the very beginning of the real history of human-
kind . This history started from the “Neolithic revolution” mean-
ing the transition of human beings to a settled way of living about 
7–10 thousand years ago when humankind finally entered the 
way of cultural development and opened a principal possibility of 
civilizational development for itself . 

From that moment the world community survived several car-
dinal transformations, of which everyone opened new chances for 
the emergence of the global world . Every time, apart from external 
conditions, human worldview in various regions of the planet was 
also principally changing . That means, the destiny of the whole 
humankind was renovated every time . And this is especially sur-
prising if we take into consideration that before developed states 
emerged the humankind lived under conditions of communities 
organized locally and before the age of the Great geographic dis-
coveries it was represented by several autonomous regions .

Now if we consider history through the prism of the above- 
mentioned transformations we can mark out three of the most 
important turning point of world development . And China, with-
out which one can not imagine world history, played its own, 
special role during each of them .

* * *
The first of such cardinal turns in human history that K . Jaspers 

called “the axial time” began in the 6th century B . C . and lasted 
approximately 500 years . It was marked by the beginning of the 
rational exploration of the world and the emergence of philoso-
phy, as well as by transition from polytheism to monotheism and 
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the growth of world religions . The emergence of the Roman Em-
pire at the meeting point of Europe, Asia and Africa and of the 
united Zing Empire in China was the result of this “axial time” 
and the most significant event of the structural reconstruction 
of the world . They were the largest regional structures of their 
time and became, in fact, the prologue to the future global world, 
having blueprinted two basic directions of movement towards 
it — from the West and from the East .

Starting from this point, intercultural interaction dramatical-
ly grows and starts to involve more and more countries and 
peoples . In particular, a tradition of transferring of ideas, in-
ventions, scientific discoveries, religious beliefs, material and 
spiritual values, techniques and technologies born by one of 
the cultures to the other social systems .

For example, European culture is grounded in the achieve-
ments of the most ancient civilizations of the Middle East, Egypt 
and the Mediterranean . Long ago, when contacts between sep-
arated regions remained still very weak, about 7 thousand years 
B . C . the art of pottery emerges there and spreads throughout the 
Middle East, the Phoenician coast and in Egypt . Hieroglyphic 
writing invented in the Middle East (in Mesopotamia) in the 4th 
millennium B . C . was loaned and improved by Phoenician trades-
men who transformed it into an alphabetic-syllabic one . When, 
through the Mediterranean, Greece and Rome, it reached the 
Europeans . In the period of relatively vivid trade contacts hav-
ing place in the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance, the Euro-
peans loaned compass, gunpowder, paper, separable prints, silk, 
porcelain and even exams from China . 

But from the viewpoint of the emerging globalization pro-
cesses, the junction of the 1st and the 2nd centuries is of the most 
interest, when the largest empires of that time reach their highest 
development: the Roman empire embracing the whole Mediter-
ranean; the Parthian empire spreading over the Middle East, the 
Kushan Empire dominating Middle Asia and India and, at last, 
the Hang empire, which had united China and conquered lands 
located near “the Great Silk Way” and the lands of the Southern 
Huns . 
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At that moment the four empires embraced, in fact, the whole 
Eurasian ecumene from the Pacific ocean in the East to the At-
lantic ocean in the West, including also North Africa . They were 
connected by the famous international transit trade way . It func-
tioned from the end of the 2nd century B . C . to the 16th century 
until more effective see routs, being the result of the Great geo-
graphic discoveries, became its serious challengers .

This trade corridor being, up to the Renaissance, the longest 
in human history, was called “the Great Silk Way” because silk 
from China was mostly valued in the West . It has played an im-
portant role in widening cultural and economic ties between coun-
tries and peoples being significantly different from one another 
in terms of their level of economic and cultural development and 
never before interacted peacefully and constantly . Spices, silk, 
paper, lacquer, ivory, precious stones were brought by this way 
from the East; handicraft works and other goods produced in 
the West moved in the other direction . As a well-known special-
ist in the Ancient East G . M . Bongard-Levin mentions, “In the 
first ages of our era trade ties between India and China, accom-
plished through the Great Silk Way and by see, increased . Indian 
embassies and Buddhist missions were sent into China…”1 .

Later on, after the dissolution of the above-mentioned empires 
and because of constant wars for controlling highly profitable 
caravan trade, the Great Silk Way many times changed its direc-
tion, choosing new safe ways to Europe through South Caucasus 
and Constantinople or at the Northern coast of the Caspian and 
Black sees .

* * *
The second cardinal turn in human history that lasted about 

300 years is related to the Great geographic discoveries, the 
emergence in the Modern Time of science as a separated form 
of social consciousness and the beginning of the scientific and 
technological progress . At this time the emergence of the larg-
est regional structure in human history — the British Empire — 

1  Bongard-Levin, G . M . Drevnyaya India . Istoria i Kultura . — St .Peters-
burg, 2001 . P . 274–275 .
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was the most significant event in the reconstruction of the world . 
It was a new step towards global world undertaken by the West . 

From the Eastern side the movement towards global world at 
that moment of historic development was headed by the Russian 
Empire, which emerged simultaneously . After in 1552 and 1556 
Russia conquered, respectively, Kazan and Astrakhan, a trade 
route through Volga and the Caspian sea emerges bordering 
with the Great Silk Way and the other caravan trade routes what 
opened an opportunity for trading of the North European terri-
tories with the countries of the Middle East, India and China .

At the same time China, governed by the Zing dynasty, con-
ducted self-isolation policy and, due to this fact, provided no 
significant influence on the development of world trends .

A well-known incident with a British ambassador in China 
Lord McCartney who in 1793 was refused an accreditation at the 
court of Jiànlóng can serve a good example of Chinese self-suf-
ficiency and self-isolation in that time . The Emperor of China 
wrote in this regard in his letter handed to a British king George III: 
“Considering the fact that your Ambassador and representative 
have made a long way with their memorandum and gifts, I grant-
ed them the highest honor having allowed them to attend an as-
sembly… As for you request to accredit them at my divine Court 
with a purpose to control trade with China… it is… hardly man-
ageable… Our ceremonies and laws are so different from yours 
that even in case your messenger learns some of them, you will 
not be able to root them in your soil strange for us . Therefore, 
in spite of your messenger being educated enough, nothing will 
come out of it… I am not interested in strange and costly goals… 
We have everything and your ambassador can confirm it . I don’t 
pay much attention to exotic or primitive things and we don’t 
need the goods of your country” . 1

Not more than 200 years have passed since these lines were 
written, and now China is not just open for the external world 
but has literally flooded the whole world with its goods . In 2001 
China entered the WTO and this meant additional lifting of many 

1  Quoted in: Toynbee A . G . Postizhenie Istorii . Moscow: Progress, 1991 . 
P . 83 .
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restrictions for foreign capital flows into the country . Five years 
after entering the WTO China opened all its territory and the 
whole economy for foreign capital . These facts confirm irrepress-
ible force and communicative direction of modern globalization 
forcing even the most closed societies to open in the end .

The idea is that China itself is not the point, but the objective 
globalization processes . One can study the practice of other coun-
tries, such as Japan, which has completed nearly the same way 
from full self-isolation to aggressive expansionist policy in the 
20th century . Japanese military policy has finally failed but it be-
came really effective in the sphere of manufacturing, especially 
in electronics, high technologies and motor-building . Contrast-
ing experience in modern history, for instance, North Korea and 
Cuba, is also of great interest because it clearly demonstrates that 
poverty and backwardness in socioeconomic development are, in 
fact, inevitable in case under global mutual dependence a country 
chooses the way of self-isolation from the rest of the world .

* * *
Thus, we have reached the third and the last cardinal turn in 

human history . This turn began since the second half of the 19th 
century and lasts up to nowadays . It has finally made the human-
kind global in the literal sense of this world . It is characterized 
by the fact that world community has acquired a single economic 
space and financial interdependence . Scientific and technologi-
cal progress has reached the stage of scientific and technological 
revolution . Nuclear energy was domesticated and nuclear weap-
ons made able to destroy life on the Earth . Principally new trans-
portation means emerged and space exploration began . Finally, 
the creation of electronic technologies, unique communication 
means, planetary communications and the Internet gave birth 
to informational revolution and created a single informational 
space having now everything but borders . All of this has eventu-
ally made the modern world a single holistic system as far as basic 
parameters of world life are concerned . 

As a result, relatively separate regional structures were replaced 
with global humankind united into a single whole not only by the 
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world market economy and finance freely moving throughout the 
world, but also by mass culture, single ecology, common princi-
ples of civilizational development .

Here we have reached an important point of modern global-
ization which is widely discussed in the whole world . The point 
is how globalization changes human live and influences cultural 
development of various peoples .

It should be mentioned in this regard that the most essential 
manifestation of globalization takes place in the sphere of culture, 
both material and spiritual . Additionally, the sphere of spiritual 
life, which is most hardly globalized, last years becomes more and 
more involved into worldwide processes . For example, now there 
are, in fact, no borders for spreading and mutual influence of vari-
ous ideas, teachings, beliefs, etc . All the most significant scientific 
discoveries and outstanding literature works are practically im-
mediately translated into many world languages; popular songs 
and melodies, best examples of fashion or theatrical art spread 
throughout the planet with phenomenal speed . They mostly easi-
ly become part of the context of traditional culture, accepting and 
assimilating such elements of world culture, giving, at the same 
time, new impulses for it .

China is a good example in this regard . Last years here and 
abroad a problem of the Chinese national model of globalization 
is widely discussed . It is well-known that China tries to approach 
all problems basing on its national peculiarities and interests . For 
example, at the 17th Congress of the Communist Party of China 
(October 2007) one could once again hear a loud slogan “Social-
ism with Chinese specifics” . Such approach has sufficient grounds 
because numerous foreign influences and even interventions al-
ways ended up with acquiring Chinese coloring .

It is important to stress in this regard that China not only fol-
lows the rules set by the leading Western countries but wants to 
say its own word, to change these rules in its own interests . It does 
not open doors widely for foreign capital until internal precondi-
tions for it are not prepared and the reforms needed completed . 
Another words, the country’s leaders try to support organic inter-
connection of external openness and internal reforms .
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A Chinese scholar Yangsang Yang pays attention to this issue 
in his study . He writes, that “localization of foreign culture and 
local approach to the imported culture is actually the key for un-
derstanding current cultural globalization in China, because most 
of the Chinese have active and positive regard to the imported for-
eign culture . Officially it was reflected in the slogan of the 1990s 

“China for the world and the world for China”…” 1 . He also men-
tions that not only Western influence is the factor of globalization 
but also mass cultural production made in Hong Kong, Taiwan, 
Singapore and Japan, which, contrasting to Western culture, is 
easily adaptable for Chinese environment . The natural conclu-
sion is that cultural globalization has universal character and is 
not initiated by any single center — supposedly, the US or even 
such mass culture production center as Hollywood . 

It is actually a big mistake to suggest that globalization is a 
result of someone’s reasonable, purposeful activity or that it is 
governed from some single center . There can be a position that 
this mistake is insignificant . But it is not so . Our understanding of 
globalization often influences strategy and tactics of the actions 
of various forces and actors of international relations . A well-
known Chinese philosopher Ang Xingang mentions in his article 

“The problems of globalization in China”, that although Chinese 
government supports political multipolarity and cultural diver-
sity, it, nevertheless, “has high respect to economic globalization” 
considering it an objective, historically inevitable trend, which it 
not possible to resist to . He writes, that “due to strong influence 
of practical rationalism there is no antiglobalist movement 
in China, which is common in the developed Western countries . 
Current success of Chinese economy is mostly connected with 
the fact that China has managed to grasp really and to use the 
most effectively the chance provided to it by globalization»2 . 

Thus, since globalization itself is an objective reality, universal 
characteristics of the world society expressing its quantitative 

1  Yangsang Yang . Gosudarstvennaya Vlast I Izmeneniya v Kulture Kitaya //  
Mnogolikaya Globalizatziya . Moscow: Aspect Press, 2004 . P . 42 .

2  Ang Xingang . Problemy Globalizatzii v Kitae // Vestnik RFO . 2005 . № 4 . 
P . 147 .
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and qualitative features, one should understand it as one of the 
fundamental dimensions of the global community . Studying this 
dimension allows to see the whole world social system not only 
from the position of culture (contents) and civilization (form) but 
also in its dynamic development, when both culture and civiliza-
tion spread extensively and sort of fulfill the whole global space 
by themselves .

However, one should admit that there are objective grounds 
for worries about globalization . Growing influence of the global 
processes on human worldview is a serious concern of, first of all, 
representatives of less developed and developing countries . They 
suggest that globalization results in dissolving their original cul-
tures in the new economic and trade processes and, basing on 
this reason, they reject globalization considering it dangerous . 
Understanding globalization mostly as “Americanization of cul-
ture”, as imposing Western standards and behavioral patterns, 
and, finally, as a modern form of cultural colonialism . They see 
globalization as the means of transformation and elimination of 
traditional values, changing the established way of living and, 
as a result, as a threat to national identity and cultural diversi-
ty . Another words, since globalization is uneven, the majority of 
traditionally formed societies has protective reaction against it 
resulting in opposing integration processes and conducting lo-
calization policies, and full support of local cultures .

Some scholars, particularly from Islamic, Arab and other coun-
tries of the third world consider globalization a specially elabo-
rated plan or strategy, aiming at intervening the other parts of the 
world and creating threats to local culture through their unifica-
tion . Expanding sphere of influence of mass media, the activity of 
international funds and transnational corporations is, as a rule, 
seen as the main threat to cultural identity .

This position is hard to disagree with because globalization is, 
indeed, not only flows of goods or diminishing distances, elim-
inating borders or unification of manufacturing processes . It is 
also a trend to the formation of a single value system, the cre-
ation of universal culture having to provide effectiveness of world 
economy, openness and objectivity of information . Finally, glo-
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balization presupposes tolerance in international politics and in-
tercultural interaction . Thus, under increasing globalization, the 
changes and transformations in the sphere of culture adequate to 
it become the priority . At the same time, economic factors turn 
out to be less significant, secondary in comparison with culture . 

This conclusion is additionally confirmed by the fact that the 
problem of intercultural interaction, opposition, or even contra-
dictions between various cultural traditions and systems does not 
become less significant . Moreover, it acquires new meaning and 
new forms and the necessity of dialog and cooperation based on 
mutual understanding and mutual respect of all the numerous 
cultures characteristical for modern humankind goes urgently 
to the foreground . This position is common and widely supported 
in Russia, China and many other countries .

To be just, one should mention that in the West it becomes 
more and more understood that eurocentrism in considering 
world structure and world events, which used to be widely spread 
in both Western elite environment and at the level of mass con-
sciousness, now, under increasing globalization processes, now 
has to wither away .

* * *
The problem of interaction and mutual complementation of 

culture and civilization has always been and remains one of the 
most serious and vividly discussed problems . And while there is 
a fully formed mutual consent related to the issue of what pre-
ceded what (as a rule, culture is seen as preceding with regard to 
civilization), positions of various authors on their mutual condi-
tionality not often coincide . Currently a position is widely spread 
(it is also close to the author of this article) that culture expresses 
the essential, internal characteristics of a society, while civiliza-
tion, so to say, models it externally, being sort of a shell, a form 
of culture .

Kant was one of the most prominent authors who paved the 
way to this approach . He represented civilization as a pragmat-
ic, technological “shell” of culture, while culture (morality) is the 

“core” of civilization . Demonstrating tight connections between 
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culture and civilization, Kant, at the same time, was the first one 
to differentiate these concepts, thus substantially clearing up the 
problem . He defined culture as what serves human good and 
what is essentially humanistic, because outside humanism and 
spirituality, he suggested, there were no true culture . Basing on 
this, Kant juxtaposed “cultural skills”, “cultural education” to a 
purely external, “technical” type of culture, calling the former 

“civilization” . He anticipated turbulent development of civili-
zation and was concerned about it, speaking about the gap be-
tween civilization and culture, because civilization moves forward 
faster than culture and the disproportion emerging conceals se-
rious dangers for peoples of the world because civilization, de-
prived of its spiritual contents, leads to human degradation . 

And nevertheless, in spite of Kant’s first attempts to distinguish 
between culture and civilization, in the 19th century they were 
nearly always seen as synonyms . For example, having invented 
the term “civilization” the French Enlightenment authors from 
the very beginning used it actively along with the notion of “cul-
ture” and gave similar meaning to them . A famous German natu-
ralist and geographer A . Gumboldt also relatively often used both 
terms — “culture” and “civilization” — in his works, not stressing 
significant difference between them . An outstanding English eth-
nographer and researcher of primitive culture E . Taylor also had 
similar vision of the balance of the notions in question . 

In the 20th century, when culture and civilization became the 
objects of undivided attention of many scholars and special-
ists, scholarly literature dedicated to studying these phenomena 
counted tens and even hundreds of books . It became common 
and natural to draw a distinction between the above-mentioned 
notions . But, nevertheless, an alternative position existed . It was 
most clearly formulated by a famous German physician and thinker 
A . Schweitzer . He wrote, that “stressing differences in the mean-
ings of both terms is not justified either linguistically, or histori-
cally . One should speak about ethical and non-ethical culture or 
about ethical or non-ethical civilization and not about culture 
and civilization»1 . 

1  Schweitzer A . Blagogovenie Pered Zhizniu . Moscow: Progress, 1992 . P . 56 .
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Being not agreed with such full equation of still different no-
tions, I would like to stress that last century was signified by 
differentiating if not opposing culture and civilizations seen as 
contradictory notions rejecting each other . In this case civiliza-
tion is often understood as a particular stage of self-destruction 
of culture in the process of its genesis, when the emergence, de-
velopment and existence of civilization is directly tied to degrada-
tion of culture and constantly correlated with its dying and, final-
ly, elimination . At the same time, this approach understands the 
emergence and development of culture as only taking place in a 
space, free of the “chains” of civilization . Such vision of relations 
between culture and civilization is typical for the followers of ir-
rationalism in philosophy, represented, first of all, by Nietzsche, 
Spengler, Berdiaev, etc .

Rejecting both equation of civilization and culture and their 
complete disjunction, I would like to stress their dialectical unity 
and difference . Culture is, most likely, an internal characteristics 
of a society, disclosing its essence, while civilization is the form, 
the external framework of culture characterizing a society from 
the viewpoint of its forms of government, functional connections 
and relations . At the same time, both terms — “culture” and “civ-
ilization” have common subject but different, although intercon-
nected objects, because they reflect and describe one social real-
ity from different sides . They are always inseparably connected, 
tightly interwoven and mutually complement for one another .

Thus, culture and civilization are the most important charac-
teristics of social systems, allowing relatively fully express their 
external and internal conditions . At the same time, one can con-
clude, culture is sort of a code of the social organism fixing also 
the main peculiarities of its civilizational development, transmit-
ted from generation to generation thanks to cultural heritage . 
That is why, having understood the phenomenon of culture, one 
can learn a lot about the internal condition of this or that soci-
ety and even about the humankind as a whole as about a holistic 
self-developing system . But this approach does not allow to un-
derstand the historical logic of their development, to explain the 
diversity of the forms of social organization and, finally, to find 
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out how human society can and should be organized to corre-
spond with the human nature optimally and not to violate natural 
human rights as well as ecological balance . This task can be partly 
resolved by using the notion of “civilization”, what, evidently, ex-
pands the research diapason but still provides no holistic vision 
of the social system as a whole allowing to analyze cultural sim-
ilarities and differences of various social groups existing within 
a single civilizational area .

This collision can be resolved, in my opinion, by introducing a 
new term “cultural and civilizational system” . By the way, there 
are many phrases connecting culture or civilization with various 
sides of a social organism, historical process, or social dynamics . 
These are such terms as “sociocultural context”, “sociocultural 
dynamics”, “cultural and historical type”, “sociocultural connec-
tions”, “civilizational and historical aspect”, etc . It seems strange, 
however, that a collocation consisting of two words (“culture” 
and “civilization”), namely, “cultural and civilizational” has not 
yet became a scholarly category what it, beyond doubt, deserves, 
because we have a basis for talking about principal inseparability 
of culture and civilization .

Now we can also speak about a single world culture and about 
a single world civilization using such expression as “the world cul-
tural and civilizational system” . This expression is fully legitimate 
because it reflects reality adequately but not in separated terms 
like now — only from the viewpoint of culture or civilization — 
but in “two dimensions” simultaneously, from the viewpoint of 
the form and the contents, without dividing or equating them .

The formation of the first cultural and civilizational systems 
dates back to the earliest stages of development of relatively ad-
vanced state structures and urban technologies . In that period the 
foundations of the Chinese, Indian, Egyptian and then Antique, 
European, Russian and the other cultural and civilizational sys-
tems were laid . There, in the ancient history of the humankind, 
one should look for the contours of the first cultural and civili-
zational ecumenes that emerged as a result of tight connections 
between countries and peoples having much in common in their 
cultural and civlizational development . For three thousand years 
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of the existence of such ecumene systems they, in their essence 
(from the viewpoint of organization and functional principles), 
had not principally changed, and after the Great geographic dis-
coveries, i .e ., from the beginning of real globalization, they also 
became a planetary phenomenon being fragments of a single 
whole, which was the emerging global cultural and civilizational 
entity .

This meant, first of all, world religious and religio-philosoph-
ical systems: Buddhism, Confucianism, Christianity, Islam . Al-
though they had emerged before the real globalization began, 
nevertheless, they became planet-wide not earlier than globaliza-
tion became fundamental . Having acquired new qualities, these 
conglomerates became, speaking figuratively, a connecting fabric 
between various ecumenes . For example, the Christian cultural 
and civilizational conglomerate embraced a number of self-suffi-
cient ecumenes (West European, East European, Russian, North 
American, Central American, Latin American); the Islamic one — 
Middle East, North Africa, the Gulf, Central Asia, Russian (part-
ly), Pacific (partly); the Buddhist one — Indian, Chinese (partly), 
South East, Japanese ecumenes .

The rest of cultural and civilizational conglomerates also, bas-
ing on another foundations, connect different ecumenes, often 
spatially distant and sometimes looking unlike one another . For 
example, the Socialist conglomerate used to connect into a single 
system such different cultural and civilizational ecumenes as East 
European, Chinese, part of South East . The Capitalist one makes 
related to one system such different cultural and civilizational 
ecumenes as, for instance, West European and Japanese .

Now, under multiaspect globalization, the above-mentioned 
connections and relations have become an inseparable compo-
nent of the global world, which is networked by them through 
the length and breadth, openly and secretly, externally and inter-
nally and which thus represents a rapidly emerging single glob-
al cultural and civilizational system . Those who don’t take this 
fact into consideration doing their national, domestic, foreign, 
or international policy, do not react adequately to the emerging 
threats or create them when they could have well been avoided .
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It is important to stress, that the more open is cultural and civi-
lizational congruence of various peoples, the easier and the more 
actively their interaction goes . For example, Europe, America, or, 
even more, Japan or rapidly developing countries of South East 
Asia being different from one another culturally have high lev-
el of civilizational development, what makes their cultural and 
civilizational systems easily associated by many parameters . As a 
result, these substantially different countries demonstrate rel-
atively effective and fruitful interaction and cooperation . Last 
years one can also observe how China, India, Russia or Brazil, 
having original cultures, but increasing their pace of civilization-
al development, also join the ranks of countries improving and 
enhancing their cultural and civilizational connections and con-
structive cooperation .

* * *
However, the world is characterized not only by mutual interest 

and cooperation but also by disputes, competition, confrontation 
sometimes having violent forms . The world crisis, connected com-
monly with economy and finance, that has exploded recently is a 
bright example of such conflicts .

But is it possible in our strive to confront the crisis to restrict 
ourselves by the sphere of finance and economy even on a scale 
of the whole humankind? How harmless is a wide-spread opinion 
that global crisis is just a result of wrong policy of separate coun-
tries, peoples, corporations, or even concrete persons?

Without diminishing the role of subjective factor in global pro-
cesses and disavowing responsibility of the officials having neces-
sary authority and acknowledging a significant part of the fault 
of separate states for the emergence of the crisis, one should also 
take into consideration at least two facts . Firstly, the process of 
history is characterized by objective course of events, directed by 
logic of development of capitalist relations . Secondly, the emerg-
ing of the global world as a holistic system is a reality principally 
not only changing forms and contents of international relations 
but also directly influencing domestic life of nearly all countries 
and peoples more or less involved into the world economic system .
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It should be stressed that market relations naturally are of 
spontaneous nature and that the state obliged to prevent “war of 
everyone against everyone” should directly and indirectly pro-
vide regulatory pressure on the market . This state function per-
formed better or worse depending on specific circumstances al-
ways increases or even becomes decisive under conditions when 
a system of market relations is unbalanced and prone to crisis . 
However, the abilities of this or that state to influence the course 
of events are always limited by its real resources and capabilities . 
Therefore, each separate country, as well as the humankind as a 
whole can and should not only set manageable and really signif-
icant tasks for themselves but also correctly define the priorities 
of their solving .

Most analysts and specialists speculating about the modern 
crisis inevitably stress its global and systemic nature . However, 
at this point they, mostly, stop . Concentrating basically on the is-
sues of economy or finance, on the problems of separate states 
or even regions, they leave the world as a whole, the humankind 
as a single system unattended, i .e . they analyze separate aspects 
of social life or some fragments of a holistic system but they nev-
er think in holistic categories . As a result, many of them honest-
ly admit that they don’t understand the genuine nature of what 
goes on and can not predict either the depth of the recession, or 
the moment when the crisis ends, or concrete contours of the 
post-global world .

In this situation the right diagnosis, presupposing the nature 
and order of concrete actions based on the resources of the in-
ternational community, becomes the priority . Another words, to 
understand nature and causes of the crisis means to solve half of 
the task .

That is why now the humankind, as never before, needs global 
vision and systemic thinking, allowing us to estimate the situa-
tion . This approach, being coherent and finalized, would leave no 
doubts that the crisis exploded not accidentally and abruptly . It 
was a result of the limited egotistic policy of nation-states and 
transnational corporations, orientated towards getting maximal 
profit . The crisis is also a result of the wasteful way of life of 
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the “golden billion” and, finally, of the corresponding worldview . 
That is why it was only a matter of timing .

When the events turn out so that you have no strength and 
reason to control the unnatural course of events, the crisis ex-
plodes emerging contrary to anyone’s will and wishes . Destroy-
ing the wicked order of affairs and clearing space for the new 
structures and different relations, it becomes the means for re-
covery, restoring balance, and normalization of the whole social 
organism’s development . This means, in spite of all its negative 
circumstances, the crisis becomes, finally, a good, a salvation 
from inevitable degradation, if, of course, the situation was eval-
uated adequately and correct conclusions were made in time . 

Returning to the nowadays reality, we should clearly state that 
modern world is principally different from the preceding situa-
tions and even from the world existing just 25 years ago . Under 
the influence of the globalization processes it has nearly fully be-
come, according to all the basic parameters of social life, a singly, 
holistic system, while no mechanisms have emerged to govern 
this new, qualitatively changed world . This is the main contra-
diction of the modern age .

* * *
It is important to understand correctly: what is the cause of 

such situation? What is the way out of here?
Further developing the above mentioned logic of turning points 

of history and taking into consideration the increasing race of so-
cial development one can suggest that the humankind has finally 
reached the border where the global architecture should change 
once again . This idea is supported by the main contradiction of the 
modern age . Its essence is that globalization processes that have 
formed by the beginning of the 21st century a holistic system of 
world economy, has not lead to the emergence of integration pro-
cesses in the sphere of politics that would be adequate to the glob-
al world . Another words, political globalization catastrophically 
falls behind economic globalization . As a result, modern world 
being global according to all the basic parameters of social life 
has found itself without a corresponding system of government . 
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But without solving this task humankind as a holistic organ-
ism has no chances for happy future .

It is important to mention that none of the international orga-
nizations existing at the moment is principally suitable for solv-
ing this task . For example, the UN was established to prevent the 
horrors of the new world war and, one should mention, it more 
or less fulfils this task up to nowadays . Its function is to resolve 
international conflicts, to eliminate acute contradictions, to pro-
vide assistance in solving particular world and regional problems, 
but it is not able to resolve the tasks of governing world process-
es . As a result, the world community once again faces an often 
discussed problem: how we can and should govern economy and 
other spheres of social life under conditions of global interde-
pendence of all countries and peoples?

There is a growing understanding among scholars and special-
ists that modern global crisis can be surmounted only by a radical 
transformation of international relations because it principally 
differs from all crises taking place before . Now it is not simply 
a result of spontaneous market development, but a result of in-
creasing globalization . And this is the cause, why the crisis that 
was typical for separate countries or even regions, now tackles the 
whole humankind . Having started in the sphere of finance and 
economy of separate countries, the global crisis rapidly achieved 
another countries and new spheres of social life . It has, thus, be-
come, not only global, but systemic .

This means, we need a new vision of the modern world, an-
other version of the events that happened . For example, recent 
discussions about the unipolar world we should consider serious-
ly misguiding, born by Western, particularly US, euphoria from 
the victory in the “Third world war” (cold war) . Now, against the 
background of the growing global financial and economic crisis, 
it becomes more and more evident that governing global system 
even only in the sphere of economy from a single center (however 
mighty) is not possible .

World community, represented by nation-states (having in 
mind their belonging to various blocs and alliances) has always 
been a multipolar system . Hence, the main task now is to find 
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consensus on the principal issues of governing the global world . 
And for this we need new approaches, new vision of contempo-
rary events . It will be hardly possible to find solutions in the past .

Attempts to draw analogies or historical parallels between 
the modern crisis and the Great Depression of the 1929–1933 
are not constructive because modern processes are of similar, 
but, in fact, different, nature and of another scale . The crisis 
was systemic then and now . But these systems differ principal-
ly . In the past it was a system representing a complex of finan-
cial, economic, social and political institutions of North America 
and several countries tightly connected with this region . At the 
same time, other countries, for instance, the Soviet Union, Chi-
na or India, not connected with this region, were relatively free 
from the shocks of that period . Another words, that crisis was a 
regional one and the efforts of one state (the US) were, finally, 
enough to overcome it .

Now (and it is the first time in human history) the crisis is 
global, when multiaspect globalization leaves no chance for any 
country or people to watch the current events calmly . The Asian 
financial crisis of 1997–1998 when the existing mechanisms in-
fluencing the world financial system (the IMF or WTO) have re-
vealed their ineffectiveness was the first manifestation of a really 
global crisis . But in that period the situation improved and stabi-
lized . But it did not last for long . Now everything is more com-
plicated . The crisis is really systemic and this system is the whole 
world with its basic structural elements: nation-states, interna-
tional financial institutions, transnational organizations, etc . All 
of them were tightly interconnected and interdependent as dif-
ferent elements of one chain . Therefore, even if somewhere and 
even generally the situation improves for a while, we should not 
relax because this does not change the essence . In our radically 
changed world no one so far is ready to reconstruct international 
relations cardinally to create a system of governing, at least, world 
economy (not mentioning the other important spheres of social 
life) . This task can not be resolved by a single state (be that the 
US, or “G8”, or even “G20” of the most developed countries) . It 
can only be resolved by the absolute majority of the humankind . 
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In such situation separate countries have to build their domes-
tic and foreign policy balancing between national interests and 
international obligations they have . The one who is better than 
others integrated into the global processes, wins . China, celebrat-
ing on October 1st, 2009 the 60th anniversary of its People’s Re-
public, during the past 30 years conducts the politics of reforms 
and openness and in general reacts to the challenges of global-
ization constructively, what was already said in the beginning 
of this article . And we have serious foundations to suggest that 
after the global crisis is finished and the new world architecture 
is formed, China will play even more important role in this world 
than the one it plays nowadays .
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GLOBALIZATION OF THE WORLD 
AND ITS CONSEQUENCES: RUSSIAN VISION1

People in Russia, like everywhere in the world, are today 
deeply concerned about the process of globalization taking 
place in various spheres of social life that has become especial-
ly noticeable in the second half of the 21st century . During the 
last decades these trends and changes became evident even to 
the general public . A particularly challenging and even shocking 
feature of the given process is the organized antiglobalist riots 
in different parts of the world and the increasing threat of inter-
national terrorism, as it has been demonstrated by the terrible 
events of September 11th, 2001 in the US . This engenders among 
the epistemic community not only justified concerns but also ad-
ditional interest in the above-mentioned processes . The number 
of conferences, seminars, disputes, media publications, academic 
literature has grown significantly last time . Even a brief analysis 
of these sources allows one to conclude that there are many dif-
ferent opinions about globalization of the modern world; there 
is no general approach to globalization studies and no common 
position on this process .

Some scholars think that globalization is an objective process, 
independent on human will and intent, which began long ago and 
will not end in the near future . Such scientists and philosophers 
like R . Robertson, E . Laszlo, E . Kish, W . Gay, U . Beck, V . S . Stepin, 
I . V . Bestouzhev-Lada, A . D . Ursul and others (including the 
author) think that gradual evolution of scientific progress, mod-
ernization of its achievements, naturally evolving transnational-
ization of social life are preconditions for globalization2 . Another 

1  Chumakov, A . N ., and Gay, W . C . (eds), Between Past Orthodoxies and 
the Future of Globalization: Contemporary Philosophical Problems (Leiden, 
Boston: Brill- Rodopi, 2016) . P . 9–21 .

2  See: Global Studies Encyclopedic Dictionary . Edited by Alexander 
N . Chumakov, Ivan I . Mazour and William C . Gay . With a Foreword by Mikha-
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words, they think that globalization is a result of an objective and 
long-term historical process characterized by cyclical increases 
and slowdowns of the tempo of its evolution and accompanied 
by qualitative breakthroughs in scientific and technological de-
velopment, which in the first half of the 20th century has led to the 
scientific revolution grown by the end of the century into infor-
mation and computer revolution . World economic and political 
interdependencies have, thus, begun to merge into a single entity 
especially as far as transportation, trade and energy supply flows, 
mass media, internationally-based regional conflict resolution, 
etc . are concerned, and these developments allow to define glo-
balization as an objective process .

Some other scholars, and there are relatively many of them 
in modern Russia among both academics and politicians, think 
that globalization was initiated by the Western developed coun-
tries and multinationals who had envisioned it pursuing their 
self-interests and who now controls it extracting profits from 
the growing interdependence of various countries and regions 
of the world . The backers of this position suggest that “the Ka-
pellmeister” of globalization, first of all, the US and developed 
Western countries, are using the idea and the slogan of human 
rights, universal values and so on to win the ongoing struggle 
of globally-defined interests . Thus, the supporters of this posi-
tion question the future of democracy under the new conditions . 
There are some grounds for their concerns due to the fact that 
this problem is especially acute in the absence of democratic 
tradition and in the face of underdevelopment or non-existence 
of corresponding institutions . The most typical representatives 
of such a view in Russia are philosopher and political theorist 
A . S . Panarin who has written several books on Eurasian issues, 
of which The Temptation of Globalism (2000) is especially no-
ticeable; well-known philosophers V . V . Iliin and A . S . Akhiezer 

il Gorbachev . Editions Rodopi B . V ., Amsterdam/New York, NY 2014 . XI, 
531 pp .; Global Studies Encyclopedia / Edited by I . I . Mazour, A . N . Chumakov, 
W . C . Gay; TsNPP “Dialog” . — Moscow, Raduga Publishers, 2003; Robertson R . 
Globalization: Social Theory of Global Culture . Newsburry Park . 1992; Beck U . 
Was ist Globalisierung? Frankfurt am Main, 1998 . 
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who have expressed their Neo-Eurasianist position in a collective 
work Russian Civilization (2000); a politician D . Rogozin; a Pro-
fessor of Economics A . V . Bouzgalin who is one of the leaders 
of antiglobalist movement in Russia, etc .1

Western, especially European, social thought up to nowadays 
have not concentrated so much on the process of globalization . 2 

But it seems that the threat of international terrorism, the events 
in Yugoslavia and Afghanistan attract Western public conscious-
ness to these issues more and more and make it return again 
and again to the problem of values and the formation of the 
new world order . In connection with this the issues of intercul-
tural and interconfessional relations become especially acute and 
the necessity to stop the continuing widening of the socio-eco-
nomic gap between rich and poor countries becomes more and 
more evident . The issue of convergence of the East and the West 
has once again become discussible and concerns grow about 
the future of democracy in the developed countries; the very 
possibility of democratic transition in the traditional societies, 
including those of the East, of the Islamic World and of the Af-
rican continent, becomes questionable .

So, the modern world evolves dramatically and raises to the 
world community as well as to particular countries very diffi-
cult questions including the one of the future of democracy in 
the globalizing world . Russia, having after the USSR dissolution 
declared its adherence to democratic principles and facing great 
difficulties in building democratic society, now as never before 
needs philosophical basis for these ideas adjusted to local con-
ditions . This is one of the explanations of the above-mentioned 
interest of Russian scholars in exploring modern trends and 
searching for new forms of world order .

But regardless of one’s approach to analysis of the issues men-
tioned, one can not help saying that entering the new century 

1   Panarin A . S . Iskushenie Globalizmom . — Moscow .: EKSMO-Press, 
2002; Buzgalin A . V .  Alterglobalism: Searching for the Positive Alter-native 
to a New Empire // Age of Globalization . Number 1 / 2008 . P . 58–60 . 

2  Robertson, R . The “Return” of Religion and the Conflicted Condition of 
the World Order // Age of Globalization . Number 3 / 2013 . P . 4–11 .
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means opening a totally new page of human history . It is evident 
now that, unlike the previous pages, this one will be dedicated to 
a new, different topic and written in a different language . This 
new topic is the end of the world globalization process and the 
formation of the world’s wholeness and unity . Different lan-
guage implies not just the new means of communication, such 
as Internet, satellite TV, etc ., but also morality, ethics, law be-
ing changed in accordance with the global transformations; this 
means different terminology implicating re-consideration of the 
previous values and accepting by the absolute majority of the 
international community those of them relevant to the reality 
transformed . The contour of this reality is already clearly dawn-
ing being defined by the following circumstances .

Firstly, the formal process of globalization of social relations 
which has begun in the age of the great geographic discoveries, 
has been in general complete by the beginning of the 21st century . 
That means, on the planet there is no place free from anthropo-
genic impact; the allocation of territories is more or less finished 
and sovereign nation-states have emerged . At the same time, 
economic, political, cultural and informational flows, relations 
and connections have irreversibly poured out over the borders 
of separate countries and peoples and ceased to be their preroga-
tive . But as far as the essence is concerned, the humankind is still 
awaiting to become the international community which would 
necessarily require a serious transformation of the worldviews, 
established cultures and values .

Second, the last decade of the 20th century was accompanied 
by both fundamental structural changes in the former social-
ist countries and tectonic displacements in world affairs result-
ed in the new balance of power on the world arena and the new 
vision of the current developments . For a while the collapse of 
the world socialist system has distracted our attention from the 
process of globalization and the global problems it raises . Never-
theless, now these developments are more and more clearly un-
derstood as two sides of one coin . 

In front of our eyes the world becomes holistic, what raises 
totally new concerns . Endless confrontation and armed conflicts 
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keep the humankind on the verge of self-distraction . An it would 
be a great fallacy to think that after the collapse of the USSR and 
the relative softening of the nuclear powers’ confrontation this 
threat has been left behind . Weapons of mass destruction are now 
accompanied by unlimited forces of the technogenic civilization . 
They, along with globalization, have transformed the local prob-
lems and dangers into transnational, global phenomena . For ex-
ample, terrorism was always a feature of human history but it is 
modern means of communication and transportation, technical 
achievements and new technologies what makes it the most dan-
gerous phenomenon for the whole humankind . That is why to 
fight successfully not only these phenomena but their causes one 
should see behind the new threats, including the unprecedented 
terrorist attacks on the US, first of all, the objective foundations 
and patterns . 

Thus, at the first glance, modern world has dramatically changed 
virtually within the last ten years . Is it really so? Do not we wit-
ness the culmination of a more complicated, long-lasting pro-
cess? The transition from atomistic, disperse and fragmentary 
international social relations towards their unity, wholeness 
and globality has attracted the attention of the most sagacious 
minds already in the first half of the last century . One can men-
tion works by Vladimir Vernandskii, Pierre Teyard-de-Chardin, 
Karl Jaspers, the Russell-Einstein Manifesto, etc . But for a broader 
public consciousness these changes have become visible not ear-
lier than within the last decade, in the age of information revolu-
tion . This revolution is so fast and sweeping that the humankind 
does not manage not only to react adequately but even to think 
over the current developments theoretically . The antiglobalist ri-
ots, their destructiveness and unwillingness to see the objective 
patterns of world development, is nothing but another argument 
in support this conclusion .

This largely has happened because some people try to ex-
plain the new transformed world using the established familiar 
terms and categories like, for example, “civilization”, “democra-
cy”, “sovereignty”, “universal values”, etc . Somehow they do not 
pay attention to the fact that each of these terms, as well as the 
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established system of values and ethical and legal norms of the 
modern time, has been formed and acquired its meaning under 
the conditions radically different from the present ones . The same 
is true for the general fundamentals of democracy formulated in 
the age of industrial transformation and constituting the foun-
dation of modern democratic institutions, which have so far tak-
en firm shape only in a limited number of countries and need a 
new conceptual understanding to be applied and disseminated 
throughout the whole planet . The reason is that the fact that the 
international community has a “shared house”, shared destiny 
and shared responsibility for what is going on in the world does 
not yet mean that democratic values and the organizational prin-
ciples of social life typical up to now for the minority of the hu-
mankind will be automatically accepted by the rest of the inter-
national community . Moreover, the hard pressure implantation 
of democratic values into non-Western societies not accustomed 
to them often causes dislike, bewilderment and sometimes even 
backlash . It would be wrong, not to say dangerous, to turn our 
blind eye to these developments .

This is not a secret that in the fragmented world the growth 
of understanding that no one can avoid participation in deal-
ing with our common concerns is only a catalyst for the debates 
about each country’s share of participation and responsibility in 
case the situation worsens . Moreover, this discontent grows and 
becomes the more acute the farther our world being still divided 
into separate “national houses” moves along the road of global-
ization towards a greater interdependence . It is important that 
this constantly widening gap in levels of living standard and so-
cio-economic development of various nations causes, in one part 
of the world, the feeling of security, satisfaction and even some 
sort of superiority and, in the other part, the feeling of insecurity, 
injustice, deprivation and exclusion . All this is a serious obstacle 
in the way of democratic transition and creating global civil so-
ciety which should necessarily be formed in the future as a result 
of overcoming fragmentation and disintegration . Thus, if there 
is no alternative to the united humankind there must be not only 
common principles and rules of living established on the planet 
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but also common responsibility for each human being’s fate; for 
in the global technogenic world not only well organized trans-
national criminal groups or terrorist organizations but even a 
separated individual outcast poses a danger, not to mention the 
rogue states .

But can this global society become a reality? Will the world 
community be able to transcend from the concept of unity to-
wards real unity, to become an open society or at least to step 
firmly in the way of democratic transition while preserving na-
tional identity? There are no evident answers to these questions 
so far . Anyhow, this will not happen on its own without our con-
scious effort .

Modern world is a “quilt” covering a relatively small body 
of our planet, where separate states still not so much cooperate 
but compete, rival, confront and fight; they apply giant efforts 
to preserving sovereignty and independence, conduct selfish 
foreign policy pursuing, first of all, their narrow national inter-
ests . And this confrontation manifests itself not only through the 

“rich North — poor South” opposition but through the clash of 
cultures, values, religious beliefs, traditions of the West and the 
East, what already in the beginning of the 1990s Samuel Hun-
tington paid attention to in his well-known article The Clash of 
Civilizations . Nevertheless, the subsequent decade does not 
allow in spite of the increasing due to satellite communications 
and Internet homogeneity of the global fabric to assert that the 
outlooks of the East and the West become equally homogeneous 
or that the mutual understanding between rich and poor coun-
tries grows .

It is important to mention that now the developed Western 
countries acting collectively (more or less) as a single body play 
the main part in world affairs . Apart from the details of their 
strategic partnerships and private interests, one should admit 
that their mutual understanding is based on common democrat-
ic principles and foundations worked out and implanted into 
public consciousness in the Age of Enlightenment . The Age of 
Enlightenment was different for each country reflecting specif-
ic features of each nation but it pursued actually the same goals 
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and solved the same tasks — development of civil society and 
formation of democratic institutions . As a result such princi-
ples as personal freedom, private property, rule of law became 
commonly accepted norms deeply rooted in public consciousness .

The East, due to well-known reasons, have not passed through 
such transformation . As for Russia, the Age of Enlightenment 
was to begin here several times but have never begun in reali-
ty . Should not we consider it the reason why in Russia, as well 
as in the East, not to mention Africa and many other parts of 
the world, not just basic categories but even the terminolo-
gy of the Western civilization is so badly understood? And the 
West, vice versa, can not or does not want to understand differ-
ent, non-Western outlook and especially the difficulties caused 
by a clash between this outlook and Western culture, values and 
technology . Is not it because, according to one saying, “the one 
living in a palace thinks differently from the one living in a hut”? 
But can one still leave unattended the fact that this dynamic and 
even aggressive intrusion of the technological civilization and 
Western culture into traditionally living countries and regions 
distorts them and unifies decreasing cultural diversity and en-
gendering discontent not only among the nationally oriented 
but among broader society strata provoking backlash and new 
international tensions? May, thus, the well-to-do West continue 
to underestimate the dangers emerging at the fault lines of these 
contradictions? May it ignore the growing development gap be-
tween different countries and regions and the growth of apoc-
alyptic and extremist feelings engendered by poverty and igno-
rance of the majority of humankind without endangering itself 
as well? Nowadays, when technological civilization becomes 
more and more complicated and its capacity to destroy as well as 
to create grows, while the forces of destruction have proven able 
to unite worldwide, these questions sound rhetoric .

Now, as, metaphorically speaking, we are all sitting in one 
boat, where mutual understanding and cooperation are needed, 
one should refer to the positive lessons of history . And partic-
ularly to the connections between the industrial transformation 
in the West and the Age of Enlightenment because the new eco-
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nomic reality demanded adequate thinking, new outlook and 
adequate modes of behavior . The greatest merit of the Enlight-
enment was asserting the concept of a sovereign individual cre-
ated by the Enlighteners . This sovereign individual, his/her so-
cial position, the problem of freedom and responsibility — these 
were the main questions occupying the minds of the Enlighten-
ers . They were thinking on one of the most important contempo-
rary problems: how to organize a society in a way that duties 
and responsibilities, norms and rules of common sense would 
define the nature of social relations? How to make state guard 
a citizen and guarantee his or her rights?

Centuries ago Hegel wrote about the French philosophers 
of the Age of Enlightenment: “It is easy for us to reproach the 
French for their attacks on religion and state; one should have 
in mind the picture of that terrible social condition, affliction, 
vulgarity reigning in France to understand these philosophers’ 
merits…” . In connection with this, one should understand that 
the Enlightenment that had appeared several decades before the 
French Revolution and paved the way for it, was aimed in over-
coming what Hegel was talking about and set a task to sanitate 
social situation . For the citizens of developed capitalist countries 
this seems to be not of so much interest, because it relates to the 
outlasted and left behind long ago . For the absolute majority of 
them the above-said became self-evident many years ago . And 
until one talked about the formation of the united, holistic, in-
terdependent world this situation remained acceptable and un-
changed . However, in the end of the 20th century the environ-
ment has changed dramatically . Western countries can no more 
remain indifferent to economic and socio-political development 
of the other countries because instability and backwardness of 
some states against the background of global interdependence 
pose a real threat to the others .

There is no need to prove specially that the socio-economic 
tasks many of which have been solved by the West with relative 
success are now to be solved by Russia and the other countries 
that have stepped or intend to step in the road of capitalist trans-
formation . However, there are huge obstacles in this road and, 
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first of all, those of ideological sort . In the countries mentioned 
public consciousness is far from being free from previous stereo-
types and concepts, where categories of the recent past are still 
alive and actively used by people’s consciousness . Here the task 
of reconsidering previous views and concepts is as acute as nev-
er before . While doing this, one should have a clear vision not 
only of the future but of which part of the inheritance should 
be rejected . To do this job an Enlightenment is required and the 
responsibility for its success could partly be taken by the West 
possessing needful knowledge and historic experience . 

There are, however, two important things one should have in 
mind talking about the necessity to transform international rela-
tions:

Firstly, it becomes more and more evident that Western civi-
lization and its inherent values are not a panacea for the global 
problems challenging the humankind in the second half of the 
20th century . Paraphrasing Churchill, they are bad, but the point 
is that the others are worse . This, however, does not make the 
West free from critical analysis of its system and the search for 
the ways to improve it . Besides, the East playing more and more 
significant role in world affairs not just does not want but is not 
able to change its fundamental core in a short period of time and 
to accept the rules of a game and value system of the West in the 
present form . Even Russia, which is culturally and socio-eco-
nomically much closer to the West than its Eastern neighbors, is 
unable to do that . That is why, independent from their wishes, 
Western countries will have to look for compromises, first of all, 
with Eastern countries and Russia, which in their turn should 
not avoid searching for the same compromises . Apart from that, 
non-Western countries sooner or later will have to admit that 
universal values, individual rights and freedom provided by the 
institution of private property are not a Western propaganda 
but the essential, inseparable features of the Western way of 
life and action .

Secondly, one should not forget (even being ultimately al-
truistic) that the world of the 21st century is not less severe and 
even cruel than that of the past . Economic and political interests 
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will henceforth be the ground for discontents, sometimes the 
most acute (there should be no illusions about it) but the ab-
sence of common approaches and principles, values and com-
monly accepted language will always be an insurmountable ob-
stacle in the way to unity and mutual understanding of peoples 
in the globalizing world . That is why no one can refrain from 
dealing with this task because it can only be solved by the inter-
national community together, with moderation and patience, 
demonstrating respect to different nations’ cultural heritage .

Let us dwell on the main conclusions from the above-men-
tioned .

First . Globalization that has become the specific feature of 
the contemporary world demands, apart from serious structural 
changes, the reconstruction of international relations and, hence, 
undivided and primary attention towards regional policy especial-
ly there where the interests of many states with substantially dif-
ferent socio-political and economic regimes, culture and religion 
collide . This means rooting in public consciousness democratic 
values and outlook that would adequately reflect the wholeness 
of the world and the humankind’ common destiny should neces-
sarily be based on regional specifics and the mentality of people 
living in these regions . Another word, if establishing democracy 
and forming globally orientated outlook is the dictates of the time 
and a necessary precondition for the world civilization survival 
it can be successful only when at least national peculiarities and 
cultural diversity of peoples living together or nearby are taken 
into consideration . If Western countries do not want to be accused 
of using double standards they must take this into consideration 
when resolving international conflicts of high complexity . One 
can bring many examples of politically biased interpretation of 
democratic principles if not double standards, including Middle 
East and Yugoslavia, and Chechnya and the treatment of interna-
tional terrorism consisting not only of openly aggressive actions 
of this or that group but of numerous structures, organizations, 
social and political movements supporting terrorism ideologically 
and financially, which often find shelter and sometimes protection 
in some states, including Western ones . 
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Second . Promoting maximally the basic principles of democ-
racy producing common morality and law in order to make them 
the main regulative forces of social relations, one should have in 
mind that human rights are the most important thing among the 
other values . But under the condition of global interdependence 
they must be clearly defined and accompanied by appropriate re-
sponsibilities . For example, the Universal declaration of human 
rights might have been complimented by the Universal declara-
tion of human responsibilities . Anyhow, for the world community 
to survive nations and states if not individuals must be able to 
prevent by common effort armed conflicts and to suppress any ex-
tremist action able to cause catastrophic damage . World commu-
nity should demonstrate interest in every human being’s getting 
proper education and learning to think in global categories or, at 
least, to accept them being aware of him/herself as a universal 
citizen . Every nation, every state while supporting its traditions, 
values and beliefs is simply obliged in the name of preserving the 
future to put universal human interests first . And then the well-
known slogan of the Club of Rome “Think globally, act locally” 
must be re-considered . Another slogan — “Think globally, act 
together” — is more appropriate for the era of global civilization .

People are unable to predict the future with confidence, but 
they are able to influence on it through their actions which 
should be more and more grounded on acknowledging common 
moral principles and global values, formulating and acceptance 
of which becomes the most vivid task of the international com-
munity . People of academia, social scientists and, first of all, 
philosophers of different countries can undertake collective ef-
fort to bring their contribution into solving this task, and seems 
that they already do it . For example, summarizing the 20th World 
Congress of Philosophy “Paideia: Philosophy Educating Humani-
ty” (Boston, USA, 1998), international philosophical community 
came to the conclusion that present humankind badly needs the 
Paideia principle developed in Ancient Greece reborn as a fun-
damental principle underlying upbringing, education and for-
mation of a holistic and harmonious human personality1 . 

1  http://www .bu .edu/wcp/ 
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Subsequent world philosophical Congress, in particular, the 
latter 23rd (Athens, Greece, 2013) also consistently emphasized 
this idea1 . According to many philosophers Paideia must prevent 
dissolution and degradation of high culture and become one of 
the central principles underlying new, globally oriented, outlook . 
The first steps taken by the philosophers in this direction offer 
some optimistic vision that humankind, in the beginning at the 
level of scholars, then at the level of politicians and society lead-
ers and in the end at the level of the general public, will manage 
to resolve the above discussed issues collectively . At last, there 
is no rational alternative to this .

1  http://www .wcp2013 .gr/en/universal/congress-filosofias .html 
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PHILOSOPHY AS AN INDICATOR 
OF THE OPENNESS OF SOCIETY: 

RUSSIAN CONTEXT

The protracted crisis and profound upheavals which our coun-
try has suffered in the course of the past decade have made the 
problem of further societal development extremely acute and 
have put the possibility of democratic transformations them-
selves into question . There is no doubt that this is the reason 
behind the increased interest in Russian as well as foreign phi-
losophy, particularly in those areas which address social, polit-
ical and spiritual spheres . It is in this area that scholars as well 
as politicians, political figures and even pragmatists are trying 
to find (not without reason) answers to questions of utmost 
importance . They enter into spirited debates on such problems 
as axiology, totalitarianism and democracy, individualism and 
collectivism, market and “planned” economies . Recently, the is-
sue of the “open” and “closed” nature of society has been raised 
and stimulated increased interest in the concepts of Karl Popper . 
The most complete expression of his ideas is found in his book, 
Open Society and its Enemies . 

Popper’s ideas came to Russia relatively late and became avail-
able after the publication of the work in Russian in 1992, almost 
fifty years after it was written . The philosophical treatise of Pop-
per, which exposed the essence of totalitarianism and the back-
ward market economy, was fated, like other works of its type, to 
remain forever “under wraps”, away from the eyes of the Soviet 
reader . This book contained a powerful charge which the ideo-
logues of the Soviet system had reason to fear: a fundamen-
tal criticism of the basic principles of Karl Marx . Some of these 
claims include: demands for an open and correct understanding 
of the “objective laws” of history, the attempt to radically trans-
form society on a “scientific basis”, etc . These concepts, which 
reflected the essence of the sociological determinism of Marx, 
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were considerably influenced by Hegelian historicism . However, 
as Popper convincingly demonstrated, his roots go all the way 
back to Plato, “the first political ideologue, thinking in terms of 
classes and creating the concept of concentration camps” (K . Pop-
per . Otkrytoe obshchestvo i ego vragi . Moscow, 1992, v . 1, p . 7) .  

This is the reason why, at the beginning of perestroika, at a 
time when there was not even a mention of physical freedom 
but rather of freedom of speech (and under the pretext of free 
speech), glasnost was permitted by a decision of the Politburo of 
the Communist party . In an unspoken way, ‘glasnost’ prohibit-
ed any serious criticism of the basic principles of Marxism . The 
work of Popper, which had long been a classic in the West, still 
remained unavailable in our country . It could not be published 
as long as the Soviet Union continued to exist . Even if the “the-
oreticians of perestroika” were willing to change ‘something’, 
that would be anything but the ideology which remained an im-
portant part of their “natural environment” and had formed and 

“fed” them . For them, it was like the quality of water in which a 
fish lives, the cleaner the better . Yet it still remains water . Hence 
emerged the “novelty” of “new thinking”, which found expres-
sion in the attempt to purify Marxism from the “mistakes made”, 

“distortions” and “defects” . They desired to give it the qualities 
of “new humanism”, to enrich it with common human values 
etc . With some small qualifications, it can be asserted that the 
leaders behind perestroika, who looked to Marxism as to a guid-
ing star, adhered to Marxist ideas as to Ariadne’s thread . They 
swore their undying allegiance to the ideas of communism and 
socialism . They feared any criticism and accusations of apostasy 
and betrayal of  “the sacred ideals” .  Even the most pioneering of 
them acted in exactly this way (perhaps for  pragmatic reasons), 
even if they did not think this way . The most that they were 
willing to do was to give socialism (read: Marxism) a human face .

Popper’s book uncovers the true face of Marxism . It demon-
strated that Marxism was unfeasible not only as an economic 
theory, aiming at the elimination of private property but also 
was a dangerous social theory because it called for a class struggle 
and for social upheavals . These appeals in no way justify the aspi-
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rations of the Marxists to build a “paradise on earth” . The reason 
was that no one, including them, had any basis to give themselves 
the role of “the saviors of civilization” without considering that 
the road to hell is paved with good intentions . Popper writes, 

“The apologists of Marxism do not realize that, in 
fighting for their own interests, they are fighting prog-
ress . They do not see that the danger of any movement 
like Marxism lies in the fact that  it begins to reflect all 
of  the interests which are inherent to it and that, in 
addition to material interests, there are also intellectual 
ones .” (ibid ., v . 2, p . 211) .

Therefore, the book was very topical and essential for a new 
and thorough treatment and a critical analysis of our socialist 
past . The book only saw the light of day in Russian in the sec-
ond half of the eighties due to the declining power of the com-
munist party, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and the discredit 
of Marxist ideology . We should note that its fate was presaged 
by other books considered dangerous to Marxism, including Our 
Problems, On the Future of Russia selected articles by I . A . Ilin, 
The Sources and Idea of Russian Communism by N . A . Berdyaev, 
The Revolt of the Masses by Ortega y Gasset, Landmarks, From 
the Depths, What is Democracy? by Hal Coque, the works of Mil-
ton Friedman, F . A . Hayek and works of many others written 
and published in the West at the end of the twentieth century . 
Many of them were written during times of serious social up-
heavals when democracy was undergoing serious trials . As a re-
sult, some began to doubt the ideals and feasibility of democracy .

The above-mentioned works were the product of thorough re-
flection on this crisis . These books had a wide circulation and 
were frequently on store shelves in the middle of the nineties . 
It is only regrettable that these and similar works did not have 
the time to have a visible influence on the public mindset on a 
large sale, as they exposed the essence of totalitarianism and 
demonstrated its specific manifestations under conditions in 
Russia . They provided some insight into ways to overcome total-
itarianism . These texts remained practically unknown or were 
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essentially misunderstood even by those political figures who 
would be subjective and willing to embrace them . These figures 
had an objective need for such literature, even more than oth-
ers, because they were the impetus of democratic transforma-
tions . However, they had too simple a conception of the ideas 
behind these transformations . The revolutionary events of 1991 
and 1993 so sharply altered the progression of events that the 
geo-political sphere was transformed . As a result, all econom-
ic, political, and social life changed within the territories of the 
former Soviet Union . The affect was so great that there were ma-
terial and spiritual upheavals, often accompanied by mass and 
individual shock . This is a typical picture of the events taking 
place in the first half of the nineties in Russia . During this “time 
of troubles”, people who had been accustomed to constant care 
and total patronage from the state, uniformity, predictability and 
extreme regulation of their behavior, suddenly found themselves 
faced with new, confusing problems . For many, particularly hu-
manitarians, were not involved in material production and were 
isolated from the initial division of property (which bordered on 
basic pillaging), the basic struggle for survival generally went 
hand in hand with a serious breakdown of ideological positions . 
During this struggle, things often occurred by “trial and error” . 
This struggle left one with essentially no spiritual or physical en-
ergy with which to seriously reflect on the theoretical basis of the 
events taking place in a society of changes .

While the ideas of an open society became disseminated, they 
still did not become the subject of philosophical analysis or the-
oretical discussions . Moreover, entire groups of the population 
were not given the opportunity to become acquainted with ideas . 
Without the participation of major segments of the population, 
there could be no question of creating an open society . The con-
ditions required for such an undertaking, or more exactly, their 
prerequisites, began to appear about five years later, toward the 
middle of the nineties . It became evident to the majority of the 
people that the country was making rapid strides toward the for-
mation of new political constructs (which would have been super-
ficially obvious) but was also moving toward new economic and 
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social transformations . The ‘new’ realities of Russian life, which 
embodied (sometimes in a grotesque form) the elements of an 

“open” and “closed” society, democratic freedoms and authoritar-
ianism, nascent capitalism and the “socialist” past, proved to be 
an unpleasant surprise for many . The “new Reality” not only lost 
its attractiveness to the proponents of democracy but also turned 
out to be a disappointment for many active participants in the 
recent events of the “romantic period” at a time when  totalitari-
anism seemed to have been overcome and the transition to a dem-
ocratic society seemed to have been completed . 

One pays a high price for a poor knowledge of history, a ne-
glectful treatment of it, and the inability to learn from experi-
ence . However, there were many warnings, some of which were 
convincingly and lucidly expressed by the notable Russian think-
er I . A . Ilin  at almost the same time when Popper had just fin-
ished Open Society . Some factors, for the reasons stated above, 
had influence on the thinking and behavior of those responsible 
for the chain of events in Russia at the beginning of the nineties . 
In 1945, I . A . Ilin clearly sympathized with the plight of society 
when he wrote: 

“It would appear that experience of history would teach them 
(doctrinists A . C .) something: In 1917, democracy in Russia start-
ed with complete freedom and brought about real destruction . 
But do doctrinists really learn from History?  More than thir-
ty years have passed—years filled with catastrophes . Yet once 
again we are looking at the same question and are hearing the 
same solution and the same answer: democracy immediately 
and at any cost, counting on nothing, at any price because 
it is the air of existence, the light of life, the joy of existence, a 
guaranty of any justice, the meaning of creation etc . (I . A . Ilin . 
O gryadushchej Rossii . Typeset by Hermitage .” 1991, p . 145–146) .

In the early nineties, almost a half century after we received the 
first warning (which brought about much bloodshed and immea-
surable suffering) everything is happening as before, as if we did 
not learn from our history or from our experience . The repercus-
sions of this hasty and premature “entrйe” into democracy were 
quick in coming . They were easy to predict especially considering 
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the wealth of experience we have gleaned from history, including 
that of our country . Through careful nurturing, we understand 
that democracy is really about people, their ideology, and not the 
existing social system . The renowned Danish philosopher Hal 
Coque looked at this problem some 150 years ago in his analy-
sis of one of the world’s most advanced democracies—Denmark . 
After Rousseau, he notes, people believed that evil in the world 
was not caused by people but by the social system . This way of 
thinking (that society is “naпve in its blind faith that a new social 
system will solve every problem”) was characteristic of the So-
cial-Democrats who attempted to use the social system to make 
the social system more just . However, herein lays the greatest 
danger to democracy . Hal Coque wrote:

“The system is important because we are constantly working to 
find the correct democratic form of government . However, even 
if we are successful in making society more democratic in terms 
of politics and the economy, it will be far from enough if we do 
not make the people more democratic . We must form them and 
reeducate them . People are vastly more important than systems 
and articles . For this reason, it was not enough to say what de-
mocracy is and what is the model democratic system . It was just 
as necessary to talk about less tangible things such as freedom, 
rights, and humanity” (Hal Coque . What is Democracy?  Sistaim . 
The Danish Institute of Culture, 1993, pp . 87–88 .) . 

In addition, these principles are not created in isolation, with-
out specific and directed efforts and without the systematic 
and arduous work of certain people . I . A . Ilin made his position 
quite clear . When asked, “What do people do with freedom when 
they are not mature enough to understand it and see it as pure 
licentiousness?” He commented on what transpired in 1917 . 
He stressed:

“We observed and studied . We studied and we learned . We ask: 
How can someone make use of his political rights after thirty or 
forty years of revolutionary slavery . What can someone, who has 
abused every form of freedom, give his country? What can he do 
when he makes duplicitous choices, votes by using bribes, de-
cides matters of the State by resorting to thievery, vengeance and 
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is motivated by greed? What can be done if he himself proves to 
be the greatest enemy to universal freedom and that of others?” 
(I . A . Ilin . O gryadushchej Rossii . Typeset by Hermitage . 1991, p . 146 .

The events of years in the Post-Soviet sphere grew into mili-
tary conflicts and other types of hostilities . They lead to a viola-
tion, and infringement of human rights, mass deception and ma-
jor scandals, including ones connected to the election of certain 
mayors (with a criminal past) in Leninsk-Kuznetsk and Lower 
Novgorod . Recent events created the conditions for people from 
the criminal underworld to work in government bodies . They 
were a concrete illustration of Ilin’s words .

Against the backdrop of privatization on an unprecedented 
scale, the Great Divide of municipal property, without rules and 

“safety mechanisms”, the vast majority of the population (partic-
ularly older people but also law-abiding citizens with scruples) 
became by-standers of the process and not participants . This was 
due to the fact that they lacked the necessary legal training and 
requisite psychological make-up as well as legislative and admin-
istrative support . These are ideal conditions for breeding corrup-
tion in the criminal world . As a result, corruption soon became 
a presence in virtually every area of social life and reached such 
proportions that the question arose, “What society are we be-
coming and is it at all possible to have a democracy and an open 
society like the one Karl Popper described in his famous work?”

It should be noted here that Marxist ideas came to Russia in 
an ultimately logical, if not always direct, way . When the October 
Revolution took place, Marxist thought already had a theoretical 
foundation in society . While it was partially adapted to Russian 
conditions, much of Marxist thought taught a great deal about 
the revolutionary struggle . This knowledge already existed and 
played an active role in creating an ideologically “armed” political 
party which only needed to grow in numbers given the correct 
circumstances . Thus, it would not be an exaggeration to say that 
the Communists attempted to put their deep-felt ideas into actual 
practice when they came into power (making changes when nec-
essary) . These efforts, to a significant degree, ensured the suc-
cess of their initiatives .
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At some point, the unprecedented adoption of Socialism 
turned into an essentially revolutionary exodus from Socialism 
seventy years later . The people who made the decisions (and are 
making decisions now) in the government as a result of these 
events, as well as the leaders of essentially poorly organized po-
litical and social movements, lacked a proper theoretical basis, 
experience, and, as noted above, even the knowledge of a crucial 
aspect presented in the literature . History had been progressing 
according to the principle of “trial and error” and in our country 
it moved in the direction of “errors” .

Now, in analyzing the events of the recent past, it can be 
said that virtually no one attempted to develop scenarios which 
could help society to emerge from a totalitarian state; the 
ideas of an open society became permissible in Russia only in 
the past 5–6 years . At present, a careful distinction is not made 
between the terms “civil”, “democratic”, and “open” as they are 
applied to society . However, this issue is now discussed a great 
deal . People maintain, and correctly so, that none of these three 
concepts have been fully developed in Russia . Therefore, the 
question which should be asked still is, “Can the ideas of an 
open society be realized in Russia and, if so, how and with what 
time frame?”

It should be emphasized that the basis of an open society, as 
Popper understood it, is democracy . Both theory and practice 
have shown that, in order to achieve democracy, i .e . the power 
of the people, at very least a civil society must exist . This civ-
il society is the opposite side of the coin of democracy . When 
speaking of the formation of a civilized society, it is a good idea 
to use the terms “person as subject” (dependant) and “person 
as citizen” (free) . In the second case, the people are prepared to 
take responsibility for decisions made by the government . The 
government leaders are elected by a majority of the people in a 
truly democratic process . This responsibility should not only 
mean agreeing with decisions but also showing one’s disagree-
ment actively and openly (also by offering opposition) by every 
means necessary . The ability to do so presupposes the presence 
of certain legal norms and laws as well as the corresponding so-
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cial and political institutions to implement them . Their ideolog-
ical foundation should be a sense of morality, a type of ethics of 
social relationships . In this system, the things most valued are 
the individual, their inalienable rights, and the primacy given to 
the “person as citizen” in their relationship with the state . There 
should be a “critical mass” of people in society (if we can use 
that term) . The people are the ones that possess these values and 
they should therefore be the absolute majority at any level where 
decisions are made .

There was nothing of the sort in Russia . If there had been, 
there would have been no conflict in Hungary (1956), Czecho-
slovakia (1968), Afghanistan and Chechnya . It should also be 
noted that several of the obstacles that prevent us from becom-
ing a civil and democratic nation (and as a result an open soci-
ety) are brought about by our traditions . Some of them include: 
a lack of proper respect for the law in social consciousness, a gen-
eral disregard for the law in general and for those that embody the 
law in particular . We also underestimate the role that private 
property plays as a factor in forming a system of universal values 
in which  freedom is most prominent . This concept, in turn, pro-
vides an interpretation of other key concepts such as equality 
and justice . Private property plays a fundamental role . To a sig-
nificant degree, it is the chief value system of democratic society . 
As the Nobel Prize laureates Friedman and Hayek have demon-
strated, when private property is guaranteed and protected by 
the law, it becomes possible for citizens to gain freedom and 
independence (within the framework of the democratic norms 
adopted by society) . In this case, economic freedom becomes a 
means achieving political freedom . 

Friedman writes:

“Past experience has clearly shown the relationship be-
tween political freedom and a free market . I am not aware 
of any society anywhere at any time which had a signifi-
cant degree of political freedom and at the same time did 
not have something resembling a free market as a means 
of organization of most economic activities .” (Friedman 
and Hayek on Freedom . Cato Institute, 1985, p . 12)
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This was the very idea advanced by Ilin when, in discussing 
ways of overcoming the legacy of Communism, he wrote: “It is 
not enough to reject the vileness of Communism and the de-
pressing and ruinous idiocy of Socialism; we must legitimize and 
affirm private property…” (I . A . Ilin . O gryadushchej Rossii . Type-
set by Hermitage .1991, p . 196) . However, the issue of property 
is primarily an issue of power . This is the reason why an intense 
battle is now going on to determine the orientation, nature and 
timeframe necessary for the transformations taking place in our 
country . Here lies the main reason why the problems connected 
with private land ownership are still unresolved . 

This fact is a basic obstacle in the process of transition to a 
true market economy, and, subsequently, to an open society .

The opponents of legalizing private property argue that such 
a move would have many serious repercussions . One must agree 
with them . However, we must acknowledge that fact that societies 
who tried to eliminate private property (and made some actual 
progress in doing so) encountered even greater difficulties and 
ultimately lost the even greater battle to compete with countries 
with a market economy . As Hayek wrote in his analysis of the 
problem in the eighties, “The institution of property in its present 
form is far from perfect; in fact, we are hardly in a position to 
say how it can be perfected” (F . A . Hayek . Pagubnaya samonad-
eyannost . Moscow, 1992, p . 64) One can dispute this statement 
and even disagree with it, but it must be taken into account and 
certainly not ignored .

The attempt to find the optimal way to achieve societal de-
velopment is admirable, if it is a matter of a theoretical search . 
However, the real problems emerge in attempts to implement 
theory in actual policy, where one must frequently choose the 
lesser of two evils . Because the laws of nature (and of society) 
do not permit a vacuum in any area, rejecting one choice or at-
tempting to take more time in the hopes of finding an alternative 
often results in the selection of the worst scenario or even a bad 
(but relatively good) choice . This is the law of self-organization . 
Specific types of effort as well as carefully planned and directed 
actions are needed to avoid such an outcome .
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Thus, in terms of prospects for building an open society, Rus-
sia is in a difficult position because it lacks, as mentioned above, 
the appropriate traditions . There is also concern about the Or-
thodox Church (which has grown more powerful) and Islam, 
(which is extremely influential in our country) . Both of the en-
tities must adapt to new ideas . However, the question is to what 
extent are they willing to do so and whether they are even ca-
pable of making such changes within the conservatism which 
they so vividly demonstrate . This is a serious question . At very 
least it can be said that the actual situation (aggravated by the 
fact the secular authorities occasionally “play up to” and even in-
gratiate themselves to the church) does not give one reason to 
be optimistic about the long term prospects of building an open 
society in Russia . Moreover, it would be quite naпve and erro-
neous to think otherwise . Instead, the topic of discussion today 
should be on particular trends as well as the means necessary 
for the formation of a civil and democratic society . For actual 
results to be achieved, persistent efforts directed at overcoming 
the crisis in economic, social, and spiritual areas are in order . All 
aspects work hand in hand . However, even philosophers do not 
always consider the fact that, while crisis conditions may shape 
social and individual consciousness, that altered consciousness 
to a significant degree perpetuates these very conditions . The 
stronger hold they take and the more deformed they become, the 
more they paralyze consciousness and suppress the will, making 
it more difficult to reverse the process and to overcome these forc-
es . The first symptoms of a recovery must first occur within the 
state of consciousness . This occurs at the point when conscious-
ness turns away from the past and focuses in the direction of 
the future . It is necessary to overcome feelings of pessimism and 
can create the conditions needed for positive changes in society .

The turning point in social consciousness has not yet occurred 
in Russia, but some signs of recovery are visible . The first trac-
es are discernible, as might be expected, in philosophy, the one 
form of social consciousness which, by definition, is less vulner-
able to the influence of emotions, the state of affairs at the mo-
ment, and the pressures of daily life . The condition of philosophy 
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provides a great deal of insight about what a society is like and 
from what maladies its suffers . Philosophy can also shed light on 
the nature and orientation of the changes developing in society .

From this perspective, the process of change which philosophy 
has undergone in Russia in the past decade, particularly in the 
past 5–7 years, is of interest .

Before going into greater detail, we should note that, in Russia 
as everywhere else, the vast majority of philosophers are teach-
ers of philosophy or are employed in disciplines with some philo-
sophical content in universities . The remainder work in research 
institutes, publishing houses, foundations etc . and frequently 
have a second job as a teacher . Often, those who are both the 
most active and the most creative (and their numbers are few) 
are the ones to produce serious philosophical studies and im-
portant philosophical texts . 

Moreover, all of them (whether they just write or just teach or 
do a combination of both) have several things in common: a cre-
ative and professional commitment to philosophy and the desire 
to study a universal set of problems . The discipline of philoso-
phy unites them . Everyone’s emphasis is in philosophy but many 
are only indirectly involved in the creative process of writing a 
philosophical text . An essential ingredient of philosophy is inter-
personal communication between professionals . Such a forum 
provides the opportunity to compare various views and ideolog-
ical positions, and have meaningful dialogues . Conferences and 
symposiums dedicated to the study of philosophy can fulfill this 
essential function of the profession of philosophy . Of greatest im-
portance are national and international conferences . They are im-
portant milestones in the development of philosophical thought 
which allow the participants to draw conclusions and evaluate 
achievements in their area of study . They are also a forum to plan 
immediate tasks and to discuss basic problems which warrant a 
philosophical analysis .

Russia’s recent past is particularly interesting in this regard . 
Until the end of the eighties, there were approximately 150 phi-
losophy conferences held in the USSR annually and there was a 
philosophy congress every five years . Then, after the collapse 
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of the Soviet Union, there was almost none . A possible excep-
tion could be the XIX World Philosophers Congress which, for 
the first time in the one-hundred year history of philosophy 
conferences, was held in Moscow in 1993 . It should be not-
ed, however, that the decision to hold the conference in Russia 
was made in Brighton at the XVIII World Philosophy Congress 
in 1988, at a time when the USSR and the world was still fas-
cinated with the developments of perestroika and everyone was 
eager to contribute to this movement . The congress took place as 
if  “by inertia”, in completely different conditions, after the So-
viet power had crumbled . Not only had the Soviet state appa-
ratus collapsed, but also the value system and ideology which 
accompanied it, including the Marxist philosophy .

The World Philosophy Congress took place at a time when the 
events of August, 1991, which were to free philosophy from the 
ideological stronghold, were already in the past . The events in 
the fall of 1993, which put an end to the crisis of political pow-
er and made it possible to return to a stable system, had not yet 
taken place . For this reason, the congress had the status of a 

“world” conference but also served as the final milestone in the 
period of Soviet history . By this time, Soviet philosophy had 
runs its course and was in a condition of  profound crisis . It did 
not undergo any notable changes as a result of this internation-
al forum .

Many philosophers were simply struggling to survive at this 
time and were in no position to advance the cause of philosophy . 
However, philosophical thought did not cease during these dif-
ficult times . Another two years passed, when, at the beginning 
of 1996, we saw the first signs of a philosophical revival in our 
country . There is a connection between that phenomenon and 
the general situation in the country . At this time, political and, 
to a lesser degree, economic and social spheres clearly became 
more stabile, which allowed an increased interest in philosophy .

First of all, the former social parameters had become mean-
ingless . Therefore, new points of reference and new value sys-
tems were needed to take their place . Without the help of phi-
losophy, it would be impossible to determine what form these 
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values would take . It was impossible to speak of a common na-
tional idea, even though there was a particularly acute need at 
the time . Philosophy had a new social function—the rediscovery 
of values . Second, the most radical changes in education were 
required in those disciplines which had been associated with 
the former ideology . It is only natural that philosophy would be 
called on to help in these matters .

Several indicators are quite typical and can give a general pic-
ture of the state of philosophy in recent years . One is the process 
of teaching philosophy in universities . Through the mid-nine-
ties, teaching remained in a state of atrophy or was done using 
the process of “trial and error” . By then, old programs and text-
books were out of date but there was nothing to take their place . 
In 1989, they last textbook on philosophy in the Soviet period  
Introduction to Philosophy, edited by I . T . Frolov was published . 
Until 1995, that book was used almost exclusively in philosophy 
courses . Students and teachers only had a new choice in philo-
sophical literature in early 1996, when the first “raw” teaching 
materials appeared . They were written in lieu of new programs 
but incorporated the Federal Educational Standards (adopt-
ed in August of 1994) . During the next two years, the numbers 
of teaching materials and reference works increased and their 
quantity continues to grow today . Progress has also certain-
ly been made in the quality of this material . It reflects the plu-
ralistic views of its authors and is no longer independent on an 
external ideology . However, it sometimes has the superfluous 
tinge of  Marxism . Quite often, literature of this kind is given the 
traditional designation of  “philosophy textbook”, as opposed to 

“teaching materials” . This is in keeping with Marxist philosophy, 
which claims to have the status of a science . Nonetheless, this is 
a contradiction in the subject matter and spirit unique of  philos-
ophy, where a lack of agreement is the norm . Nonetheless, the 
increased publication of teaching materials, reference works on 
philosophy, monographs, and translated works is an important 
indication that Russian philosophy is emerging from the crisis .

This trend became clear in 1996 when a Russian conference 
entitled “Problems in Teaching Philosophy at Universities” was 
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held . Some 200 participants came from many regions of Rus-
sia and the event became the most major happening in Russian 
philosophy in the past ten years . The conference was particular-
ly notable because it demonstrated the real need to consolidate 
all of Russia’s resources in philosophy and the necessity to hold 
large forums on philosophy . It was suggested that the different 
regions should be instrumental in creating local forums of phi-
losophy .

It is of fundamental importance for Russia to solve this prob-
lem because the extreme centralization during the Soviet period 
put Moscow in a unique position, including in the area of phi-
losophy . Much of what was done outside of Moscow was often 
seen as being of less consequence and was often labeled pro-
vincial or underdeveloped . It stands to reason that such circum-
stances often caused animosity toward Muscovite scholars on 
the part of their colleagues from the provinces and were the rea-
son behind the unspoken antagonism between the regional in-
telligentsia and the one in the capital . To a certain extent, these 
sentiments existed between philosophers in the two capitals 
(former and current) Saint Petersburg and Moscow .

For this reason, when it was suggested that the First Russian 
Conference on Philosophy be held in Saint Petersburg, with the 
State University as the base, it was seen as a gesture to move 
away from centralism and diktat and met with wide approv-
al in Russian philosophical circles . The congress, with the title 

“Man-Philosophy-Humanism”, took place in Saint Petersburg 
from June 4th to 7th ,1997 . It immediately proved to be a unique 
event on the opening day . The very best facilities in the city 
were the site of a plenary meeting with more than 1,200 partic-
ipants from most regions in Russia and countries from both the 

“near” and “far” abroad .
More than a year has passed since this congress was held . 

It can be said that it was an event of primary importance in the 
spiritual revival of Russian society, not only by its scale, level of 
organization, depth and breadth of issues discussed, and full pro-
gram, but also because of the resonance and affect it had on social 
consciousness (particularly in the area of philosophy) . For this 
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reason, it is completely comparable in stature to the XIX World 
Philosophy Conference . There is a symbolic quality about the 
fact that these two conferences took place only four years apart 
but were essentially held in fundamentally different eras .

Recent trends and changes in Russian philosophy of the sec-
ond half of the 1990s not only brought about the need to hold 
the First Russian Congress on Philosophy but also ensured its 
success . The congress provided a new stimulus for these trends . 
Proof of this can be found in the statistics on events dedicated to 
philosophy in Russia in the past few years . If, in the beginning of 
the 1990s there were only a few of conferences and round tables 
in the entire country (according to the annual report of the Rus-
sian Philosophical Organization [RFO]), in 1995, 1996, 1997, 
1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001 there were 18, 26, 52, 61, 70, 138, 
and 104 respectively . In 2002 there will be approximately 116 . 
A slight decline in the number of conferences might be justified 
by the fact that their quality has increased significantly both in 
terms of preparation and implementation .  

Philosophy congresses have become the most important events 
of the last years . First of all, the XXst World Congress on Phi-
losophy (August 10–16, 1998, Boston, US) . It was the first con-
gress of this kind where over 60 Russian philosophers — an un-
precedented number — were presented and, unlike in the past, 
not as a single team with a leader determined back in Moscow . 
Second, the Second and the Third Russian Congresses on Phi-
losophy . The Second Congress was held in Ekaterinburg in 1999 
(June 7–11) . Its central topic — “XXIst Century: Russian Future 
in the Philosophical Dimension” — was reflected in its plenary 
and special sessions and more than 50 panels and roundtables, 
which philosophers from CIS countries and foreign philosophers 
actively participated in . The Third Congress will be held in 
Rostov-on-Don in 2002 (September 16–20) and it seems that 
this one will be in many aspects of higher quality than the both 
of the past .

Another indication that philosophical life in Russia is chang-
ing is the number of periodicals on philosophy . Until the mid- 
nineties, there was essentially only one specialized journal of 
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philosophy, Voprosy filosofii . In 1993, the journal Filosofskie issle-
dovaniya was added, followed by the journal of the Russian 
Humanist Society Zdravyj smysl  in 1996 . Nowadays, a num-
ber of new publications appeared, including the Vestnik RFO 
and the journals Filosofiya i obshchestvo and Kategorii, as well 
as the theoretical journal of the Orenburg regional division of 
the RFO Credo . There is also Mysl, the weekly of the Petersburg 
Association of Philosophers . Works on humanist issues include 
Otrazheniya of the Kostroma division of the RFO as well as 
others, appearing one after the other .

In conclusion, in overcoming its own crisis, philosophy is 
opening up new vistas for interpreting the reality of Russian 
lives and helps promote the development of an “open society” 
in Russia in the meaning, as Popper understood it, that is, as a 
juxtaposition between a “closed” society and an “open” one . The 
road to such a society will not be short nor will it be an easy one . 
However, if this process is to begin, it must have its impetus in 
the sphere of social consciousness and, in part, in philosophy . 
Only time will tell how accurate this claim will be . The same is 
true for the attempt made in this study to interpret the objective 
changes in Russian philosophy from this perspective . We can 
only hope that such a time will not be in the too distant future .
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HUMAN VALUES: 
THE KEY TO SOLVING GLOBAL PROBLEMS1

The twentieth century and the United States are synonymous 
with achievements in the spheres of science and technology along 
with the attendant positive and negative circumstances arising 
from these developments . Not surprisingly, therefore, when phi-
losophers from all over the world gathered in Boston in August 
1998 for the 20th World Congress of Philosophy to discuss the 
most important contemporary problems the majority of these 
problems were bound up with the revolution in the spheres of sci-
ence and technology . Since morality is closely intertwined with 
social and technological achievements, I want to underline the 
necessity of moral reevaluation and the need to be flexible and 
tolerant concerning value orientations if we wish to avoid global 
instability . 

Undoubtedly, contemporary global problems find their roots in 
the consequences of scientific and technological progress . The most 
important of these problems are the threat of global nuclear war, 
ecological imbalance, unsustainable population growth, and a 
growing developmental gap in the socio-economic conditions 
among countries intertwined in this unprecedented global econ-
omy . Yet, the reason for many of these problems is pedagogical 
because only through education (which facilitates a realization 
of our role in the existence of global problems) does the human 
race have a chance to minimize, if not eliminate, the negative 
consequences of science and technology . 

Despite constant efforts and urgent attempts to overcome 
these global problems the best we have are only some moderate 
results . Important decisions have not been made and important 
actions have not been taken . Serious reasons exist to think we 
are proceeding in the wrong direction in trying to find solutions . 

1  Twentieth World Congress of Philosophy . Abstracts of Invited and 
Contributed Papers . Boston . USA . 1998 .
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Our efforts aim to influence effects, not causes . As a result, we 
disclose new unintended problems even as we overcome some 
difficulties . And like a person trying to remove weeds by their 
leaves without removing their roots we go on wondering why the 
weeds continue to grow thicker and richer . So to seek the roots 
of our global problems one should first attempt an active begin-
ning . This beginning should start with the human condition in-
cluding relations with others and the environment . 

In the last decade, science and technology have abruptly changed 
the human condition . Prior to the twentieth century, a nation’s 
habits, norms, values, and social relations tended to be resistant 
to external influences and to be conservative in character . Under 
the pressures of science and technology, especially influencing 
a nation’s economy, the modern world began transforming into 
our more global contemporary world . As this transformation 
continues, every aspect of the human condition alters . For exam-
ple, transnational corporations turn the sphere of trade among 
countries into a global common market . Communication advanc-
es create a common space of information (which increases the 
speed while decreasing the time for social relations) . Alterations 
in our spiritual life, also, go hand-in-hand with these changes in 
culture, science, and politics . Thus, all of these transformations 
which influence our human condition create a smaller planet in 
which people become more interdependent . 

This context of rapid transformations helps to explain the re-
cent changes in Central and Eastern Europe, and the former So-
viet Union .  Closed societies (to use a term of Karl Popper) and 
totalitarian regimes strive for self-isolation . Such isolationist 
policies attempt to remove a country and its people from glob-
al interdependence . However, as the Soviet Union’s disintegra-
tion exemplifies, the open societies of the West turn out to be in a 
more favorable position to derive benefits (not the least political 
stability) from the transformations associated with the advances 
in science and technology . 

Despite the pressures of global interdependency (which im-
pels social, political, and economic change), the world remains 
divided into highly developed and underdeveloped nations with 
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the gap between these two groups ever-widening . Only one 
billion (called a golden billion) among the six billion inhabi-
tants of our planet currently live in conditions which sustain, 
promote, and guarantee quality of life . The majority of our 
planet’s inhabitants lives in poverty and sees no prospects for 
themselves . 

Thus, at the same time that an integrated world community is 
forming with a common abode, a common fate, and a common 
responsibility for everything that takes place in the world, the 
realization comes that no one can escape participating and shar-
ing in the responsibility for discussing and attempting to over-
come our common problems .  Such problems will become more 
aggravated if the world continues to be divided by nationalistic 
policies which encourage a continual widening of standards of 
living among various populations . This situation of ever-per-
petuating socio-economic inequality is a serious barrier to the 
interrelating of diverse populations globally . Can such an in-
terdependent society become a reality? Can the ideal of a world 
community be transformed from an ideal into an actual open so-
ciety? The answers to these questions are not obvious at all . 

Our contemporary world still represents a mixed picture of 
sovereign national states . Some of them are rich and successful . 
The majority lag hopelessly behind in their socio-economic devel-
opment . All of them undertake immense efforts defending their 
national sovereignty and carrying out politics exclusively on the 
basis of national interests . Such a nationalistic approach is unac-
ceptable in our new context, when acknowledgement of global 
interdependency and the maintaining of a balance in social and 
environmental relations become the most important conditions 
for the advancement and survival of human beings . 

In other words, our given circumstances leave us no choice but 
to seek to achieve a coordination of our actions, a unity in our 
aims, and an overcoming of the nationalistic separatism in our 
world . A necessary consideration, in overcoming such national-
ism, is the recognition and acceptance of the diversity of cultur-
al traditions which currently exist in various nations and among 
people . Although the contemporary transformations wrought by 
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science and technology implicitly prescribe recognition of and 
respect for diversity (which in earlier times was ignored), this 
prescription is extremely difficult to accomplish because the so-
cio-economic and political stability currently existing is based on 
an international economic interdependence which is supported 
by military complexes . By having military armaments as the foun-
dation for international interdependence humanity is put on the 
brink of an impending disaster . 

However, imposing a value system (which respects diversity) 
on the basis of force or decree is unthinkable . Only two ways 
exist of regulating social relations in a civilized manner — by 
morality and by law . Yet moral development and legal processes 
take time to develop and renew slowly . Moreover, people need to 
respond now while they have time . We should not nourish illu-
sions that we can guarantee our security by only banning and/
or eliminating the proliferation and use of our nuclear arsenals . 
While such acts are necessary steps, they are insufficient to re-
moving us from our dangerous situation . 

People live not only in a nuclear century, but in an epoch 
which poses numerous possibilities and means by which we may 
eliminate ourselves on a global basis . For example, the destruc-
tion of the ozone layer of the planet’s atmosphere, the possibility 
of chemical or biological warfare or terrorism, and the destruc-
tion/meltdown of nuclear power stations offer similar fates as 
nuclear warfare . Of course, we should continue to promote the 
elimination of nuclear weapons, but people must recognize that 
no comprehensive solution exists, and hence there is no secure 
future for humanity . 

Although knowledge of these techniques may not be eliminat-
ed (because we still depend on science and technology for our 
survival), the primary effort of people should be directed away 
from destroying each other (militarily and especially socio-eco-
nomically) and our environment and toward the creation of 
moral, just, peaceful, and sustainable social and environmental 
relations . In order to reach these goal, we need to reinterpret 
and reevaluate ourselves and our world and alter our behavior 
and value orientations . Human values must reflect the idea that 
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all of us live as one large family on one small earth . We have 
nowhere to go and cannot change this awful aspect of our exis-
tence . 

What we can and must do is reevaluate our values, promote 
a global oriented morality, and implement appropriate inter-
national laws . In this case, human rights legislation becomes of 
utmost importance . Yet prior to such legislation is the necessity 
that everyone receive an education which facilitates an under-
standing of our current global situation along with a respectful 
appreciation for diversity and otherness . All human beings must 
recognize themselves as inhabitants of one world and act ac-
cordingly . Hence, all nation-states, despite their traditions, be-
liefs, and values, are obligated to give priority to the common 
interests of human beings in order to preserve all life on earth . 
No one can with certainty forecast the fate of humanity or of our 
planet . But the degree to which we are able to influence condi-
tions of life on our planet requires each of us to acknowledge 
global values and our responsibility for acting on such values . 
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GLOBALIZATION AND COSMOPOLITANISM 
IN THE CONTEXT OF MODERNITY1

First of all, it needs to be mentioned, that the World Philo-
sophical Congress first time takes place in Asia, whose role in the 
global politics and economy last decades constantly grows, and 
many problems and foundations of social life, for example, West-
ern values, look from here a bit different . It needs to be stressed, 
because globalization and cosmopolitanism are broadly under-
stood in the world: from nearly full coincidence of their mean-
ing to serious confrontation . And relation to them is varied from 
positive to strictly negative .

Positive evaluations are typical for a specific kind of world 
outlook, endemic, for example, for many philosophers and schol-
ars and for people associated with the “golden billion”, who 
due to their mentality and world vision is cosmopolitan already 
because of the way of life and broad opportunities for using 
the goods of the global civilization . 

However, the most of the Earth population is at the low level 
of socioeconomic development . Poverty, misery and absence of 
perspectives move the majority of countries and nations to the 
roadside of world processes, when their role, meaning, position, 
their dignity, at last, are mostly not interesting for anyone . This is 
the most important reason why negative evaluations of global-
ization and, at best, cautious relation to cosmopolitanism evi-
dently prevail practically in the whole world .

Globalization is usually seen as a threat to national interests, 
first of all, in the sphere of economy, politics, culture, language . 
In cosmopolitanism its separated facets are often emphasized 
and exaggerated what is harmful for general humanistic direction 
of the idea of world citizenship .

1  XXII World Congress of Philosophy . Abstracts . Symposia 2: Globaliza-
tion and Cosmopolitanism . July 30 — August 5, 2008, Seoul National Univer-
sity, Seoul, Korea .
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Of course, those, who receive benefits from globalization by 
word and by deed promote it, while the others, remaining objec-
tive observers or feeling themselves the objects of manipulation, 
undertake all sorts of attempts to oppose globalization, proclaim-
ing demands to make it governable and held in the interests of 
the whole humankind .

The same situation is with cosmopolitanism . It is confronted, 
as a rule, by nationalists of all sorts and practically by all au-
thoritarian, totalitarian and despotic regimes . Cosmopolitanism 
is proclaimed “rootless”, torn from real life; the supporters of 
such ideas are often treated with suspicion or, at best, with in-
difference .

The weak side of the existing approaches is the prevalence of 
subjective evaluations and politically engaged statements . As a 
result, the fact remains neglected, that cosmopolitanism and 
globalization are not someone’s invention, but reality, which 
from various sides reflects a single human nature and general 
patterns of human evolution . 

That is why to understand modern situation and the prospects 
of social development it is important to define properly and to 
correlate adequately these notions, having find for each of them 
its own place in the system of categories reflecting the modern 
world . It is a principal and, moreover, needful step on the way 
to understanding globalization not primarily in the negative light 
and to replacing fear for it with constructive analysis of objective 
and subjective factors, being the foundation of the global pro-
cesses and their consequences .

There is no doubt, that the ideas of cosmopolitanism, their 
directedness towards understanding the common destiny of hu-
mankind will also become more attractive and acquire broader 
audience if we concentrate attention not on the extravagant be-
havior, for example, of the first “world citizens” — cynics or con-
temporary “antiglobalists”, but on their concern for reduction 
of human rights and dignity . That is why if we analyze the per-
formances of antiglobalists as protest movements, what they de-
serve, we should admit, that in their essence the participants of 
the antiglobalist demarches are no less cosmopolitans than those 
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whom they confront . The difference is that both look at the same 
phenomena from different positions and conduct themselves 
differently .1

To resolve these problems we can only analyzing what exact-
ly are globalization and cosmopolitanism . And first thing to pay 
attention to is the fact that although these phenomena are seen 
as tightly connected, they are, nevertheless, related to different 
spheres of social being .

For example, if globalization is, first of all, an objective histor-
ical process, cosmopolitanism is a philosophical position . Besides, 
if globalization looks like universalization of all connections and 
relations, the emergence of single structures in various spheres 
of social life at the planetary level, cosmopolitanism is a state of 
mind, ideology, creed, or, finally, a specific system of philosophi-
cal vision of the world and human place in it . 

Let us also mention, that globalization and cosmopolitanism 
emerged in different historical epochs . They are engendered by 
different reasons and express different sides of social life .

Cosmopolitanism is a cultural phenomena, characterizing human 
world outlook, while globalization is a trend of social develop-
ment, directed towards the emergence of the holistic world .

And still there are serious reasons for speaking about real in-
terconnection and mutual correlation between these phenomena . 
It is especially clearly seen in contemporary conditions, when hu-
mankind faces global problems and looks for ways of overcom-
ing them; and tries to formulate philosophical principles, on the 
basis of which different nations and states could act in coordi-
nation . Due to this fact we need shortly analyze the nature and 
reason for the emergence of cosmopolitanism and globalization .

Cosmopolitanism, as rejection of national isolation, as broad-
ening the idea of fatherland to the whole world and striving for 
the world without state borders emerged in the Ancient Times . 
People in that period did not know real construction of the 
Earth and the limits of the inhabited world they correlated not 
with a globe but with a cosmos . That is why the emergence of 

1  See: Global Studies Encyclopedia . Ed . by . Alexander N . Chumakov, Wil-
liam C . Gay, Ivan I . Mazour . Moscow: Raduga Publishers, 2003 . P .27–29 .
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the cosmopolitan ideas in that time we can and should under-
stand as the first symptom, first sign of globalization, which at 
the level of rationality revealed itself when in reality there was, 
of course, no globalization .

Ancient India, Ancient China and the Ancient Mediterranean, 
where the first philosophical schools emerged, lived in that pe-
riod exclusively within the borders of their eucumenas . But the 
strength of philosophical reflection means that it penetrates the 
essence of things, sometimes being many ages and even millennia 
ahead of its time . For example, together with the ideas of cos-
mopolitanism, the Ancient philosophy engendered another abso-
lutely not evident in that time speculative constructions, such 
as, the idea of atoms (Leucippus, Democritus, Epicure), rumi-
nations about the universal interconnection of events and phe-
nomena (Heraclites) and even guesses that the Earth is a rotating 
globe (Eratosthenes, Philolaus, Nikita of Syracuse, Ekphant) . 

It should be specially emphasized, that the cosmopolitan ideas 
have been formed not accidentally and not on the empty place . 
Their emergence was determined by both the historical develop-
ment itself and the rational type of thinking of that era, which 
was called “axial time” by K . Jaspers . It was the period of emer-
gence of the world religions and philosophical teachings, of the 
famous campaigns of Alexander the Great and the dissipation 
of the traditional world order, when mass migrations of large 
numbers of peoples, coming into interaction with other peoples 
and cultures, led to the loss of the customary way of life, engen-
dering the crisis of the Antic polis . As a result, the philosophi-
cal conceptions of the Hellenes, passed on the system of values 
of a polis, were being destroyed and penetrated the limits of the 
isolated city-states . Man, thus, found himself in the world of un-
certainties, where the future already not corresponded the past 
well known for him . Deprived of the customary way of life, the 
Ancient Greeks tried to find support in their belonging to a sin-
gle humankind, feeling and proclaiming themselves the citizens 
of the cosmopolis — world state . Late, in the Roman epoch, the 
universal nature of the Roman state itself contributed into the 
spread and development of the cosmopolitan ideas .
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Socrates, Antisphenes, Diogenes, Cicero, Seneca, Epictet, 
Mark Aurelius, and many others are bright representatives of 
the Antique cosmopolitanism, which took different meaning in 
dependence on concrete historic conditions and philosophical 
position of this or that thinker . For example, while the term “cos-
mopolitan” was invented by Stoics, the very idea of world citizen-
ship was produced earlier by their predecessors — Cynics . They 
were the first to proclaim themselves “world citizens”, because 
they felt their belonging not only to the polis isolated in its space, 
but to the open and endless “cosmos”, the whole world, the laws 
of which they put higher that the conventional laws of a polis .

In the next centuries we will find also many bright thinkers, 
whose outlook and basic ideas were in their essence cosmopoli-
tan . These are representatives of Christian Philosophy: Tertullian, 
Eriugena, and Humanists of the Renaissance: Dante, Erasmus, 
Thomas More, Monten, Campanella and many others, whose 
names we can list up to modernity .   

But the topic of my presentation requires to pay special at-
tention to the rise of interest to cosmopolitanism in the epoch of 
Renaissance . It was an important historical boundary for under-
standing the problems in question, because from here real glo-
balization begins, and cosmopolitanism becomes really planetary, 
i .e ., not cosmic already, but global .

There is no doubt, that such a turn of events was provoked 
by rethinking the Antique heredity and discovering real scale of 
the real human environment . And the most important role here 
was played, of course, by the “Copernican revolution” in the un-
derstanding of the world and the Great geographic discoveries, 
which firstly confirmed that the Earth is a globe . By this the fun-
damental corrections were made in human outlook, when the fi-
nal sphere of interaction between man and nature not “cosmos”, 
but “globe” was . With a share of conventionality one can say, that 
from that period the notion of the “globe” changed what the An-
cient Greeks associated with the “eucumena”, or, more gener-
ally, with the “cosmos” .

At the same time the discovery of America and then the first 
circumnavigation of F . Magellan put a beginning for real glo-
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balization, which, having began from discovering and exploring 
new territories, i .e ., in the sphere of geography, very soon pulled 
into its orbit the spheres of economy, politics, culture . And cos-
mopolitan views first time acquired a principal opportunity to 
transcend the boundaries of abstract speculation and to be real-
ized in the sphere of practical activity .

Now, in the beginning of the 21st century, when the world be-
came a holistic system according practically to all basic param-
eters of social life, some countries and peoples in fact have no 
choice — to take part or not to take part in globalization . They 
are determined to take part due to natural course of events, for 
them not only can not change the place of living or neighbors, 
but to avoid integrating into the world community . Theoreti-
cally it, of course, possible, but those who do not fit economic, 
political and cultural processes of globalization, who confronts 
cosmopolitanism, putting his national sovereignty above all, is 
condemned to isolationism and backwardness . And this, apart 
from a series of negative consequences for such a people, cre-
ates also a threat to world stability, because in such countries the 
most suitable conditions are for interethnic conflicts, organized 
crime and international terrorism .

So, being a natural process, globalization itself is neither good 
or bad, but it influences differently on different people . For less 
developed countries and deprived strata of population is real-
ly conceals more threats than positive solutions, while rich and 
developed countries win more from it . But the cause is not glo-
balization, but sociopolitical and economic condition of modern 
humankind, its disunity and uneven development . Cosmopoli-
tan ideas are not someone’s engineering, but normal and need-
ful condition for common living of different people in the global 
world . 

That is why we should fight not globalization and cosmopol-
itanism, but the existing bad world order and unjust social rela-
tions .

What is said demonstrates some vector for resolving the prob-
lems set . Namely, if cosmopolitanism is a child of culture and glo-
balization — a result of civilizational development of a society, our 
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further analysis of cosmopolitanism and globalization should be 
directly connected with the analysis of these spheres of social life .

It is important to emphasize, that at the verge of culture and 
civilization the dualistic, contradictory nature of social develop-
ment, confrontation between cosmopolitanism and nationalism, 
globalization and autarchy, reveals itself most acutely and openly .

Indeed, if we understand culture not only as creative activity 
of man and its results, but first of all as a complex of customs, 
traditions, beliefs, values, making the spiritual basis for human 
living activity, and if we understand civilization as a historically 
defined step in social development, which is characterized by a 
level of development of state, urbanization, technosphere, finally, 
civil society and law, when culture should have been named the 
soul and civilization — the body of a society .

But why we talk about it discussing, it seems, another topic — 
cosmopolitanism and globalization? The answer is, that under 
the influence of the objective global processes humankind moves 
in its development from local manifestations of civilization to 
civilizational unity, engendering simultaneously not only a sin-
gle global civilization,1 but also what can be called global, uni-
versal, mass culture . And here newly understood ideas of cosmo-
politanism become not just mind play or philosophical position, 
but a needful condition for human survival in the global and 
interdependent world . Another words, as far as globalization in-
creases, cosmopolitanism also gains force, because it is directly 
connected with global world outlook and is an attribute of social 
life in the global world .

But this is only a part of the reality . The point is, that global-
ization, leading to some unification of social life, nevertheless, 
does not exterminate cultural diversity, which existed always, 
exists now and will exist in the future, because every people, as 
well as every separately taken person, is absolutely unrepeatable 
and in a way unique . One can not seat at several chairs at one 
moment, and one can not exist in several cultures, for even more 
than two thousand years later a well-known saying by Confucius 
did not become less actual: “People are close to one another in 

1  Global civilization should not be necessarily associated with global state . 
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their nature, but they are fare from one another in their habits” .1 
That is why cultural development of any people, deeply connect-
ed with its language, traditions, religion, mentality, etc . presup-
poses cultural autonomy and, hence, the defense of nation state, 
striving for self-determination and independence . As a well 
known Polish philosopher Tadeus Kotarbinsky accurately men-
tioned: “It is enough to be a cosmopolitan, to become a stranger 
in every point of the modern world” .2

But in this case it is cultural context where one should look for 
the roots of nationalism, isolationism, chauvinism and every-
thing, what, being brought to its extremes, is opposed to cosmo-
politanism, global outlook, single humankind, i .e . to what, it 
its turn, civilizational development of both separated nations 
and the whole humankind leads . Let us mention, that globaliza-
tion, now multiaspect, is a concrete form of such a development, 
which, independent on will and wishes of separated people with 
necessity forms the world civilization .

Summing up, one can say, that civilization is a basis for cos-
mopolitanism and the unity of the world community . It is the 
uniting element, the moving engine of the integration processes . 
At the same time, culture is a basis for individualism and differ-
ence . It separates and, in a way, disunites peoples, i .e . it is a ba-
sis for differentiation of the global humankind . And this state of 
things should not be evaluated in terms of “good” and “bad” . It 
is reality that should be recognized and learned to live with . It is 
also important to understand that absolutization or exaggeration 
of the role of one of the social development factors — cultural or 
civilizational — engenders extremes and not needful social ten-
sions . One can bring a lot of examples, including ones from the 
modern life, to confirm that where culture is exaggerated good 
soil for nationalism and chauvinism emerges . Where worship 
civilization and exaggerate the meaning of globalization — we 
deal with naked, abstract cosmopolitanism .

In this regard we should state that a complex symbiosis of the 
cultural and civilizational development engenders and, as far as 

1  Confucius . Uroki mudrosti: Sochinenia . — М ., 2005 . P . 109 .
2  See: http://www .aforism .ru/html/k/kosm/00001 .htm
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globalization increases, enforces and aggravates the fundamental 
contradiction between the national and the international, be-
tween patriotism and cosmopolitanism . Now this contradiction 
has transcended the boundaries of pure consciousness and be-
came a distinctive characteristic of social life in the age of glo-
balization .

But the age of nation-states is not over and that is why I would 
compare modern humankind with a man, standing at two ice-
floes, when one of them gravitates to one, and the other — to an-
other bank . And in order not to be drowned he should constant-
ly apply efforts to make these ice-floes not to distance from one 
another too much . And the world community is also determined 
to find the “golden mean”, which would allow it most firmly bal-
ance between the global and the local, the international and the 
national, and, finally, between cultural and civilizational develop-
ment of both separated peoples and the whole humankind .

But to analyze this new reality we need another categorical 
apparatus . The set of categories we use now, is badly equipped 
for the adequate description of the global world . We should 
change not only our vision of the world, but the means of its 
expression if we want to manage with global problems we face .

That is why, discussing globalization and cosmopolitanism in 
the context of modernity we can not avoid a customary notion 
of “civilization”, because it not just inadequately reflects reality, 
but mixes things up being used while discussing contemporary 
world processes . In particular, the talks about multiplicity and 
diversity of civilizations is a myth, which we should as soon as 
possible to get rid of, for it is only what seems to exist, an aber-
ration of our visions, when we are not able to see civilizational 
development in the cultural context, while tearing cultural con-
text from civilizational development . 

In fact, when in this or that society the first signs of civiliza-
tion emerge, we can not divide its civilizational development 
from the cultural one . They, like two sides of one coin, are from 
this moment in unbreakable unity . And we should speak in this 
case not about culture or civilization separately, what at best 
would correspond some abstraction, but about cultural and civ-
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ilizational development of this or that social organism . Another 
words: in the face of various social entities, separate states and 
now, in the conditions of globalization, already world commu-
nity as a whole, we deal not with different civilizations or cul-
tures as such, but with different cultural and civilizational sys-
tems .

On this evidence, cultural and civilizational components of 
such systems should be considered from the position of the com-
plimentarity principle .1 That means what in one context we would 
call culture, will be nothing but civilization in the other context, 
and vice versa . Let us only mention, that if civilizational princi-
ples are common for all social systems; cultures are many . And 
separately taken cultures are not better or worse than the others . 
They are simply different . From here proceeds the multiplicity of 
cultural and civilizational systems, which can be classified by dif-
ferent foundation . For example, not only separate countries and 
nations can be cultural and civilizational systems, but also some 
regions, continents, or, for example, religious confessions . Eu-
rope, Latin America or Africa, along with Christianity, Islam or 
Buddhism also can and should be considered as distinct cultural 
and civilizational systems .2

And all of them, being different, having their own tasks and 
reaching their own goals, defended, defend and will always de-
fend their own interests . That is why conflict and confront not 
some sort of mythical civilizations or separately taken cultures, 
but absolutely concrete cultural and civivlizational systems 
where achievements of civilization, norms or values, interwoven 
into different cultural contexts, seeming the same, produce unre-
peatable and unique fusion of what we conventionally call soul 
and body of this or that concrete society .

That is why the East will never become the West and the 
West — the East . Ecumenist ideas will not replace multiplicity of 

1  The complimentarity principle, formulated by N . Bore to explain cor-
puscular-wave nature of light and elementary particles, can be applied to social 
phenomena, of course, with some level of conventionality .

2  See: Chumakov A . N . Metafizika globalizatsii . Kulturno-tsivilizatsionnyi 
kontext . — М ., 2006 .
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religious beliefs, and cosmopolitanism will not become uncon-
ventional value and the only regulator of social relations for all 
people even when the world will be fully formed as a single sys-
tem according to the basic socioeconomic parameters . Another 
words, we are condemned to live at the same time in the condi-
tions of not only global, but locally constructed world with its di-
versity of cultures . Hence, although humankind develops in the 
direction of a global civilization, the future cosmopolis will nec-
essarily remain culturally diverse and heterogeneous . And it is 
fully evident, that sensibility to cosmopolitan ideas, their spread 
will directly depend from the level of development of civil society 
at the global scale — the way, on which only the first steps are 
made .

World community has to make a correspondent system of gov-
erning world economy, what is practically impossible if we not 
follow the way of making global civil society and global democ-
racy . Some results are already visible in this way . For example, 
we objectively become world citizens when, say, express concern 
about environmental problems of the world ocean or climate 
change of the planet, when we formulate our attitude to the sit-
uation in Iraq or in the Balkans . We also behave as citizens of the 
world when we are guided by universal norms of conduct outside 
our country . In fact, we already live in the global world and con-
tinue to discuss about cosmopolitanism, which became equal to 
global world outlook and global world feeling, which we have in 
this or that way . 

Time has come to clean the notion of “cosmopolitanism” from 
its fully negative connotations and to say that cosmopolitan-
ism does not mean rejecting the national, as well as adherence 
to universal interests does not reject patriotism . The problem is 
in the correct putting the accents . Hence, a cosmopolitan is not 
the one who has no Fatherland of his own, but the one who cor-
relates his duty to the Fatherland with the interests of the world 
community . It would be naïve to count that all people, even in 
the distant future, will take this position . But humankind will 
simply have no future without transformation of social con-
sciousness in this direction, at least, good future .
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As for us, the representatives of philosophy, if we really want 
to influence historical process, we should look at the ongoing 
events through the eyes not only observers, but participants . 
Of course, philosophy can not directly influence the decisions of 
national governments or the activity of international organiza-
tions . However, we, philosophers, as Richard Rorty justly says, 
are good for making bridges between peoples, for initiating cos-
mopolitan initiatives, for, if philosophers do not become inter-
nationalists, no one will .1 Who, if not philosophers, he reason-
ably mentions, must formulated and defend “a clear image of a 
specific cosmopolitan human future: the image of the planetary 
democracy, a society where tortures, or closing a university or a 
newspaper in the other end of the world will provoke the same 
rage as if it has happened in the Motherland” .2

In fact, about it Derrida speaks, who “does not want philoso-
phy to be a judge, but rather a traveler and vagabond, having no 
place to dwell, hurrying here and where when it hears the call 
of the “other” for action” .3 And this is right . Philosophy is cos-
mopolitan already because it lives behind “the city walls”, out 
of this or that polis . But in this case we should also agree with 
K . Marx, according to whom, the task of philosophers not only 
explain the world, but to change it .4 And if it is so, time has come 
when we should seriously make the most important step in this 
direction: to start thinking over problems of globalization and 
the ideas of cosmopolitanism, to make them from bogey into, fi-
nally, the instrument of building just, sustainable and more se-
cure global world .

1  Richard Rorty’s Pragmatism and the Russian Context . Moscow, “Tradi-
tion”, 1997, p . 110 . 

2  See: Rorty R . “Filosofia i budushchee” — Voprosy Filosofii, 1994, № 6 .
3  Deconstruction in a Nutshell . A Conversation with Jacques Derrida . 1997 . 

Ed ., comm . by J . D . Caputo . N . Y .: Fordham University Press . P . 51 .
4  See: Marx . K . Tezisy o Feierbakhe [text 1888 goda] . — Marx K ., Engels 

F . Sochinenia . Izdanie vtoroe . V piatidesiati tomakh . Т . 42 . — М .: Izdatelstvo 
politicheskoi literatury, 1974 . P . 264–266 .
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PHILOSOPHY 
AS THE METHOD OF ACHIEVEMENT 

OF THE WORTHY FUTURE1

Philosophy seems to be, apart from all values and achieve-
ments the humanity has acquired throughout the whole history 
of its existence, the most bright and unconditional heritage . 
Not everyone would agree with this statement, for even among 
professional philosophers one can find a viewpoint that philoso-
phy has come to its end, is exhausted, and is over .2 Nevertheless, 
one can positively speak about unquestionable value of philos-
ophy and even more, about its growing role under modern cir-
cumstances3 . 

Without diminishing the meaning of religion and science, not 
mentioning other values, in social life I would, nevertheless, po-
sition philosophy much higher taking into consideration its role 
in cultural and civilizational development of both separate peo-
ples and world community as a whole .

There are several reasons for it . Let me refrain from special 
consideration of the most important functions of philosophy 
(world outlook, epistemology, methodology, integration, axiolo-
gy, communication, etc .) and to start from the main point .

Philosophy better than any other sphere of human spiritual ac-
tivity reflects our truly human essentiality, characterizing a hu-
man being as the one critically thinking, having doubts and, what 
is principally important — questioning .

1  Abstracts of the World Philosophy Day Congress, 2010 . Tehran, 2010 .
2  See Vattimo G . The End of Modernity: Nihilism and Hermeneutics in 

Post-modern Culture, Translated by John R . Snyder, Polity Press, 1991 Trans-
lation of La fine della modernità, Garzanti, Milan, 1985; Swassjan K . Zur Ges-
chichte der Zukunft . Drei Essays . Verlag für Anthroposophie, Dornach 2009 . 

3   See Habermas J . Nachmetaphysisches Denken: philosophische Aufsatze . 
Fr ./M ., 1988; Hosle V . Die Krise der Gegenwart und die Verantwortung der 
Philosophie . Munchen, 1990; Richard Rorty’s Pragmatism and the Russian 
Context . Moscow, “Tradition”, 1997, p . 110 .
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Below we will dwell on the key role of questioning in philoso-
phy . Now let us emphasize that principle differences between phi-
losophy and the other forms of knowledge (religion and science, 
first of all) can be formulated in various ways . What is important 
is that religion mostly focuses on answers given ready-made and 
expected to be taken as they are . Here faith occupies the fore-
ground; it is more important that knowledge . Doubts are not 
welcome at all; they are seen as more harmful than useful .

Science is different . It is based on knowledge and oriented to-
wards final and verified answers, which science tries to find bas-
ing on some given knowledge, experience, or intuition . Another 
words, the task of science is to get and increase new knowledge . 
It is interested, first of all, in the correct answers and final results, 
which can be eventually (or, at least, theoretically) verified or fal-
sified . Knowledge moves here to the foreground, while faith, being 
present within scientific knowledge, plays, nevertheless, no sig-
nificant role . Questions are also important for science and doubts 
are welcome but, finally, they are factored out by theoretically 
proven and practically tested knowledge, i .e ., by ready-made re-
sults . Another words, until we have questions and doubts, a sci-
entific result is not final and a scientific research is not considered 
finished1 .

Everything is different in philosophy . Here question, or prob-
lem occupies the central position . Doubt also plays the key role 
and his valued highly . As for knowledge and faith in philosophy, 
they play important but supplementary part . Knowledge and 
faith are only the basis, the fundament of any philosophizing, but 
they are not its result, which philosophers aspire to reach . Thus, 
knowledge and faith are only the starting point for philosophical 
analysis . Their representation is always incomplete, unfinished 
and they are dominated by questions and doubts .

Why? Because philosophy, being basically rational thinking, 
deals with problems having no unquestionable solutions and 
not being represented as laws or formulae, which can not be un-

1  See  Stiopin V . S . Sciens // Global Studies Encyclopedia . Ed . by . Alexander 
N . Chumakov, William C . Gay, Ivan I . Mazour . Moscow: Raduga Publishers, 
2003 . P .441–443 .
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equivocally proven or finally disproven by practice . They are of-
ten called “eternal philosophical problems”, meaning that each 
philosopher and each time provides their own solution for them . 
Philosophical solutions mostly depend on a philosopher’s out-
look, things he\she is concerned about, questions she\he asks . 
Horizons of philosophical problematique have no precise bound-
aries, and the nature of tasks set is defined by many factors . That 
is why ability to formulate and to ask questions is them central 
function of philosophy, its essence, source and driving force of 
philosophical knowledge . Philosopher always asks his\her ques-
tions to him\herself and, basing on her\his reason, knowledge, 
experience, intuition, beliefs, convictions, tries to resolve prob-
lems of the highest significance for her\himself or for the society 
with their help .

It follows from the content of the term “philosophy” that it re-
fers a limitlessly broad spectrum of problems and, in fact, tran-
scends the boundaries of available knowledge . We deal here with 
intellectual games and imagination of specific philosophers and, 
finally, with their subjective evaluations, positions and state-
ments . This explains why the path of philosophy is paved by 
precedents and can never be over; while all talks about death, or 
end of philosophy are only bravado and epate having nothing to 
do with reality . At best, one can talk, with some share of con-
ventionality, about the end of this or that philosophical teaching, 
school, or current because many philosophical ideas, directions, 
concepts are really over, have no ground in public consciousness, 
no development or continuation . It is also true that nowadays 
many of them are in a difficult position or in a deep crisis . But it 
is not yet philosophy as a wholly . Its initial meaning is “love for 
wisdom” and as a form of public consciousness, a way of knowl-
edge, as a state of mind, and, finally, as a special type of world 
outlook, rotates endlessly around uncountable number of prob-
lems . Having emerged once, philosophy will accompany homo 
sapience until humans remain humans .

Value and uniqueness of philosophy grows because it is 
self-sufficient and recognizes, unlike religion and even science, 
no absolute authorities . For instance, in case of religion a human 
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being always has some higher authority and criterion of truth 
(be it God or a sacred text), which he/she inevitably applies to . 
Science also recognized unconditional authority of those who 
has already paved the way of knowledge by their discoveries 
while practice is a test for the truth of this knowledge . Discov-
ered laws, proven theorems, formulae, theories are indisput-
able here .

Philosophy has no (an can not have) such unequivocal au-
thorities and criteria for true philosophical ideas and statements . 
Philosophy is always in search, it questions everything, rethink-
ing every time what seemed to be already resolved . In search of 
philosophical truth a human being, finally, has to count on him\
herself only and, as a result, he/she becomes his/her main au-
thority and the basic criterion of truth .

If we define truth as correspondence of our knowledge to re-
ality or as adequate reflection of the objective reality by a subject, 
only science may deal with such a truth .

Philosophy deals not with the truth but with truths of this or 
that philosopher, i .e . with his subjective certainty that his\her 
vision of the essence of things is adequate to what goes on in re-
ality . But this does not mean that reality is what this philosopher 
observes . That is why asking whether he\she is right in her\his 
judgments and evaluations, one can only answer “may be” and 
nothing more . This is the principle difference between philoso-
phy and the other forms of knowledge . Any philosophical state-
ment, position or theoretical system, be it maximally substantial 
and elaborated, can not pretend for absolute truth and uncondi-
tional verification of its prepositions . Another, including direct-
ly oppositional, philosophical judgments and concepts still have 
the right to exist .

This situation is characteristical for philosophy and only for it, 
making it unique and specially valued social phenomenon . Here 
rationally oriented human creative activity is able to flourish 
mostly and in the best way . Besides, philosophy expands hori-
zons of our vision of a problem, having such theoretical, epis-
temological, ethical, aesthetical and other opportunities, which, 
taken together, make it a universal means to achieve our goals 
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in such spheres as morality, law, ethics, aesthetics, international 
relations, etc .

We would like to stress that philosophical ideas and theories 
always reflect some objective or subjective reality . So, they are 
the more valuable, the more they lean upon achievements of 
modern science and on verified knowledge . This point is made 
also by a Korean philosopher Samuel Lee, who, discussing the 
role of philosophy in the peace studies and movements, states 
that “Although peace studies should be an interdisciplinary area, 
it is often claimed to be the task of social science . And many im-
portant theories of peace today have been produced by socials 
scientist, since the analysis of peaceless social international 
structures and relationship and their interpretation must be in-
vestigated scientifically . Philosophers, unless they are trained or 
equipped to analyze social phenomena scientifically, must hesi-
tate to deal with the problem of war and peace and social or in-
ternational conflicts”1 . 

So, value of philosophy, from some viewpoint, seems evident . 
Nevertheless, we have already mentioned that academic commu-
nity partly doubts value and usefulness of philosophy . The fol-
lowing questions are asked: Do we need philosophy now, in the 
age of high speed and technology? Is not it backward? Is not it 
replaced with specific knowledge under circumstances of endless 
informational flow and constant time shortage? Such questions 
are fully adequate but they are answered by life itself, making 
modern people encounter numerous philosophical problems, 
of which some are principally new and never existing before . 
Here one can probably list prevention of nuclear suicide and 
keeping peace on the planet, moral and ethical problems of 
cloning and, what seems even more important — contemporary 
globalization problems .

World community faces the third millennium having acquired 
new quality . It has become, according to the main parameters of 
social life, a single holistic system . At the same time, world com-

1  Samuel Lee . The Role of Philosophy in the Peace Studies and Move-
ments // Papers of the 2007 World Philosophy Day / Edited by Ioanna Kucura-
di . Philosophical Society of Turkey, Ankara, 2009, p . 42–43 .
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munity pays more and more attention of the problems if its uni-
ty thinking about its responsibility for the biospheric conditions 
and continuation of life on Earth . This engenders questions of 
sustainable socio-economic development and harmonious re-
lations between society and nature, establishing humane, good 
neighbor relations between separate people and peoples . Such 
questions, along with eternal philosophical themes, inevitably 
move to the foreground of modern philosophical studies1 . 

Stoics have mentioned that people try to get rid of philosophy 
when everything is fine and turn to it when everything goes 
wrong . This is the time . But is humankind able to recognize it? 
Will it be able to solve the emerging tasks and to use properly all 
the available knowledge as well as everything philosophy can give?

We are seriously concerned by condition and level of develop-
ment of planetary education, for insufficient education and ab-
sence of due breeding, as well as violation of human rights seems 
to be the cause of the majority of modern problems . Protecting 
human rights becomes task number one because if it is left unre-
solved, the other tasks become insignificant . The largest special-
ist in the sphere of human rights Ioanna Kucuradi thinks, that “ 
those who are responsible for the implementation and education 
of human rights have sufficient philosophical knowledge of the 
conditions that human rights demand and have become able to 
put in connection this knowledge with the cases they will face”2 . 

Even what was mentioned above makes philosophy an un-
alienable part of human life but, at the same time, an enchant-
ing, mystifying and not acknowledgeable phenomenon . This 
position is confirmed by the whole history of philosophy demon-
strating that none of the peoples, regimes or ideologies could 
ignore philosophy, regardless of their attitude to it . And now 
not only separate peoples, but world community as a whole ul-
timately needs philosophy and philosophical vision of itself, its 

1  Mikhail Epstein, After the Future: The Paradoxes of Postmodernism and 
Contemporary Russian Culture (Amherst: Univ . of Massachusetts Press, I°9S) .

2  Kucuradi I .  Human rights, from the philosophical point of  view // Global 
Studies Encyclopedia . Ed . by . Alexander N . Chumakov, William C . Gay, Ivan I . 
Mazour . — Moscow: Raduga Publishers, 2003, p . 249 .
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place and mission in life . It is also confirmed by annual world-
wide UNESCO Days of Philosophy, and by World Congresses of 
Philosophy regularly held for already two centuries but now and 
then returning to the only question of the essence and mission 
of philosophy .

The 20th World Congress of Philosophy (Boston, 1998) was 
especially revealing in this regard1 . Discussion about its main 
topic — “Paideia . Philosophy in Human Education” — the world 
philosophical thought has once again returned to the sources of 
philosophy and its role in the contemporary global world . Ques-
tions, which seemed to be resolved long ago, were actively dis-
cussed: What is philosophy? Who needs it and why? What is its mission 
and how can it help to confront the global challenges of modernity?

Ten years later we once again ask the same questions . And, 
once again, we have no single vision of the subject of philoso-
phy, or whether it can purposefully influence social development, 
and if so, in which way . There are several causes of such variety 
of positions . The main of them is predetermined by specifics of 
philosophy itself, which can only exist together with pluralism of 
opinions, dissent and comparison of various viewpoints .

It seems a shortage that philosophy does not fit the Procruste-
an bed of exact and complete knowledge, that it is not a holistic 
teaching having no single language, common laws and method-
ology . But it is, at the same time, its greatest advantage . One can 
see it clearly dealing with complicated systems and having to re-
solve complex interdisciplinary problems .

Rethinking such problems from the viewpoint of philosophy 
has special value . Unlike scientific approaches, philosophical 
vision of a problem is characterized by more freedom in inter-
preting facts, by less strict requirements to verification of prop-
ositions, by the right to speculative formulae, subjective evalu-
ations, etc . And while, at the first glance, such explorations may 
seem not so valuable, they actually are .

First, a philosophical study is done in those spheres of ratio-
nal knowledge where science, restricted by the field of precise 
knowledge, turns out to be ineffective or even useless . Let us re-

1  See  http://www .bu .edu/wcp/PaidArch .html
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mind that humankind has no other means of rational knowledge 
but science and philosophy .

Second, philosophical reflection widens the horizon of our vi-
sion of a problem; it initiates new, unusual approaches to its ex-
ploration, including scientific ones . At the same time, science, 
based on precise formulations and strict proofs can not afford 
freedom of evaluation and judgment typical for original philo-
sophical thought .

But how can one domesticate philosophy, use its results in 
everyday life, how to teach it if it has no precise knowledge and 
does not even aim at it? And if pluralism and even completely 
different answers for a single question is a philosophical norm, 
when how one can reach monism in his/her head, meaning or-
dered, holistic and relatively coherent world outlook?

I would like to mention that for some modern Russian philos-
ophers this problem remains the most complicated one . Marx-
ist philosophy of the Soviet period wanted to be scientific and 
possessing exact, proven knowledge . It was also taught as such . 
Those studying philosophy had to learn it as a specific discipline, 
or as a collection of correct findings . Now, from the position of 
pluralism in philosophy, recognizing equal value of various phil-
osophical ideas and concepts, such teaching approach becomes a 
dead end . Question arises: What to teach as philosophy and how? 
Which ideas and positions should be preferred in the absence of 
strict criteria of their truth?

This problem is extremely interesting from many international 
philosophers, as it was demonstrated by the World Congress in 
Boston . For example, basing of the experience of Socrates, Sen-
eca and the other thinkers of the past, an American philosopher 
Martha Nussbaum defended in her plenary report a seemingly 
evident suggestion, which is, nevertheless, not always taken into 
consideration even now . She said, that philosophy should not 
teach memorizing facts but to develop an ability to reflect and to 
put questions . The aim of philosophical classes is to teach peo-
ple to think independently, to follow their own reason and not to 
turn to authorities in each case . From here the task of philoso-
phy is teaching communication, dialogue, achieving not self-as-
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sertion, but search for truth . This means, according to Nuss-
baum, that all people deserve to be listened to1 .

These correct and precise words once again confirm that phi-
losophy can not be learned like discipline . It can not be digested 
as a sum of knowledge, ready made rules and formulae . We need 
a principally new approach . Teaching people we should choose 
the way of Paideia . This means teaching not “what should be 
seen”, but “where and how to look” .

Another plenary speaker of the Congress, a French philoso-
pher Pierre Aubenque, also spoke about the educational func-
tion of philosophy . He asked: Is it possible to proceed from 
the barbarian human nature to the civilized one? The philoso-
pher thinks, that human nature is dubious and only education 
(Paideia) makes people human in the full sense, or, as Plato used 
to say, Paideia opens our eyes2 . 

But opening eyes is not the purpose of education . Its goal is 
to provide the correct viewpoint . Referring to Plato, Democri-
tus and the other prominent thinkers, Pierre Aubenque suggests, 
that through education one can make human nature different, 
having directed education against violence and cultivating hu-
man reason . The notion of Paideia draws our attention to the 
educational process, when children become adults . The mech-
anism of this process can be better understood on the basis of 
the Antique philosophy stating that divine human nature should 
be cultivated like good grape . Specifically, Protagoras, Socrates, 
Plato in their philosophical teaching focused on teaching not 
so much the art of convincing, but the art of correct judgment . 
We can find many interesting findings about it at the Aristotle’s, 
who thought that Paideia should enforce human self-development3 .

The Congress and its aftermath have demonstrated that the 
principle of Paideia, where philosophy plays the most import-
ant part, had not lost its significance in the modern times and 
even became more topical . Only a moral human being, physi-

1  http://www .bu .edu/wcp/speakers .html; See also: Itogi ХХ Vsemirnogo 
filosofskogo congressa  // Voprosy Filosofii . 1999 . — № 5 . — P . 43 .

2  Ibidem .
3  Ibidem .
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cally and spiritually mature, can confront the global challenges 
of modernity .

Not economy or technology are dangerous for humans today 
but the essence of humans themselves . Having started, under 
objective circumstances, discussing environment, sustainable 
development, rational usage of nature, they are not yet guid-
ed by common concerns and interests of the world community . 
The world remain divided into “national compartments” where 
sovereign states continue to guard their independence fiercely, 
while humankind as a whole gradually becomes, under the in-
fluence of globalization, a single social system . Such as system 
needs adequate — global — governance, still not existing . The 
main cause of such state of affairs is that people have not yet 
started to think responsibly at the planetary scale, in the cate-
gories of the whole humankind . Value systems that emerged in 
the era of national dissociation do not correspond the modern 
situation any more and should be changed significantly in the 
short run .

This task can hardly be resolved without philosophy . First of 
all, because we need common and complex vision of the situa-
tion as a whole, which can only be provided by philosophy . Phi-
losophy allows to observe social life systemically, at large and, 
at the same time, historically .

 It should be emphasized that humanity in its progressive 
movement reveals two main -but opposite — vectors of develop-
ment . 

The first one originates from the formation of primordial peo-
ple and is defined as the vector of cultural development . The sec-
ond vector emerges much later and with regard to proceeding 
to the settled way of life, state-building and, finally, civil society 
formation . It is the vector of civilizational development . They 
have a lot in common because civilizations emerged as a result of 
cultural development of societies . Moreover, philosophy itself as 
a form of social consciousness, as a certain type of world outlook 
and way of knowledge, as the sphere of spirituality and way of 
life emerges as a result of world cultural and civilizational devel-
opment . From the period defined by Karl Jaspers as “axial time”, 
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philosophy has become an important part of human spiritual life 
and an unquestionable value .

But there is a principal difference between culture and civili-
zation1 . In the system of social relations culture always reveals 
something specific, private, peculiar about this or that people 
being rather a distinguishing factor . Being a unifying basis for 
separate human communities, culture, nevertheless, divides these 
communities from each other on the basis of language, tradi-
tions, beliefs, way of life, folklore, everyday customs, etc . Thus, 
different peoples become principally divided culturally . Cultur-
al disintegration is objective . It proceeds from cultural diversity 
fully analogical to the biological one . It seems evident that cul-
tural diversity is a necessary condition for the existence of so-
cial life and can bee seen as a natural law . This, mostly, causes 
differences between people and peoples . All of them are unique 
because of cultural diversity .

At the same time, we can see that these peoples reveal com-
mon forms of organization of social life . State, with its moral and 
legal regulators of social relations, is the most bright and elabo-
rated of these forms . These forms characterize civilizational way 
of development of any society . Thus, civilization emerges as the 
means of smoothing cultural diversity and uniting people . Civili-
zational principles of organization of social life are the unifying 
factor for different countries and peoples .

It is important to mention, that having once entered the way 
of civilizational development this or that social system thus 
enters the path towards universal global civilization . Different 
peoples complete this transition differently and with different 
speed, but the essence of the global civilization does not change: 
it grows from local and regional civilizational seats . The basic 
contours of the global civilization have been formed by the end 
of the 20th century and, together with universal and mass culture, 
engendered by globalization, they let us speak about the emer-
gence of a single all-human cultural-cum-civilizational system . 

1 See Chumakov A . N . Metafizika globalizatsii . Kul’turno-tsivizatsionnyi 
kontekst [Metaphysics of Globalization . Cultural-Civilizational Context] . — 
Moscow: «Kanon+», 2006, 516 pp .
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Two opposite forces act and will always act in this complicated 
conglomerate of the world community: centrifugal, born by cul-
ture, and centripetal, conditioned by civilization . It is not possi-
ble to acknowledge this new reality and to build adequate global 
world outlook without philosophy . This makes philosophy not 
just a value, but an absolute value . Loosing it would mean the 
loss of human essentiality and the prospect for human worthy 
future .

That is why, among other values, philosophy should be listed 
together with such unconditional value as freedom, because it 
is, in fact, spiritual freedom . At the same time, it is more than 
freedom, which is an absolutely necessary and needful condi-
tion for existence of any philosophy, independent on its teach-
ings, systems, or schools .
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GLOBAL WORLD: 
A PROBLEM OF GOVERNANCE1

The problem of global governance for the world community 
as a single unit appears to be more and more acute and topical . 
The author argues it may soon become one of the central themes 
for contemporary global studies . From the position of a holistic 
vision of the world, the following article distinguishes between 
notions such as ‘regulation’ and ‘governance’, analyses both theo-
retical issues of socio-natural dynamics conditioned by multi-as-
pect globalization and various factors, conditions and principal 
possibilities of resolving the problem in question .

* * *
With rare exceptions, public consciousness as a whole and in-

dividual consciousness in particular are very inert . They mostly 
rely on stereotypes and start reacting to ongoing changes only 
when it becomes impossible to do nothing; they react not so 
much because of what has happened being absolutely obvious, 
but due to serious inconveniences if not serious threats on the 
part of the transformed reality . 

Globalization is no exception . It has developed exponentially 
from the era of the great geographic discoveries and cardinally 
transformed the world, which had hitherto been fragmented and 
regionalized in its development, making it a single whole on a 
planetary scale . 

Nevertheless we can still see multiple discussions about the 
nature of this phenomenon as well as a bright palette of opin-
ions regarding its historical framework, or the role of a subjec-
tive factor in the sphere of global changes . The question is, thus, 
rhetoric: would we pay attention to the processes of globaliza-
tion, had they not made themselves known to the whole world 

1  Campus-Wide Information Systems, Vol . 31 No . 2/3, 2014, pp . 108–120 . 
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community by the mid-20th century through global problems 
and principally new challenges? This would happen, at least, not 
so soon .

The problem, however, has yet to be resolved at this point . 
What is problematic is that scientific and social thought, which 
traditionally observes the whole through the prism of its sep-
arate parts, remains basically fixed in its old philosophical and 
methodological position in its attempts to understand the new 
situation in spite of a change of circumstances . This calls to 
mind a well-known parable about three blind men examining an 
elephant: one of them holds a trunk and thinks that it is a snake; 
another one holds a leg and thinks that it is a tree; the third one 
jumped into a side and thinks that it is a wall . None of them un-
derstands that they are all dealing with an elephant .

Something similar is happening with the contemporary glob-
al world which by the beginning of the 21st century has become 
essentially closed in all basic aspects of social life as a result of 
multi-aspect globalization and has become a holistic system 
(Chumakov, 2009, p . 251–285) . At the same time, not only so-
cial consciousness but even the academic community still does 
not understand that the transformed world in which we live and 
globalization, which is linked to it immanently with its possi-
ble consequences, cannot be understood appropriately except 
through the prism of the unity and holism of this world .

This situation has a consequence . Although the most import-
ant threats to humanity (nuclear war, environmental degradation, 
demographic crisis and the other global problems of modernity) 
were the focus of attention as early as in the third quarter of the 
last century, and globalization as the fundamental cause of their 
emergence became visible by the end of that century, the main 
contradiction of our time, by the beginning of the second decade 
of the current century, still remains not understood . The main 
contradiction of modernity is that under the influence of global-
ization processes, the world community in fact becomes more and 
more a single interconnected system, according to all the parame-
ters of social life . At the same time, there are no adequate gover-
nance mechanisms for this holism .
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What is most striking about the situation is not that this gov-
ernance does not exist as such, but that it is not purposefully 
constructed . Moreover, even theoretical discussions about it 
are rather rare today, not being the center of everyone’s atten-
tion as they deserve to be (although concerns about the situation 
in question are growing) . An article by Weber (2009) is one of 
the first publications attempting to formulate this problem and 
find approaches to its solution . Besides, governance in general 
and global governance in particular, unlike regulation, cannot 
emerge spontaneously . This issue is to be discussed below; before 
that I would like to make some points about why this happens .

First, we will talk about a principally new, unprecedented sit-
uation related to governing an extremely complicated and huge 
socio-natural system, which human beings have never encoun-
tered in their history . This situation is exacerbated by the fact 
that the experience accumulated by humankind, and the cer-
tified approaches to resolving complex problems, are no longer 
valid . At the same time, no new approaches have been worked 
out . This is the author’s position; see also Teymouri (2013) and 
Robertson (2011) .

Second, the world community, in spite of the increasing inter-
dependence of different regions, areas and peoples, still gener-
ally remains fragmented; divided into autonomous and self-de-
fining structures which function in accordance to their own laws, 
targeting first and foremost their own private profits and inter-
ests . These are nation-states, multinational corporations, and 
confessional systems, such as Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, and 
so on .

And third, globalization itself and its numerous consequenc-
es remains a subject of serious discussion . Such discussions of-
ten conceal the main essence of the case: globalization is, first 
of all, an objective historical process and not a project specially 
designed by someone, or someone’s insidious plan and intention 
(Mazour et al ., 2003; Beck, 1998) .

This should be emphasized because if in rethinking globaliza-
tion processes and their circumstances we were to focus on sub-
jectivity and pay attention, first of all, to who so benefits and 
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who behaves in which way, then we would start searching for 
perpetrators and discussing globalization scenarios . In this case, 
one faces an inability to distinguish between the objective, nat-
ural course of events of social development and the subjective 
human activity . The former, of course, is the basis of such a de-
velopment but it is not sufficient to provide governing complex 
systems without adequate structures and mechanisms . Thinking 
globally, one cannot help but recognize the state of affairs: there 
are no structures and mechanisms of government adequate for 
the holistic global world (Eisenstadt, 2012) . This is why, in my 
opinion, it is not productive to look for perpetrators or those re-
sponsible for globalization . Moreover, such an approach engen-
ders illusions and is dangerous because it complicates the busi-
ness and distracts from real solutions to the topical problems .

In the case of understanding globalization first of all as an 
objective historical process (an underlying argument of this ar-
ticle), one should look for means of resolving globalization-en-
gendered problems (including governing social systems) in the 
sphere of structural changes of world society (Berger and Hun-
tington, 2002; Golding and Harris, 1997; Beck, 1998; Clark, 
1997) . This approach is based on a proposition that complex sys-
tems, or at least biosystems (human beings being a part of them) 
in their development are regulated naturally, based on natural 
laws . Here one can talk about the self-regulation of complex sys-
tems (Behmann, 2003; Soros, 1998; Vellinga, 2000) .

Apart from biosystems, social systems are also governed be-
cause an active element plays an important role in their devel-
opment . This active element is the human being who, limited by 
his/her capabilities, consciously influences various parameters 
of development . It is evident that a planetary-scale social system, 
being formed presently, should also be not only self-regulated but 
also governed . It is important to distinguish between regulation 
and government because they differ in their definition, connota-
tion and semantics . 

Regulation (from Latin regulo — to set up, to fix, to order) 
should be understood as a spontaneous process or intentional 
activity aimed at providing the functioning of this or that sys-
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tem within a framework of parameters, set up naturally or inten-
tionally .

Via regulation (as well as self-regulation) one can solve the task 
of the most optimal functioning of a system, creating the most 
favorable conditions for the interaction of different components 
of this system . Regulation is aimed at concerted actions of various 
parts of a whole and can be done consciously (when a human 
being plays the regulative role), or spontaneously (when we talk 
about self-regulating systems) . A constantly changing (within 
certain limits) population is an example of natural (spontaneous) 
regulation of a system . It depends on the presence of fodder 
supplies, or on obtaining by a plant, its external parameters bas-
ing on its genetic code and specific environmental conditions .

The biosphere as a whole is also a self-regulating system, 
whose balanced development is supported by the law of strug-
gle for survival . Regulation becomes purposeful when it is done 
with the participation of a subjective factor, introducing some 
order to this or that system . This is how a traffic controller acts 
at a crossroads or a specialist regulates, for example, the func-
tioning of an engine, the level of water in a basin or the tuning 
of an antenna . Regulation can be conducted automatically; for 
example, on roads via traffic lights (Chumakov, 2010) .

Governance, unlike regulation, never occurs naturally and 
spontaneously . It always assumes the presence of a subjective 
factor and is characterized by a more complex structure of re-
lations between the subject and the object . Governance correlates 
with such notions as “justice” and “law”; it is a process or activity 
consciously done with an aim to achieve a specific result . This 
activity is based on a predetermined order of conduct combined 
with creative acts of an agent, making decisions not only on the 
basis of already set norms and rules, but depending on situation-
al changes .

So, unlike regulation, governance is always connected with hu-
man conscious activity based on setting goals, feedback and cre-
ativity . In another words, government is always done consciously 
and purposefully . It presupposes both getting this or that con-
crete result and finding the most optimal means to achieve the 
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goal . Thus, general governance and global governance in partic-
ular cannot emerge spontaneously or naturally . It only can take 
place in a society and can only be built consciously, purposefully 
and following a certain logic which provides the specific param-
eters of such governance . Here, unlike in the case of regulation, 
one can always find an active source — subject of governance, 
setting some goals and providing their achievement .

Governance is thus a higher type of regulation, as much as de-
velopment is a higher form of movement . This is why there can 
be no development without movement whereas we can common-
ly see movement without development . Similarly, governance 
presupposes regulation, while regulation can take place (occur) 
without governance .

In this context we can talk about the historical dynamics of 
the development of social relations when their natural regulation 
was eventually complimented by governance . For example, pre-
viously people in the period of savagery and, to a large extent, 
in the period of barbarity, relations were regulated by force and 
survival of the strongest . As for governing social relations in the 
full sense, it emerges in a later period together with settled way of 
life, labor division, the formation of a state and, finally, the for-
mation of the first civilizations . Such governance is already based 
on the realization of certain interests and purposes . It does not 
replace natural regulation, but rather supplemens it, making so-
cial development more predictable and less contentious . This is 
how all social systems evolve, of which nation-states have become 
the largest and most well-designed .

From the mid-20th century the situation has principally changed; 
due to the globalization process the whole of humankind is be-
coming a holistic system . It increasingly resembles a single ho-
listic organism based on the central parameters of social life 
(economic, political, informational, etc .), on its interaction with 
the natural environment, on exploring the world’s oceans, outer 
space, etc . At the same time, in spite of the fact that international 
anarchy in the past gradually became more ordered, this order is 
not satisfactory when one takes into consideration contemporary 
challenges to humankind . A Polish and English scholar Tomash 
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Kamusella (2003) stresses that “during the last two centuries 
there has emerged an increasing number of less or more im-
plicit principles that regulate the establishment of nation-states 
and their behavior within the framework of the global state sys-
tem . This very system has spread all over the land surface of the 
world . Even uninhabited Antarctica in reality was provisionally 
parceled among seven nation-states . Moreover, the U . N . Con-
vention on the Law and the Sea (1982) allows each coastal na-
tion-state to exercise full sovereignty over a territorial sea up 
to 12 nautical miles and limited jurisdiction in an exclusive eco-
nomic zone up to 200 nautical miles . The development of the 
unclaimed sea bed is to be regulated by an international organi-
zation” (Kamusella, 2003, p . 199) .

From this viewpoint, it is evident that humankind has reached 
a limit, beyond which the spontaneous regulation of social rela-
tions cannot last any longer . It should be supplemented with the 
conscious and purposeful building of systemic governance, be-
cause the world of global relations without effective global gover-
nance would encounter serious testing .

Nowadays our world is like a tall ship, which so far has no 
steering wheel, but is already being blown from a relatively 
safe haven to the open sea . Its crew, stuck in conflict and mak-
ing no effort to provide governance for the ship, inevitably be-
comes hostage to circumstances and natural elements . The world 
community, having entered the era of global interdependence, 
should acknowledge the danger of the uncontrollability of the 
modern world and start acting in concord and with purpose . If 
not, this state of affairs promises that nothing good will come of 
it . Without effective governance, the world community will only 
slide more and more into the abyss of increasing conflicts and 
contradictions .

There can be another analogy to the contemporary glob-
al world — a period of human history which Th . Hobbes met-
aphorically called “war of everyone against everyone” . We all 
know that in this time the problem was resolved through the 
emergence of state as an artificial body able to provide peace 
and order both locally and globally . Hobbes compared it with 
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Leviathan — a biblical monster possessing immeasurable power 
(Hobbes, 1991) . 

Has the situation changed much? The world community seems 
to have reached the same situation of “war of everyone against 
everyone” . The difference is that this now-global and, in fact, 
non-regulated confrontation is not between separate people but 
between sovereign nation-states together with various interna-
tional bodies and organizations . G . Martin, a consistent supporter 
of world government, rightly states that “the system of sovereign 
nation-states developed in the early modern world . Today it is the 
dominant political institution on the planet, dividing the globe 
into more than 190 autonomous units, each pursuing its military, 
economic, and political self-interest in competition with all the 
others . Under this fragmented global political system, not only 
is it unfeasible to deal effectively with any of the above-named 
planetary crises but this system itself can be seen as a root cause 
of many of them” . (Martin, 2003, p . 554–555) His words are con-
firmed by reality of about 150 wars of various intensity, which 
have occurred after the formation of the UN in 1945, in order to 
prevent military conflicts . And who can say how many wars have 
been prevented, including with UN assistance?!

Thus, modern humankind simply has no alternative to glob-
al governance, which should be built at any price and as soon 
as possible . It does not matter whether it will be something like 
a world state or some supra-national structures to govern the 
world community . Evidently, world government, so much talk-
ed about, would be insufficient . It is important to understand 
that executive power (government) without the other branches, 
structures and institutions of power, would not be able to act . 
Later I will come back to this; now I must stress that to solve the 
task of global governance, it is necessary to answer several prin-
cipal questions:

 — How is global governance generally possible and what is 
the logic of this governance? 

 — Which are the main tasks of global governance?
 — Which prepositions for building global governance already 

exist in the contemporary world? 
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 — What kind of present international organizations and bod-
ies correspond (or will be able to correspond after some 
degree of reform) with the essence and principles of global 
governance?

 — Which obstacles can be found in the path towards building 
global governance?

 — Which principal decisions and at which level should be 
made as the first and the next steps in achieving the goals set?

 — Who can and should take responsibility for building global 
governance?

 — Finally, what is the price and who should pay it?
So, to answer the above-listed questions, one should first an-

swer the most important one: is global governance generally possi-
ble, and if ‘yes’, then, ‘how’?

History lets us see the future with some optimism . In mod-
ern times and since the emergence of the first ideas to make so-
cial life universally peaceful, and up to the present day in which 
this task has become paramount, humankind has beyond doubt 
achieved some theoretical and practical results in this sphere . 
A serious contribution to the theory and philosophy of human 
unity and world (planetary) government was done by J . Locke, 
I . Kant, V . Soloviev, N . Berdiaev, Teilhard de Chardin, V . Ver-
nandskii, K . Jaspers, F . Toennis, Th . Veblen, B . Russell, A . Ein-
stein, N . Elias, S . Mendlowitz, G . Smidt, A . Peccei, A . Sakharov, 
A . Etzioni, R . Falk, F . Kratochvil, D . Rugge, K . Weizsäcker, E . Lasz-
lo, G . Martin, et al .

Summing up the literary heritage in this sphere of knowledge, 
one can say that all speculations, theories and ideas on the com-
mon destiny of humankind, global governance, world govern-
ment and so on, have as a rule one goal: to find ways and means 
to achieve peaceful coexistence of various peoples while pre-
serving their cultural identity . Kant, for example, as long ago as 
1795 when thinking about the possibility and principles of rea-
son-based social governance wrote in his famous treatise ‘Zum 
Ewigen Frieden’ that eternal peace is not an empty speculation 
but a task being gradually solved and approaching its realization 
(Kant, 1966, p . 309) . 
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To confirm that the famous philosopher was right, one can 
point to constantly growing interest in this problem and to nu-
merous public organizations that have emerged in recent decades . 
Their names speak for themselves: World Constitution and Par-
liament Association, World Federalist Association, World Fed-
eralist Movement, World Mundialist Movement, World Union, 
World Citizens Movement, and so on (Mazur et al ., 2006, p . 131) .

If one looks at practical issues, it is hard not to mention that 
the world community has accumulated, during its long history, 
significant experience in governing large social systems — states, 
empires, kingdoms, confederations, unions, blocs, etc . State has 
proven in practice to be the most widespread and vivid form for 
organizing social life .

Morality and law are the central instruments of social gover-
nance, through which one can provide the strongest influence on 
social consciousness and human behavior . We should also em-
phasize ideology, politics, economy, finance, culture, etc ., through 
which social systems are also directly or indirectly governed . 
However morality and law, without a doubt, dominate these fac-
tors because they literally penetrate and fasten together all the 
other spheres of social life, being one way or another restricted 
to moral and legal norms and laws . 

Today, when multi-aspect globalization makes the whole world 
community a holistic planetary system, governing this mega-sys-
tem becomes a demand of the time and it should be built tak-
ing into consideration the whole experience accumulated by hu-
mankind in this sphere . It seems evident that global governance 
should be based on the historically tested principle of separation 
of legislative, executive and judiciary powers .

In this regard one can and should talk not just (as usually) 
about World Government (executive power) but also about the 
World Parliament (legislative power) and Global Law System (judi-
ciary power), based on global law . To see them realized, as well as 
to build an effective planetary system of governance, we should 
create adequate conditions, of which the most important are:

Universally accepted moral foundations, i .e . we should form 
universal values and universal morality for the planet . They should 
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not replace, but enforce and amplify the morality and values 
of different peoples . It seems that the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, equating all people in their right to life, freedom 
and property, should be the starting point for the formation of 
such a morality (Kucuradi, 2003) .

A single legal system is another necessary condition for global 
governance, together with a planetary system of adaptation and 
the implementation of legal norms universal for all countries 
and peoples . We should emphasize that we are talking not about 
international law, being already well-developed at the level of 
interstate and regional relations, but about global law, which 
would be truly universal . Such legislation does not presuppose 
abolishment of legal systems of separate states or regional struc-
tures, of international legal acts and institutions . They are im-
portant, but there should be no contradiction in that the former 
should be brought into correspondence with the latter .

Global governance also means providing cooperative secu-
rity and uniting efforts to maintain it through various forms of 
cooperation . First of all, we talk about economic cooperation, 
which is already successfully evolving in the modern world in 
the form of multinational corporations, consortiums, joint ven-
tures, and so on . World trade has already involved all peoples of 
the planet in the single market of labor, goods and services .

Planetary political cooperation is the next pre-conditional condi-
tion for global governance . It should provide resolution of conflicts 
and peaceful coexistence through the compromising and resolving 
of disputes, taking into consideration the maximum of interests of 
different parts . Global political cooperation, unlike economic, is 
yet to be built because in this sphere, relations have so far been 
built on the absolute priority of national and corporative interests .

Military cooperation, existing nowadays at the regional level 
and meeting the defense requirements of separate countries and 
peoples (i .e ., protecting them from external threats), should be 
replaced by police forces providing law and order, protection 
from criminal activities . 

The last world financial crisis has shown once again that coordi-
nated planetary financial policy is a necessary condition for glob-
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al governance . It is evident that it is difficult, even impossible, to 
implement coordinated financial policy without a single currency .

Religious tolerance and the separation of church (religious insti-
tutions) from institutions (structures) of global governance is nec-
essary as the most important condition for peaceful coexistence 
and the constructive interactions of different people, indepen-
dent of their religious beliefs or non-beliefs . 

Scientific and technological cooperation, as well as cooperation 
in the sphere of health and education presupposes building con-
ditions for a balanced cultural and social development of various 
continents and regions of the planet . 

A Common (world) language for international communication 
is needed to support conversation in various spheres of social 
life and to develop intercultural interaction . A well-known Kore-
an philosopher Yersu Kim mentions that language may be com-
pared with culture: as well as culture, it is a system of symbolic 
meanings serving the common needs of its members (Kim, 2009, 
p . 191) . 

Of course, we have not listed all conditions needed for build-
ing a system of global governance . But these basic conditions are 
the most important ones; without them a system of global gover-
nance will not work out effectively .

Now let us talk about the central tasks for global governance to 
resolve . First of all, it should provide adaptation and implemen-
tation of universally coordinated decisions allowing the regula-
tion of social relations in the main spheres of social life purpose-
fully and effectively . This of course means providing sustainable 
and balanced world socio-economic development and financial 
regulation, resolving the issues of health, education, environ-
ment and nature management, fighting international crime, pre-
venting armed conflicts, and so on .

Do we now have premises for the formation of global governance? 
It seems to me that we can definitely answer “yes” . First of all, it 
is related to the sphere of social consciousness being increasingly 
globalized .

In fact, we currently have to deal with a world outlook which 
was born in antiquity and is called “cosmopolitanism” . But there 
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is a huge difference between the past and the present in this re-
gard . In ancient times, starting with the Cynics who were the 
first to proclaim themselves citizens of the world, and up to the 
middle of the 20th century, cosmopolitan ideas remained a do-
main of a very insignificant portion of broad-minded people . 
The vast majority of the population only considered such ideas, 
at best, ironically . Now the global vision of the world and feeling 
of belonging to the whole of humankind is increasingly becom-
ing a mass phenomenon .

It is important to stress that a global world vision should not 
be juxtaposed with local visions and private ways of thinking . 
A Japanese philosopher Naoshi Yamawaki says in this regard 
that “global and local perceptions should be seen as interrelat-
ed, and their features, universality should be considered as in-
separable” (Yamawaki, 2008, p . 31) .

We can thus talk about the emergence of global conscious-
ness on a planetary scale based on common values and behavior-
al norms . For example, all people, independently of their status 
and residence, nationality, confession or race, behave in princi-
ple in the same way and follow common ethics and codes of con-
duct at an international airport, or aboard a plane, at a railway 
station, or in a carriage, at supermarkets, during sport con-
tests, at world resorts, international exhibitions, festivals, con-
ferences, and so on . There are no significant discussions here on 
such issues as good and evil, justice and injustice, what is “good” 
and what is “bad”, decent or non-decent . Common wellbeing, 
security and respect for human dignity are perceived in such 
situations as indisputable values because of their evidence .

The above-said is, of course, a necessary condition for build-
ing a system of global governance, but not a sufficient one . 
Among the existing premises for the implementation of global 
governance one can also stress a well-developed (on a planetary 
scale) transportation network allowing movement around the 
Earth within hours . It is possible not only for the political and 
business elite, but for a significant part of the active population 
of the planet . We should also mention a single information zone, 
which has emerged on the basis of modern telecommunication 
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technologies along with spatial communication and monitoring 
systems; modern mass media allowing each inhabitant of the 
planet to be (on-line) virtually at every point on Earth . This 
provides the possibility of making decisions quickly and of con-
trolling their implementation on-line independent of distance . 
Without this, global governance is not possible .

A single language of communication is also important for 
global governance . By now, the English language has become 
such due to several reasons we have no possibility to discuss 
here (Kristall, 2001; Chumakov, 2007; Gunaev, 2001) .

Now let us talk about basic obstacles being in the way of build-
ing global governance .

The absolute majority of modern states functions on the ba-
sis of principles which had been formed when humankind re-
mained fragmented and demonstrated no holism . Ruling elites 
of various enactors of international relations, which have be-
come an organic part of the existing network, continue think-
ing fragmentarily even now, in spite of changes demanding a 
systemic, global vision of the world . From these positions they 
produce and sustain unfounded fears regarding the loss, as a 
result of globalization, of original cultures of different people, 
of national identity, and so on . Devoted to their position of in-
dependence and national sovereignty, conducting active poli-
cies of patriotism and nationalism, they are not ready to share 
even an insignificant part of their authority with supra-national 
structures . However we are talking about relatively significant 
authorities, which will have to be handed over to World Gov-
ernment and the other global governance structures . 

First of all, we mean security issues . This presupposes the grad-
ual reforming and diminishing of national armed forces with 
their final integration into a single system with common com-
mand . Police structures, remaining locally and regionally based, 
will also require common planetary coordination .

Global law is another necessary element of a global governance 
system . It is not to the same as international law and is to be 
constructed in the future . While international law relating to bi- 
and multilateral relations between international actors has func-
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tioned for a long time and is relatively effective, we have not yet 
managed to build global law, which would embrace the whole 
planet . Even the offensive crimes of Somalian pirates, harmful 
for many countries involved with ocean trade, have not forced 
the international community to create a legal barrier to this out-
rage . This state of affairs is mainly caused by the absence of ad-
equate world structures and necessary procedures, which would 
provide the working out, adaptation and unequivocal implemen-
tation of legal norms obligatory for all countries and peoples . 
This task in principle cannot be resolved outside of a global gov-
ernance system . However global governance is also not possible 
without legal support . Thus, the processes of building global 
law and global governance should be conducted simultaneously . 

The socio-economic backwardness of a significant part of the 
world community, and a huge gap between excessive wealth and 
poverty on a planetary scale, is another important obstacle in 
the way of building global governance . This task also cannot be 
solved without mechanisms of coordination of global socio-eco-
nomic development and a planetary system of financial regulation .

The Introduction of a single currency has become the demand 
of the time . It has been demonstrated by the last world financial 
crisis . Now the US Dollar in a way plays the role of the global 
currency, but it cannot resolve the problem in principle because 
of its status as a national currency depending on the decisions 
of one state — the US . World currency as a universal purchasing 
unit should be equally independent from the various enactors 
of international relations, of which states are the most import-
ant . It is evident that such a currency, as well as world language 
as the means of intercultural and international communication, 
should be indispensable conditions for building effective global 
governance .

Now let us discuss the issue of which international organi-
zations and structures correspond (or could correspond after some 
reforming) with the essence and principles of global governance .

Since modern states are sustainable and effective enough 
social systems, while modern political elites long for self-suffi-
ciency and independence, humankind is to fulfill a complicated 
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and not so short passage towards an organized and governed 
world community . Thus, a confederation of nation-states can be, 
in the foreseeable future, the most optimal form for organizing 
social life for the purpose of global governance . It would provide 
a reasonable balance between global and national interests . The 
complicated but generally positive experience of the European 
Union is a basis for sound optimism with regard to this issue .

The World Constitution should be based on the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights . Although it is not perfect from 
the viewpoint of various cultures and traditions, it has fully 
proven its humanistic orientation, as well as its effectiveness 
and vitality . 

Based on the principle of separation of powers, the UN can 
pretend to become the legislative power, or World parliament . 
However this organization should be seriously reformed in order 
to acquire the functions of legislative power . Since it will adopt 
laws and legal norms mandatory for all countries and peoples, it is 
important to ensure their equal representation in this legislative 
body of global governance . Evidently, the formation of the World 
Parliament should be gradual: from representatives of separate 
countries to direct elections . First steps and evolution of, for 
example, the European Parliament, may serve as a good example 
in resolving this issue .

Executive power is to be created virtually from scratch . To 
some extent, G7, which under the influence of the last financial 
and economic crisis started to evolve into G20, could in future 
become a prototype of an executive power structure wherein 
all countries and nations are represented equally . Nevertheless 
this prospect is too distant and hard to foresee, which makes 
the resolution of this issue particularly topical against the back-
ground of increasing global problems . Evidently, the serious 
contractions that humankind will inevitably face in the near fu-
ture will open new opportunities for a radical decision in this 
regard .

Judiciary power, directly connected with the formation of a 
global way, should be built up from scratch . The world commu-
nity has some experience in this regard and it can become the 
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basis for the future world court, whose sources can be seen in 
the Nuremberg, The Hague and the European human rights 
courts .

Some words regarding which principal decisions should be made 
initially and afterwards and at which level in order to achieve the 
goals set .

Decisions regarding building the global system of governance 
should be made, of course, on the planetary level . A World Con-
ference, roughly analogical to the World environmental con-
ference in Rio de Janeiro (1992), could become the first step . It 
could also be a Word summit of heads of all states, which would 
work out principal approaches to global governance . In the fu-
ture, operative tactical and strategic decisions would become 
more and more the prerogative of the newly emerging struc-
tures .

Finally, who can and should take responsibility for building global 
governance and what is the price?

First of all, this responsibility lies on the world academic, 
political and business elites, i .e ., the people having adequate 
worldview, possessing necessary knowledge, having the stron-
gest authorities and material resources . On the other hand, the 
most developed countries (the USA, the EU, China, Russia, In-
dia, Brazil and others) should take initial basic responsibility for 
building the system of global governance . They should also car-
ry the main burden of financial support for a reform of modern 
international relations . This does not mean, however, that there 
should be countries or nations at our planet free from their own 
reasonable contribution towards common expenses .

Someone may say that it is all a utopia, and that global gov-
ernance is impossible, while the above-listed arguments in its 
support are insufficient . This viewpoint has its right to exist, be-
cause we cannot so far provide a final proof of the acceptabil-
ity of our statements . Someone may question the correctness 
and sequence of the steps proposed and this person may also 
be right, because we are discussing a topic having no analo-
gies in human history . That is why it is so important to observe 
the possibility of global governance from different angles, in-
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cluding the position of philosophy, which, unlike science, is 
oriented not so much towards finding concrete, final solutions 
but towards broadening the scope of various approaches to the 
resolution of a problem . Such philosophical analysis is espe-
cially valuable where exact scientific methods have not yet been 
worked out, however the situation needs immediate resolution . 
The problem of governing the contemporary global world in 
social, economic, cultural, juridical and political areas is such 
a case .
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GLOBALIZATION STUDIES1

An interdisciplinary field of academic research conducted in 
Russia with the aim of revealing the essence of the proc esses of 
globalization, defining the rea sons for its appearance and ten-
dencies for development, as well as the study of global problems 
brought about by the said and the search for ways to ascertain 
the positive and overcome the negative con sequences of these 
processes for both man and the biosphere . In a more general un-
derstanding the term ‘globalization stud ies’ constitutes the sum 
total of the scien tific, philosophical, cultural and applied re-
search into various aspects of global ization and global problems 
together with the subsequent results of such research and their re-
alization in economic, social and political spheres both at the level 
of individual states and internationally . 

The start of globalization studies in Russia goes back to the 
end of the 1960s beginning of the 1970s, when for the first time 
discussion started almost simultane ously in various countries 
about the global threats to mankind . However, its final form 
relates to the last ten years, when the attention of academics 
switched from global problems to trying to under stand the 
phenomena of globalization, and the spectrum of the issues dealt 
with noticeably broadened . In this time the terms ‘globalism,’ 
‘globalization,’ ‘an ti glo balism,’ ‘global village,’ ‘global thre ats,’ etc . 
have become widespread and en te red into daily usage . 

Russian globalization studies despite their inception on the 
wave of critical analysis of the first publications of West ern glo-
balization studies, in particular the lectures of the Rome Club, 
has nonethe less relatively quickly developed its own style and 
approaches based on its own world views and methodological 
founda tions . On the strength of reasons known at the initial stage 
of its development it was not free from ideological depend ence, 

1  Ideas in Russia . Idee w Rosji . Leksykon rosyjsko-polsko-angielski / pod 
redakcja Justyny Kurczak . Tom 6 . Lodz, 2007 .
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but being closely connected with science and the practice of over-
coming global prob lems, it succeeded in becom ing a serious area 
of academic research, exerting in fluence not only on the devel-
opment of science as a whole but on vari ous spheres of social life: 
economics, politics, culture and to a certain degree also on the 
ideology itself . In the last dec ade cultural-civilizational differenc-
es in the under standing of the tendencies and contra dic tions of 
the contemporary world has taken the fore . A sizeable number 
of different currents have arisen in Russia, which have been fa-
vourably received in scientific and specialist literature . The most 
important of which are:

1) the philosophical-methodological current which studies the 
philosophical bases, essence and genesis of global proc esses 
and analyses the most important socio-political and economic 
transforma tions necessary for the effective solution of the prob-
lems resulting from them . Here of particular note is the work of 
V . Ver nadskii, I . Frolov, N . Moiseev, D . Gvi shia ni, V . Zagladin, 
G . Khozin and others 2) the natural-scientific current, where re-
presentatives of natural sciences deal with the solution of the 
concrete theoretical and applied problems of glob alization stud-
ies from the position of bi ology, physics, chemistry, climatolo-
gy etc . (A . Yanshin, E . Fedorov, V . Sokolov, M . Budyko) . 3) the 
techno-economic cur rent, where the specifics of the modern stage 
of economic development is ana lysed, which is linked, as a rule, 
with the globalization of econo mics, trade, the banking system, 
and the scientific-techni cal process (N . Inozem tsev, M . Maksi-
mova, M . Leme shev) 4) the socio-natu ral current en com passes a 
wide range of problems of which the gre atest concern and worry 
is caused by ecology, the safe guarding of raw mate rials for man-
kind, energy, water and land re sour ces . In this field noted influ-
ence is exerted by the works of authors such as V . Vi  nogradov, 
N . Reimers, I . Gerasimov, V . Anu chin, A . Ursul, N . Kasimov and 
others . 5) the social current within the framework of which are 
solved questions of demogra phy, food, health care, edu ca tion, 
law, counteracting poverty, international ter rorism etc . (E . Gi-
rusov, G . Gudozhnik, V . Los, O . Kolbasov) . 6) the political cur-
rent, where international relations, of late called increasingly 
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‘political global ization studies,’ are examined in the light of the 
processes of globalization (A . Panarin, I . Vasilenko) . 7) the 
cultur ological current, where the centre of at tention are problems 
arising as a result of the influence of globalization processes on 
various spheres of culture, the mass media, value criteria, mass 
consciousness etc . (E . Markaryan, V . Mezhuev, A . Ka tsura) 8) the 
prog nostic current, charac teristic of which is the generalization 
and extrapolation of contemporary processes, tendencies and 
states from the perspective of the future to pre dict the possible 
course of events through the preservation of ap propriate condi-
tions (I . Bestuzheva-Lada, E . Arab-Ogly) .

 As a result of the development of Russian globalization studies:
Firstly, globalization and the global problems brought about 

by it have been defined as an academic field, research into which 
involved the participation of sizea ble numbers of eminent special-
ists from a wide range of academic disci plines and so cio-political 
thought .

Secondly, the historical prerequisites for the creation of glo-
balization and the main global problems together with the na-
ture of the aforementioned were stud ied . A criterion of global 
problems was drawn up on the basis of which it became possi-
ble to differentiate these problems from many others: regional, 
local, indi vidual, national etc .

Thirdly, it became obvious that glob alization is an age-old 
naturally devel oping process of the creation of universal bio-so-
cial structures, links and relation ships for the whole planet; 
global prob lems are the result of this process and globalization 
studies is the area of theory and practice, where attention is paid 
to globalization and global problems . It was shown that these 
processes and problems did not come about by chance, on the 
ba sis of somebody’s mistake or bad idea . They were the result of 
the objective, naturally determined development of so ciety and 
its changing relations with the environment around, in particular 
when the scientific-technical progress started in Europe in the 
17th and 18th centuries transformed itself by the mid-20th cen tury 
into a scientific-technical revolution that has now already taken 
over a  large part of the world’s population .
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Fourthly, it produced a system of problems that had a global 
status . It ex posed their interdependence and hierar chy . Worked 
out and proposed was a systematic method allowing one to study 
problems at a level common to all men .

Fifthly, it correlated the studies of in dividual academics in-
volved in specific aspects of global problems — philosophi cal, 
economic, legal, prognostic, and oth ers . With the same it created 
the basis for globalization as an integrative interdisci plinary di-
rection within science . 

Finally, sixthly, researchers into global problems dispelled all 
doubts that in ac tivity or inadequate steps would sim ply wors-
en the situation and that the more the matter was put off the 
higher the price world society would be made to pay to return 
things to their normal state, ex cluding as a minimum the degra-
dation of the environment around . 

In recent years Russian globalization studies have noted 
new tendencies that show that the attention of academics, re-
searchers and even politicians lumps to gether separate glob-
al problems in the processes of globalization, in the growth of 
mutually dependant varied spheres of social life and all possi-
ble international structures . A noted event was the publi cation 
in Russian and English of an in ternational inter-disciplinary 
encyclope dia of ‘Globalization Studies’, which had been pre-
pared by a large number of aca demics and specialists from 28 
countries, and also the reprinting of this encyclope dia in a more 
accessible form through the participation of 600 scientists and 
spe cialists from 57 countries (see www .globalistika .ru) .
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CULTURAL AND CIVILIZATIONAL 
FRACTURES OF THE GLOBAL WORLD1

The world today is a holistic and dynamically evolving sys-
tem, where no country is able to stay isolated from the world 
community . This position is hard to argue against, even in case 
one underestimates the objective trend towards globalization, its 
integrative role in the life of the world; and even if one is skep-
tical about the prospect of building balanced cultural and civi-
lizational relations at the planetary level . There is no evidence 
that holism of this system was predestinated by the very course 
of historic development . Having survived two world wars and 
the cold war in the 20th century, humankind in the new centu-
ry remains disconnected and balances, in fact, between war and 
peace . The problem is not just that some spots on the planet pe-
riodically burst out hot; and not that in some regions there are 
local ongoing wars with all kinds of warfare involved, with the 
exception, at best, nuclear, chemical and biological one .

Such a state of affairs in the world, apart from some short pe-
riods of time, remains more a rule, than an exception . Howev-
er, last decades or two, the situation has changed dramatically in 
terms of increasing tensity within single countries, and between 
nation-states or their alliances . It seems evident that we are be-
ing gradually dragged into a new cold war . This takes place 
against the background of increasing multi-aspect globalization 
[Global Studies . . . 2014: 239–240] . In a globally interdependent 
world, and in the absence of an external force (metaphorically 
speaking, of some «Leviathan») able to make numerous inter-
national actors respect not only their own interests, but also the 
interests of the others, and the common interest, the actors who 
pursue their selfish goals and protect their own interests inevita-
bly start the war of everyone against everyone . 

1  Int . J . Foresight and Innovation Policy, Vol . 12, Nos . 1/2/3, 2017 . P . 58–68 .
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This state of affairs is brightly represented by various sanc-
tions . Last years they more and more become an instrument 
of pressure on some countries and organizations to make them 
change their policies and behaviors . «Color revolutions», char-
acteristical of the world order from the end of the 20th century, 
are even better example of the increasing instability . While revo-
lutions as such and «color» revolutions in particular are caused 
by domestic tensions within this or that state, representing a 
quintessence of such tensions, sanctions belong to the sphere of 
the external, i .e ., they are possible as part of interaction between 
the subjects of international law .

Using sanctions as a specific instrument to resolve not negotia-
ble problems is a new phenomenon . Their effectiveness depends 
on global connections and global interdependence — before them 
sanctions had no meaning . Nowadays, when the world has en-
tered the period of multi-aspect globalization, sanctions become 
popular . It may sound strange but they can be reasonably con-
sidered a civilized method to protect one’s interests in the inter-
national affairs of the global world, built on contradictions and 
controversies of various subjects of international law . They mean, 
in fact, using «soft power» when one can find no legal, or nego-
tiable, solution [Chumakov 2015: 75–88] . 

Sanctions, of course, are bad . They mean cutting trade, busi-
ness, financial and other ties, worsening of the economic situa-
tion, and decreasing quality of living . These experiences force a 
partaker in a conflict to consent (or not to consent) to conces-
sions and agreements . North Korea, Cuba, Iran, and now Rus-
sia show that sanctions can be ignored for a long period; what is 
alternative to them is either concession with subsequent obser-
vation of the agreements achieved, or exacerbation of a conflict 
and continuing argument with armed force . However, sanctions, 
unilateral or bilateral, are not just an inevitable consequence 
of unresolved tensions in international relations; they are an 
effective way to express one’s discontent and to oppose the other 
side of a conflict peacefully . It is important under the influence 
of multi-aspect globaliation, when all the systemic elements of 
the global world are closely interdependent . Thus, only direct 
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use of force and waging a war can be alternative to sanctions in 
case the parts are unable or unwilling to concede . Using sanc-
tions (as a form of «soft power»), especially in case of a conflict 
participated by nuclear states, should be seen not as ultima ra-
tio, but as a choice between the bad and the worse . Choosing the 
bad, the participants still refrain from the worst scenario and 
preserve an opportunity to resume negotiations and to achieve 
mutually acceptable agreements .

«Color revolutions» are different . They destabilize social life 
and threaten the existing social consensus not just within this 
or that country . They resemble social cataclysms that happened 
at all times and in various forms, having, at the same time, their 
own specifics . It is historically proven that revolutions are natu-
rally born by unresolved social controversies, and that a subjec-
tive factor, sometimes very important, is not, after all, decisive . 
Where no objective conditions for mass protests exist, there are 
limited opportunities for using the subjective factor . But in the 
presence of serious contradictions, and without taking adequate 
and timely efforts to resolve them, mass unrest of the opposition 
and protest actions are nearly guaranteed . Under the conditions 
of global mobility and planetary communication system, with 
media and information technologies widely used, public unrest 
can result in a regime change even without armed battles . The 
latter are the less probable, the more developed civil society is 
in a given country .

Since the participants of such unrest, in order to consolidate 
the masses and to present their activities as peaceful, mostly use 
flowers or some other colored items as their symbolic distinc-
tive marks, the protests are called «color revolutions», which is a 
generic term . Such events also can well be called «Twitter revo-
lutions», because in the process of their organization and put-
ting into effect social networks on the Internet are widely used .

Depending on criteria, on the processes being finished or not, 
various authors define and categorize «color revolutions» differ-
ently . Some count only indisputable events as such; the others 
recognize more than fifty of them . Nevertheless, nearly everyone 
is agree that there should be counted «Revolution of Carnations» 
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(Portugal, April 1974), «Yellow Revolution» (Philippines, Febru-
ary 1986), «Velvet Revolution» (Czechoslovakia, November-De-
cember 1989), «Rose Revolution» (Georgia, November 2003), 
«Orange Revolution» (Ukraine, November 2004 — January 2005), 
«Tulip Revolution» (Kyrgyzstan, February — April 2005), «Corn-
flower Revolution» (Belarus, March 2006), «Lilacs Revolution» 
(Moldova, April 2009), «Lotus Revolution» (Egypt, January — 
February 2011), «Euromaidan» (Ukraine, 2013—2014), «Revo-
lution of Umbrellas» (Hong Kong, September 2014 — June 2015), 
and «Revolution of Sockets» (Armenia, June 2015) .

Some of these revolutions resulted in a regime change, some 
failed, but it is evident that this list is not closed . It is unclear 
only where and when this scenario may repeat . Countries, where 
«color», «Twitter» and other revolutions succeeded, are still far 
from stability and prosperity . Countries with revolutions still 
in progress are characterized by instability, or even devastation, 
violence and human suffering . Where there is some ground for 
revolutions, but they either not yet happened or failed, we can 
see anxiety and fear of these revolutions [Gapich, Lushnikov 
2010; Kagarlitsky 2007] . 

The above-said justifies increasing interest to this kind of 
events and striving for the causes of the phenomenon in ques-
tion . «Color revolutions» often take place with open sup-
port from abroad, for example, from the U .S .A . and some oth-
er Western countries (for example, in Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, and 
Ukraine) . There is an opinion that they are always underlined 
by external impact, by foreign intervention into domestic af-
fairs . This intervention is often proclaimed to be the main cause 
of such revolutions [Madsen… 2015; McFaul 2006] . But there 
are still unclear points . We still lack thoroughly scrutinized and 
well-founded answers for the questions: what is the genuine 
nature of this phenomenon? What is it grounded in? Why such 
revolutions became regular in societies exactly from the end of 
the 20th century? And, finally, is the era of such revolutions over 
and can they be prevented?

Let me start from the last question . My answer is “no”; this era 
is not over and the revolutions are not, in fact, preventable . They 
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can only be delayed, or downshifted to some lower level, but 
only for a period of time, in specific circumstances and with an 
adequate reaction of the authorities . The causes of revolutions 
cannot be eliminated by these means .

When the true nature of events remains unrevealed, people 
mostly react to them by trial-and-error method, being in fact, 
blindfolded, in the dark . Not knowing the genuine causes of what 
goes on, they concentrate on «firefighting», sometimes using in-
adequate means and exacerbating the problem even more . Anoth-
er words, the main flaw of the existing solutions is that they are, 
at best, only tactical . Strategic vision of the problem and corre-
sponding strategy for actions are lacked . The point is that there is 
no sufficient theoretical basis, and no research of the foundations 
of social life that would demonstrate fundamental contradictions, 
proceeding from the cultural and civilizational differences be-
tween various countries and peoples in the conditions of global-
ization . This is substantial for our understanding of the nature 
of «color revolutions»; and this is what our attention should be 
focused on .

First, let me have a look at the geographic position of the cen-
ters of instability . Looking at the map, one cannot help noticing 
that the countries, where «color revolutions» occurred or were 
attempted to occur, are situated mostly in the borderlands be-
tween totally different cultural-cum-civilizational systems [see: 
Chumakov 2006: 377–440] . Here one can see instability zones, 
one of which is located along the line, connecting the countries 
situated around Western Europe . There is an evident, near-
ly full, line, going from Gibraltar along North Africa, through 
the Mediterranean and the Middle East to Armenia and Geor-
gia, then through Ukraine and Belarus to the former Soviet Bal-
tic republics . An evident line can be also traced in the Asian 
republics of the former Soviet Union . At the same time, noth-
ing like this may be found in North America, Sub-Saharan Af-
rica, Australia, or, with some exceptions, in South America, as 
well as anywhere in Asia (apart from the above-listed regions of 
the continent) . Here only separated hotbeds of something like 
«color revolutions» can be seen: the events in the Philippines 
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(1986), or in Hong Kong (2014–2015) . Why is it so can be un-
derstood only if one finds out the genuine cause of social unrest .

So, why the instability zone corresponds with the above-men-
tioned lines? Why the hotbeds of social tension have this, and 
not that form? «Color revolutions» should be understood as a 
result and external manifestations of the profound contradic-
tions and disagreements in social systems . Their phenomenon 
can be explained not only by social and political arrangements, 
or economic situations of separated countries, but also by their 
relations with social systems around them [This Globalizing 
World 2015] .

To understand what goes on I suggest comparing some social 
and natural processes, being far from each other, but resembling 
one another in their external manifestations . For example, out-
bursts of social activity and hotbeds of intense social turbulence 
can be compared with earthquakes, volcanic activity and oro-
genesis in the natural world . Everyone knows that earthquakes 
happen from time to time, that volcanoes become active, and 
that in some geological periods new mountains emerge; no one, 
however, is able to predict when exactly it happens and how tre-
mendous these natural events are . At the same time, geographic 
location of the sites of volcanic, or seismic activity is fully pre-
dictable not just because of being observable, but also on the 
basis of what we know about the structure of the earth’s crust 
and the nature of geological processes . Geological science now 
knows that earthquakes, volcanic activity and orogenesis are 
caused by the mobility of lithospheric (tectonic) plates, which 
have fractures and whose boundaries collide . «Lithospheric 
plates are large and stable regions of earth’s crust, part of the 
lithosphere . According to the theory of plates’ tectonics, litho-
spheric plates are surrounded by zones of seismic, volcanic and 
tectonic activity at the boundaries of a plate» [What is a litho-
spheric …] .

It is enough to have a look at the map of the earth’s litho-
spheric plates to understand that all the geological cataclysms 
occur at their fault lines . For example, volcanoes emerge exactly 
in the sites where the earth’s crust is fractured . «Since volca-
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nic eruptions result from tectonic movements, or earthquakes, 
the latter always precede the convulsions of nature . Volcanoes 
can be found only in the seismically active zones . I .e ., volcanoes 
are nearly always located along the boundaries of tectonic plates, 
where tremendous deformations take place» [Shumilov 2010] . 
Tectonic movements of the plates of the earth’s crust are also the 
cause of orogenesis . «The movement of plates causes mountains 
at the bottom of a plate to fracture with the emergence of long 
landslides (clefts) in the rock . Landmasses sometimes move 
upwards along the plane of a fault, making slanting mountains, 
like Sierra-Nevada in California . In other cases, a landmass is 
protruded between two nearly parallel fault lines . Ridges of such 
mountains steeply rise over the surrounding terrain» [The For-
mation …] . 

What was said above can be seen as an analogy to what 
happens in society, if observed through the prism of cultur-
al-cum-civilizational systems, which embrace whole humankind . 
These systems, like lithospheric plates, cover all social space of 
Earth and engender, along their lines of faults and collusions, 
all those tensions and social upheavals, of which «color revolu-
tions» are so representative . To understand what goes on better, 
one should turn to the definition of cultural-cum-civilizational 
systems and their typology .

The notion of «cultural-cum-civilizational system» has been 
introduced into the lexicon of science relatively recently . It is 
used to designate this or that social structure, a specific human 
community, to characterize it «as a single whole from two sides 
at the same time: one is their cultural affiliation and another — 
their participation in the civilizational processes» [Chumakov 
2006: 377] . 

Why is this vision of society relevant? Without it, one is un-
able to reveal the profound foundations of contemporary inter-
cultural contradictions . Culture is what dramatically differen-
tiates people and human communities from the animal world . 
Another words, we can discuss people only in connection with 
their culture; vice versa, we can only discuss culture in connec-
tion with the idea of a person as someone different from the ani-
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mal world . Friedrich Engels wrote about the formation of person 
in the context of the emergence of speech, labor and thinking 
[see: Engels 1961: 486–498] . This is exactly what we call the 
basics of culture, if defined as a kind of human creative activity 
directed towards transformation of people and their environment, 
as well as results of such activity . Culture also includes a variety 
of customs, traditions, beliefs, values, moral norms, etc ., compos-
ing the spiritual basis of human life . Language, and, in many as-
pects, religion are at the core of every culture . Being unique and 
not reducible to other languages and religions, they make every 
concrete culture distinctive, authentic and unrepeatable . Cul-
tures are what differentiates and, in fact, divides single people 
and human communities . Here one can see the roots of many 
conflicts and confronting interests .

In reality, however, we can see not only division and con-
frontation, but also cooperation, productive interaction between 
people . This takes place on the other basis — the one of civili-
zation . It dates back to the emergence of the state and is, at the 
moment, unevenly developed among different peoples . What is 
called civility (from Latin civilis — civic, urban, public) is the in-
tegrative factor in social relations . I should stress that the con-
cept of «civilization» was born much later than the phenomenon 
as such — as late as in the Modern Time, with an urgent need 
to designate special social relations based on the legal ground 
and characterized by milder morals and respecting human rights . 
This concept allowed to describe society much better from the 
viewpoint of complexity of social life, of more advanced state-
hood, economy and socio-political system, of the specific inter-
nal and external connections of a given social system .

Civilization, thus, can be called the other side of culture . Both 
reflect the condition, processes and relations in a society . But 
the concept of «culture» stresses the condition, while the term 
«civilization» puts the emphasis on relations . At the same time, 
culture is an internal characteristic of a society, revealing its es-
sence; civilization is rather the form, the external frame of cul-
ture, characterizing a society from the viewpoint of its govern-
mental forms, functional connections and relations . Both terms, 
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«culture» and «civilization» share one subject matter, but have 
different, although interconnected, objects of study . They reflect 
and describe one social reality from different sides . Their once 
created unity has a dynamic trend to evolution and perfection . 
At the same time, there is a principal difference between them, 
which is clear . The concept of «civilization», due to its perma-
nent meanings, is normally applied to countries and peoples as 
a whole, reflecting their level of technological development and 
the form of legal organization . The concept of «culture» reflects, 
above all, the level of spiritual development of a people, mirror-
ing the highest achievements of civilization .

Even in the natural languages we can see analogies, pointing 
to dialectical unity and difference of these two concepts . For 
example, speaking about cultural achievements, one can also 
call them advances of civilization . Vice versa, talking about the 
goods of civilization utilized by people, we, in fact, mean the re-
sults of progressive development of science and technology, as 
well as material culture, evolving and enlarging mostly thanks to 
scientific and technological progress . Thus, the issue of cultur-
al-cum-civilizational interaction arises and becomes particularly 
important . The cultural part cannot be separated from the civili-
zational one . Apart from cultural-cum-civilizational interaction 
one can also speak in this context about cultural-cum-civili-
zational connections, cultural-cum-civilizational systems, cul-
tural-cum-civilizational codes of behavior, or, for instance, cul-
tural-cum-civilizational identity .

Under the impact of globalization, the humankind has be-
come a planetary phenomenon, still preserving some autonomy 
and self-sufficiency of its composing parts limited by separated 
regions and local territories . We need to see the unity of this so-
cial organism in its diversity and interconnection . Another words, 
the global social system, being the main object of study when 
we research globalization, can and should be considered from 
the viewpoint of its composing parts . These structural elements 
are separated social units, such as nation-states, sociocultural 
communities, economic and political alliances, religious groups, 
etc . Being independent social structures, these composing ele-
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ments (subsystems) of a single universal system make, together 
with the universal system itself, a unique sociospheric fractal1 . 
It can be best understood in the cultural-cum-civilizational con-
text, both with regard to the whole world system and to its com-
posing parts taken separately as self-sufficient cultural-cum-civ-
ilizational systems .

Understanding the global humankind and its composing parts 
as a fractal, holographically reflected in overlapping concepts of 
«culture», «civilization», «globalization» allows to see the ev-
ident in the concealed, the large in the small, and the small in 
the large, the accidental in the regular, and the regular in the 
accidental, the particular in the generic and the generic in the 
particular, the insignificant in the significant and the significant 
in the insignificant, etc . This is of principal importance for our 
understanding of the global world and of the social relations in 
their diversity and contrariety . Another words, the world should 
now be seen not in «black and white», but in color, or, not «uni-
dimensionally», but «multidimensionally» . The language, to 
reflect adequately this new vision of the global world, should 
also include the needed terminology . The notion of «cultur-
al-cum-civilizational systems» is a complex category that can 
help to understand the humankind as a whole and its structural 
elements (first of all, states and their alliances) in their unity and 
diversity .

Without going into details of various cultural-cum-civiliza-
tional systems, let me dwell on the principal differences between 
them . Under cultural-cum-civilizational systems I mean self-suf-
ficient holistic social structures that, on the one hand, are com-
pletely different as far as the basic parameters of culture are con-
cerned . The presence of numerous discrepancies is accompanied 

1  Fractal is a material, graphic, or other object characterized by fractal di-
mension and by replication (self-similarity) of all its composing parts, which 
differ from one another only at their scales . A fractal reflects also a principle of 
generating various solids, patterns, or abstract schemes, when a bigger form re-
peats a smaller one within it . Considering the global humankind a fractal opens 
new ways for understanding the holism of the fragmented world and of inde-
pendence, even self-sufficiency, of its separated fragments, of the composing 
parts of the whole . One can easily trace unity in diversity, and diversity in unity .
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by the existence of some dominating components, common for 
the whole society, such as language, religion, or ideology . On 
the other hand, these structures are characterized by relatively 
uniformed manifestations of the common civilizational connec-
tions and relations in the different parts of such structures . 

It should be mentioned that any social community occupies 
this or that specific territorial space . Not always it can be clear-
ly demarcated in its ultimate limits (basic contours), but it can 
easily be identified on a geographic map of Earth, for example, 
within the borders of a national territorial unity, a concrete state, 
or alliances of states . Historians use several established terms to 
designate such territories: «region», «area», «ecumene»1, or, 
as an ultimate territorial body, «the whole world», the planet 
as a whole . In the context of my article it is enough to stay at the 
level of ecumenes, because such territories are usually occupied 
by large modern states, or by integrative social systems, repre-
sented, for instance, by the European Union .

Talking specifically about cultural-cum-civilizational ecumenes, 
I will focus on their territorial borders . Within these borders, 
the civilizational unity of the ecumenes can be seen in spite of 
cultural diversity of various social bodies . Contemporary world 
sociosystem is composted of the 18 clearly demarcated cultur-
al-cum-civilizational ecumenes: 1) West European; 2) East Euro-
pean; 3) Russian; 4) Near Eastern; 5) Middle Eastern; 6) Central 
Asian; 7) Asian (South East); 8) Indian; 9) Chinese; 10) Jap-
anese; 11) Pacific; 12) Australian (including New Zealand); 
13) North American; 14) Central American; 15) South Amer-
ican; 16) North African; 17) Central African; 18) South African .

This list, of course, does not mean that there can be no other 
approaches and taxonomies [see: Global Studies .… 2014: 66–75] . 
But it lets one to look at the contemporary world from an unusu-
al angle and to see it anew . Some of the above-listed ecumenes, 
for example, the North American, the West European, the Rus-
sian, the Chinese, the Indian, and the Japanese, are easily iden-

1  Here ecumene (from Greek οἰκουμένη — populate) means the largest pos-
sible territorial fragment of the earth’s surface, which includes, as a rule, several 
regions .
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tified, as well as their territories . As for the others, there can be 
questions raised about their border contours and the countries 
embraced by them . For this study such details are not very im-
portant and they can be put aside for future explorations . The 
same is true about the like ecumenes of the past . Their number 
and location may vary depending on a given period of human 
history . It is also important to stress that temporal parameters of 
such ecumenes (the time of their emergence, living and extinc-
tion) are, in a way, conventional . From the viewpoint of history 
they can be short- or long-living; their territorial location is not 
defined once and forever; the borders of cultural-cum-civiliza-
tional ecumenes can be either stable enough, or moving .

I differentiate between specific cultural-cum-civilizational sys-
tems not in order to compare them from the position of «better» 
and «worse», but to find out their peculiar characteristces and the 
opportunities for their cultural and civilizational interaction . 
The more culturally and civlizationally alike different peoples are, 
the easier and the more actively they create atmosphere of mutu-
al understanding and cooperation . For example, the cultures of 
Europe, North America, Australia and even, with some reser-
vation, Japan, differ (sometimes, significantly) from each other, 
but these ecumenes are highly developed civilizationally, and this 
makes their cultural-cum-civilizational systems able to interact 
on many issues . These significantly different social systems have 
similar bases for interaction and cooperation . Together they, on 
sufficient grounds, can be described via a generic term «West», as 
L . I . Grinin and A . V . Korotaev demonstrate in their research [Gri-
nin, Korotayev 2014: 14–31] . Last years one can observe how 
China, India, Russia and Brazil, having independent cultures 
and increasing their pace of civilizational development, also join 
the ranks of the countries who strengthen and enhance cultur-
al-cum-civilizational connections and constructive cooperation 
[see: The BRICS … 2015; Kwang 2013] .

Western (technogenic, capitalist) model of cultural-cum-civi-
lizational development is characterized by aspiration for master-
ing the forces and the resources of nature, accompanied by ac-
celeration of scientific and technological progress, by increasing 
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anthropogenic pressure on the environment, by constant trans-
formation of social ties and relations . As for the East (or, broad-
er — “non-West”), it is normally associated with traditionalism 
and cultural continuity, with a trend not to interfere natural pro-
cesses and the natural course of events . Here the collective ele-
ment traditionally dominates; the West is dominated by the in-
dividual element . That is why a person in the East is more prone 
to adapt to the existing sociopolitical environment, not to trans-
form it in accordance with the Western mentality . One can finally 
say that in the East (as well as, in many aspects, in Russia) the 
emphasis is on culture, while in the West — on civilization [Chu-
makov, Gay 2016: 9–21] .

This brief comparison of the Western and the Eastern types of 
social development lets me conclude that as soon as we observe 
the world from the viewpoint of its fractality, distingquishing 
its cultural-cum-civilizational systems (ecumenes), everything 
what we traditionally call independent cultures and civiliza-
tions can be easily arranged along a specific, visible line and po-
sitioned within the contemporary global picture of the world . 
The most valuable result of this analysis is that social conflicts 
and upheavals represented by “color revolutions”, sanctions, 
etc ., are no more seen as something accidental . Their true na-
ture becomes clear in the course of interaction and collision of 
various cultural-cum-civilizational systems .

Coming back to the «instablity belt» around the West Euro-
pean cultural-cum-civilizational ecumene, I would like to sug-
gest that it was called into existence by a direct contact (in fact, 
by a conflict) of this ecumene with its bordering North African, 
Middle Eastern and East European cultural-cum-civilizational 
ecumenes, located at the other layers of civilizational develop-
ments . Due to some historical, economic, sociocultural and oth-
er reasons, they have more authoritarian systems of government, 
less developed civic institutions and civil societies, less emphasis 
is put on universal values, on recognizing and observing human 
rights . As a result, increasing globalization and growing technical 
capabilities, which enhance mutual dependence and social mobili-
ty, informational transparency and the level of educational, more 
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people in the countries, located in the proximity of Western Eu-
rope, have direct experience of a higher quality of living . They 
question not so much cultural, as civlizational achievements of 
their social systems . People increasingly try to change their way 
of life . Unable to find the required opportunities at home they 
choose emigration, trying to escape unrest, tyranny, and poverty 
and to obtain stability, legal protection, and relative welfare . Last 
years Europe is virtually flooded by immigrants . According to a 
single decision of the European Commission on 27 May 2015, 
forty thousand refugees from Africa and Middle East, who came 
mostly illegally through Italy and Greece, should be moved to the 
other member states of the European Union to be evenly distrib-
uted within two years [The EC … 2015] . This state of affairs in 
Europe is increasingly resisted by some states (France, the Czech 
Republic, Poland, etc .) and by the broader public . For example, 
there were mass protests in Slovakia . On 20 June 2013 a protest 
action against growing number of immigrants from the Muslim 
countries of North Africa and Middle East in Europe gathered 
ten thousand people . The protesters shouted out slogans like 

“Slovakia for the Slovaks” and tore the flag of the European 
Union apart [In Bratislava … 2015] .

This problem has one more aspect . Not everyone can leave 
the countries that border the European ecumene, but the num-
ber of the unsatisfied grows constantly . When it reaches a criti-
cal mass, the condition becomes favorable for “color revolutions” 
to begin . This is true not only for the states of North Africa 
and Middle East, not just for Georgia and Ukraine, but also for 
Moldova, Belarus, Armenia, potentially also Azerbaijan and, at 
some extent, even for Russia . Not everything is fine in Europe 
itself . The closer to the borders of its ecumene, i .e ., to a cultur-
al-cum-civilizational fracture, the less stable socioeconomic and 
political situation are . This is confirmed not only by Portuguese 
and Balkan experience, but also by the problems in Spain and 
Italy, potentially — in the Baltic republics, not mentioning the 
last financial crisis in Greece .

The cultural-cum-civilizational fault line between Russian 
and Central Asian cultural-cum-civilizational systems (ec-
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umenes) is especially interesting . Apart from the religious 
factor that enhances differences between the systems, the 
Central Asian republics (as well as Russia) are breakaway frag-
ments of a formerly single Soviet cultural-cum-civilization-
al system . Now they are to drift, being heavily influenced by 
the other Islamic countries within their ecumene, as well as 
by Russian, Chinese and Western cultural-cum-civilization-
al systems . As a result, there are, so far, no firm foundations 
for further stable social development in the area . At the same 
time, the possibility for the emergence of social upheaval in-
creases along with the region being more and more involved 
into a geopolitical system, where the most influential global 
actors dominate .

Why there are no revolutionary processes in the border areas 
between such cultural-cum-civilizational systems (ecumenes) as 
Russian and Chinese, or Central African and South African? 
The answer is evident if one uses the above-mentioned anal-
ogy with the earth’s tectonic plates . There is no significant 
difference in their levels of civlizational development to create a 
strong enough tension at the borders of their cultural-cum-civili-
zational systems .

As for such ecumenes as North American, Central American, 
South American, Pacific, Australian, or Japanese, they are in a 
way guaranteed against “color revolutions” because of not bor-
dering (or nearly not bordering) the other cultural-cum-civili-
zational systems, mostly, because of oceans stretching between 
them . As for those, whose population actively travels and does 
business around the world (I mean, first of all, the U .S .A ., Can-
ada, Japan and Australia), they are civilizationally advanced 
enough not to beware of the “color revolutions” . Finally, there 
are specific cases of “color revolutions”, localized within respec-
tive ecumenes . These are events in the Philippines (1986), or 
Hong Kong (2014–2015), where historically justified hotbeds 
of increased civic activity confronted traditional local forms of 
government .

To conclude, I would like to stress that within the limits of 
a single article the analysis of such complicated issues cannot 
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be full and complete . It does not substitute, or exclude, anoth-
er approaches to the topic in question, being no more than an 
attempt to have a different vision of what is sensitive for nearly 
everyone now, but still remains underresearched .
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CONCERNING HUMAN UNDERSTANDING:  
PROBLEMS OF LANGUAGE 

IN A GLOBAL WORLD1

It was always an important task to build understanding be-
tween people speaking different languages . In the contempo-
rary global world it is absolutely necessary . What is problematic 
is not just translation quality and finding better ways to trans-
mit meanings of the texts . It is no less important how languag-
es used by interacting parties relate to each other and what the 
cultural and civilizational context of this interaction is .

Nowadays our planet is populated by more than seven billion 
people, not only principally different in terms of their racial and 
cultural backgrounds, languages, outlooks, ways of life, but also 
existing at different stages of cultural and civilizational devel-
opment . Contemporary humanity provides multiple examples 
of co-existence between high culture and civilized behavior of 
some people and social systems, on the one hand, and barbarian 
actions and living patterns, sometimes close to savagery, on the 
other hand . From the viewpoint of reaching mutual understand-
ing between different peoples, this fact plays no less important 
role than ethnic, cultural, or linguistic differences . It is hard to 
imagine a constructive conversation between a savage, a barbar-
ian and a civilized man, even in case they have a shared language . 
Nevertheless, it is the reality of our time, although we live in a 
world changing so quickly that we seem unable to catch up with it .

Our era’s peculiarity is that, starting from the end of the 20th 
century, the world community lives in the conditions of multi-as-
pect globalization, when nearly all spheres of social life become 
planet-wide2 . Language is, thus, the last serious obstacle for 

1  Europa Forum . Philosophie (EUFPH) . Bbulletin, # 65, Juli, 2016 . P . 68–77 .
2  Global Studies Encyclopedic Dictionary . Edited by Alexander N . Chuma-

kov, Ivan I . Mazour and William C . Gay . With a Foreword by Mikhail Gorbachev . 
Editions Rodopi B . V ., Amsterdam/New York, NY 2014 . XI, 531 . P . 239–240 .
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commercial, political, scientific and everyday communication be-
tween different countries and peoples . At the same time, glob-
al processes involve more and more people speaking different 
languages into tighter contacts . There is a growing need of a 
single language of international communication; this language 
is an objective reality, independently on whether someone likes it 
or not, or whether this phenomenon is positive or giving rise 
to new problems and difficulties .

The principal possibility of a single human language was 
seriously discussed in the era of Enlightenment . By that time 
the great geographic discoveries had laid foundations for eco-
nomic, political and cultural exchanges between different peo-
ples and continents; the demands for establishing and expanding 
such contacts had been growing exponentially . In accordance 
with the scale of expansion of single countries, their languages 
(such as English, Spanish and Portuguese) used to spread . This 
was a regional solution for communication issues, but the prob-
lem remained unresolved globally, though, it was not topical 
at that time .

By the middle of the 19th century the real globalization origi-
nating in the era of the great geographic discoveries, had trans-
formed the global world into a closed system in terms of the 
main parameters of social life . It put forward new tasks and pri-
orities making the need for a single international communica-
tion language to be felt more intensely . By that moment the vol-
ume of world trade and capital transfer had grown abruptly and 
political relations had reached the global level . On account of 
these reasons, together with specific developmental patterns of 
various countries and their roles in particular spheres of social 
life, some languages occupied concrete positions . Some of them 
became internationalized . For example, French became the lan-
guage of diplomacy, German the language of philosophy, English 
became the means for interpersonal communication .

Analyzing the distribution of functions between the men-
tioned European languages and the world experience in gener-
al, one can conclude that strengthening or loosening positions 
of the language of this or that people, as well as their expansion 
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and significance, derives from this people’s economic, political 
and socio-cultural development .

The issue of direct connection between language and culture 
is important and deserves special attention . Culture expresses 
the essence and character of each people in the best way, doing 
this via language . Each culture is unique, unrepeatable and al-
ways aspires to advance itself . Since the natural language is the 
core of any culture, strengthening its position and securing its 
higher status among other languages has always meant, means, 
and will mean a continuation of struggle between separate cul-
tures . This struggle will hardly ever stop or become less intense . 
Moreover, increasing globalization makes it stronger, because 
globalization not just standardizes relations, but also sharpens 
and increases immanent conflicts between different cultures 
through shortening distances between them, which they kept to 
protect their authenticity and originality1 . 

The events in the post-Soviet Ukraine, caused mostly by con-
tradictions in the sphere of using the Ukrainian and Russian lan-
guages, or, for example, linguistic problems in Latvia and Es-
tonia, where the Russophone population would like to broaden 
opportunities for using the native tongue, are not the only cases 
to serve as examples . Separatisms in Spanish Catalonia, Canadi-
an Quebec or in the Xinjiang Uyghur autonomous region of the 
PNC are also based on serious cultural and linguistic problems . 
The same could be said about many ethnic conflicts, caused by 
linguistic issues along with religious and cultural contradictions . 
It is unimportant, whether one talks about Middle East, Cen-
tral Asia, the Asia Pacific or the Balkans — language differenc-
es everywhere contribute not so much to integration, but to 
differentiation and separation of the conflicting parties .

In this light, it is evident that to understand adequately what 
goes on in the world we need to analyze the cultural aspects of 
globalization, including serious linguistic problems . The point 
is that integration processes impact on the linguistic map of 
the planet as a whole and on the separate national languages . 

1  Chumakov A . N . Philosophy of Globalization . Selected articles . — М .: 
MAX-PRESS, 2010 . P . 62–74 .
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The latter, in their turn, endlessly develop and evolve under the 
influence of multiple external factors . As a result, the most ac-
tive participants of globalization, first of all, the ‘golden billion’, 
get a good opportunity via the media to change human thinking 
across national borders and to influence the process of mutual 
influence of languages and cultures .

This could be observed on many examples from the East, 
North Africa, and Middle East and, in some aspects, from East Eu-
rope . In these regions ideas like freedom or human rights, for 
historical reasons, remain underdeveloped and interpreted dif-
ferently than in the West . Under the conditions of increasing 
globalization, this fact becomes especially important, because 
accelerated introduction of liberal ideas into the minds of un-
prepared people, living under the conditions of undeveloped, or 
even absent civil society, makes tremendous masses of people 
move, thus engendering chaos, violence and turmoil . 

Ideas and concepts loaned from the other languages, can, in 
special circumstances and in other cultures and socio-political 
contexts, become serious detonators for deep social chang-
es . A famous scholar of the issues in question, S . Huntington, 
proves this . Writing on the issue of language-culture nexus, he 
mentions that the process of economic globalization requires 
also global culture, global language and appropriate values . 
He also stresses that we observe expansion and international-
ization of the cultural values and ideology of the Western in-
telligentsia . This process is mediated by various foundations, 
academic communities, non-governmental organizations and 
international bodies, having social or cultural missions . An-
other trend is connected with the increasing spread of mass 
culture . Its main source is ‘McWorld’ (B . Barber’s term)1 . Hun-
tington qualifies this process as «westernization», for, to his 
mind, mass culture has Western, more specifically — American, 
roots2 . 

1  Barber B . R . Jihad Vs . McWorld . — The Atlantic Monthly — 1992 — 
Vol . 269, № . 3 . — P . 52–66 . 

2  См . Хантингтон С . Столкновение цивилизаций . — М .: ООО «Изда-
тельство АСЕ», 2003 . С . 115–119 .
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The above-mentioned processes are, of course, interconnected 
and English seems to be the dominating factor here . This is the 
reason why discussions about the role of English and the place 
for the other languages in the international system do not be-
come less fierce and even increase . Finally the growing cold war 
threat to the contemporary world also contributes to the issue .

In this situation the natural languages are necessarily rated in 
accordance with their popularity and influence . Most likely, in 
the foreseeable future, apart from the eventual rise of the single 
language of international communication and the strengthen-
ing of its positions, the most widespread languages will intensely 
fight for their right to have regional or even local status . The rest 
will be preoccupied with the problems of their own survival . 
We could only divert these trends, or stop the processes of glo-
balization, at the expense of planetary upheavals and universal 
collapse . Thus, humankind has no other choice but to find effec-
tive methods of mutual understanding and interaction between 
different countries and peoples . In the global world without 
a single language of international communication this would be, 
in fact, impossible . 

For a while, there was an illusion that under the conditions 
of increasing globalization the multiplicity of natural lan-
guages would be replaced with a single synthetic artificial lan-
guage . In the spheres of technical, business, military and other 
similar activities, artificial languages had been widely used, for 
example, the Morse code, created in 1837 . There were hopes 
with regard to Esperanto — an international language, made 
up in 1887 . This language was spreading quickly to reach the 
peak of its popularity by the middle of the 20th century1 .

But with the development of computer technologies and 
high-tech navigation systems, the Morse code lost its signifi-
cance . Esperanto did not justify the hopes of those who believed 

1  Проблемы международного вспомогательного языка: [Сборник ста-
тей] / АН СССР . Ин-т языкознания; [Отв . ред . М . И . Исаев] . М .: Наука, 
1991 . 263 с .;  Линс Ульрих . Опасный язык : Книга о преследованиях эспе-
ранто / Ульрих Линс; [Пер . с эсперанто В . Ароловича и др .] . М .: Права 
человека; Импэто, 1999 . 575 с .
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in it either . Artificial languages are good and even needful to 
solve specific tasks in some spheres of human activity, but they 
lack spirituality and will always be subsidiary to the natural lan-
guages, engendering them . In other words, they will be, overtly 
or covertly, only a complimenting element, satellites of the natu-
ral languages . The problem is not just that an artificial language 
can not compete a living, natural one in terms of richness of se-
mantic nuances and turns of speech, but that a language, torn 
from its cultural context and from the specific socio-economic 
and political conditions of human life, soon becomes dead and 
impractical . As a result, the world experience shows that all at-
tempts to make up a single language of international communi-
cation face insurmountable obstacles of objective nature . 

Growing economic and political influence of the English-speak-
ing countries and their increasing cultural impact, especially after 
the Second World War, made Esperanto surrender its position to 
English . After the beginning of the information revolution and 
the emergence of the Internet, where most information was pre-
sented in English, Esperanto had to give up altogether . By the 
end of the 20th century Esperanto lost its significance and prospect 
for development as a language of international communication .

Thus, humankind has no alternative but to choose one of the 
natural languages . And this choice is not something specially 
thought over, calculated or made after consideration of alter-
natives . This choice is objective and cannot be changed via ne-
gotiations or voting of the interested parties . And since, due to 
above-mentioned reasons, such natural languages as German, 
French and Spanish, failed to fulfill the tasks of the universal lan-
guage even in specific spheres, this role was naturally transmitted 
to English1 .

English moved to the foreground in the sphere of science 
and technology, because no scientific discovery, invention, or 
serious idea can nowadays be internationally recognized with-
out an English translation .

As for the national languages, they definitely lose some 
developmental dynamics, but this is an objective reality to be 

1  http://teach-learn .narod .ru/languages .htm 
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just taken into account . There are about 6500 languages in the 
world now; of them, 2000 are spoken by less than 1000 peo-
ple . Scholars suggest that to survive a language needs about 
100,000 speakers . There are slightly more than 400 languages 
considered in danger now . They are spoken by small numbers 
of aged people and will most likely disappear with the death of 
their last native speakers .1 

According to some estimation, up to 80% of the existing 
languages may be extinct by the end of the 21st century .2 Da-
vid Crystal, a world-known authority on languages, writes that 
this would mean a true humanitarian and social catastrophe, 
because the extinction of a language is always an irreplaceable 
social loss; any language is a national history treasure and the 
main indicator of national authenticity .3

Still, a universal language as the means of communication 
becomes in the contemporary world more and more not a ca-
price, but a demand of the time and a necessary precondition for 
the formation of the global civilization . Objective circumstanc-
es are defining; they prompt, and, in case of discontent, strictly 
dictate their choice, on this occasion, in favor of English . One 
may agree or disagree, but currently no one is able to do busi-
ness outside one’s country, or to participate in international re-
lations without knowing English . If humanity escapes a collapse 
and destruction of the existing planetary ties, contemporary 
multi-aspect globalization (not mentioning the total globaliza-
tion to replace it in the future) will leave countries and peoples 
ignoring the English language on the roadside of history .

The following extremely important questions can be formu-
lated in this light:

1 . What are the limits and perspectives of English, taking into 
consideration that a national culture lives as long as its 

1  http://teach-learn .narod .ru/languages .htm 
2  Global Studies Encyclopedic Dictionary . Edited by Alexander N . Chuma-

kov, Ivan I . Mazour and William C . Gay . With a Foreword by Mikhail Gorbachev . 
Editions Rodopi B . V ., Amsterdam/New York, NY 2014 . XI, 531 . P . 317 .

3  Кристалл Д . Английский язык как глобальный . М .: Весь мир, 2001 . 
С . 40–41 .
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language stays alive? Since language and culture are two 
sides of one coin, what culture is represented by global En-
glish? Does it mean that it transmits world culture, being 
an aggregated whole consisting of national cultures of all 
peoples living on Earth? 
It seems evident that there is no single answer here . Deb-
orah Cameron, a Linguistics Professor, stresses that now 
there is a trend of establishing shared norms of commu-
nications, speech genres and styles to achieve maximally 
effective communication .1 In practice, what is imposed 
is not another language, but another vision . It depends 
not so much on the multiplicity of languages, but on in-
commensurability of world outlooks transmitted by them . 
Thus, any language may serve as the means to enroot 
similar values and to build social identity . We can con-
clude that English becomes a ‘locally flavored globaliza-
tion product’ .

2 . What happens with the national languages in the countries, 
whose role and significance for the world economy, politics 
and culture increases?
It is evident that such languages can pretend to be no more 
than regional tongues, if they are not yet . It is their limit 
determined by the language of global communication .

3 . Finally, is sustainable development of humankind possible 
in the conditions of inevitable confrontation between the 
language of international communication and national lan-
guages? Answering this question is directly related to an-
swering the other, no less important, questions . How is the 
dialog of cultures possible in the contemporary world? Will 
nations, after cultivating their national authenticity for cen-
turies, switch to universal communication?

A Russian scholar, Irina V . Ivakhniuk, mentions that the 
spread of the ‘second native language’ confronts a natural hu-
man need for national authenticity, an aspiration to use one’s 
native language, learned in early childhood, in all situations . 

1  Cameron, Deborah; Block, David (2002) . Globalization and language 
teaching . London New York: Routledge .
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People have to learn a foreign language, while not everyone has 
the necessary capabilities, resources and time for doing this .1

The universal spread and the imposing of the English lan-
guage add two more aspects to the problem . First, English is na-
tive for many people, and they are in a favorable position under 
the conditions of globalization: in particular, there is no need for 
them to learn any other language in addition . Second, English is 
often associated with the US policy and value system imposed by 
this state . Millions of people have a feeling of protest and even 
indignation .2

So, what is common for many states, where people speaking 
different languages are unequal, becomes global due to global-
ization . Native speakers of the dominant (official, formally or 
not) language are in the advantageous position; their native lan-
guage is enough within their country . People, who, apart from 
their native language, are obliged to learn the dominant one, are 
in the middle position . And at the bottom there are those speak-
ing only one language belonging to this or that minority; they 
have no chance at decent education, career, and access to cultural 
achievements of the other peoples . With the spread of English, 
everyone for whom it is not native falls into this category .

Russia is a bright example . It has a rich national culture, 
and world- level achievements in science, literature, art and 
sports . At the same time, Russia’s place in the world communi-
cation space is not adequate to its achievements, as soon as nat-
ural language is concerned, i .e . in the context of what is verbal 
or written . It should be mentioned that the situation is different 
in the areas where art language is used and translation is not re-
quired because everything is directly perceived visually or audi-
bly . Paintings and sculptures, music, sports, or ballet can easily 
be understood independently of linguistic environment, while 
academic texts, literature and poetry are not so easily perceptible . 
They lose most of their appeal in the process of translation, or 
simply become inaccessible for those speaking other languages . 

1  Ивахнюк И . В . Язык как фактор интеграции мигрантов / Проблема 
языка в глобальном мире . — М .: Проспект, 2015 . С . 39 .

2  Там же . С . 40 .
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And this is a reality we should take into account . At the level of 
everyday communication there are even more problems . They 
can be found in Europe, according to Noam Chomsky: “There’s 
another problem in Europe, it’s extremely racist . I’ve always felt 
that Europe is probably more racist than the United States . It 
wasn’t as visible in Europe because the European populations 
in the past tended to be pretty homogeneous . So if everybody is 
blonde and blue-eyed, then you don’t seem racist, but as soon as 
the population begins to change racism comes out of the wood-
work . Very fast . And that’s a serious cultural problem in Eu-
rope .”1

Another famous scholar working on this issue, the Russian 
philosopher Abessalom A . Guseinov, analyzes the impact of 
contemporary communication on the future of the global con-
vergence of peoples . Guseinov writes that two recent historical 
events make us come back to the topic of dialog of cultures, in-
cluding a new approach to its very possibility . The first one is 
that the president of France and the chancellor of Germany have 
recognized the failure of the policy of multiculturalism . The sec-
ond is mass uprising in the countries of North Africa and Mid-
dle East . These are the same masses, whose representatives 
turned out to be insensitive to multiculturalism in the European 
countries . Guseinov thinks that these events are not directly mu-
tually connected but are internally somehow linked .2 His ideas 
are hard to disagree with, unless one turns the blind eye to the 
most acute social problems in Europe .

To conclude, I would like to mention that there are hardly any 
exact and correct solutions for the issues in question . Dynamics 
and direction of the global development, as well as the destiny 
of humankind, are not limited to a single scenario . At the same 
time, it seems evident that the problem of constructing a single 

1  http://www .euronews .com/2015/04/17/chomsky-says-us-is-world-s-big-
gest-terrorist/

2  Гусейнов А . А . Диалог культур: пределы культурологического анали-
за // Диалог культур в условиях глобализации . XI Международные Ли-
хачевские научные чтения 12–13 мая 2011 г . Т . 1 . Доклады . СПб ., 2011 . 
С . 61 .
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language for all countries and peoples will only become more im-
portant, engendering new contradictions, especially in the con-
text of its impact on the national languages .

As for increasing struggle between the natural languages for 
the right to dominate, to occupy a higher position or just to ex-
ist, this task can not be resolved through the regulation of social 
life, which international relations are based on now . The prob-
lem can be leveled, if not finally solved, through building the 
appropriate structure of global governance . It should not be re-
duced to establishing some special world government, which is 
much talked about by the academic community . I mean building 
the most complex system of world governance, with all necessary 
elements, including a single language of communication . The 
most important points are, no doubt, universal moral norms and 
the global law to be the foundation for all the global branch-
es of government, such as the legislative, executive and judicial . 
But this topic is beyond the scope of this presentation . 
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DIGITALIZATION AND GLOBALIZATION1

The modern era is characterized in different ways . But for the 
most part, it is correlated with the information explosion and 
digital technologies, as well as with threats from military con-
flicts, technological disasters, international terrorism, the rapid 
growth of the Earth’s population and the increase in anthropo-
genic impact on the environment . All this, both at the level of 
mass consciousness and in the scientific community, is associat-
ed, on the one hand, with the information and technological rev-
olution and the rapid digitalization of various spheres of public 
life, and, on the other hand, with the increasing momentum of 
globalization .

This raises a number of fundamental questions:
 — What is digitalization, and how does it change our lives?
 — How to understand globalization and its impact on society?
 — Are globalization and digitalization connected, and if so, 
how?

 — Finally, how to relate to all this, and what awaits us in the 
future?

The nature and essence of digitalization

So, what is digitalization, which is being introduced geomet-
rically in all spheres of human activity today and literally in real 
time is changing our lives? Is there already a global digital space, 
and what does the most developed countries and the largest IT 
companies in the world have to do with it?2 . 

1  Presentation at The International conference on Digitalization and Phi-
losophy (Essen University, Germany, November 1–3, 2019) . The research was 
carried out with the financial support of the Russian Foundation for Basic Re-
searches (RFBR) in the framework of the research project No . 19-511-93002 .

2  Top global market trends and predictions for 2016 and beyond / KPMG // 
Key findings from KPMG’s Global Sourcing Advisory 4Q2015 Pulse Survey . 
February 2016 . — [Electronic resource] — access Mode: https://assets .kpmg .com/
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Without going into special programming details and techni-
cal details of electronic methods of transmitting information, 
we restrict ourselves to a working definition of the concept of 
“digitalization” . At the same time, we single out a narrow and 
broad meaning in it . This will be enough to reveal the stated 
topic of the report .

In the narrow (literal) sense of the word, digitalization is un-
derstood as such a transformation of information when it ac-
quires a digital expression, i .e . recorded (encoded) through 
certain operations with numbers . This is precisely the basis, the 
starting point of digital technologies, which are a combination 
of methods and tools to achieve the desired result using infor-
mation expressed in digital format .

Another (broader) meaning of the term digitalization also 
includes the applied aspect, when digital technologies with the 
aim of solving practical problems are everywhere introduced 
into various spheres of public life: industry, economics, science, 
education, culture . As a result, computer equipment, the In-
ternet, modern technologies that are developing on a digital 
basis, provide many advantages in solving various problems . In 
particular, the work of all kinds of technical and social systems 
is optimized, production costs are reduced, resources, time, etc . 
are saved . Along with this, new types of labor and creative ac-
tivity appear, which become a satellite and an integral part of 
the economy . All this leads to an increase in the share of the ser-
vices sector in the gross product and is characterized by a struc-
tural shift in most developed economies of the world . This type 
of economy is now called “digital” .

The term “digital economy” was first coined in 19951 . Howev-
er, the very idea and foundations of such an economy are rooted 
in the 1960s . It was then that scientific and technological prog-
ress, which took the form of an information technology revolu-

content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2016/02/top-global-market-trends-and-predictions .pdf . 
World Development Report 2016 .

1  Don Tapscott . (1995), The Digital Economy: Promise and Peril in The Age 
of Networked Intelligence, McGraw-Hill, 1995; Negroponte N . Being Digital / 
N . Negroponte . — NY: Knopf, 1995 .
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tion, served as an impetus for the emergence of new ideas and 
concepts that described this situation . We note only a few of 
the most significant concepts that were already widely known 
at that time, which spoke of the advent of a new era in the de-
velopment of society . Different authors called this new qual-
ity of society differently, calling it “post-industrial” (D . Bell, 
G . Kahn), “super-industrial”, “computer” (A . Toffler), “infor-
mation” (J . Furastier, A . Turen ), “Technotronic” (Z . Brzezins-
ki, J .-J . Servan- Schreiber) .

Thus, it is important to emphasize that digitalization is a 
natural result of scientific and technological progress, as a re-
sult of which it has replaced informatization and computeriza-
tion1 . The latter were mainly associated with the use of computer 
technology, computers and information technology . Their main 
task was to increase the computational, controlling and manage-
rial abilities of a person . Digitalization, unlike informatization, 
solves more complex problems, since:

 — digital systems have independence of action;
 — they can analyze and predict, while choosing the most op-
timal solutions;

 — they can perform the tasks that the user poses before them .
So, if informatization allows you to create, for example, elec-

tronic textbooks, then digitalization makes it possible to have 
already interactive publications and systems that adapt to a spe-
cific user .

Creating a digital economy for many countries is today a ma-
jor goal and strategic objective . As a result, essentially a new 
paradigm is being formed not only of qualitatively different eco-
nomic structures and relations, but also of planetary dynamics as 
a whole, where digitalization is the main trend . Thus, it becomes 
the driver of world social development, as a result of which the 
mobility of transnational communications is significantly in-
creased, the international division and labor efficiency are grow-
ing, and the quality of life of an increasing number of people is 
significantly improving . This allows us to consider digitalization 

1  The Digital Revolution (timeline), Steven E . Schoenherr, 2004 / http://
history .sandiego .edu/gen/recording/digital .html 
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now not only as a global process, which every day more and 
more subjugates the planet, but taking into account the intensive 
space exploration, the whole near-Earth space1 .

Genesis and social aspects of globalization

And here we are faced with the need to address another seem-
ingly different, but in fact closely related to digitalization topic . 
We are talking about globalization, which since the end of the 
twentieth century has also been at the center of scientific and 
broad public attention . Around this unprecedented phenome-
non, which now covers literally the entire planet, there are sharp, 
sometimes fierce discussions, mutually exclusive assessments 
and irreconcilable differences in understanding both the nature 
and the various consequences of this phenomenon . 

Globalization is understood as an objective historical process, 
where scientific and technological progress plays a key role, or 
as a special project developed and implemented in its interests by 
certain forces and specific actors of international relations . Some 
attribute the history and causes of globalization to ancient times, 
others to the Renaissance or Modern Times . And, according to the 
third, globalization did not begin at all until the 20th century . 
At the same time, some see an inextricable link and interdepen-
dence between globalization, global problems and scientific and 
technological progress, while others do not see such a link or do 
not attach due importance to it2 . 

Why it happens? We indicate only two of the most important reasons .
Firstly, because global studies, as an area of   interdisciplinary 

knowledge of the global world, global processes and all kinds 
of consequences of globalization, has not yet become wide-
spread . It began to take shape only from the last quarter of 
the 20th century and today, although it has already acquired 

1  Slyusarev, Khusyainov 2018 — Slyusarev V . V ., Кhusyainov T . M . The 
Digital revolution, and existential crisis of personality // Age of Globaliza-
tion, 2018, No . 4 . P . 145–151 .

2  Global Studies Encyclopedic Dictionary . Edited by Alexander N . Chuma-
kov, Ivan I .  Mazour and William C . Gay . With a Foreword by Mikhail Gor-
bachev . Editions Rodopi B . V ., Amsterdam/New York, NY, 2014 . P . 229–242 .
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completely finished forms, it is still in the stage of active forma-
tion as a special area of   modern scientific knowledge . Hence, it 
is regrettable to note the fact that global studies, as a separate 
discipline and a special subject of instruction, are practically ab-
sent today not only in schools, but even in universities . And this 
to a greater or lesser extent applies to all countries .

However, taking into account the growing processes of glo-
balization and their unprecedented influence on social life, 
global studies should not only have a place, but also pay in-
creased attention to the education system . Without this, the 
general public, and especially those who are just entering the al-
ready established global world, will not have a properly formed 
global worldview, global thinking . And, therefore, there will be 
no adequate understanding of what kind of world we live in and 
what we must do to keep our planet, at least, suitable for life .

In this regard, it is important to keep in mind a valuable meth-
odological remark about the need to look at a complex system 
not only from the side of its parts, but also vice versa — at its 
parts from the side of the whole . In the context of globalization, 
this becomes a categorical imperative . Without such a turn in 
understanding large-scale, extremely complex objects, which, 
in fact, is the modern world, it is impossible to form a global 
worldview . For the same reason, discussions about the nature 
and essence of globalization cannot be expected to end soon .    

Secondly, and this may be the main reason for the vast ma-
jority of discussions about globalization — globalization di-
rectly or indirectly concerns every inhabitant of the planet . It 
involves in its circulation all social systems and, above all, the 
subjects of international relations: national states, transnational 
corporations, all kinds of international organizations, etc . Thus, 
globalization is becoming a field of fierce struggle and confron-
tation of various interests in all spheres of public life without 
exception: from ideology and politics to economics and finance, 
from culture and the education system, to propaganda and the 
media .

Leaving aside (for lack of time) a critical analysis of various 
points of view on the understanding of globalization, we for-
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mulate a brief definition, which I will adhere to later in my dis-
cussion of globalization and digitalization .

So, globalization is an objective historical process of the 
formation of planetary structures, connections and relations 
in various spheres of public life .

It is important to emphasize here that globalization is only 
one of the global processes along with those that take place in 
the geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere and biosphere . The pe-
culiarity of globalization is that it originated and flows in the 
social sphere .

Globalization has always been based on economic and geopo-
litical interests . And so it has been, since the era of the Great Geo-
graphical Discoveries .

And what happened before that? Until this time, there was no 
globalization . People did not represent any kind of integrity on 
a planetary scale . So, until the middle of the first millennium BC, 
they lived on a locally limited scale, entering only into local ties 
and relationships . Then came the era of regional events, ties and 
relations, which lasted until the end of the 15th century .

And only since the end of the XV century did truly global ties 
and relationships really begin to establish . Thus came the era of 
real globalization . Developing progressively, it eventually (by the 
end of XIX — early XX century) finally pulled into its turn, such 
fundamental spheres of social life as Economics and politics . 
Therefore, from that time we should talk about fundamental 
globalization .

Finally, from the middle of the twentieth century, man began to 
actively explore space, and scientific and technological progress 
moved into the phase of the information technology revolution . 
Since then, global ties and relations have spread to all spheres 
of public life, and globalization has become multifaceted . At the 
same time, modern humanity can be likened to a holistic patch-
work quilt that completely covers the body of the planet .

So, no matter how anyone relates to globalization, it is diffi-
cult to disagree with the fact that it has become an integral part 
and the main trend of modern historical development . And, 
moreover, it cannot stop or at least go into decline, moreover, 
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it cannot be canceled by anyone . Globalization cannot also be 
“American”, “Western” or whatever else, not to mention “manag-
ing” it, which is widely discussed by those who are poorly versed 
in the nature of global processes . Supporters of such views can 
only be advised to learn how to first control the air masses or, 
for example, waves in the ocean . . . At the same time, one should 
bear in mind the real situation in the world community, when 
there is no single center of decision-making and concerted ac-
tion in overcoming at least some of the problems that are called 
global and equally threaten the whole of humanity .

The cumulative effect of globalization and digitalization

Now we come to the main issue of our topic — the relation-
ship between digitalization and globalization .

It is important to emphasize here that, involving more and 
more new spheres and directions of human activity, globaliza-
tion from the very beginning turned out to be closely connect-
ed with science and technology . Thus, the development of global 
communications and the intensification of international mobili-
ty are an important factor in accelerating scientific and techno-
logical progress . At the same time, scientific and technologi-
cal progress from the very beginning has been and remains a 
distinctive trend of globalization . And now, when globalization 
has become multi-faceted, its trend and distinguishing feature 
is digitalization . In essence, globalization and digitalization are 
two parallel and at the same time closely interconnected process-
es of a planetary scale .

Summing up, we can say that if globalization is the highest 
stage, the crown of global processes taking place in the inan-
imate, living and social spheres, then digitalization is the quin-
tessence of the information technology revolution or, what is 
also the most — the modern stage of scientific and technological 
progress . Combining, mutually conditioning and complementing 
each other, these two vectors, the two main trends of the mod-
ern era (globalization and digitalization) generate a cumulative 
effect, the manifestation of which we now see in such social phe-
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nomena as “color revolutions”, external interference in the elec-
toral processes of sovereign States, international terrorism, a 
global surge in cybercrime, etc .by their nature, these phenomena 
are, of course, purely social . But it is globalization and digitali-
zation (and only taken together) that provide the appropriate 
opportunities and turn out to be the environment in which these 
processes can only take place . This cumulative effect, generated 
by the interaction of globalization and digitalization, can be lik-
ened to the property of “rattling gas” — an explosive mixture of 
hydrogen and oxygen . Hydrogen and oxygen in themselves are 
not dangerous, but when combined together, they explode under 
the appropriate conditions .

On the threshold of “digital society”

So how new is this phenomenon and has it come as a sur-
prise to the world community? In fact, this state of Affairs was 
not formed immediately . By historical standards, it was formed, 
of course, quite quickly, but, nevertheless, the last two decades 
it took . And the prerequisites for the mutual influence of global-
ization and digitalization became obvious to a certain part of the 
scientific community even earlier, although the terms for these 
processes were not yet available . They will enter into circula-
tion in the 1990s . But already at the turn of the 1970s and 1980s, 
along with the technological breakthrough in the field of com-
puter technology and electronic equipment, there were relevant 
studies and high-profile publications . They talked about the 
advent of the information revolution and the dramatic changes 
that will lead to computer technology in a global world .

Here should be called the book of A . Toffler’s “Third Wave”, 
the twelfth report to the Club of Rome “Microelectronics and 
Society: for better or for worse”, the work of W . Dysard’s 

“The Advent of the Information Age”, the book of T . Stonier’s 
“Information Wealth: the Profile of the Post-industrial Econ-
omy”, a series of works by D . Bell, and especially his book 

“The Social Framework of the Information Society”, as well as 
the publications of R . Iris, A . Touraine, F . George, J .-J . Servan- 
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Schreiber, etc . By the efforts of these authors, a concept was 
formed to a large extent about the beginning of the information 
and technological revolution . And although the exact name for 
this revolution did not appear immediately, its main contours 
and characteristic features in the above works were already 
quite visible then .

For example, in 1980 the book of A . Toffler “The Third Wave” 
was published, where he, in particular, wrote that “computers 
will rebuild not only business, but also the structure of the fam-
ily, change the very essence of the production process”1 . Also in 
the twelfth report to the Club of Rome “Microelectronics and 
Society: for joy or sorrow,” published in 1982 under the editor-
ship of G . Friedrichs and A . Schaff, the information revolution 
and its connection with the global world were discussed2 . In it, in 
particular, it was noted that microelectronics will fundamentally 
transform the whole world, will allow solving seemingly insur-
mountable problems, including those of a global nature .

The appearance in the 1990s and the subsequent rapid spread 
of the Internet completed the formation of the “information 
society”, giving it a new digital dimension . So the term “digital 
society” appeared . A distinctive feature of such a society is that 
the information translated into numbers has become the basis 
of the latest technologies, the most important strategic resource 
and tool for influencing social and natural processes, and at all 
levels without exception — from local to global .

“Digital society” in axiological dimension

Serious qualitative transformations are taking place in the 
global digital society itself . In doing so, they bring both posi-
tive and negative changes and consequences . And it’s hard to say 
which ones prevail . However, it is more important that since glo-
balization and digitalization are objective processes by nature, 
it remains for us to accept this and make maximum use of the 

1  Toffler A. The Third Wave . N .Y .: William Morrow and Co ., 1980 . P . 86 .
2  Microelectronics and society . For better or for worse . A rep . to the Club 

of Rome / G . Friedrichs and A . Schaff, ed . Oxford etc .: Pergamon press, 1982 .
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positive results and opportunities that they provide . Moreover, 
where negative consequences cannot be prevented or avoided, 
they should be taken as something due and logical, bearing in 
mind that sometimes, it would seem, something completely 
unacceptable with a different approach, perception, attitude 
can turn into its opposite and become acceptable , or even it can 
become positive .

So, taking into account the results of the “cumulative effect” of 
the interaction of digitalization and globalization, it is difficult 
to underestimate the benefits that the “digital society” ultimately 
provides . All of this is quite clearly manifested, for example, in 
such areas of public life as economics, science, education, med-
icine, etc . The main advantages of digitalization, coupled with 
the opportunities that globalization presents, are the simplicity, 
accuracy and speed of production and receipt of goods, services 
and all kinds of information . It is also a more efficient organi-
zation of the work process and increase labor productivity, stor-
ing data in electronic format and getting rid of the abundance 
of paper documentation, expanding opportunities for analysis 
and forecasting, and finally, minimizing the influence of the 
human factor, etc . etc .

But with the information society came not only new oppor-
tunities, but also new problems, in particular, the information 
crisis . It appeared in the second half of the 20th century, when 
a stream of information literally swept a person, no longer suc-
cumbing to processing at an acceptable time . The question arose 
about the “information pollution”, “information ecology” of so-
ciety . It was then that they drew attention to the fact that the 
acceleration of the accumulation of the total volume of knowl-
edge occurs with amazing speed . So, it turned out that if at the 
beginning of the twentieth century the total volume of all in-
formation produced by mankind doubled every 50 years, and 
by 1950, doubling took place every 10 years, then by the end 
of the 20th century — every 5 years .

Then the global volume of only digitized information began to 
grow exponentially . According to IBS, “by 2003, the world had 
accumulated 5 exabytes of data (1 eB = 1 billion gigabytes) . By 
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2008, this volume increased to 0 .18 zettabytes (1 ST = 1024 ex-
abytes), by 2011 to 1 .76 zettabytes, and by 2013 to 4 .4 zettabytes . 
In May 2015, the global amount of data exceeded 6 .5 zetta-
bytes” . And by 2020, this figure, according to experts, has al-
ready reached more than 40 zettabytes1 .

All this heterogeneous and constantly updated information 
can no longer be processed by traditional methods and requires 
other approaches based on digital technologies . One of these 
technologies — “big data” (big data) has already been developed 
and is actively used . It is capable of storing and processing vir-
tually unlimited amounts of information . So, for example, Goo-
gle processes more data today every day than was created by 
mankind in its entire history before the advent of the Internet . 
No less interesting is another technological novelty- blockchain 
(block chain) . Its uniqueness lies in the fact that information 
about blocks combined in a single chain is stored on the com-
puters of many equal users . Entering the network, they connect 
to all other computers whose network is not tied to geography . 
It is important to emphasize at the same time that modern tech-
nologies are closely intertwined and mutually reinforcing, which 
makes them even more powerful means of cardinal changes in 
the lives of both individuals and the whole of humanity . And 
these changes are not at all unambiguous .

For example, the use of digital technologies and modern in-
formation resources for personal, antihuman and criminal pur-
poses poses a serious danger to the individual and society as a 
whole . And this is not only hacker attacks, computer terrorism 
or financial fraud . An increasingly sophisticated and common-
place is the invasion of privacy even within the framework of ex-
isting legislation, not to mention the criminal side of things . It is 
well known that even today digital technologies are actively used 
to collect and process personal data in relation to almost each of 
us, and without our consent . Such databases are possessed not 
only by powerful IT companies such as Google, Yandex, Face-
book, Instagram, but also by many other structures .

1  The World of big data in 8 terms . 24 August 2015 / https://rb .ru/howto/
big-data-in-8-terms/ 
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Special attention should be paid, in particular, to China’s pol-
icy in this area, where since 2014 the initially voluntary, but from 
2020 the mandatory system of individual rating of citizens has 
been working . The idea of this innovation is that through the 
latest technologies of collecting and processing information, all 
residents of the country are put under constant control . The sys-
tem is designed so that reliable citizens have serious advantages 
and privileges, while the unreliable have fewer rights, the lower 
their rating . And it is hardly worth considering this as a special 
case in a particular country .  “Today, this is happening in Chi-
na, and tomorrow — next to you — reasonably notes V . Elkina . — 
And the main questions about the future are not about technol-
ogy and Economics, they are about ethics . If we close our eyes 
to the problem, the reliability verification system will turn into a 
bullying system . Life will turn into an endless race for popularity 
and the highest rating”1 .

In such conditions, politicians and leaders of all stripes have 
great opportunities to manipulate the public consciousness, and 
the confrontation of political or economic competitors is accom-
panied by “information wars” . The catch phrase “who owns the 
information, owns the world” well conveys these changes caused 
by the “cumulative effect” of the interaction of digitalization 
and globalization .

Contours of the future society: from figure to person

We also note that the more the world community is drawn into 
the processes of globalization and digitalization, the more it, on 
the one hand, becomes a single whole, and on the other hand, 
differentiates . This duality manifests itself in almost all spheres 
of public life, but mainly in international relations2 .

Thus, due to the increase in information and communication 
capabilities, transnational economic, trade, social, cultural, rela-

1  Elkina V . New serious Chinese social experiment // RussiaPost, 02 .11 .2017 . — 
https://www .russiapost .su/archives/129125 

2  Chumakov A . N . Global world: clash of interests: monograph . — Moscow: 
Prospect, 2018 . P . 398–408 .
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tions and relationships are becoming ever more close . The inter-
national mobility in the field of science, education, sports, cul-
ture, tourism is increasing . And goods, finances and services are 
moving around the world now almost independently of national-
ity and state borders .

All this makes our planet for all of us a single common home, 
which has no alternative, and is unlikely to ever be . But what 
this house will be like, whether there will be mutual understand-
ing and agreement, finally, whether the Earth will become a 
Paradise or even turn into a hell — depends only on the people 
themselves, on their ability to negotiate and find joint solutions 
to common problems for all of us .

Assessing the current situation, we must admit that today the 
world community is still very far from heaven, but in hell, for-
tunately, the whole planet has not yet turned . And this means 
that everything is still not lost, and the chance, if not find a fi-
nal solution, then at least choose the right direction of world de-
velopment, remains . Moreover, such a chance will even increase 
if we correctly take advantage of the opportunities that digital 
technologies and modern globalization provide today .

However, along with integration, the world community is dif-
ferentiating at the same time, and its individual parts are striv-
ing for isolation . So, it would seem, contrary to the processes 
of globalization, attempts to isolate oneself from neighbors did 
not become an anachronism, although in reality they are . Exam-
ples of this kind are well known . So North and South Korea is 
divided by a wall . Israel is reinforcing defenses across the bor-
der with the hostile world of Islam, while the United States is 
building a wall on the border with Mexico, thus trying to fight 
illegal emigration . And this is far from all . The separatist senti-
ments of Catalonia, Scotland, Northern Ireland or muffled (for 
how long?) Conflicts of the same nature in Quebec, in the North 
Caucasus, in certain regions of China are a tendency opposite 
to the unity of the global world . Customs barriers, as a result of 
a clash of economic interests and trade wars, are essentially the 
same, only invisible walls . And there is no reason to believe that 
in the foreseeable future the situation with the isolation and 
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erection of barrage structures and walls will change for the 
better .

But what does this have to do with the information-technol-
ogy revolution and its quintessence — digitalization? The thing 
is that the higher the level of information and technical achieve-
ments of civilization, the more fragile and vulnerable it becomes . 
As the terrorist act of September 11, 2001 shows, no special 
weapons are needed against civilization — it itself creates weap-
ons against itself . Including in the form of computer programs 
that are easy to reprogram and create complete chaos in commu-
nication systems .

At the same time, since digital technologies help to overcome 
barriers and borders, reduce distances and create the “effect of 
presence” of a person anywhere in the world, it gives rise to ex-
pectations of positive results regarding the solution of urgent 
problems in the near future . To some extent, such hopes are jus-
tified . But they do not concern everyone, because only a certain 
part of the inhabitants of the planet can take advantage of mod-
ern achievements . In addition, the vast majority of them live in 
developed countries .

And this is understandable . In a digital society, the most edu-
cated and wealthy segments of the population, as well as coun-
tries with a higher level of culture, science, education, and tech-
nology, are in a better position . It is they who benefit primarily 
from digitalization and high technologies based on it, using their 
obviously advantageous positions1 . This state of affairs in the 
context of global interdependence has many negative conse-
quences .

Thus, against the background of socio-economic differentia-
tion and the confrontation of poverty and luxury, the outflow of 
intellectual potential and highly qualified specialists from poor 
countries to rich countries is increasing, the wave of non-le-
gal emigration is growing, and international crime is becoming 
more sophisticated and technological .

The information-technology revolution has also fundamental-
ly chan ged the direction of global financial flows . They are now 

1  The Economist . 2000 . June 24th . P . 99 . 
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sent to developed countries, because high technology requires 
well-educated specialists and appropriate infrastructure . These 
same countries are becoming the main consumers of their 
high-tech products, less and less needing those who are poor 
and insolvent .

No less serious is the consequence of digitalization and dra-
matically increased opportunities to manipulate the individual 
and public consciousness . At the same time, manipulation has 
become qualitatively different, and its capabilities have expand-
ed to the scale of the world’s population . New technologies for 
changing mass consciousness are called “high-hume” (high-
hume, meaning — “high impact on the person”) . They are ac-
tively used when, for example, to calm public opinion, a large-
scale tragedy someone wants to present as a minor incident . 
Or, on the contrary, in order to attract wide attention to a mi-
nor issue, the position of a few people is given out as a broad 
public opinion on an issue of alleged national importance . The 
scope of application of “high-hume” technology is almost lim-
itless — from advertising and election campaigns to coverage of 
military conflicts, terrorist acts, information, ideological wars, 
etc . In these conditions, more and more people become tele-
manns and Internet addicts: they leave the sphere of real life in 
the virtual world, falling into digital slavery, thus gaining clip, 
uncritical consciousness to the detriment of analytical .

Since today, as noted above, there are still hopes for the in-
formation technology revolution in terms of overcoming social, 
economic and other problems, it is important to emphasize that 
even the most advanced technologies alone will not solve such 
problems .

At one time, French thinkers introduced the concept of civ-
ilization in order to separate the European level of cultural de-
velopment from barbarism, especially from savagery . This term 
is still interpreted primarily as the advancement of humanity 
in moral, intellectual and legal aspects . Civilization is, at a min-
imum, the existence of a developed civil society and the sepa-
ration of powers, the rule of law and respect for human rights, 
the separation of Church and state, freedom of speech and con-
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science . However, even today we do not notice or, guided by 
inappropriate tolerance in this case, do not want to notice that 
modern humanity is at different stages of social development . . . .

Do we think that barbarism and savagery are vestiges of the 
past? Not at all! Along with the undoubted achievements in the 
field of civilizational development on the planet, barbarism and 
even savagery are still flourishing with lush color  . . . Not only in-
dividual manifestations in various communities have little to do 
with what could be called civilization, but entire states still very 
far from calling them civilized  . . .

Thus, although in a certain sphere of public life, as well as for 
individual countries and even regions, a positive effect from the 
digital revolution can be obtained, but in principle, especially 
on a global scale, it is not possible to change the situation in this 
way . Information ultimately turns out to be as neutral as, for 
example, science or technology . It carries neither positive nor 
negative content and acquires it only depending on how, un-
der what circumstances and for what purposes it is used . And 
this means that in the future the situation is radically unlikely 
to change .

Even taking into account the most unexpected turns in the 
development of scientific and technological progress, when the 
digital is replaced by a post-digital, robotic, neo-innovative, 
heuristic or some other more perfect society, the point of refer-
ence and the criterion of perfection in all respects will still be a 
person . Thus, whatever hopes may be placed on globalization, 
digitalization and other prospects in the development of science 
and technology, true progress must first be in the development 
of society itself, at the level of responsibility, consciousness, 
morality and, ultimately, human behavior .
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THE COMING DEMOGRAPHIC AVALANCHE: 
ON THE THRESHOLD OF THE GREAT 

RESETTLEMENT OF PEOPLES

There have been showers in the mountains, 
wait for a flood .

Preamble

Nowadays the world community faces a new, not fully visible 
and understood challenge, although in no way less dangerous . 
I mean a large-scale wave of resettling human masses, or even a 
planetary demographic tsunami . It will significantly remodel the 
current world map and cardinally change the ethnic composi-
tion of the Earth’s population . We are facing the new great re-
settlement of peoples, which will only distantly resemble what 
already happened in history . Migration as changing one’s place 
of living is an objective and inevitable process: people were al-
ways leaving familiar places to find better life and new homes . 
They could be doing this voluntarily or forcefully, but surely not 
without reasons; they were mostly under pressure of some specif-
ic, mostly, exterior, circumstances, such as war, natural disasters, 
ecological changes, deficiency of food, energy, or raw material 
resources and search of them, etc . [Aleshkovski, 2016; Iontsev, 
1999]

Thus, in the IV–VII centuries, huge masses of the inhabitants 
of the European continent started to move . By that time, the ex-
perts confirm, large number of barbarian tribes had had no land 
to sustain their archaic economy . At the same time, the Roman 
Empire weakened due to some ethnic, geographic, economic and 
climatic reasons . Its weakness inspired the chiefs of large tribal 
unions, living in less favorable socio-economic and natural con-
ditions, to begin aggressive campaigns in order, apart from oth-
er purposes, to change places of living . They were also stimulated 
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by unfavorable climatic changes, caused by an overall period of 
coldness [Velikoe pereseleniye narodov kratko] . 

However, historical parallels are not fully correct with regard 
to migration of huge masses of the population . The current mi-
gration shift principally differs from the former ones . Prior to 
the Era of the Great geographic discoveries, i .e ., to the beginning 
of the actual globalization, human migrations bore mostly local, 
or, at maximum, regional, character . Apart from what has been 
mentioned above, one can name Arabic conquests, maritime ex-
peditions of the Normans and their founding of new settlements, 
the movement of Hungarians and Bulgars towards Europe, Mon-
golian war campaigns and their making new states, the latest 
conquests of the Oguz Turks that resulted in the emergence of 
the Ottoman empire, etc . [Velikoe pereseleniye narodov] .

The situation changed principally after the actual globaliza-
tion had transformed into the arena of human interaction not 
just separated territories and regions, but the whole surface of 
the Earth . Increasing flows of migration widened to planetary 
size . For example, active emigration from Europe to the USA, 
Canada and Australia was also accompanied by resettling of 
large masses of the enslaved population of Africa to the Amer-
ican continent . Asians joined this process later, but not less in-
tensively . As for separate persons and small groups of planetary 
migrating settlers, they became common since the end of the 
XV century, after Columbus had discovered America .

Contemporary situation is principally different, and not only 
because international migration of the population today is an in-
separable part of the current world order [Ivakhnyuk, 2011, 68] . 
Everything is much more complex, large, and serious, because 
demographic explosion accompanied by multiaspect globalization 
[Chumakov, 2017 . С . 259–294] and the new ongoing (global) 
war of everyone against everyone, conceals most of destabiliza-
tion and uncertainness . Against this background, the other glob-
al problems of our time become less significant and secondary .

It is important to mention that, since in the 1960s–1970s 
the global problems of our time became first time openly spo-
ken about, there have been several vectorial changes in defining 
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what is the most dangerous threat to humanity . Initially, most 
of our attention was focused on the problems in the interac-
tion between nature and society . By that time the most multiple 
and active biospheric agent — human being — had faced a se-
vere conflict with natural environment . This environment lost 
its ability to adsorb the byproducts of human activity fully . It ex-
pressed itself through thick smog, gigantic waste dumps, lifeless 
rivers and lakes, distorted landscapes, and exhausted resources . 
A century- old term «ecology»1 was given new life and became 
popular . However, soon the attempts to overcome ecological 
problems demonstrated that humanity had been challenged by 
many other threats, no less serious . It turned out, for example, 
that beginning of a nuclear war would also mean «nuclear win-
ter» [Globalistika, P . 1102–1103] resulting in full destruction of 
humankind and even of life on the Earth . After the dissolution 
of the Soviet Union and the socialist system, the issue of the for-
mation of the new world order; in the beginning of the XXI cen-
tury, after a number of terrorist attacks and, especially, after the 
September 11th 20012, the priorities changed again in the direc-
tion of a new threat of the global terrorism . Climatic risks also 
became topical .

«Demographic explosion»

Of course, the demographic problem has always been paid 
much attention as one of the global problems . Due to unprec-
edented world population growth, in the XX century it was 
named a «demographic explosion» . Prior to the beginning of 
the last century, humankind never witnessed such a rampant 
population growth . It is enough to say that while in the begin-
ning of the XX century population of Earth was 1,656 billion 
people, already in its middle it reached 2 billion . In 1960 this 
number was 3 billion, in 1974 — 4 billion, in 1987 — 5 billion . 

1  Ecology as a term was introduced in 1866 by a German biologist Hekkel; 
he meant a science about living organisms and their environment .

2  On September 11, 2001 the largest terroristic attack in human history 
took place in the USA, killing about 3 thousand people .
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By the end of 1999 Earth has already been populated by 6 bil-
lion people . Today, in 2017, the number is 7,5 billion people 
[Naseleniye Zemli] .

Thomas Malthus was the first one to pay attention to the 
acute topicality of the demographic problem [Global Studies, 
P . 322–323] . He suggested that while human population grows 
in geometric progression, food recourses, needed to sustain it, 
grow in arithmetic progressions . Thus, lack of food looked like 
a natural regulator of the population growth; wars, poverty, dis-
eases, celibacy and delayed marriage were the means to decrease 
the population . In the future the Malthusian ideas, in spite of be-
ing seriously criticized and subject to sharp discussions, would 
be supported by many followers, or so-called Neo-Malthusians 
[Globalistika, 2006 . P . 617] . However, the problem of plane-
tary overpopulation, being extremely important, had never been 
specified as the dominant and the most serious threat to world 
community — neither before the Club of Rome, nor in the re-
ports of this organization [Globalistika, 2003 . P . 317–318 .], 
nor in the numerous lists of global problems of our time, in-
cluding a bright classification provided by I . T . Frolov and 
V . V . Zagladin [Globalistika, 2016 . P . 81–83; 201–204] . 

A rare exception from this rule is represented by the works 
by S . P . Kapitza written in the last years of his life . He had 
been never before specifically interested in the demographic 
problem, but suddenly started to perceive it as the most sig-
nificant threat to humanity . His latest works, dedicated to this 
topic, testify that he saw uncontrolled population growth as 
the most meaningful problem among all the global problems 
of our time [Kapitza, 1999; Kapitza S . P ., 2007] . Kapitza wrote 
that «humanity is passing through the period of a global de-
mographic revolution .  . . .This greatest in its significance event 
in human history from its beginning, first of all, is reflected in 
the population dynamics . It influences all sides of lives of bil-
lions people, and that is why demographic processes have be-
come the most important global problem in the world and in 
Russia . Their fundamental understanding determines not only 
the present, but also, after the ongoing critical era of changes, 
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the foreseeable future, the priorities and unevenness of devel-
opment, sustainability of growth and global security» [Kapitza, 
2008 . P . 128] . 

Spontaneous migration, or the «demographic flood»

However acute the problem of uncontrolled and explosive 
population growth on the Earth is, the process as such does 
not make the main threat to humanity . To be precise, the threat 
proceeds not from the process directly, but from its derivative — 
migration, increasing and expanding to become planet-wide . 
This migration is connected with changing place of living . On 
this one can find many publications, both empirically ground-
ed and fundamentally theoretical [Taran, 2010; Aleshkovski, 
2011; Akaev, Sadovnichii, 2011; Ivakhnyuk, 2015; Aleshkovski, 
Iontsev, 2015; Aleshkovski, 2014, etc .], but no significant phil-
osophical generalizations may be found . As a result, an import-
ant aspect of the problem remains unattended . I mean, there are 
objective reasons why migration becomes one of the most seri-
ous threats to humanity . First of all, uncontrolled global migra-
tion, unlike the other global problems, faced by humankind as a 
whole, divides humanity into two antagonistic parts: those who 
resettle and those to whose places they resettle . I . V . Ivakhnyuk 
mentions that «Searching international common decisions as 
far as managing migration processes is concerned is a hard task . 
First of all, the interests of the two groups of states participat-
ing in migration (receiving countries and sending countries) ob-
jectively do not coincide» [Ivakhnyuk, 2016 . 39] . Are the spe-
cifics of the problem in question fully understood now? Rather 
no than yes .

The trouble caused by an inflow of emigrants from Africa and 
Middle East to Europe, and the transformation, taking place af-
terwards in the European (and Western) mind, makes actually 
no change . Of course, uncontrolled migration has interrupted 
the established and steady way of living of the prosperous Euro-
peans; it has stirred their minds and turned them to a topic that 
recently seemed to be of no danger, or even a commonplace and 
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positive phenomenon . And this used to be true, for the quality 
of migration and the quantity of migrants up to some point have 
not exceeded some natural limits, allowing the newcomers to ad-
just to the new environment relatively smoothly . But a series of 
«colored revolutions» that took place in the countries bordering 
Central and Western Europe forced into movement huge masses 
of semi-literate population, having another level of civilization-
al development, different culture and religion . European states, 
cultivating principles of humanism, universal human rights, tol-
erance and multiculturalism, opened doors to them and the situ-
ation cardinally changed . It has become evident that this warm 
welcome to a significant number of alien population not just 
eliminates the causes that forced the settlers to emigrate, but also 
engenders multiple principally new problems, now for the local 
population itself .

As a result, nowadays Western Europe and Turkey became the 
zones of tension, establishing camps for refugees . They attract 
more and more attention of scholars and the general public . This 
fact is caused by significant changes in the distribution of inter-
national migration flows that happened within the last fifty years . 
For example, in 1960 most of international migrants (57,2%) 
were located in the developing regions; nowadays more than 
60% of international migrants are in the developed areas of 
the world . At the moment, Europe is the region with the largest 
population of international migrants (more than 64 billion people 
in 2005), followed by Asia (53,3 billion people), North America 
(44,5 billion people), and Africa (17,1 billion people) [Alesh-
kovski, Iontsev, 2008, 80] . I . A . Aleshkovski mentions, that in-
ternational migration flows have become a global phenomenon, 
influencing all sides of life of the world community [Aleshkovski, 
2011] . At the same time, a more serious aspect of this problem 
is still beyond our field of vision, namely: the issue is not just 
Europe or any other separated hot spots, engendered by the 
newcomers .

Multiaspect globalization is the second key factor of the cur-
rent situation that, combined with the «demographic explosion», 
will initiate an avalanche of planetary migration able to remod-
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el the now existing architectonics of global humanity . Another 
words, globalization plus «demographic explosion» and, as a sum, 
sooner or later we necessarily have a planet-wide «demographic 
tsunami» . It is inevitable, because both the increasing global-
ization and the exponential population growth on the planet 
are subject to objective patterns . Contemporary humanity is not 
able to regulate them purposefully, not to mention governing 
these processes .

But why should this new danger become necessarily real in 
its extreme, why should it occur? Is it more significant than the 
ultimate danger of nuclear war, which more than half a century 
already has been hanging over humanity like the sward of Da-
mocles? Paradoxically, it is . A danger of nuclear extermination 
can endlessly stay in the form of a potential Doomsday — at least, 
until those in charge of using nuclear arms possess, at minimum, 
some common sense, and refrain from crossing the red line, sep-
arating us from the catastrophe [Nazaretyan, 2015] . 

The new threat, caused by the global «demographic flood», 
is independent on behavior and mindsets of separated people . 
It has already ripened, and is necessarily being actualized in 
accordance with the objective processes, analogous to what the 
second law of thermodynamics postulates1 . It is important to un-
derstand that global humanity possesses limited living space due 
to some specific parameters, such as the territory of our planet 
suitable for human life . From this point of view, humanity is a 
closed system . Let us now imagine that the excessive and un-
equally distributed population of the Earth is the «thermal field» 
of the planet, looking like a tightly woven fabric that covers mul-
tiple territories . Some of the territories are barely populated; let 
us call them «cold» pieces of the fabric . Some are overpopulated; 
let us call them terminally «hot» . It is evident that under certain 
conditions (engendered, in this case, by the multiaspect global-
ization — this topic to be developed below) this uneven struc-
ture undergoes huge global transformations able to «balance» 
the overpopulated and the less populated territories of the plan-

1  The second law of thermodynamics postulates that in an isolated system 
the thermal processes only lead to the total entropy . 
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et . Another words, as Aristotle put it, «nature abhors a vacuum» . 
This or that way, peacefully or forcefully, relatively smoothly or 
abruptly, but within some historically insignificant time period 
there will happen a cardinal change in the global territorial re-
distribution of the contemporary homo sapiens population . The 
direction of this change is already known . 

This development would not be possible one or two hundreds 
years ago, not mentioning earlier historical periods . Then, mi-
gration processes took place in autonomous social systems, rel-
atively closed, not united into a single global system; they were 
mostly local, or, at maximum, regional . And they were deter-
mined to remain like this because there were no appropriate 
means of transportation and communication allowing moving 
large numbers of people to distant destinations within relative-
ly short time limits . Such things appear later, in the ХХ centu-
ry . High-speed railroads, highways and modern cars, numerous 
ships and oceanic liners, and, finally, jets and multifaceted net-
work of commercial air companies, together with the multias-
pect globalization opening all the «doors» and «windows» of 
nation-states and with the informational and technological revo-
lution finally «closed» the humanity within a single information-
al and territorial space . The planet Earth from now on becomes, 
according to a metaphor of environmentalists, the «common 
home» for its inhabitants, their «shared flat», «little village», 
«boat in the ocean», «island in the Universe» . Everything serious, 
what happens in one part of the planet, is immediately echoed 
throughout its whole territory and affects, in fact, directly or in-
directly, lives of many people, independently of their places of 
living . Only one move, or another, sometimes minor, stirring ac-
tion is needed for the structural elements, with tension between 
them close to the critical point, to start moving .

Revolutionary situation: a bifurcation point

Social revolutions in general and «colored revolutions» in 
particular are an example of the above-mentioned process-
es . They result from acute contradictions and unsolved social 
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problems, and become triggers that start the resolution of 
such contradictions . Social networks here are able to play their 
role only if the population of a country is ready for revolution 
[Akaev, Akaeva, 2011, 61] . Another words, revolutions that 
change socio-political and economic situation in a country can 
never happen, not to mention being successful, if a revolution-
ary situation is not in place according to the formulation first 
provided by V . I . Lenin in his work «May Day for the revolu-
tionary proletariat» (1913) . Lenin stated that it is not enough 
for a revolution that those below do not want to live like before; 
it is required that those above should not be able to manage 
economy and to rule like before [Lenin, 1973 . — P . 300] . Also, 
a «demographic explosion» as such is not enough for a large 
emigration wave of a planetary size . There should be appro-
priate transport communications, as well as economic, cultur-
al, informational and other openness . All these conditions are 
provided by the contemporary stage of the multiaspect global-
ization .

It seems appropriate to draw an analogy between less and less 
controlled mass emigration and snow avalanche . Some critical 
mass of snow should be accumulated for an avalanche to move . 
Its general weight under the action of gravity is able to trespass 
the critical point in the ratio of this mass and the friction force 
that keeps the avalanche from sliding down1 . After this «point 
of no return» is achieved, a little earthquake, or even a shot, if 
not a loud echo, is enough for an avalanche to start moving . 
In the beginning it is barely visible, but then huge masses of ice 
and snow start moving faster and more assertively . They pour 
down in increasingly devastating flows, crashing everything in 
their way and forming, eventually, a new landscape, less sensible 
to concussions . The «colored revolutions» and military conflicts 
resulting from them became such triggers, or sort of «earth-
quakes», «shots» for massive resettlement of great numbers 
of people from the neighboring countries to Europe .

1  In synergetics, such a condition of a system is called «the bifurcation 
point» . It means a critical condition of a system, when it becomes instable as a 
result of any impact .
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This phenomenon is not new . It is enough to recall the bour-
geois revolutions of the Modern Age in Europe, which initiated 
a wave of active emigration of the Europeans to America . Glob-
al processes, actively developing in that time, contributed into 
this emigration . The Great Russian 1917 revolution and subse-
quent civil ware became even a brighter example of a massive 
resettlement of people . They occurred already under the con-
ditions of fundamental globalization [Chumakov, Globalizatsiya, 
2017 . P . 223–256]; by then it had already fully covered the eco-
nomic and political spheres of world social life . It is important 
to stress that the settlers of that (as well of the previous) period 
relatively quickly assimilated in the new places within more or 
less short temporal period . The sharp forms of conflicts, if any, 
ended in victory and, finally, in the domination of the settlers . 
It happened, when the settlers had organizational and techno-
logical superiority at their side, like in the cases of colonization 
of the North and South Americas, Australia, and the New Zea-
land .

Nowadays globalization embraces nearly all spheres of life of 
the world community . It transforms mutual influence and mu-
tual penetration of various cultural and civilizational systems 
into an inevitable and ever increasing process . At the same time, 
ideology, sometimes confessional, has become an important or-
ganizing factor; the Christian cultural and civilizational system 
of the Western style has become vulnerable to the attacks of 
the Islamic cultural and civilizational system .

Universal values and the collapse of the policy of multiculturalism

Western world and, in particular, Western Europe moved 
universal values at the forefront, such as freedom, human rights, 
enlightenment, tolerance, multiculturalism, political correct-
ness, freedom of consciousness, rule of law, etc . This made cultural 
and civilizational systems of the West relatively stable, leaning 
upon the principles of democracy and civil society . They do not 
make appropriate, not to mention, fertile soil for absolutism, 
cult of leaders, totalitarianism, authoritarianism, centralization, 
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unification, fundamentalism, and other forms of radicalism, al-
though here they can also find their niches and limited opportu-
nities to show up . The problem is, however, that outside West-
ern world that unites not the largest part of humanity, these 
Western-style universal values mean not much . Even if accept-
ed, they are, at best, formally recognized and treated often dif-
ferently, specifically, from the position of other cultures, beliefs 
and traditions . Here there are the roots of contradictions and 
conflicts between the newcomers and the locals . The bigger the 
groups of settlers are, the larger a possibility and scale of con-
flicts and confrontations .

For example, people arriving to Western Europe from coun-
tries and regions where they lived in abrupt poverty, injustice 
and religious agitation, mostly without education, not to men-
tion, enlightenment, easily accept ideals like freedom, human 
rights, tolerance, political correctness, etc ., and even take them for 
granted in the context of the «diode conductivity», i .e ., unilater-
ally . Another words, they say “yes” to applying these ideals, in-
terpreted from the position of Western values, to themselves . At 
the same time, as far as the local population is concerned, the 
newcomers, directly or indirectly, apply norms, principles, tradi-
tions and lifestyles very often without political correctness . The 
settlers often behave not in accordance with the ideas of multi-
culturalism and tolerance .

It is hardly possible to explain to alien crowds of desper-
ate people that not only human, but also animal rights should 
be protected, or why should we build shelters for cats and dogs, 
while in their native countries people live in much worse condi-
tions, having no rights, and do not even dream about well-man-
aged shelters for children and aged people . Such contradictions 
cannot be solved only through vaccinating the emigrants with 
liberal values . The tolerant Europeans see working out a specif-
ic policy towards the newcomers as an inappropriate violation of 
democracy . Here, R . Batalov rightly states, European social-de-
mocracy puts on itself a death grip of political correctness; and 
this grip does not allow many politicians to see the essence of 
the things they are witnessing [Batalov] .
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The reality is that nowadays, against the background of de-
population of the native European lands, the inflow of emigrants, 
mostly from the Muslim countries, is exponentially increasing . 
Muslims are the least ready and the least willing to be integrated 
into a new environment, unfamiliar to them . Thus, they enhance 
the conflict potential of a society . Every new internal or exter-
nal contradiction makes their behavior more demanding and ag-
gressive . The more their population grows, the more it changes 
the ethnic and spiritual performance of the European countries . 
Thus, without military battles and bloodshed they, in fact, con-
quer the cradle of Western world . This scenario of conquering 
Europe with the help of soft power (as we call it now) was first 
time mentioned in 1974 by an Algerian politician and states-
man Houari Boumediene . Speaking at the UN General Assembly 
session, he, in particular, mentioned: “One day, millions of men 
will leave the Southern Hemisphere to go to the Northern Hemi-
sphere . And they will not go there as friends . Because they will 
go there to conquer it . And they will conquer it with their sons . 
The wombs of our women will give us victory .” [Batalov] . The 
same thought has recently been repeated by the spiritual leader 
of Muslim Brethren Sheikh Yusuf al-Qaradawi . He openly stated 
that «Islam will return to Europe as a victorious conqueror after 
having been expelled twice . This time it will not be conquest by 
the sword, but by preaching and spreading [Islamic] ideology” 
[Batalov] . It is evident that such sentiments rooted in the other 
cultural and civilizational systems have contributed into the col-
lapse of the policy of multiculturalism, which is a bright expres-
sion of the Western value system in action . Of course, the Islam-
ic «flood» in Europe gives a rise to subsequent backlash, but at 
the moment it is not adequate to the emerging threat .

Inevitability of the planetary demographic shift

Continuing the logic of development and mutual influence 
of the objective global and demographic processes up to the 
beginning of the XXI century (in demography — up to the «ex-
plosion» and the exponential population growth, in global dy-
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namics — up to «multiaspect globalization»), we conclude that 
Europe is only the beginning . The whole world will necessarily 
start moving . Demographic flows will increase and move from 
overpopulated areas where the biosphere is overloaded beyond 
limits to the areas where living space is empty or comfortably 
used by a relatively small number of the local population . In this 
regard, S . P . Kapitza mentioned correctly that nowadays mobil-
ity of peoples, social groups and persons has extremely grown; 
the Asia Pacific and other developing areas are overwhelmed by 
strong migration processes . Population movement takes place 
both within countries, first of all, from villages to cities, and be-
tween countries . Increasing migration processes, embracing now 
the whole world, lead to destabilization of the developing and 
developed countries . In the XIX–XX centuries, during the peak 
population growth in Europe, emigrants moved to colonies, in 
Russia — to Siberia and the Soviet republics . Now there is a re-
verse movement of peoples, changing the ethnic composition of 
the former colonial powers significantly [Kapitza, 2008 . P . 138] . 
Kapitsa also mentioned that historical process that used to last 
for centuries, had become much faster [Kapitza, 2008 . P . 138] . 
One can add that the Earth, due to «greenhouse effect» is threat-
ened by the 6–9 meters rise of the level of the World ocean . Ex-
perts suggest that some coastal areas of the planet, populated now 
by about one billion people, may go under water [Zemle gro-
zit povysheniye] . In this case, the problem of planetary-wide 
mass migration becomes inevitable; it is just a matter of time .

Demography and the Eastern winds of globalization 

Talking again about uneven distribution of the population 
throughout the planet, one should distinguish between two 
nearly equal territorial segments . One of them is barely populat-
ed Russia and Western world, including North America, Austra-
lia and New Zealand, of which most is relatively not overpopu-
lated, but well-organized and reasonably comfortable for living . 
South America, with some exceptions, can also be added . Anoth-
er territorial segment is extremely overpopulated and looks like 
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a full reservoir where the new streams of water continue to in-
flow, although the dam has started to fall . It includes, apart from 
China and India, nearly all of Southeast Asia, the Islamic region 
and, at some extent, Africa .

China already is, among them, the evident leader with regard 
to the number of population that has crossed the borders of the 
native country . The point is not just that it is the most populated 
country in the world, where, above all, nearly two thirds of the 
territories are, in fact, not suitable for living and economic ac-
tivity . It is equally important that China is successfully entering 
the contemporary global world . The Chinese have finely caught 
the new objective world trends . They have in due time perceived 
and fully understood that globalization is what in the best way 
reflects their current interests and can work for them full time . 
Globalization gives them significant advantages, opens new op-
portunities to them; it is, therefore, their «loving mother» . The 
main thing is that there are many of them . Not just many — 
there is nearly the same number of Indians — but the Chinese 
are globally orientated, planetary passionaries, clearly expressed 
pragmatics . Indians, speaking figuratively, are not catching up .

The Chinese are now among the key players on the world are-
na and in the future most likely their positions and influence 
should become stronger . Last years the Chinese aggressively 
advance, in word and deed, the project to revive the Great Silk 
Road (as well as the Maritime Silk Road) . Their calls to build 
«the single world ecological civilization» are also firm steps in 
the same direction . We should understand that the Chinese con-
sider globalization not a threat but a totally objective phenome-
non, which opens new opportunities and prospects to them . It is 
evident, thus, why now they are the main «liberals», supporters 
of «open doors», «single humanity», «common destiny of the 
world community», «global ecological civilization», «intercul-
tural dialog», «open society», etc . Seizing the initiative of liber-
alism, the Chinese catch the tailwinds of global transformations 
with their liberally colored sails . Nowadays they are not fighting 
the cultural and technological achievements of the Western civ-
ilization and the universal values, but accept them and use es-
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sentially Western liberal rhetoric filling it with their own vision, 
corresponding with their culture, traditions and values, which 
principally differ from the Western ones .

The Chinese, for example, are not prone to religious vision 
of the world . Daoism, not mentioning Confucianism, are not so 
much religions and, for us, even not religions at all . They are 
more like philosophies, ideologies, world outlooks and ways of 
living . The Chinese have no idea of God the Creator; en masse 
they, being not preoccupied with abstract constructions about 
god, paradise, hell, afterlife, etc ., think pragmatically . They want 
to acquire knowledge and understanding of the great law of 
«Dao», firmly standing on the «Earth» (Yin), while living in the 
«Celestial Empire» and pursuing «Heaven» (Yang) . They listen 
to the voices of nature, lean to eternity and aim at the harmony 
with the world around; they are seeking the ways to acquire the 
natural law of «Dao» . Thus, they do not pray the Lord, do not 
hope for the help and support from the otherworldly divine forc-
es, but count, first of all, on themselves . At the same time, the 
Chinese are never in a hurry; they understand very well that 
time and the objective course of world events are working for 
them . As long as they disperse throughout the world, everything 
will happen peacefully (already happens), quietly, smoothly, in 
the mode of mutual cooperation and dosed use of soft power, 
which they more and more pay attention to and bet on . Another 
words, China is a hidden dragon that is ready to land off, but is 
not yet fully visible to the world, because it does not want pub-
licity . It is guided by the principles of Deng Xiaoping, formu-
lated by him for China: 1) to observe calmly; 2) to make your 
position stronger; 3) to face changes with confidence; 4) to con-
ceal your capacities; 5) to gain time; 6) not to attract attention; 
7) never become the leader; 8) to be focused on concrete things 
to do [Bazhanov] . 

A speech made by the Chinese leader Xi Jinping in January 
2017 at the opening ceremony of the Economic forum in Davos is 
a clear demonstration of the Chinese approach to contemporary 
affairs . The fact speaks for itself that this famous international fo-
rum was first time opened by the head of the Chinese state, whose 
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speech was «superliberal» and became «an ode to the market 
economy» . Xi Jinping spoke in favor of globalization and called 
the world leaders to renounce the policy of protectionism . He said 
that world economic globalization contributes into universal de-
velopment and offered, in fact, a liberal agenda . «We must remain 
committed to developing global free trade and investment, pro-
mote trade and investment liberalization and facilitation through 
opening-up», he said [Kommunizm za kapitalizm] .

This approach to international economic affairs fully corre-
sponds the current demographic policy of China . In particular, 
nowadays they have already abolished the family planning pro-
gram adopted in 1979 and known as «one family — one child» . 
And they did it not just being driven by socio-economic reasons 
and evident «demographic imbalances» as far as age was con-
cerned . What was also important was that the Chinese policy of 
«open doors» (now they are literally open wide outwards) allows 
the growing numbers of the Chinese to leave their country . This 
loosens the «demographic pressure» at home and, what is even 
more important, creates throughout the world a more and more 
tight network of Chinese presence .

In fact, the creeping Chinese demographic expansion has not 
yet attracted special attention of the general public so far, be-
cause it is not that visible, especially, against the background of 
the massive Islamic settlement in Europe . There are nearly as 
many Muslims in the world, as the Chinese, but the former are, 
mostly, more dispersed between countries and continents from 
the viewpoint of their places of birth . They are also passionary, 
besides, they have a mobilizing ideology of Islam, and under its 
banners the radicalized newcomers behave more aggressively, or 
even provocatively . The Muslim world is disturbing also be-
cause of the position is occupies under the conditions of global-
ization . Globalization does not imply civilizational preferences 
for the Islamic countries, because it is being deployed, most-
ly, basing on the values of the Western civilization . Huntington 
was the first one to notice this fact, when he discussed «the clash 
of civilizations» . But the problem is much more complex: one 
should talk not about intercivilizational clashes, but about cul-
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tural and civilizational differences and contradictions [Chuma-
kov, Metafizika, 2017 . P . 369–427] . 

India and its neighboring countries, where every fifth person 
of the seven billion of the Earth population lives, is also one of 
the most overpopulated areas of the world .  The problem of re-
settlement is also acute there, but at the moment the Indians are 
not able to use the advantages of globalization for this purpose 
to be compared with the Chinese . First, their different mental-
ity with religious tinctures makes their world outlook less cos-
mopolitan and is a serious obstacle to the above-mentioned re-
settlement . Second, the level of poverty and illiteracy is much 
higher in India, and seriously hampers the mobility of popula-
tion, which can significantly increase only in case of a too seri-
ous social distress or a major catastrophe . Third, economic, po-
litical and ideological, and demographic expansion of India on 
the international arena is much less than of China (considering 
strength, scale and dynamics) . Finally, now on the world arena 
there is practically no niche of new opportunities for the Indians 
to outrun the Chinese — at least, in the economic competition . 
Another words, on the narrow road of the world rally under con-
ditions of «war of everyone against everyone» the Indians the-
oretically would be able to outrun the Chinese, but only in case 
the latter gave them the way, what the Chinese, of course, will 
never do, except in some extraordinary circumstances . They al-
ways understand that the Indians are the nearest competitors 
and historic rivals for them . And, still, at the current stage of 
historic development the Muslims look like more serious com-
petitors for the Chinese in the battle for the assimilation of de-
mographic niches . Thus, on the edge of the great resettlement of 
peoples, the struggle has, in fact, already started for filling the 
planet with the population ahead of the others .

Clash of cultural and civilizational systems

Does the rest of the world, and, particularly, Western world 
understand the seriousness of the world demographic shift, if 
not tsunami? Rather no, than yes . First of all, Western world, es-
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pecially Europe, does not fully recognize the principal difference 
of the cultural and civilizational systems of contemporary hu-
manity . Western people live surrounded by totally alien cultur-
al and civilizational systems principally different from their own . 
They do not recognize the importance of the global trends and 
changes that open gates and doors of national borders; they do 
not want to admit that their liberalism, tolerance and multicultur-
alism during clashes with the other cultural and civilizational sys-
tems turn against them . Of course, one can not question nobility 
and high spiritual value of the ideas gained and checked by his-
torical practice of Western world, such as liberalism, humanism, 
human rights (up to observing animal rights), multiculturalism, 
tolerance, etc . But one should not also forget what happened to 
Marxism in the end of the ХХ century . Its humane orientation 
and beauty of ideas (what cannot be denied) did not stand the 
severe trial by the concrete practice of real life . 

Nevertheless, the feeling of increasing tension more and more 
becomes reality of the contemporary world . According to the 
words of A . Chubais, one of the participants of the above-men-
tioned Davos economic forum, he felt something outstanding 
there . «The best description of nowadays Davos is the feeling of 
fright before a global political catastrophe . And, you see, nothing 
catastrophic happens in terms of economy», he says [Chubais] . 
Absolute majority of the participants of the World economic fo-
rum in Davos feels terrified by the approaching, in their mind, 
political catastrophe . «The world built after the Second World 
War is falling apart, it is no more», Chubais summarized [Chubais] .

Brexit (the withdrawal of the Great Britain from the EU) 
seems to be the most typical reaction to this state of affairs . It is 
the largest and the most decisive step, dictated by different opin-
ions in the EU regarding the necessity of changes and the shift of 
the course being pursued now and not taking into consideration 
the aforementioned problems and contradictions . One should 
also remember that in Hungary, Poland, the Baltic states there 
is negative attitude to the admittance of emigrants . There is also 
a position of M . Le Pen, the leader of the French political party 
Front National, who supports France’s withdrawal from the EU . 
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But at the moment these viewpoints have no adequate support 
and play no significant role in the European affairs .

The last presidential campaign in the USA, where D . Trump 
won to the surprise of the many, is an event of the same sort . 
Somehow Trump had understood the main threat for his coun-
try: emigration, increasing and going out of control; excessive 
openness to the outside world; loosing positions in the fight 
for establishing democracy beyond the borders of the country . . . 
Now he is trying to make his electoral promises true, setting 
limits for the citizens of some Islamic states to enter the coun-
try, supporting the idea of building a wall on the Mexican border, 
pursuing protectionist policy, etc . However, in the conditions 
of the global world and universal mutual dependence, all these 
measures can only provide temporary, situational effect . They 
do not resolve the problem totally .

Multiaspect and ever increasing globalization leaves for either 
the US, or any other country (at least, in the long term) no seri-
ous chances to stay closed within their borders or to be fenced 
off from each other by some walls . And the Chinese feel it pretty 
well, because they try to see the world through the prism of ob-
jective trends and to think in global categories and in the long 
run . Xi Jinping’s words, said at the Davos forum in support of 
the «open doors» policy, confirm: «We must  . . . say no to pro-
tectionism . Pursuing protectionism is like locking oneself in a 
dark room . While wind and rain may be kept outside, that dark 
room will also block light and air» [Kommunizm za kapitalizm] . 
In fact, China wants, together with the USA and other Western 
countries, to be the chief player in the time of globalization . The 
Chinese leader was quite clear about it in Davos, when he said: 
«Some blame economic globalization for the chaos in the world . . . 
It is true that economic globalization has created new prob-
lems, but this is no justification to write economic globalization 
off completely . Rather, we should adapt to and guide economic 
globalization, cushion its negative impact, and deliver its bene-
fits to all countries and all nations . . . the global economy is the 
big ocean that you cannot escape from . . . We have had our fair 
share of choking in the water and encountered whirlpools and 
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choppy waves, but we have learned how to swim in this process» 
[Sukhareva] . Zhang Jun, Director-General of the Department of 
International Economic Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs was even more clear on this issue . He stated that «if China 
is required to play that leadership role then China will assume 
its responsibilities» [Sukhareva] . 

To sum up, one can say that, while Europe expresses some 
degree of care and caution in the international affairs, the Unit-
ed States, being a relatively young cultural and civilizational sys-
tem, behave differently . Americans are pragmatic and think more 
tactically, in the short run . They don’t like and don’t want wait-
ing . They want to see the result immediately, «here and now» 
and that is why they normally act quickly, with initiative, busi-
ness-like, concentrating on solving tactical tasks even when they 
speak about strategic goals . The essence of this world vision is 
in the best way expressed in the words of one of the brightest 
representatives of the American philosophical thought W . James . 
He formulated the creed of American pragmatism: «We stand 
on a mountain pass in the midst of whirling snow and blinding 
mist, through which we get glimpses now and then of paths 
which may be deceptive . If we stand still we shall be frozen to 
death . If we take the wrong road we may be dashed to pieces . 
We do not certainly know whether there is any right one . What 
must we do? ‘Be strong, and of good courage .’ Act for the best, 
hope for the best, and take what comes» [James, 1904 . P . 35] . 
The USA act exactly this way; the proof is their foreign policy 
and concrete actions in Vietnam, Iraq, Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, 
Libya, or Syria . Action is the main thing! And then? This ques-
tion appears, as a rule, in the end . . .

Everything is different in the cultural and civilizational 
systems, whose history counts many centuries and millennia . 
They think in strategic categories, in the long run, and know 
how to wait; they do not hurry up either in words, or in deeds 
and always reach goals they set . China and Iran represent ex-
amples of such cultural and civilizational systems . There can 
be a lot of irony with regard to a popular expression «one 
thousand first Chinese warning», or to a pretty boring state-
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ment that «Taiwan is China», but time passes and Hong Kong 
and Macao, of which more than one hundred years the Chi-
nese repeated the mantra about their belonging to the Celes-
tial Empire, find themselves again under the jurisdiction of 
China . . .

Will we wait indifferently for the world demographic flood, or 
will we act «here and now», hopelessly building «dams»1, al-
though they are nothing more but palliatives? Or will we look 
for the means to resolve this and many other global problems 
together? This is a question to be answered by the great Shake-
speare .
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This is the first encyclopedia in 
the world dedicated to the problems 
of globalization and to the main chal-
lenges of the contemporary world . 
Russian scholars initiated the proj-
ect and assembled an international 
team to prepare the encyclopedia . 
This project became possible owing 
to the close cooperation of 445 aca-
demics from 28 countries who made 
use of the newest achievements of 
distant communication and modern 
publishing technologies . More than 

1250 signed articles were written by prominent scholars and lead-
ing practitioners specially for this publication or selected on a 
competitive basis . 

The Encyclopedia edited by both Russians and Americans, has 
been published simultaneously in the Russian and English languag-
es . This makes it widely accessible and open to the world . The vol-
ume contains rich encyclopedic material useful for readers through-
out the world . Its publication and dissemination in many countries 
aims at expanding academic cooperation, enhancing dialog and 
promoting better understanding between peoples with different 
outlooks, cultural traditions and religious beliefs . The book is de-
signed both for scholars and for an audience without specialized 
knowledge . It is useful for people of various ages and occupations .
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The Encyclopedia is particularly useful for teachers and stu-
dents of Philosophy, Environmental Studies, Global Studies 
and natural sciences .

“Book of the Year”  
award in the category of “Encyclopedia”  

at the 16th Moscow International  
Book Exhibition and Fair (2003)

GLOBAL PROBLEMS, criteria — quantitative parameters and 
features grounding evaluation of various problems with regard 
to their planetary spread, topicality, meaning, and the challenge 
they represent for all humankind . Setting global problems criteria 
better allows us to express those characteristics of these problems 
that are really global and to distinguish them from many others 
that are not .

Indeed, there is often a temptation to equalize “your own” and 
“the universal;” as a result, social or some other problems of a 
particular country are characterized as “global .” Unfortunately, 
science is not free from this terminological confusion . The rea-
son is not just lack of scholarly attention to these issues or some 
objective diffi culties accompanying finding a definition for such a 
com plex subject matter . This has some impact, but very often the 
confusion occurs due to different world outlooks when one notion 
is being filled with different meanings . This is not only a result of 
epistemological refinements and the related obstacles; very often 
theoretical, political, and ideological differences play not a lesser 
role . For example, Marxists and non-Marxists, globalists and an-
tiglobalists mean different things under notions like global, global 
problems, globalization, which give rise to various new contra-
dictions . The president of the Club of Rome Alexander King ex-
pressed his concerns about this situa tion when he wrote in his in-
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troduction to a report Beyond the Limits to Growth, sponsored by 
this organization, that the first thing needed is to impress on cer-
tain public circles and decision-makers a deeper understanding 
of the nature of contemporary problems and their evolution (see: 
Pestel, E . Za predelami rosta. Moscow, 1988 . P . 40–41) .

Thus, for a constructive social and, all the more so, scholarly 
dialogue and mutual understanding, precise definition of terms 
and ironing out disagreements about their contents is not just 
an up-to-date task but an unavoidable one . Within the field of 
global studies it is solved through, first of all, formulation and 
refinement of the criteria according to which this or that prob-
lem can be considered global . Initially these questions were 
raised at the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s 
with regard to a wide-spread at that time practice of loose in-
terpretation of the term “global” and were most thor oughly 
explored in the works of the philosophers and methodologists 
I. T. Frolov, V . V . Zagladin, G . S . Khozin, I . V . Bestuzhev-Lada, 
H . Hoerz, H . Pauke, B . Hawrylyshyn, etc . Further development 
of studies in the field of global problems required some refine-
ment of the existing criteria and introduction of several new, 
addition al criteria . This process is far from its end and even in 
the academic literature one can still find different opinions on 
which problems are global . These results from the fact that the 
criteria used nowadays do not always allow finding genuine 
essential characteristics of a problem and thus relegating it to 
global ones . The question remains open to what extent the list 
of global problems can be extend ed at each given moment . To 
avoid terminological confu sion and misunderstanding as well as 
to work out a rigor ously scientific language for this new emerg-
ing field of studies—global studies—we should continue dis-
cussing, finessing and improving global problems criteria on the 
basis of what has already been done and what avoids sig nificant 
debate on principles shared by the entire aca demic community .

The main feature of global problems, all global prob lems schol-
ars emphasize, is that they are a complex of the most acute social 
and natural contradictions pervad ing the entire world including 
all its regions and separate countries; and that, contrary to “re-
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gional,” “local” and “specific” problems, they are of universal 
significance . This distinction is very important not only from 
an episte mological point of view, but from the position of social 
practice because a failure to understand these differences clear-
ly becomes, on the one hand, a serious obstacle in the way of 
finding out problems with really universal sig nificance, while, 
on the other hand, it does not allow comprehending the way 
these problems manifest them selves in specific situations (at the 
level of separate areas, countries, and regions) . In other words, 
it is important to distinguish between global problems having 
regional, local, and specific manifestations, and regional, local, 
and specific problems proper having distinct essence and a nar-
rower sphere of influence . For example, although the contents 
of the demographic problem vary in different states (some have 
overpopulation and too high a birth rate, the others have a de-
creasing population number; in the third group the situation 
is relatively stable), at the planetary level it remains one of the 
most acute problems of modernity because all Earth inhabitants 
in this or that way feel the negative consequences of the increas-
ing anthropogenic pressure on the environment . Only in the last 
100 years has the number of the planetary population grown 
3 .75 times — from 1 .6 billion people in 1990 to 6 billion in 2000 . 
For the period from 1950 to 2000 alone the population densi-
ty has grown from 18 to 45 .7 people per one square km, and 
while in 1990 it was 2 .9 in Canada, 27 .2 in the United States and 
336 in Japan, in Bangladesh it was already 888 people per one 
square km . In the fields of ecology, resources, health, etc . one 
can bring similar examples of distinct regional importance com-
bined with the absolute significance for all humankind . In other 
words, when one talks about regional, local, and specific prob-
lems, there will always be communities and states positioned as 
external observers, while when one talks about global problems 
there can be no such absent-minded external observers . Every-
one is in one way or another involved in universal events and 
becomes a willing or an unwilling, a direct or an indirect par-
ticipant, victim, or hostage of global prob lems and their conse-
quences . When we consider prob lems on various levels specif-
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ic manifestations of philo sophical generalizations like “general,” 
“particular,” and “unique,” specific problems are understood as 
unique, local, and regional, as particular and global .

Connecting the definition of “the global” with the idea of “the 
globe,” some scholars mean the planet as a whole and think that 
spatial extension (in other words, the territory on which the 
problems in question are present) is the central global problems 
criterion—the so-called “geographical” criterion . They have in 
mind the whole sphere of human activity including the Earth’s 
surface, subsoil, hydrosphere, and the part of the outer space 
being subject to human activity . A quantitative equivalent of the 

“geographical” criterion is the area of the entire Earth surface; 
therefore, it is also called “quantitative .” The largest Earth divi-
sion unit is a region and the number and size in each given case 
depends on the purpose of the study or on the characteristics 
of the problems in question . For exam ple, in the Cold War peri-
od (up to 1991) the world was divided, according to ideological 
fault lines, among three big camps (regions): the socialist one, 
the capital ist one and “the third world .” When one is concerned 
about universal economic underdevelopment eradica tion, the 
number of regions is, as a rule, limited to two worlds (regions): 
economically developed and develop ing countries . After adding 
demographic, energy, resources or, say, ecological problems the 
number of regions grows significantly . In particular, if one takes 
population density per one square km as the division base, there 
can be distinguished several apparently overpopulated regions 
(South-East Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, Near East) and several 
relatively stable regions (North America, Siberia and Far East, 
Australia, Northern Europe) .

A problem may be considered global only when it is equally 
important for all regions of the planet and can be found in all 
of them . Otherwise we are talking about the problems of one 
region or of several regions, or even about less important prob-
lems . All global problems are at the same time regional, but not 
all regional problems are global; that is why there are always 
fewer global problems than regional ones . Sometimes global 
problems have no direct local or national manifestations or in 
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some places they are less significant on these levels . For example, 
in the southern parts of the Indian or the Pacific ocean, which 
are relatively distanced from the main centers and sources of en-
vironmental pollution, the situation with air or water pollution 
can be satisfactory enough, i .e ., anthropogenic influence in this 
case has no significant impact on natural processes, while gener-
ally speaking, at the global level, these problems are very import-
ant . In turn, not every local, not mentioning specific, problem is 
correlated with global problems because the former are always 
of greater number . This is also true with regard to correlation 
between local and specific problems . Each regional problem has 
direct local manifestations within a given region while at the 
level of specific problems their influence is sometimes, in fact, 
close to zero . At the same time, not every local, not mentioning 
specific, problem will be similarly important at the regional level .

The above-said means that one can make a sort of clear dis-
tinction between global and regional problems because all glob-
al problems are related to a holistic sys tem that is unchanging 
in its size, i .e ., the planet as a whole . Hence, their exact number 
for a given system in a given historical moment can be estimated 
on the condi tion of precisely defined criteria . At the same time, 
such a clear distinction between regional and local, regional and 
specific problems can not be made because the borders of both 
distinct regions and areas are conditional and justi fied in each 
particular case by the concrete purposes and objectives of a study .

So, the quantitative (“geographical”) criterion allows us to 
define global problems from the position of their external (spa-
tial) differences from the other problems but it leaves open the 
question of what is the essence of glob al problems and does not 
reveal the contents of this notion . This task can be solved by add-
ing some extra, “qualitative” global problems criteria . Although 
there is still no conceptual unity in scholarly literature about 
such criteria, nevertheless, the following characteristics of uni-
versally significant problems cause, as a rule, no debate:

Firstly, the essence of these problems is that they concern not 
only private interests of separate individuals, but, what is more 
important, the interests and the destiny of all humankind .
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Secondly, to overcome these problems coordinated efforts 
by at least the majority of Earth population are required . At the 
first glance, these two points seem to refer not to qualitative but 
to quantitative features . However, to avoid contradictions, we 
should especially emphasize that in the first point we mean not 
all humankind but the interests of all humankind . “All” is a nec-
essary condition for this point but it complements and does not 
determine its content . The same is true for the second point where 
primarily not the majority of the Earth’s population is meant but 
the fact that global prob lems will not just disappear; they can 
only be overcome as a result of purposeful and organized effort .

Thirdly, these problems are an objective factor of world devel-
opment and cannot be ignored by anyone .

Fourthly, failure to solve global problems may in the future 
lead to serious and perhaps irremediable conse quences for all 
humankind and its environment .

The above-listed criteria are commonly complement ed by two 
other important characteristics, distinguishing global problems 
from the rest . The first one is that global problems are of high 
mobility . That means some of them may become less important 
world-wide after being solved and change to a lesser level (re-
gional); the others may rise to the global level as soon as they 
begin to satisfy both the quantitative and the above-listed qual-
itative global problems criteria . The second principal feature of 
global problems is that they are so complexly interde pendent that 
a solution for one of them implies at least taking into consider-
ation the impact of the others on it . Aurelio Peccei paid attention 
to this when he wrote that many problems humankind encoun-
ters have grappled each other like tentacles of a great octopus and 
enlaced the entire planet and that as the number of unresolved 
problems grows, they become more and more complicat ed and 
their “tentacles” strangulate the planet with growing might (See 
Peccei, A . Chelovecheskie kachestva. Moscow, 1980 . P . 7) .

The above-listed criteria and characteristics of global prob-
lems are not universal and absolute; they, neverthe less, in gen-
eral reflect the positions of the majority of scholars on this is-
sue . They allow for better understand ing that global problems 
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were growing for several cen turies but became fully visible only 
in the second half of the 20th century-that is why it is princi-
pally incorrect to talk about global problems before the era of 
great geo graphic discoveries . Nevertheless, there are alterna-
tive viewpoints about the solution for these problems, although 
not many of them . Within alternate approaches to global prob-
lems the criteria acquire different empha sis . For example, ac-
cording to some Russian authors (A . M . Kovalev, A . P . Nazare-
tyan) the above-listed criteria do not fully elucidate the causes 
of global problems, their character, their distinction from the 
specific social prob lems of the humankind, which, according to 
these schol ars, are also of universal significance . In connection 
with this it needs to be stressed that global problems criteria are 
not designed for finding the causes of these problems because 
this is a different task and it should be solved in a different way . 
While global problems criteria are, for sure, an objective factor, 
one should also consider subjective factors . The importance of 
these factors is proven by the fact that at the moment there is no 
unity among the scholars about the number of global problems . 
None of Russian or foreign specialists asserts that their number 
is limited to the universally recognized problems, such as, for ex-
ample, environmental pollution, resources scarcity, demograph-
ic crisis, etc . However, when someone tries to expand this list, 
significant disagreements become visi ble . To some extent, they 
can be, of course, explained by the underdevelopment of glob-
al problems criteria but conceptual, methodological, or national 
differences among the authors play at least not a lesser role .

The most widely spread misleading concept is a broad vision 
of global problems when nearly all modern chal lenges connect-
ed with human activities are included in the list, even the prob-
lems of our distant ancestors whose impact on the environment 
simply could not be of plane tary scope because of the popula-
tion’s fewer number, its disintegrity and fragmentation and be-
cause human influ ence on the environment was yet primitive . 
Such extend ed use of the term “global problems” is typical for 
every day speech . But this approach may often be found among 
journalists, politicians who want to attract additional attention 
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to what they say, or even among some scholars when they be-
gin to discuss universal problems without having paid appropri-
ate attention to global problems cri teria . One of the possible ex-
amples is overestimation of the Arabic cultural achievements by 
A . P . Nazaretyan who writes that “in the first half of the 2nd mil-
lennium indus trial, military, and intellectual technologies of the 
Arabs had global significance” (Nazaretyan, A . P . Tsivilizatsion-
nie krizisy v kontekste universalnoi istorii. Moscow, 2001 . P . 80) . 
This expanded vision of global problems characterizes also the 
philosophers G . S . Gudozhnik and V . Eliseeva, who suggest that 

“the global nature of problems depends not on their all-Earth 
scale (global scale) but on the depth of a threat for a given social 
entity — a tribe, a clan, a nation, or a civilization” (Gudozhnik, 
G . S . and V . Eliseeva . Globalnie problemi v istorii chelovechestva. 
Moscow, 1989 . P . 4) . They think that “a social entity encounters 
global problems when, due to some reason, it happens to be un-
der conditions of a ‘limitrophe situation’ — to be or not to be” 
(Ibid) . This approach, of course, entails a very broad, “vague” 
global problems definition formulated like this: “Global prob-
lems are contradictions, difficulties, tasks getting in the way of 
social progress so that without having solved them a given social 
entity dies” (Ibid, p . 5) . Following this vision of global problems 
one would have to admit that they existed perennially (even in 
the primordial times) because history provides countless exam-
ples of deaths of not just separate “social entities” but of entire 
civiliza tions . This, however, does not correspond with the mod-
ern established vision of global problems and their histo ry . Fi-
nally, it must be emphasized that this broad under standing of 
the term “global problems” results in its loss of any scientific, 
epistemological value . It becomes virtu ally impossible to use this 
term for scientific, especially multidisciplinary, analysis, or, at 
least, this task becomes extremely difficult because the meaning 
of the phenome non in question is unclear .

Another extreme position in global studies is a narrow vision 
of the modern contradictions and overestimation of the direct 
negative consequences of human economic activity . In this case 
the entire spectrum of global prob lems is reduced, as a rule, to 
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two or three of them posi tioned as the main and the most im-
portant for the humankind’s present and future . Typically erad-
ication of the threat of thermonuclear war and prevention of 
eco logical catastrophe are named . This approach to the most im-
portant contradictions of modernity is characteristic, for exam-
ple, of such scholars as A . Ehrlich, R . Heilbronner, С Green as 
well as for the “antiglobalist movement” or various green parties 
in the West . For instance, the antiglobalist movement protesting 
against unjust world economic relations, supporting environ-
mental protection and necessarily opposing the arms race and 
militarism in general, overestimates, as well as the greens, the 
above-mentioned problems . But, while stressing these specific 
problems, they often underesti mate the role of many other glob-
al problems, their signifi cance and the impact they have on the 
former . From the practical point of view, reducing the multiplicity 
of global problems to a handful of them is not constructive, or at 
least not effective .

Thus, a problem can be considered global only when it: a) sat-
isfies the quantitative (geographic) criterion; and b) possesses 
such characteristics as mobility and inter dependence with regard 
to the other problems . This approach to global problems criteria 
allows us to over come numerous conflicting opinions often found 
in scholarly literature about which problems should be con sidered 
genuinely global .

Global problems criteria do not reveal what would be other-
wise concealed . Life itself, reality, makes universal problems vis-
ible and they speak out about themselves in due time, being an 
unavoidable result of social develop ment at a given stage of his-
tory . The above-mentioned criteria bring to light the priority, the 
primary significance of this or that problem for all humankind, 
providing, thus, an opportunity to react adequately and to work 
out meth ods of its theoretical and practical solution .

References: Zagladin, V . V ., Frolov, I . T . Globalnie problemi sovre-
mennosti. Nauchnii i sotsialnii aspekti. Moscow, 1981; Chuma-
kov, A . N . Filosofiya globalnikh problem. Moscow, 1994; Horz, H . 
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“Globale Probleme der Menschheitsentwicklung .” Deutsche 
Zeitschrift fur Philosophie. No . 11 (1982); Pauke, H . “Globale 
Probleme und der Menschheitsfortschrift .” Deutsche Zeitschrift 
fur Philosophie. No . 12 (1982); Year Book of World Problems and 
Human Potential. Compiled and published as a joint project by 
the Secretariats of the Union of International Associations and 
Mankind 2000 . Brussels, 1976; Hawrylyshyn, B . Road Maps to the 
Future. Towards the Effectiveness of the Societies. A Report to the 
Club of Rome, Oxford, 1980; Our Global Neighborhood. The Re-
port of the Commission on Global Governance. Oxford, 1995 .

A. N. Chumakov

* * *
GLOBAL PROBLEMS, classification of — arrangement of 

global problems into groups with the purpose of recon structing 
the system that they form; this contributes to distinguishing es-
sential connections, determining prior ities, and defining the de-
gree of acuteness of objectively existing global problems .

Classification acts as the major component of com plex ex-
amination of current problems and facilitates examining these 
problems in their interaction and corre lation . Besides, classi-
fication contributes to a deeper understanding of the system-
ic interrelation among prob lems of different orientations and 
assists in finding the right sequence of practical decisions . An-
other important factor is that a strictly and precisely formulat-
ed classifica tion in a certain way sums up the results of preced-
ing studies in the given field of knowledge and at the same time 
marks the beginning of a new stage in the develop ment of such 
studies .

There are various principles of classification and approach-
es to arrangement of global problems into groups . Allocation 
of this or that problem to a certain group has to some extent a 
relative character and depends on initial premises and on the 
basis of their arrangement . Therefore, any similar classification 
should be considered not as final variant of the problem’s solu-
tion, but as one of the possible ways of reconstruction of the 
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complex system, contributing to better comprehen sion of the 
nature of global problems and their interrela tion with each other . 
Such a necessity occurs because of the limited possibilities of a 
person to cope with problems of a global scale . People are not 
capable of deciding all global problems at once and, thus, having 
weighed the power and resources, are constrained to do what is 
possi ble and most expedient in the given conditions . That is why 
it is important to choose the right orienting points and direc-
tion, taking into consideration that in a complex system of glob-
al problems some of these problems to a certain extent and for a 
certain amount of time will not “react” well to a lack of attention 
to them, and some of the problems, on the contrary, may imme-
diately “answer” with a drastic outbreak in which they worsen as 
a result of such inattention . In order to define the degree of a 
problem’s acuteness and how it correlates with oth ers, it is nec-
essary to classify them and to regulate them correspondingly . 
In scientific literature, classification is usually connected to the 
analysis of the constituents of any single whole and the recon-
struction of the structure that they represent . A German scientist 
H . Horz wrote apropos of this: “Classification of global prob-
lems can help in distinguishing essential connections, establish-
ing priorities, and defining the degree of acuteness of objectively 
existing global problems, contributing to deeper understanding 
of the system of their interrelations and choosing the right 
sequence in making practical decisions .” (Horz H . “Globale 
Probleme der Menschheitsentwicklung” . Deutsche Zeitschrift fur 
Philosophie. 1982 . No . 11 . P . 1309 .)

The first attempts at carrying out a systematization of glob-
al problems were made in the beginning of the 1970s, and they 
are connected to widely known studies of the Club of Rome, and 
also to works of V . Ferkiss, V . Bazjuk, J . Skolnikov, G . Brown, 
S . Chejz, and others . At the same time (in 1973) Swiss scien-
tists A . Gabjuand E . Fontela also became interested in this is-
sue and con ducted a content analysis of the literature on global 
prob lems; they corrected the received data by conducting a sur-
vey among experts and made a list of 28 global prob lems that 
formed 14 different groups . Year-Book of Global Problems and 
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Human Potential, published in the West in 1976, listed an even 
greater number of prob lems (more than two and a half thou-
sand) that were com mon to all humankind . In 1978 the prog-
nostic center of the Congress of the U .S .A . named 286 prob-
lems com mon to all humankind and selected 32 out of them as 
the most important . Such a wide view on global problems was 
in many respects a result of poorly developed criteria of glo-
bality and general observations and superficial con clusions . 
I . V . Bestuzhev-Lada noted: “Attempts to con stitute lists of social 
problems that the observer faces one by one are not construc-
tive either in approach to them, or in their analysis and prog-
nosis, unless there is a key to systematization and arrangement 
of problems according to a certain system” (Bestuzhev-La-
da, I . V . Poiskovoe sotzialnoe prognozlrovanie: perspektivnie prob-
lemi obshchestva. P . 56) . That task was achieved a little later .

In the scientific and special literature of modern Russia one 
point of view (first generally formulated by I . T . Frolov and 
V . V . Zagladin) has received a wide circula tion . According to it, all 
global problems, depending on the degree of their acuteness and 
the priority of solving them, as well as on the real life cause-effect 
relations between them are divided into three major groups .

The first group consists of problems that are charac terized as 
the most general and urgent . They result from relations among 
different states and also between “basic social communities of 
humankind” (socioeconomic sys tems, unions and their mem-
ber-countries); thus, they are called “intersocial .” There are 
two problems in this group that are particularly important for 
the whole world: society without war and ensuring a just world; 
establish ment of a new world economic order .

The second group comprises problems connected to the sys-
tem “individual—society .” Among those problems there are demo-
graphic problems, issues of health pro tection, education, interna-
tional terrorism, etc .

Finally, the third group consists of problems that result from 
the interaction of society and nature . Problems of this charac-
ter started to appear at the begin ning of human history, but the 
gradual build-up of indus trial production all over the world had 
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reached by the mid dle of the 20th century the point where exten-
sive devel opment of many industries became impossible because 
of the limited size of our planet and exhaustible mineral resourc-
es . As a result of these apparently quantitative changes, there 
appeared problems with a new quality that had not been global 
before . Among them: issues concerning energy, fuel, fresh water, 
raw materials, etc . In the same list there are various ecological 
problems, as well as those connected with the world’s oceans 
and the exploration of outer space .

The division of all global problems into three major groups is 
important in the methodological sense as it gives the possibil-
ity of dividing all problems into “purely” social ones (first and 
second groups) and problems of interrela tions between society 
and nature (third group) . Thus, there is a prerequisite for detach-
ment of purely ecological problems and for examination of their 
dependence on social and political factors . Because of the poor 
develop ment of issues of the interaction between society and na-
ture widely used terms (such as “ecology,” “global ecol ogy,” “so-
cial ecology,” “human ecology,” “ecological problems,” etc .) are 
not precisely and clearly defined . Thus, a terminological tangle 
and a substitution of con cepts often take place, which essential-
ly complicates find ing solutions for both theoretical and practical 
problems of environmental control and the rational use of nature . 
For example, such concepts as “ecological problems” and “prob-
lems of interaction between society and nature” are often used as 
synonyms, which is actually incorrect .

This classification allows for the selection of a special sub-
group of problems resulting from relations between society and 
the environment in the third group of global problems (“soci-
ety-nature”) (see Table). This subgroup unites ecological prob-
lems connected first of all with anthropogenic changes of the bio-
sphere and environ mental pollution (atmosphere, hydrosphere, 
lithosphere, etc .), with conservation of the gene pool, etc . At the 
same time a lot of problems ensuing from the interaction of soci-
ety and nature when persons utilize natural wealth (energy, raw 
materials, outer space, the world’s oceans, etc .), are independent 
and are not ecological problems . To underline the specificity of 
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“new global objects of nature” and to pay attention to the orig-
inality of the solution to the problems arising in these spheres, 
this group subdivides into another, which includes exploration 
of the outer space and the world’s oceans .

Classification of global problems, like any other clas sification, 
is inevitably conventional . For example, in the given scheme 
some of the specified problems cannot be univocally attributed 
to just one of the studied groups because of numerous and dif-
ferent reasons that are at the base of their origin and acute-
ness . In particular, interna tional food problems cannot be re-
duced to only the pro duction of food supplies (which is just a 
technical and economic aspect of the problem), but also include 
a process of distribution and consumption that has sociopo-
litical aspects involving both international and national levels . 
Analysis carried out by FAO (Food and Agricultural Organiza-
tion of the United Nations) shows that basically there is enough 
food in the world for every one, but it is irregularly distribut-
ed . Thus, the urgency of the food problem on a global scale 
depends on concrete conditions and will take the form of: a) a 
problem of the interaction between society and nature, if talking 
about production of food supplies; or b) an “intersocial” prob-
lem, if talking about interstate distribution of food by means of 
trade, assistance, etc .; or c) a problem of the system “individu-
al-society,” if connected to distribu tion, re-distribution, and 
consumption of food by sepa rate states . Noted features of the 
food problem allow arranging it along a “vertical column”, i .e ., 
it is an inte gral part of all three major groups (see Table). The 
same can be said about some other problems connected to sci-
entific and technical progress or ensuring and protecting the in-
alienable rights of persons, which can also be attributed not just 
to a “individual-society” system (where they are revealed), but 
also to a group of “interso cial problems,” because they emerge 
as not only con stituents but also the most important part of 
internation al relations .

Another difficult issue in classifying global problems is that 
these problems are mobile and dynamic, so that the greatest dif-
ficulty is to create a hierarchy of these problems, to determine a 
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priority scale that is dependent on the urgency of finding solu-
tions . Each country, differ ent regions, and the world itself have 
their own number of problems that require an urgent solution; 
that is explained by the socioeconomic reasons and natural con-
ditions (geographical location, supplies of various resources, 
etc .) Therefore, the setting of a priority scale in each separate 
case is defined by concrete conditions, practical needs, or the 
primary purposes and objectives of studies . For example, nation-
al, local, or private levels may require the urgent solution of eco-
logical problems, which can be made under certain conditions . 
At the same time positive results can be achieved without taking 
into account the dependence of ecological problems on prob-
lems of the first and the third groups . However, overcom ing and, 
first of all, finding a theoretical solution of these contradictions 
necessarily requires an account of the complex hierarchy not 
only within one group but within the whole system of groups . 
None of the sciences can carry out such a task separately . This 
solution can only be he result of an interdisciplinary approach . 
See also Global Problems of Modernity; Global Problems of the 
Modern World; Globalization.

References: Zagladin, V . V ., Frolov, IT . Globalnie problemi sovre-
mennosti. Moscow, 1982; Globalnie ekologicheskie problemi na 
poroge 21 veka. Moscow, 1998; Chumakov, A . N . Filosofiya global-
nikh problem. Moscow, 1994; Albrow, M . The Global Age. Cam-
bridge, 996; Honey, M . and T . Barry . Global Focus. U.S. Foreign 
Policy at the ‘urn of the Millennium. New York, 2000 .

A. N. Chumakov

* * *
GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS — world comprehension and 

world outlook, in accordance with which interests and values 
common to all humankind are put forward while evaluating the 
principal, most significant events; abil ity to think in categories of 
planetary scale, to realize per sonal participation in global mat-
ters and processes . Overcoming global problems is an extreme-
ly complex and long-term process . It lacks definite answers and 
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ready-made solutions concerning the ways of achieving the de-
sired results . At the same time many researchers bind together 
overcoming global crises and establishing and strengthening of 
a new ethics in mass conscious ness, along with development of 
culture and its humanization . There are weighty reasons for that, 
because peo ple’s life position, their way of thinking, in many re-
spects predetermines the mode of their actions, actual acts, and 
finally the result they try to achieve . At the same time it is obvi-
ous that changing the world outlook that has existed for centuries, 
eliminating obsolete thinking stereotypes, and asserting new hu-
manistic principles in people’s con sciousness will not guarantee 
the solution of the prob lems of humankind . It is a necessary step, 
but at the same time the first step on the way to their solution, 
and it is connected with establishment of a new outlook, which 
will correspond to constantly changing situations and adequately 
picture modern realities . Fundamental to such an updated out-
look should be a new humanism that will reflect new contents 
and new features of social rela tions, unknown to past epochs, as 
they are stipulated by a sharp rise of the internationalization of 
social life, char acteristic only for the last century . That is why 
the new humanism should be focused on development of global 
consciousness and include at the minimum three basic princi-
ples: a feeling of the global, intolerance to violence, and a love for 
justice, resulting from recognition of every person’s basic rights .

Historical experience shows that different nations can come 
closer more easily as their interests coincide, and the more these 
interests are realized, the more visible is the integration that re-
sults . Such a basis helps to confi dently overcome various dif-
ficulties, successfully develop trade, and strengthen economic, 
political, and cultural connections, impossible without mutual 
understanding and coordinated actions . The major difficulties 
that have to be overcome on the way are usually connected to 
con servatism in world outlook, customary way of thinking, and 
traditions . They tend to change, but this takes a long time, much 
work, and, as a rule, it happens because of pressure of external 
or internal circumstances . Among the external reasons there are, 
for example, a worsening of the ecological crisis, consequences 
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of the “population explosion,” risk of war, and other global prob-
lems, which not only essentially change the living conditions of 
peo ple, but also affect their consciousness . Internal reasons are 
connected to interest, the subjective, personal basis of a person, 
well illustrated by the expression — ”if geo metrical axioms in-
fringed on people’s interests, they would be refuted .” This cir-
cumstance should necessarily be taken into account when ex-
plaining why ecological problems are still so difficult even with 
the existence of the necessary objective preconditions and appro-
priate and substantial theoretical foundations for their solution .

As well as separate individuals, every nation and every country 
has a specific interest in this or that state of inter national affairs, 
direction of interstate trade flows and dis tribution of capital . They 
invariably stand up for their benefits in issues of usage of natural 
resources, environ ment conservation, etc ., and that directly af-
fects their policy in general and on particular matters and makes 
it unlike the policy of other countries . Quite often internal inter-
ests prevail over more general reasons, and then such a policy is 
carried out to the detriment of other states . For example, the state 
of ecology, as a rule, affects the interests of nations whose terri-
tories are adjacent . However, in conditions of intensified interna-
tionalization of public life and increasing integration of economic 
con nections, more and more people in different parts of the Earth 
start to understand objective interests of the world community 
as a whole, the basis of which is one common interest — to sur-
vive even though confronted with global problems, such as the 
threat of nuclear war, the ecologi cal crisis, overpopulation, and 
shortage of resources . The objective necessity of coordinating ac-
tions, perceived as imminent conditions for preservation of life on 
Earth, becomes not only the grounds for the formation of glob-
al consciousness, but also the major stimulus for broaden ing it .

A. N. Chumakov

* * *
GLOBAL STUDIES IN PHILOSOPHY are a section of glob-

al studies that seeks to solve, from the point of view of philos-
ophy, the worldview and the methodological, culturological, and 
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other aspects of globalization processes and the consequences 
they generate . The existence of this area is a result of the fact 
that modern science cannot do without certain worldviews and 
principles that reflect universal val ues when it comes to solving 
difficult complex problems . Philosophy, forming this outlook, 
influences the process of making economic, political, and oth-
er decisions . Without such a wide view of the research object, 
spreading beyond concrete disciplines and reflecting every mo-
dem achieve ment in other areas of knowledge, neither funda-
mental discoveries, nor the development of science are possible . 
For example, the wide view of the world (compared to the view 
that dominated for a long time in classical physics) once allowed 
A . Einstein to develop the general theory of relativity, which in-
cluded classical (Newtonian) physics . Any scientific discipline 
may find itself in a situation simi lar to Newtonian physics if it 
tries to solve any problem of a global character from its own 
position . Modern global problems form a very complex system 
dealing with people, society, and nature in their numerous in-
terrelations, and consequently frameworks of concrete scienc-
es are too nar row to see such objects of research as a whole, as 
a uniform system, in the context of modern global tendencies 
and the contradictions generated by them . Philosophy con-
tains potential opportunities for development of planetary con-
sciousness, humanization of international relations, and solu-
tions for worldviews and theoretic-cognitive and methodological 
problems in the field of global studies .

Within the framework of global studies in philosophy a num-
ber of basic problems is being solved:

Forming the outlook, a certain view of the world and a per-
son’s place in it, global studies in philosophy set corresponding 
estimation tasks, which in many respects determine the direction 
of human activity; thus their worldview and estimating func-
tions are implemented;

The methodological function of philosophy and generalizing 
theories that it generates, turn out to be extremely necessary to 
modern science as they promote integration of scientific knowl-
edge;
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Philosophy helps to explain social phenomena and processes 
in their historical context; it formulates the most general laws of 
the development of society and nature and consequently in the 
course of studying of global processes it aims at understanding 
them as a natural phenomenon integrally connected to social 
progress . The phenomenon of globalization and its consequenc-
es are thus considered not as an accident or demonstration of 
blind fate dooming humankind to destruction in advance, but 
as a result of an objective process of the conflicting development 
of the history of humankind;

From the point of view of philosophy it is possible to see the 
general tendency and dynamics of the develop ment of world 
processes, and also the correlation and interaction of the prob-
lems generated by them;

Philosophy also carries out a culturological func tion as it en-
ables us to develop a culture of theoretical thinking . Another 
aspect of this function is that studying the history of philoso-
phy of various nations allows us to get acquainted with their 
customs, traditions, and cul ture, and none of the problems that 
this or that nation faces can be solved without this knowledge;

The result of the whole vision of the natural-histor ical process 
and a complex approach to its interpretation is the opportunity 
for a more precise orientation in promptly increasing the flow of 
scientific information on global problems;

Philosophy deals with issues of human life, death, and im-
mortality, and that becomes of special value and urgency when 
confronting the threats posed by global problems .

Finally, the important methodological function of phi losophy 
is the development of such categories as global studies, global 
problems, nature, society, civilization, social progress, scientific 
and technical revolution, glob alization, globalism, etc ., which 
are directly connected to the actual modern problems of hu-
mankind and are very important for comprehending the objec-
tive tendencies of  the world development .

A. N. Chumakov
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Alexander N . Chumakov

Globalization 
outline of the Holistic World1

3rd revised and expanded edition . — 
Moscow: Prospect, 2017 . — 456 p .

contents

Word to reader
Preface to the third edition
Introduction 

methodological commentaries

1 . Why specify what seems self-evident
2 . When awakening comes 

2 .1 . Principle of the display 
2 .2 . Effect of late perception
2 .3 . About the schematization
2 .4 . A chicken or an egg?

Part I. global transformations in the modern world

1 . Individual in the realm of problems
2 . The Paradise on the Earth 
3 . Global problems as reality 
4 . The emergence of global studies 
5 . The first global revolution 
6 . Paradigm shift 
7 . The phenomenon of globalization 

1  First edition: Moscow: Prospect, 2005 (2nd edition 2009, 2011, 2013, 2014, 
2015) .
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8 . From global problems to globalization 
9 . Resurrection of global studies 

Part II. stages of progress: dynamics of scientific 
and technological development

1 . Science and technology as the engines of progress
2 . Technological progress 
3 . Scientific progress 
4 . Scientific and technological progress
5 . Scientific and technological revolution
6 . Informational revolution
7 . Social dimension of scientific and technological progress

Part III. globalization as an objective historical process 

1 . The holistic world 
2 . The main turning points of history 
3 . Prehistoric society
4 . History begins
5 . The first symptoms of globalization
6 . Globalization begins
7 . Fundamental globalization
8 . Space era begins
9 . Multiaspect globalization 

Part IV. conceptual approaches to history

1 . History as reconstruction of the past directed to the future
2 . Formations approach 
3 . Cultural and historical types 
4 . Cultures approach
5 . Civilizations approach 
6 . Noosphere
7 . Sustainable development
8 . Futurology 

Part V. Understanding globalization: basic stages

1 . From reality to its understanding
2 . Understanding universal linkages (first stage)
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3 . Understanding the holism of the world (second stage)
4 . Discovering global problems (third stage)
5 . Recognizing globalization (forth stage)
6 . Post-globalization (fifth, hypothetical stage)

Instead of the Conclusion
Index
Bibliography
Appendixes 
Summary

Summary

The volume is dedicated to one of the most topical issues to-
day — to the issue of globalization . Academic discussions around 
this topic are numerous and the number of globalization-related 
studies and publications steadily grows . Although practical ex-
perience and theoretical material is vast, nevertheless, they can 
hardly be considered satisfactory . For the last decades the signif-
icance of globalization and global problems engendered by it has 
grown while adequate coordinated response of the world com-
munity still lacks .

This volume analyzes the phenomenon of globalization in tight 
connection with such fundamental social phenomena as “scien-
tific and technological progress”, “culture” and “civilization” . The 
book claims that  civilizational interconnections emerged and de-
veloped as a result of the emergence and refinement of culture that 
arose with the upraise of the first human beings at some stage of 
history — more precisely, in the period of the Neolithic revolution. 
These interconnections gave birth to separated civilizational centers. 
From the very beginning civilizational development contributed into 
unification of social life to lead in the middle of the second millenni-
um (in the era of Renaissance and the great geographic discoveries) 
to the beginning of practical globalization. In the last century it grew 
into multiaspect globalization that determined the formation of the 
world community and the emergence of global problems of human-
kind in the last half of the XX century.
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In the Introduction it is stressed that tight connections between 
mutually dependent and complimentary concepts of culture, civ-
ilization and globalization (and, most important, between the 
phenomena behind them) have not been understood and thor-
oughly analyzed so far . Numerous publications contain many di-
verse facts about globalization, attempting to figure out trends 
and repeating patterns but they fail to go farther than simple de-
scription of what is going on in the world . There is neither theo-
ry of globalization, nor clear and concise analysis of its multiple 
and interconnected aspects . The volume raises these questions 
and attempts to answer them through comprehensive study of 
the objective foundations of globalization as well as of those nat-
ural and historical conditions under which this multiaspect and 
large-scale phenomena emerged and was developing .

The book is prefaced by methodological commentaries where 
the author stresses the need to define more precisely the basic 
concepts related to globalization . He emphasizes several princi-
ples explaining why our understanding of globalization falls be-
hind with regard to the real world developments and why our in-
terest to globalization emerges and fades away periodically .

Part One, Global Transformations in The Modern World, demon-
strates that human beings are determined to face problems . These 
problems become more complex and acute while humankind is 
becoming global . It is stressed that the Earth is the best of all 
possible worlds for humans to live in . It is the real paradise of-
ten turned into hell by human beings themselves . This part of the 
book shows how global studies emerged and were developing as 
a transdisciplinary sphere of scientific knowledge located at the 
crossroads of philosophical, natural, technological and social 
sciences . Global studies are also seen as a set of practical activi-
ties (governmental decisions, political actions, social movements, 
etc .) directed towards resolving universal contradictions .

Part Two, Stages of Progress: Dynamics of Scientific and Tech-
nological Development, analyzes the emergence and develop-
ment of science and technology and explains their role in the 
process of globalization . Basing on rich historical material, the 
volume describes various stages of scientific and technological 
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progress and reveals the essence of scientific and informational 
revolutions and their influence on the formation of holistic world .

Part Three, Globalization as an Objective Historical Process, 
analysis the world as a holistic world . History is understood as 
an interconnected time-bound process divided into subsequent 
stages . Interchange of these stages signifies, according to the 
author, the four turning points of history . The first stage is pre-
historic period . The second, connected with the Neolithic rev-
olution, means that history begins . The third stage defined by 
Karl Jaspers as “pivotal time” is characterized by the first signs 
of globalization . The fourth stage is identified with the era of the 
great geographic discoveries when practical globalization begins . 
Already by the beginning of the XX century it has become fun-
damental; with the beginning of space explorations and informa-
tional revolution it becomes multiaspect . Globalization is seen 
as a process of universalization, of the development of struc-
tures, ties and relations common for the whole planet in various 
spheres of social life . Globalization is also seen as a fact of reali-
ty, a phenomenon manifesting itself through the existence of the 
limited global space, single world economy, universal ecological 
interconnectedness, global communications, etc . This phenom-
enon, thus, can not be ignored by anyone . The volume shows 
how globalization embraces the whole Earth and its three basic 
spheres: geological, biological and social untied by a common 
name triosphere . 

Part Four, Conceptual Approaches to History, analyzes various 
approaches to social development . Such concepts as socio-eco-
nomic formations, culture, civilization, noosphere, sustainable 
development and futurology are critically studies in order to 
evaluate their applicability to describing the process of global-
ization .

Part Five, Understanding Globalization: Basic Stages con-
cludes the volume and demonstrates that understanding global-
ization is a complex task having five stages . First stage meant 
understanding universal connections and lasted from the end of 
the XVIII century to the beginning of the XX century . Second 
stage meant understanding of the holism of the world and lasted 
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from the 1920s to the 1960s . Third stage in the 1970s — 1980s 
meant discovering global problems of modernity . At the moment 
we witness recognizing globalization and this fourth stage will 
last about 10 years more . In the future one could suggest the be-
ginning of the fifth stage provisionally called postglobalization .

The Conclusion sums up the volume stressing that our under-
standing of globalization is hampered by the fact that this phe-
nomenon is not common for our normal perception . It has no 
historical analogies and its scale and complexity overgrows ordi-
nary human vision of the world . Globalization is the largest and 
the most significant planetary phenomenon, which can only be 
understood at some special and temporal distance . Time is need-
ed for collecting and analyzing information, special distance is 
needed for details and particulars not to hide the main elements 
and outlines of the whole . To evaluate globalization correctly 
and non-partially we should recreate the holistic world outlook 
and to look at this complex phenomenon from various sides . 
This would allow to work out a general theory of globalization . 
Now the time have come to do it . Spatial distance needed is pro-
vided by space explorations, above all . This allows to consider 
globalization both as a natural and historical process and as the 
sphere of relations and confrontations between various forces 
and interests .
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Alexander N . Chumakov

Metaphysics of globalization: 
Cultural-cum-Civilizational 

Context1

2nd revised and expanded edition . —
Moscow: Prospect, 2017 . — 496 p .

Contents

Author’s Preface
Introduction 

Methodological preamble

1 . On specifying terms
2 . On methods and principles of research

Chapter I. historical process categorized as “culture”, 
“civilization” and “globalization” 

1 . Social development as a subject matter of a theoretical study
2 . The holism of historical process: philosophical aspect
3 . Systemic approach to understanding social processes
4 . Global evolutionism
5 . Unity and interdependence of «culture», «civilization» and 

«globalization»
6 . Synthetic vision of history

Chapter II. culture as a phenomenon and method 
of describing social reality

1 . Culture as a general characteristics of society
2 . Etymology of the term “culture” 
3 . The idea of culture: in search of meaning

1  First edition: Moscow: «CANON +», 2006 . — 516 р .
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4 . The universal and unique features of culture
5 . The basic functions of culture
6 . Statics and dynamics of the cultural complex
7 . Bearers and fundamental components of culture
8 . The nature of cultural diversity 
9 . Spiritual and material aspects of culture 

10 . Mass and elite cultures as products of globalization
11 . Dialog and conflict of cultures in the global world 
12 . Globalization of culture
13 . The phenomenon of universal culture
14 . Value and ethical components of the global world
15 . Historical process in the context of culture
16 . Culture as a method of reflecting and understanding so-

cial reality 

Chapter III. civilization as a phenomenon and method 
of describing social ties 

1 . Civilization as a general characteristics of society
2 . Etymology of the term
3 . Meaning and evolution of the term «civilization» 
4 . Civilizations systematized 
5 . Civilization as a form or external frame of culture
6 . Civilizational unity of countries and peoples of the world
7 . Historical types of civilizational development
8 . Local and regional civilizations
9 . From local and regional civilizations to the global one 

10 . The emergence of the global civilization 
11 . The global civilization as reality 
12 . Historical process in the context of civilizational development

Chapter IV . cultural-cum-civilizational systems

1 . Culture and civilization in their unity and diversity
2 . Genesis of cultural-cum-civilizational ties 
3 . Cultural-cum-civilizational systems as way of describing of 

the social reality  
4 . Ecumenes as regional manifestation of the unity of culture 

and civilization
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5 . Cultural-cum-civilizational conglomerates
6 . Historical types of cultural-cum-civilizational systems   
7 . Universal unity of the world community 
8 . Cultural-cum-civilizational dimension of the modern world

Chapter V . globalization of cultural-cum-civilizational 
systems

1 . Globalization as the third dimension of the world socio-
system

2 . Dynamics of globalization
3 . Fundamental principles of natural sciences applied to so-

ciety
4 . The formation of a new reality . 
5 . Cultural-cum-civilizational systems in the context of glo-

balization
6 . Metasystem «culture — civilization — globalization» . 
7 . On the way to a global society (instead of the Conclusion)
Sources
Index
Summary
Contents

Summary

The monograph is an important part of the general globaliza-
tion theory that continues a fundamental study initiated by the au-
thor in his book “Globalization: outline of the holistic world”1 .

While in the first book globalization is represented as a self-suf-
ficient and objective historical process, progressing in accor-
dance with its own patterns and the logic of local, regional and 
global social changes, now it appears to be one of the most im-
portant characteristics of the world sociosystem allowing to un-
derstand this system in its dynamics taking into consideration 
transformation of its inner contents (culture) and changes of its 
forms (civilization) .

1  Alexander N . Chumakov . Globalization: outline of the holistic world — 
Moscow: Prospect, 2005 . — 432 p .  
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Culture, civilization and globalization analyzed as tightly con-
nected and fundamental characteristics of various social systems 
and world community as a whole are in the center of the study .

The book, written in exciting and understandable manner 
clearly demonstrates how thanks to objective reasons global 
problems of modernity have penetrated economic, political and 
spiritual life of various nations and how their cultural-cum-civi-
lizational development has become part of the spiraling multias-
pect globalization .

Step by step the reader may see the logic and certain conse-
quence of historic events when civilizational ties that engender 
separated focuses of civilization emerge and enhance as a result 
of progressive development and perfection of culture . Finally, civ-
ilizational development had led to globalization that, in its turn, 
gave birth to the global problems of modernity in the second half 
of the 20th century .

Using systemic approach to understanding social processes 
and leaning upon the newest scientific and philosophical achieve-
ments in this sphere, the author concludes that a linear and plane 
world in the 20th century has been finally replaced with a multi-di-
mensional world . 

The world understood this way is represented as a complex 
fractal, consisting of separated cultural-cum-civilizational sys-
tems where relations between culture and civilization are de-
fined by such principles as subsidiarity and uncertainty . From 
this viewpoint culture and civilization are thought to be an in-
separable unity when something related to culture can be at 
the same time analyzed as related to civilization, and vice versa . 
At the same time, attempts to define culture more precisely make 
the definition of civilization less clear; clearer definition of civi-
lization makes the definition of civilization less precise .

The approach to understanding cultural-cum-civilizational 
systems suggested in the book allows to study separated societ-
ies and humanity as a whole not only in one or two dimensions, 
as within contemporary cultural or civilizational approach, but 

“multi-dimensionally” — in three planes at the same time: from 
the viewpoint of culture, civilization and globalization .
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The author demonstrates that the tightest connection of mu-
tually defining terms “culture”, “civilization” and “globalization” 
(and, what is more important, of those phenomena that exist be-
hind them) is still not enough recognized and researched . In this 
volume the issues in question are focused on while interdepen-
dence and mutual support of culture, civilization and globaliza-
tion are being formulated as a research problem to be resolved .

The author stresses that not only at the level of everyday think-
ing, but among professionals more and more people regret that 
globalization has destructive impact on culture, ruins its tradi-
tional forms, “levels”, “depersonalizes” or even “wipes out” its 
originality and specific features .

At the same time, “civilization” understood mostly as “Western”, 
“technogenic” civilization is often proclaimed to be the one to 
blame for globalization and it-engendered problems . It is blamed 
for excessive dynamism and aggression, soulless mechanism and 
expansionist aspirations, environmental degradation and, last but 
not least, unification of values and destruction of “human nature” . 
In the other words, civilization is thought to have destructive 
and demonic nature and to be the engine of destructive forces of 
globalization . Culture, in its turn, is seen as something passive, a 
phenomenon, threatened by globalization and forcefully changed 
by it through destruction of cultural basics .

Culture, civilization and globalization are usually analyzed as 
separated, self-sufficient phenomena, being mostly in a situa-
tion of serious contradiction and confrontation, which need to 
be removed through building obstacles in the way of “soulless 
technogenic civilization” and fighting globalization mercilessly .

The volume emphasizes that such, according to the author’s 
opinion, mistaken positions ground many popular and non-con-
structive neo-Russoist claims, such as “to protect nature”, “to pre-
serve culture”, “to change the type of civilizational development”, 

“to restrain globalization”, “to resolve global problems finally”, 
etc . This philosophical platform becomes the basis for isolation-
ism and non-cosmopolitism, for straight-out struggle to protect 

“national interests”, for mass protest movements, such as “antiglo-
balists”, “alterglobalists” and so on .
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The author suggests that one of the reasons for this is the 
fact that absolute majority of people consider modern world to 
be linear and plain . But by the end of the last century it has fi-
nally become non-linear and multi-dimensional . Nevertheless, 
we try to understand, to explain, to describe this new, changed 
world using customary but old-fashioned terms and ideas .

The author specially stresses that the volume is not a spe-
cial study in cultural or civilizational history . It does not aim at 
building a new system of periodization or a scheme of histor-
ical process in the context of globalization, as it may look like . 
Its central purpose is to combine in the framework of a single 
approach towards history and modernity three components or, 
in the other words, three dimensions: culture, civilization and 
globalization . These terms have emerged long ago and are active-
ly used by social sciences but separately; they still are not tak-
en as a whole in one context, inseparably, holistically, according 
to subsidiarity principle . The time for such approach has come 
because cultural-cum-civilizational approaches have nearly lost 
their heuristic value and are now in a vicious circle of finding 
new ways of being applied to understanding social processes .

The thought that people will sooner or later have to change 
their vision of the world if they want to cope with global prob-
lems they encounter is the leitmotif of the book . Our idea of 
the world should change in accordance with the changes of the 
world itself . For example, as a result of the “Copernican turn” 
our ideas regarding the position of our planet in outer space 
have changed . Now global studies face a necessity to have a new 
look at the apparently unshakable prepositions and to rethink 
some established concepts typical for both everyday and re-
search language but being already backward and non-adequate 
to the rapidly changing modern world .

The book tackles many philosophical, humanitarian, historic 
problems and will be useful for researchers and specialists, pro-
viding valuable and topical information for teachers and students . 
It will also attract attention of the general reader interested in 
world problems of modernity and the future of globalization . 
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Summary

This book is the final part of a trilogy dedicated to the general 
theory of globalization, which the author has been actively re-
searching during the last two decades . In the previous two vol-
umes, globalization is presented as a natural historical process; 
the global world is seen as an objective reality, with the global 
humankind being part of it . While the first volume1 analyzes the 
origins of global processes and the main stages of their develop-
ment in the different spheres of social life, the second one2 views 

1  Chumakov A . N . Globalizatsiya . Kontury tselostnogo mira . 3rd edition . 
Moscow: Prospekt, 2017 . 448 p .

2  Chumakov A . N . Metafizika globalizatsii . Kultuno-tsivilizatsionnyi kon-
tekst . 2nd edition . Moscow: Prospekt, 2017 . 496 p .
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globalization as if from within a society, when globalization is 
presented in unbreakable connection with the cultural and civili-
zational development of separate social systems, formatting, thus, 
the global humankind as a whole as a single cultural-cum-civili-
zational system .

Now, leaning on the initial research, the author’s aim is to 
demonstrate the structure and the dynamics of changes in the 
global world from the point of view of how it evolves as a holistic, 
spontaneously regulated and completely uncontrollable cultur-
al-cum-civilizational system . The author also examines the most 
likely ways and scenarios of further development for the global 
world .

The study begins with identifying geopolitical realities of the 
twenty-first century and analyzing interactions of the major ac-
tors on the world stage, which are supposed to be an integral part 
of the global world and to determine that, first and foremost, the 
nature of contemporary international relations . On this sub-
ject there are many various studies and publications, yet none 
of them is based on the holistic vision of the modern world and 
of the humanity, which, together with the geosphere and the 
biosphere makes the triosphere of the Earth1 . But now time 
has come for this sort of analysis . Moreover, everything rapid-
ly changes not only under the influence of the increasing multi-
faceted globalization, but due to the increase in the information 
and technological revolution . Newer and better technologies, 
media tools and communication transform not only nations and 
peoples but also all inhabitants of the planet into a single com-
munity, a holistic system . As a result, competition on the world 
stage is increasing, confrontation grows, struggle for dominance 
and for the best economic, political, cultural, and ideological po-
sitions becomes more acute . Such problems, referred to as ‘glob-
al’ since the time of their “discovery” in the second half of the 
twentieth century, can not be solved without a theoretical under-
standing of their nature, essence and caused, as well as without 
joint efforts and concerted action of the absolute majority of the 

1  See: Chumakov A . N . Globalizatsiya . Kontury tselostnogo mira . 2nd edition . 
Moscow: Prospekt, 2014 . P . 171–172 .
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inhabitants of the Earth . Details and separated facts of the posi-
tive or negative interaction of the various parties in the course of 
overcoming our common problems are not of fundamental im-
portance, because our task is to find fundamental solutions for 
a prosperous future of the humanity, which is already planetary .

This book was originally conceived not only to transmit some 
vital message or specific information, but also mostly to sum-
marize and generalize the results of many years of creative work . 
It was born in the course of reflecting about the contemporary 
world and the author’s biography, which in this particular his-
torical period was closely intertwined with the life of the author’s 
home country, and of the humankind in general .

The main purpose of this book is not to offer ready-made 
solutions, suitable to be used and applied already “here and now”; 
it is to encourage reflection on the past, present and future both 
of the whole humankind, and of the individual cultural-cum-civ-
ilizational systems, including Russia . The book also aims at ini-
tiating reflection on the most optimal ways of solving the topical 
problems of modernity, caused by globalization . 

Another words, this book is not for easy and quick reading . 
It raises difficult and important issues that mostly form the basis 
of our everyday life and shape the future of social development . 
Researching this theme involves using certain methods, principles 
and approaches, well known and proven to be effective, as well 
as groundbreaking and having special importance in this or that 
particular context . 

It is also important to stress that the proposed topic and the 
issues in question require maximum concentration on what is 
the main, essential, and fundamental in the life of society and in-
dividuals . Correct assessment of activities of the objective forces 
and trends, as well of the subjective factors is of particular im-
portance in the consideration of social processes and phenom-
ena . All this determined the content and style of presentation 
in this book, which is aimed to make the language of presen-
tation as easy as possible, “but not simpler than possible”, as it 
was rightly pointed out by Einstein . In this regard, like earlier, at 
the beginning of each chapter the key concepts are identified to 
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make the author’s position as clear as possible, and to make the 
text more understandable and easy to read . Partly for this rea-
son, the main conclusions, arising from the content of the chap-
ter, are summarized at the end of each chapter . All that is also 
intended to attract additional readers, meaning not only narrow 
specialists, but also a wider range of people, to contribute into 
researching this difficult topic .

All conclusions and generalizations presented in this book 
are based on earlier research, as well as on analysis of various 
facts and specific data, links to which are given only in the cas-
es where it is clearly needed . Today, under conditions of infor-
mation overload and easy access to informational resources, it 
makes no sense to overload the contents of the book with con-
crete figures, facts, graphs, diagrams, tables, etc ., which, in case 
of need, can be easily obtained via the Internet and other sourc-
es of information . Besides, this kind of data is quickly updated, 
changed, or become obsolete in the course of the rapid infor-
mation flow . 

In some cases, statements are presented in the form of expert 
assessments and opinions, and are mostly philosophical in na-
ture, reflecting the ideological and professional position of the 
author . The value of such findings, based to a large extent on 
intuition, is that this sort of creative work can only be complet-
ed by a human being, since this kind of activity cannot be dig-
italized . Moreover, it is important not only how accurate those 
forecasts are, but also how the global development trends that 
determine our future look from the viewpoint of view of an ex-
pert with a specific and clearly expressed vision of the world . 

It also needs to be emphasized that there are judgments and 
starting points in this study, on which the reasoning and conclu-
sions of the author are based, without additional explanations . 
It happens, when it comes to such topics as, for example, “culture”, 
“civilization”, “globalization”, “triosphere”, “cultural-cum-civili-
zational systems”, “paradise on Earth”, etc ., which have already 
been specifically addressed in the two previous books by the au-
thor . The present volume makes a single whole with them, and 
its content is based primarily on the results of the conclusions 
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and the findings of the previous monographs on the theory of 
globalization . In this work, in the course of the narration, there 
will be references to the previously acieved results and conclu-
sions . Another words, in case of need for clarification of the po-
sition of the author, the content of previous volumes is to be re-
ferred to . 

This book offers a certain historical scheme, highlighting var-
ious stages, periods, turning points, etc . It should be borne in 
mind that it is an attempt is made to reconstruct, to systematize, 
to organize, or to correlate historical events that can be consid-
ered from another point of view, from a different perspective, 
with a focus on other circumstances . Then the historic periods 
would look different; opportunities would emerge to resolve 
new tasks without addressing the initial ones . As D . Bell right-
ly pointed out, the scale and diversity of our world is different 
from the previous one; and any attempt to construct a scheme 
that would adequately describe the past and the present will in-
evitably break upon this distinction1 . Thus, any scheme should 
be treated with a certain degree of conditionality, of simplifica-
tion . We should understand that the living historical process is 
actually much more complex phenomenon than it can be repre-
sented schematically . Nevertheless, the use of such techniques 
is justified because it allows concentrating ourselves on what is 
essential, in each case paying less attention to the unimportant 
and secondary .

Finally, discussing social problems, when multiple interests, 
opinions, viewpoins and positions collide, we should have in 
mind two immutable rules (two eternal laws), which, anyway, 
are valid for all societies:

1 . In the history of mankind has never been a drivel or hope-
less stupidity done or invented, which would not find at 
least one supporter .

2 . In the history of mankind has never been any completely 
obvious truth expressed or discovered, which would not 
find at least one opponent .

1  Bell D ., Inozemtsev V . L . Epokha razobshchennosti: razmyshleniya o mire 
XXI veka . Moscow: Tsentr issledovanii postindustrialnogo obshchestva, 2007 . P . 212 .
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Brief conclusions

Chapter 1 . geopolitical realities of the xxi century

1 .1 . Showcases and backyards of the global world 
1 .2 . Origins and nature of contemporary conflicts
1 .3 . Global problems: the main threats of the XXI century 
1 .4 . Natural resources as a factor of world politics 
1 .5 . National and universal: conflict of interest 
1 .6 . Risks and consequences of inadequate perception of the 

global world 

summary:

1 . The modern world, which has entered the era of multidi-
mensional globalization since the second half of the twen-
tieth century, is becoming more and more integrated, inter-
dependent, global, where new problems and contradictions 
are constantly being added to the unresolved ones . The so-
cial stratification and the huge gap between the poverty of 
the majority of the world’s population and the excess wealth 
of the absolute minority is the most characteristic feature 
of this world .

2 . In the world community, a global confrontation is growing, 
in which national States and all sorts of international struc-
tures, defending their selfish interests, are guided mostly 
by their own benefit, thus creating a situation of instability 
and, in fact, entering into a “war of all against all .”

3 . The global problems of our time, which have not lost their 
relevance since they became the subject of universal atten-
tion, have been supplemented in recent years by fundamen-
tally new threats: international terrorism, “creeping” migra-
tion, cybercrime, etc . 

4 . Energy and raw materials, as well as the use of the oceans 
and the near-earth space environment, are increasingly 
becoming the subject of intense transnational struggles 
and an important factor in contemporary international 
politics . 
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5 . As globalization progresses, there are growing contradic-
tions between national and universal interests, as well as 
growing confrontation between local, regional and global 
relations and trends in social development .

6 . Inadequate perception of the global world significantly in-
creases the risks of instability and instability of social devel-
opment both within individual States and on the scale of 
the world society .

Chapter 2 . architectonics of global humanity

2 .1 . Contemporary contours of the world community 
2 .2 Unity and diversity of the global world 
2 .3 . Structural elements of the planetary sociosystem 
2 .4 . West — East — Third world 
2 .5 . Cradle of the Western world 
2 .6 . Vanguard of the Western world 
2 .7 . Outposts of the Western world
2 .8 . Eurasian Leviathan 
2 .9 . The Rising dragon 

2 .10 . The main oecumene of the modern world
2 .11 . Islamic conglomerate 
2 .12 . Significant regional sociosystem 
2 .13 . “Patchwork quilt” of the planetary society 
2 .14 . Zones of instability and “hot spots” of the planet 

summary:

1 . Since, as newly independent States emerged, at first in frag-
ments, and then globally; the world has always been and 
now remains diverse and polyphonic where multiple un-
equal-making centers of economic, political, etc solutions is 
a well-defined structure . 

2 . Under the influence of globalization processes, the world 
community by the beginning of the XXI century was fully 
formed as an integral cultural and civilizational system of 
planetary scale . At the same time, humanity, which has be-
come a single whole, remains at the same time heteroge-
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neous, divided into separate fragments and components, 
and the high level of civilizational development and rudi-
ments of the past are easily detected in the world communi-
ty: barbarism and even savagery . 

3 . The civilizational unity of the global humanity in the future 
will need to be increased, while cultural diversity will be 
preserved . 

4 . In the context of increasing globalization and the face of 
common global problems, the interest in the undervalued 
East has increased significantly . At the same time, the 
West — East — Third world triad has fully demonstrated 
the diversity of different goals, styles of behavior, interests 
and contradictions of the modern world, which are mani-
fested in all spheres of public life from Economics and pol-
itics, to culture and ideology . As a result, a lot of various 
States and other structures, organizations and associations 
that are subjects of international relations, not only coop-
erate and constructively interact, but also compete, resist, 
quarrel and oppose each other .  

5 . No matter how developed and self-sufficient or, conversely, 
how backward countries of the world are, all of them are 
somehow closely connected with all other subjects of in-
ternational relations . The figurative expression that all of 
us are now “passengers of the same boat sailing in the vast 
ocean of the world” best expresses the essence of this uni-
versal interdependence of the world community .

Chapter 3 . planetary changes 
in the global social system 

3 .1 . On the threshold of fundamental transformations 
3 .2 . Modern world is in the philosophical dimension
3 .3 . Cultural-civilizational differences as a source of confrontation 
3 .4 . Sociocultural faults of global humanity
3 .5 . Great migration of peoples as a reality
3 .6 . Western values under the press of a demographic shift 
3 .7 . Easterly winds of global change
3 .8 . Megatrends and threats to the global world
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summary:

1 . Over the past decade, imbalance and turbulence have in-
creased significantly not only in the global economy and 
international relations in general, but also in the rela-
tionship between society and nature . This is a direct con-
sequence of the growth of universal interdependence in 
the global world and, at the same time, the absence in the 
world community of coordinated decisions and coordinat-
ed actions . 

2 . In understanding global issues, scientific thought is increas-
ingly turning to the issues of ideological and ethical plan, 
when the main cause of world problems is seen as in the cul-
tural and civilizational differences of social systems, and in 
the natural essence of man himself .

3 . Multidimensional globalization has made the whole of the 
Earth a scene of interaction between people, not between 
territories and regions, with the result that increasing mi-
gration flows have expanded to planetary scales . As a re-
sult, one of the most pressing problems of global scale in the 
foreseeable future will be a large-scale wave of resettlement 
of significant human masses . These processes, which are out 
of control, will thoroughly redraw the modern world map 
and radically change the ethnic composition of the world’s 
population . We are on the threshold of a new great migra-
tion of peoples and it will only remotely resemble what has 
happened in history .  

4 . Global challenges and risks for humanity not only contin-
ue, but are being complemented by new threats stemming 
from the increasing globalization and the ever-increasing 
advances in science and technology, in the absence of any 
understanding at the planetary level on cooperative action 
to address common challenges . Now, the dangers of nucle-
ar war, the widening gap between wealth and poverty, de-
mographic, environmental and other long-overdue prob-
lems, in addition to the already mentioned uncontrolled 
migration of the population, have been added and even 
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come to the fore: international terrorism and transnational 
crime; anthropogenic impact on the climate associated with 
global warming; finally, the creation of artificial intelli-
gence, the robotization of production and the introduction 
of modern technologies in all spheres of public life . All this 
puts people in a tough dependence on machines and tech-
nical inventions, as well as creates favorable conditions for 
the implementation of a completely new type of criminal 
activity in the field of cyberspace .

Chapter 4 . in the mazes of confrontation

4 .1 . In the struggle for truth: through delusion to truth
4 .2 . Interest as a determining factor of social relations
4 .3 . The nature of social existence: the struggle for survival 
4 .4 . Geopolitical confrontation and the lessons of the cold 

war
4 .5 . The international community: inequality of opportunity 
4 .6 . The capacity of countries according to the basic criteria
4 .7 . Alliances and realities of the modern world 

summary:
1 . At all times and at all levels of public life, and now even in 

the world arena, where the interests and positions of various 
subjects of international relations are constantly colliding, 
disputes, disagreements and problems are resolved and re-
solved, as a rule, under the guise of achieving the truth . At 
the same time, the whole arsenal of  true and lies is used to 
the fullest extent, which can not but be accompanied, more-
over, by delusions .

2 . In the constant struggle for their existence and dominance 
in the international arena, various subjects of international 
relations are guided, first of all, by the priority of their own 
(national) interests . And the more intensively the global 
processes develop, the more often, their interests are more 
and more faced, and the forms of their resolution become 
more diverse and sophisticated . 
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3 . The cause of the eternal confrontation between the West 
and the East, the “rich North” and the “poor South”, de-
veloped and developing countries are significant differenc-
es in their cultural and civilizational systems, most clearly 
manifested not only in the economy but also in the state so-
cio-political system, value orientations and religious views .

4 . Inequality of opportunities in the system of the world com-
munity is due to different potentials of individual countries . 
At the same time, as follows from the analysis, in the mod-
ern world no state, no matter how impressive its position, 
can not count on unconditional domination in international 
affairs, moreover, it can not afford to make any decisions 
that would correspond only to its own interests .

5 . The Western countries have a relatively common ideology 
and a common strategic position — commitment to liberal 
democratic values and capitalist development .  Hence, their 
generally stable and long-term cooperation in the frame-
work of various organizations, structures and agreements . 
Russia, China, India, Brazil, Iran, not to mention the rest of 
the countries, do not have an ideology that could become 
a solid unifying beginning for other countries, so they do 
not actually have strategic allies . And their associations and 
all kinds of alliances are formed on a pragmatic basis, when, 
because and if some parties to the agreement see this as 
their interest .

Chapter 5 . global world: the problem of management

5 .1 . New world order — the imperative of our time 
5 .2 . Global peace as a systemic reality
5 .3 . Theoretical aspects of management
5 .4 . Features of management of social systems
5 .5 . Types of social systems and forms of government 
5 .6 . Local and regional aspects of management 
5 .7 . The management of the global world as the actual problem 
5 .8 . World government and governance limits
5 .9 . Network management in the light of the latest technolo-

gies
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summary:
1 . The current world order, based on the Westphalian system 

of international relations, has come into sharp contradiction 
with the globally organized world, where various spheres of 
public life have gone far beyond national borders and have 
become a determining factor in the development of global 
processes . In this regard, the problem of the formation of a 
new world order is acute, where the sovereignty and rights 
of national States would be adequately correlated with the 
relevant international norms and obligations of individual 
States to the international community .

2 . In the context of multidimensional globalization, for the 
first time in its history, the world community has evolved 
into a new type of structure — a closed system characterized 
by the fact that social development has reached the limits 
of its territorial expansion, and the external environment 
that goes beyond the near space has become the shell within 
which all mankind now resides, figuratively speaking, in its 
own cradle .

3 . One of the most important and pressing concerns of our 
time has now become the problem of global governance . 
The difference between regulation and governance is fun-
damental, especially when it comes to social systems and 
processes . Unlike regulation, management does not occur 
naturally and does not occur spontaneously . Management 
necessarily involves regulation, while regulation can be 
carried out without management .

4 . Unlike the management of technical and biological sys-
tems, management in the social sphere is repeatedly com-
plicated, because the object of management is represented 
by individuals, groups and various communities, up to the 
whole of humanity, which constantly bring an element of 
uncertainty in their behavior and response to management 
decisions . The most difficult social system in its structure, 
which a person has learned to manage, is the state . Social 
systems of a higher level of organization function on the 
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basis of regulation, and, at best, with elements of man-
agement .

5 . As the transition from the local level to the regional level 
and further to the global level, the complexity of the organi-
zation of public life is increasing . At the same time, it is pos-
sible to manage complex systems until the level of complexity 
of the controlled system crosses the line beyond which the 
control system is not perfect enough to cope with its task . 
After that, management becomes impossible, while for some 
time it is still possible to regulate the system, although there 
are objective limitations associated with the increasing com-
plexity of the system . With regard to social structures, the 
possibility of governance remains up to the state level, and 
then, due to the growing complexity of the managed system, 
growing problems that reduce the management effect, ul-
timately, to zero .

6 . Against the background of the worsening international re-
lations, it is becoming increasingly clear that it is not possi-
ble to manage the global system even in one sphere (for ex-
ample, the economic one) from one center, no matter how 
significant it may be . The world community, represented 
by national States, has always been and is now a multipolar 
system in which consensus must be found on policy issues 
relating to the management of the system . Hence, even 
those who dominate at one time or another cannot rely 
only on brute force as the main means of their influence . 
This is still possible in the short term, but it ultimately re-
quires a different approach based on a combination of sev-
eral instruments that combine coercion and “soft power”, 
based on the established international legal, political and 
economic system .

7 . Today it is quite obvious that the global Outlook and plan-
etary-oriented consciousness are becoming more and more 
an objective necessity, while universal morality and global 
law have not yet become real factors in the social life of the 
world community . At the same time, while obstacles to the 
formation of universal moral principles lie in national cul-
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tures and in their orientation towards their own values, the 
difficulties in establishing global law are due not so much 
to the absence of relevant legal acts as to mechanisms for 
enforcing them and ensuring the irreversibility of punish-
ment in case of non-compliance with laws .

8 . The idea of a world government is nothing more than an 
illusion that has no objective basis for its implementation, 
if only because of the lack of universal morality and a single 
system of values, as well as global law .

9 . Network management of social processes, based on the 
latest technologies, opens new opportunities for effective 
solution of issues in the field of international relations .

Chapter 6 . in search of adequate solutions 

6 .1 . Forms and ways to resolve contradictions in the global 
world

6 .2 . Crisis is a signal about the unresolved problems 
6 .3 . “Soft power” as a factor of influence and a way of realizing 

one’s interests
6 .4 . Sanctions: a new tool for global policy
6 .5 . Conflict of interests: opportunities for dialogue in the modern 

world
6 .6 . Polycentrism and global development prospects

summary:

1 . The modern world is literally permeated with a myriad of 
different contradictions, which in addition to the local and 
regional level in the twentieth century have already ap-
peared at the global level . The real expression of them was 
the global problems of our time, generated by both the con-
tradictory nature of man and social relations in General, 
and the progressive development of man-made civilization . 
The most alarming thing in this situation is that humanity, 
which has become an integral planetary system under the 
influence of multidimensional globalization and which op-
poses nature, has been completely unprepared for such a 
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turn of events and demonstrates its impotence in the face 
of global problems .

2 . Any social system, like every single person, lives in a 
world of constantly accompanying problems, which are 
generated by the same people . These kinds of problems 
are the result of untimely and inadequate reaction to the 
pressing issues, tasks, obstacles, etc . that arise before a 
person (society) . Unresolved problems — generates a cri-
sis . An uncontrolled crisis escalates, as a rule, into a col-
lapse . Failure to take due action when the collapse occurs 
leads to a catastrophe . Failure to cope with the catastro-
phe — ends in crash . In the absence of an adequate reac-
tion on the crash there can be only one thing — the end .

3 . As global processes and the interdependence of different 
countries and peoples increased, as well as the emer-
gence of increasingly sophisticated means of mass de-
struction, it became increasingly clear that relying only on 

“hard power” to solve international problems significantly 
increased the risks of self-destruction of mankind . Thus, 
the emergence of “soft power” has become an objective ne-
cessity and a natural phenomenon of international politics 
since the second half of the XX century . The main instru-
ments for implementing soft power are cultural and politi-
cal values and institutions; effective social policy; high-quali-
ty education system; consumer preferences, etc .

4 . The situation of global interdependence has given rise to 
another way of exerting pressure and influence on the oth-
er side of the conflict — sanctions that are applied when 

“soft power” does not work or produce the desired results, 
and abstain from the use of “hard power” for one reason 
or another . The experience of international sanctions shows 
that they are all the more effective, the more cultural and 
civilizational systems coincide, the more actively they are 
involved in global processes and the closer are the links be-
tween them, while a significant difference between cultural 
and civilizational systems and the lack of developed rela-
tions between them make sanctions, as a rule, ineffective .
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5 . The more cultural and civilizational similarities between 
peoples, that is, the more background of common experi-
ence they have, the easier and faster the atmosphere of mu-
tual understanding and cooperation is established between 
them . In the modern world, there are clearly four vectors of 
force (global trends), which have the greatest impact on the 
development of world processes and have real opportunities 
to dramatically affect the appearance of global humanity in 
the future . It is the West, China, the Islamic world and Rus-
sia . Each of these cultural and civilizational systems is so 
self-sufficient and independent that fundamental integra-
tion with any of them is possible only on the platforms and 
conditions of each of them . 

6 . The formation of a globally oriented worldview is the im-
perative of time and a necessary condition for effective in-
teraction and, ultimately, a means of survival of the world 
cultural and civilizational system . At the same time, such 
interaction can be effective only if national peculiarities 
and cultural diversity of people living together or nearby 
are taken into сonsideration . In General, the world com-
munity today faces the need for serious and, above all, 
worldview, value and spiritual changes, which should be 
the result of a global civilizational revolution aimed at the 
formation of a global civil society and the transition in in-
ternational relations from the “right of force” to the “force 
of law” . In an era of multidimensional globalization, this is 
an absolutely necessary condition for preserving peace and 
realizing the most important principle of sustainable devel-
opment of planetary humanity: “to think globally, to act — 
together!” .

general conclusions

The proposed book is devoted to such a complex and multifac-
eted topic that consideration of even the most important aspects 
of it, with all the desire to reveal them as fully as possible, can-
not be considered as exhaustive, moreover, completed . Moreover, 
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with the growth and strengthening of global processes, and even 
in the absence of a system of governance of the world commu-
nity, the clash of interests of all kinds of subjects of international 
relations, as can be seen from the content of the book, will only 
intensify, exacerbating the former and creating new problems .

How to change the situation? It is necessary to begin to 
speak about it as in such cases reasonably speak Chinese . This 
was one of the motivations in writing the book, where the pri-
mary attention was paid to the formulation of questions and 
the definition of the best approaches to establish the nature of 
modern problems and contradictions, which is the basis and an 
important condition for finding ways to overcome them . And in 
fact, “for a ship that does not know where to sail, no wind will 
be passing .” So, in global studies, without determining its basic 
concepts, not having clarified the true nature of globalization, 
its positive and negative consequences, without paying due at-
tention to such phenomena closely connected with globalization 
as culture, civilization, scientific and technical progress, it is dif-
ficult to adequately assess the role of subjective factor in global 
processes .

Namely, those who, in the Wake of the “fashionable” theme, 
take a quick look at globalization and its consequences, usual-
ly begin with a subjective factor . At the same time, they tend to 

“expose someone’s insidious plans” and look for those who are 
guilty of the fact that the world has become global and balances 
on the verge of self-destruction . It is even more difficult to in-
vestigate transformations of social systems and relations in the 
global world without fundamental immersion in the natural his-
tory process and holistic approach . But, if initially not to reveal 
objective bases of world dynamics and “axial turns” of history: 
from local to regional and from regional to global forms and the 
relations of public life, it is easy to lose any reference points both 
in theory, and in practice . In other words, the author of this final 
part of the trilogy is therefore based on the content, main provi-
sions and conclusions of the previous two books , so as not to re-
semble those who are engaged in the search, figuratively speak-
ing, “not where they lost, but where it is light .”   
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Thus, in summing up the General results, it is important to 
emphasize that in discussing global issues, and even more so in 
carrying out theoretical research in this area, it is now impossible 
to ignore the basic principles and provisions formulated in global 
studies, which, although may have different interpretations, nev-
ertheless, are essentially established . 

Let’s name just a few of them, in my opinion, deserve priority 
attention:

 — Globalization is only one of the natural global processes, 
which, unlike all the others, takes place in the triosphere . 
In other words, globalization naturally develops in the so-
cial sphere, immanently connected with the geosphere and 
the biosphere, and therefore cannot be adequately under-
stood without taking into account its relationship with 
the biosphere, atmospheric, hydrospheric and other natural 
global processes .

 — Globalization is a trend for centuries . We can say even 
more — it is a trend forever . Once started, as soon as hu-
manity in its development really reached the global level, 
it will now accompany the world community as much as 
the world society will exist in this (planetary) quality . The 
story itself will not go back; but it can be turned by people, 
and not otherwise, as having committed a catastrophe, 
for example, nuclear1 . 

 — The natural consequence and immanent companions of glo-
balization are global problems . Global humanity by defini-
tion cannot but have global problems, and all attempts to 
solve them without taking into account this circumstance, 
especially, to eliminate them from the life of society, will 
be unsuccessful . In other words, global problems will never 
be completely eliminated as long as humanity is a planetary 
phenomenon . It is now up to us to learn how to live with 
such problems, reducing their relevance as much as pos-

1  In this case, let us ignore other options for turning, or even stopping, the 
historical development, for example, as a result of the eruption of a supervolca-
no, such as Yellowstone; the fall to Earth of a huge meteorite, an asteroid or the 
emergence of another threat of unearthly origin (which is also not excluded) . 
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sible without, at the very least, exacerbating, aggravating 
existing and, if possible, creating new problems of a global 
scale . 

 — Global instruments are needed to address today’s global 
challenges; national or supranational ones are not suitable . 
What is also needed is a concerted effort by at least the 
absolute majority of the world’s inhabitants and virtually 
all actors in international relations, rather than sporadic 
attempts by individual countries and peoples to improve 
the situation .   

 — Since globalization is initially and, above all, a process of 
historical development, the question of the role of the 
subjective factor in this process naturally arises . This top-
ic is extremely relevant, but has not been studied . As these 
kinds of challenges are addressed, new issues and chal-
lenges are emerging in today’s globalism, which are of 
increasing concern but have not yet been given the atten-
tion they deserve . Here are just some of them: 

 — The modern world is too complicated to trust its sever-
al persons, especially one person, as well as any one deci-
sion-making center . It is infinite in its contradictions and 
barely regulated . This raises the utmost importance, but 
still poorly understood question of the management of so-
cial systems in General and global society in particular .

 — We should not pursue economic growth, short-term well-be-
ing in conditions when the planet is already overpopu-
lated, and the anthropogenic impact on the environment 
exceeds the recreational opportunities of the biosphere . 
In these circumstances, the state of “war of all against all” 
cannot continue indefinitely, and the world cannot remain 
indefinitely divided into opposing blocs, with “nuclear clubs” 
in its hands . A road to nowhere!

 — When there are social problems, in the conditions of sav-
agery, they are solved by brute force; in the conditions of 
barbarism — in the battle on the battlefield or cunning, 
and in a civilized society — in court!  But where is the 
world court in the modern world?! Yes, there is interna-
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tional law, but in a globally interacting world community 
there must also be universal, i .e . global law . If there is no 
global law, what laws will be observed on a planetary scale? 
What human rights will we protect if they are understood 
differently in different social systems? The strong do not 
appeal to the right! As a result, we have a crisis of interna-
tional law . Yet the same force (and fear of self-destruction) 
remains the main means of resolving contemporary con-
tradictions at the international level .

 — The more actively globalization unfolds, the more people 
go to their national, local, private, awakening the issues of 
ethnic, cultural, historical, political and territorial self-de-
termination . In this regard, the task of setting limits: from 
the management and expansion of social systems (for ex-
ample, the European Union to the East), to the impact of 
globalization on local and regional processes . UK with-
drawal from the European Union, the election of US Pres-
ident D . trump, impressive results M . Le Pen in the presi-
dential elections in France, the desire of the Kurds to create 
their own state, attempts to separate Catalonia from Spain, 
etc . — only fragments of this large and extremely com-
plex problem . However, it is quite obvious that the walls 
between peoples (real and virtual) are built from despair . 
But these are palliatives; there is no principled, strategi-
cally justified and global solution . The search for balance 
and compromise between national and universal morality 
and the system of values is one of the most urgent tasks 
of our time . 

 — Attempts to build international relations and establish 
mutual understanding on an intercultural basis, based on 
the ideas of multiculturalism and intercultural dialogue 
did not meet expectations . The main problem is that the 
modern global world can not be harmonized in the expec-
tation of intercultural relations, intercultural dialogue, etc ., 
because culture separates people, while the integrative 
function is performed by civilizational principles and civ-
ilizational foundations of social life . Outside the cultural 
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and civilizational approach, the essence of many pressing 
problems of our time remains beyond attention . While the 
world was not global, the cultural and civilizational nature 
of social systems could not be ignored . Now it is very im-
portant and urgent!

 — In the global world, along with the daily practice of solv-
ing theoretical and practical problems, it is necessary to 
think globally, large-scale, General categories . In any case, 
officials who make decisions that are important for the 
whole of humanity should have just such thinking . But 
what some people can do that? And where the mechanism 
of the selection of appropriate people to appropriate posi-
tions?! 

I foresee quite a fair question about the place and role of 
Russia in the global world, which we can only note that this 
topic undoubtedly deserves a special, moreover, detailed study . 
In this case, the implementation of such a task would lead the 
conversation far beyond the stated topic .  

In offering this book to an interested reader, the last thing 
I want to do is to have faith in the text; it is more important 
that people think for themselves and critically evaluate what 
has been said . At the same time, the words, although they de-
serve the utmost attention and correct attitude to themselves, 
nevertheless, should not be in the field of view, first of all, but 
thoughts, ideas that are transmitted with their help . Words are 
easy to replace, even to abandon some of them, if there is a need, 
but the thoughts and content of the text should be changed, in 
my opinion, only if there are very convincing arguments and 
indisputable evidence of a different point of view, not the op-
posite, which leaves the right to exist and other decisions, and 
contrary .  

Finally, I am aware that there are also many other ideas, ap-
proaches and solutions to the problems and issues addressed 
in the book, whereas the true value of all this will be deter-
mined only by the further development of globalism, the prac-
tice of real life and, of course, the most strict and impartial 
judge —  a time .
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book review1

A, N. Chumakov. Metafizika globalizatsii. Kul’turno-tsivizatsion-
nyi kontekst  [Metaphysics of Globalization. Cultural-Civiliza-
tional Context]. Moscow; “Kanon,” 2006. 516 pp.

A doctor of philosophical sciences and professor of Moscow 
State Academy of Law, vice-president of Russian philosophical 
society and editor-in-chief of its Bulletin, Aleksandr Nikolae-
vich Chumakov is the author of more than two hundred schol-
arly publications . He is the editor-in-chief of the in ternational 
Encyclopedia of Global Studies as well as an interdisciplinary en-
cyclopedic dictionary Globaiistika.

In Metaphysics of Globalization, Chumakov completes the 
second volume in a tetralogy of works devoted to this subject . 
The first monograph in the series was titled Globalizatsiia. Kon-
tury tselostnogo mira [Globalization: Contours of the Integral 
World] and was published in Moscow in 2005 . The first volume 
provided a general description of the main phases of the histor-
ical process of globalization . Chumakov argues here that glo-
balization represents an objective historical phenomenon that 
unfolds progressively since the time of great geographic dis-
coveries and has gathered momentum between the end of the 
nineteenth and the middle of the twentieth centuries . The 1960s 
saw the rise of the so called global problems facing humanity, 
while the 1990s brought about systemic attempts at understand-
ing the phenomenon of global ization along with its dangers, 
prospects and hopes .

Chumakov’s second monograph lays the theoretical foun-
dation of his own approach to this phenomenon . The upcoming 
third and fourth volumes will discuss today’s world in its polit-
ical, social, economic and cultural dimensions from the global 
perspective as well as the place and role for Russia in the rising 
global society .

Metaphysics of Globalization is a significant work not only be-
cause of its theoretical ambitions, but also as one of the land-
marks in the post-Soviet de velopments in Russian thought . 

1  Symposion: A Journal of  Russian Thought, 13 (2008), 75–77 .
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The collapse of the Soviet Union drastically changed the phil-
osophical landscape in Russia . The state-imposed Marxism-Le-
ninism came to an abrupt end and Russia has embarked upon a 
rediscovery of its pre-revolutionary and emigre intellectual her-
itage as well as a search for a new philosophical identity . Several 
trends have crystallized as a result of these efforts in the follow-
ing ten to fifteen years .

First, materialist philosophy, although significantly discred-
ited, has survived in the post-Soviet cultural space — not as a 
dominant intellectual movement, but as one of the philosophical 
currents, often marginalized and suppressed by the new pro-West-
ern approaches . Second, postmodernism — the most fashionable 
brand of thought in the West in the last two decades of the 
twentieth century — has set down  roots in Russia . The most vivid 
and characteristic representative of the Russian version of post-
modernism is, per-taps, Mikhail Epstein, a Russian-American 
scholar who has written numer ous books on the subject .1

Third, the revival of Orthodox Christianity has helped to fill 
the spiritual void Russians suffered during the years of Soviet op-
pression as well as the collapse of communist dreams in the late 
Soviet period . In the 1970s and the 1980s the Russian Orthodox 
Church experienced a powerful resurgence, and in the decade im-
mediately following the collapse of the Soviet Union it became the 
leading religious and ideological force in post-Soviet Russia . Rus-
sian Orthodox consciousness did not become unified, however . 
It gave rise to various competing ideological camps, includ-
ing a pro-western, pro-democratic Orthodox thought among 
whose representatives today is, for in stance, Fr . Veniamin (Novik) .2

Professor Chumakov’s book Metaphysic of Globalization man-
ifests the fourth philosophical trend that has crystallized in 

1  See, for example, Mikhail Epstein, After the Future: The Paradoxes of 
Postmodernism and Contemporary Russian Culture (Amherst: Univ . of Massa-
chusetts Press, I°9S) .

2  See, for example, his book Pravoslavie, khristianstvo, demokratia [Ortho-
doxy, Christian ity, Democracy] (St .Petersburg: «Aleteia,» 1999) . For a detailed 
discussion of ‘liberal’ Ortho doxy in modem Russia, see also my article «Liberal 
Orthodoxy: From Vladimir Solov’ev to Fr . Alexander Men,» Religion in Eastern 
Europe, 23, no . 4 (2003), 43–50 .
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post-Soviet Russia . It substantially differs from the other options . 
Globalism represents a secular stream of thought that aims to 
formulate a worldview transcending the division between Russia 
and the West by providing a new philosophical basis for their in-
tegration and ultimate unity . It also breaks away from class-ori-
ented Marxism while retaining some ideological ties with the 
globalism that char acterized classical Marxism .

In his version of globalist philosophy, Chumakov replaces 
the basic Marxist concept of the “socio-economic formation” 
with the alternative notion of “cultural-civilizational system .” 
Chumakov traces the genesis of this term to early twentieth-cen-
tury western thought, which opposed historical determinism and 
used the concepts of “culture” and ‘’civilization1’ as two founda-
tional ideas in the field of humanities (p . 247) . In Chumakov’s 
analysis, “in relation to civilization, culture occupies a primary 
position {prioritetnoe polozhenie) while “civilization [represents] 
a formal expression {forma kul’tury), and an external frame of 
culture” (pp . 320–21) . Chumakov argues for the essential unity 
of culture and civilization where “culture represents a particular 
code of social organism in which all the main distinctive fea-
tures of its civilizational development are fixed and transmitted 
from generation to generation by way of cultural heritage” (p . 434) .

Chumakov also distinguishes between “two main types of 
cultural civilizational systems, oikumene and conglomerates .” 
(p . 413) He describes eighteen oikumene, which he defines as 
supra-regional communities based on the territorial unity, in-
cluding the North American, West European, East European, 
Russian, Indian, Chinese, and others . He also discusses seven 
“conglomerates” or “systems” based on the commonality of re-
ligion (Buddhist, Christian or Muslim), ideology (capitalist or 
socialist), or language (English or Spanish) .

The key to Chumakov’s analysis of the unity of culture and 
civilization lies, however, in his recognition of its global origin 
and character . “One has to dispel the myth of the multiplicity of 
civilizations” he writes, “since it is ‘blocking’ the understanding 
of histoiy as a unifying, integrative process which indeed it is if 
one thinks on the level of all humankind, (p . 328) . In the con-
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of culture and civilization in their relation to globalism — the 

“three main concepts which characterize the world community 
as an integral system” (p . 464) . His summarizing charts reflect 
the vast and comprehensive scholarly work accomplished by the 
author, but also the preliminary character of that labor waiting 
to be further applied to contemporary global politics, economics 
and culture .

The next two volumes will show the practical implications 
of Chumakov’s project, but his monograph is already revealing 
an important trend in the evolution of Russian thought in the 
post-Soviet times — an effort to find new ways to understand 
the role of Russia in the forming global community that are 
not secular Marxist, nor traditional national-Orthodox, nor ex-
plicitly liberal and pro-Western .

Yuri Mikhailov
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Chumakov A . N .

The Globalized World 
from the Philosophical 

Point of View 

Trans . by Baichun Zhang 
(Chinese Edition) . — 

Book Jungle (USA), 2018 . — 244 p . — 
ISBN 9781617420030 .

Contents

Chapter 1. Globalism in the system of modern scientific 
knowledge
Chapter 2. The world order and the problem of global gov-
ernance
Chapter 3. Cultural and civilizational aspect of dialogue in 
the modern world
Chapter 4. Russian philosophical society as an integral part 
of civil society
Chapter 5. Modern Russian philosophy and human problem
Chapter 6. Philosophy in the face of globalization

Preface

Collection of articles by the modern Russian philosopher, a 
well-known expert in the field of social philosophy and global 
studies Professor A . N . Chumakov is composed on the basis of 
his reports and lectures given by him in different years at Bei-
jing pedagogical University and at conferences in different cities 
of China . A . N . Chumakov gained wide popularity in Russia and 
abroad, thanks to his research of globalization processes and 
global problems of our time . In the second half of the twenti-
eth century, when active global studies were just beginning, he 
was one of the first in the field of philosophy to defend his PhD 
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and then his doctoral thesis on global issues, and his book “Phi-
losophy of global problems” (M .: Knowledge, 1994) in 1995 was 
translated into Chinese and became one of the first translated 
works in China on this topic . Also of great importance for the 
development of global studies were his natural history theory 
of globalization, which he described in his monographs, and a 
series of fundamental international reference books on global-
ism, the initiator and editor-in-chief of which he is .

The value of this collection is that for the first time it shows 
in such detail and from different sides a new interdisciplinary 
scientific direction — globalism, which was finally formed in re-
cent decades and has firmly taken its special place in the system 
of modern scientific knowledge . The main task of globalism, as 
can be seen from the content of the proposed book, is to study 
from the perspective of various Sciences of global processes, glo-
balization and global problems of mankind . At the same time, 
philosophy plays an extremely important role, which allows us 
to look at the modern world as a whole, where man and society 
are considered as an integral part of the biosphere, organically 
connected with the Geosphere of the Earth and space . Philoso-
phy, thus, forms a new worldview of people, shows their changed 
situation in the modern world and orients (aims) to change their 
behavior and attitude to the environment, which is degraded 
under the influence of economic activity of the rapidly growing 
population of the planet . Professor A . N . Chumakov was one 
of the first to point out the fundamental difference between the 
regulation and management of social systems and attempted to 
explore the possibility of global governance in the modern world, 
where national States defend their interests by opposing each 
other . In addition to this topic, the collection also presents an-
other idea of the author, according to which at the present stage 
only cultural and civilizational dialogue can ensure the peaceful 
coexistence of global humanity and make effective its efforts in 
achieving sustainable development and prosperity for all .

In addition to the actual problems of globalism and the role 
of philosophy in interdisciplinary research, the Chinese read-
er will be interested to get acquainted with the General state of 
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and problems that it discusses today . Particular attention is paid 
to the Russian philosophical society, which unites more than 
five thousand members and is the largest philosophical organi-
zations in the world . The value of this book lies in the fact that 
about the Russian philosophy and the Philosophical society tells 
A . N . Chumakov, who in 1987 was elected General Secretary of 
the Philosophical Society of the USSR, and since 1991 till now 
he is the First Vice-President of the Russian Philosophical Society .

The book will undoubtedly be interesting to a wide range of 
readers who are concerned about the current problems of the 
modern world and their understanding from the standpoint of 
philosophy .

Zhang Baichun, 
Doctor of Philosophy, Professor, 

Beijing Normal University (Beijing, China)
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The Global Studies Dictionary

Ed . by Alexander N . Chumakov, 
Ivan I . Mazour, William C . Gay . — Prometheus 

Books, 2006 . — 650 p . — ISBN 1591023920 .

Editorial Reviews

Book Description

The Global Studies Dictionary, with a preface by Mikhail Gor-
bachev, introduces the new interdisciplinary field of global stud-
ies, which addresses the universally significant and potentially 
dangerous consequences of globalization . While extensive re-
search in global studies has been conducted in many countries, 
until now this individual work has not been coordinated glob-
ally . Both this dictionary and its companion volume, The Glob-
al Studies Encyclopedia (also available in English exclusively 
from Prometheus Books), fill this need . Prominent scholars, 
politicians, and public figures from over thirty countries have 
prepared hundreds of concise yet highly informative articles for 
this dictionary . These articles treat such important topics as the 
biosphere, ozone depletion, land resources and pollution, world 
health challenges, education, science and technology, global 
modeling, sustainable development, war, weapons of mass de-
struction, terrorism, and many other issues . This interdisciplin-
ary collection provides a basis for understanding the concepts 
and methods within global studies and for accessing lengthier 
and more technical research in the field . By coordinating this 
unprecedented team effort, the editors are promoting academ-
ic cooperation, political dialogue, and mutual understanding 
among nations having different values, traditions, and beliefs .
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Alexander N. Chumakov (Moscow, Russia) is First Vice-Pres-
ident of the Russian Philosophical Society and professor of phi-
losophy at the Moscow State Academy of Law . He is the author 
of seven monographs and textbooks published in six languages . 

Ivan I. Mazour (Moscow, Russia) is president of the Russian 
oil company RAO Rosneftegazstroi and First Vice-President of 
the International Fuel and Energy Association and of the Rus-
sian Ecological Academy . He is the author of six textbooks and 
holds thirty-six patents . 

William C. Gay (Charlotte, NC) is professor of philosophy at 
the University of North Carolina at Charlotte and the coeditor 
with Ivan I . Mazour and Alexander N . Chumakov of the Global 
Studies Encyclopedia . He has also published four other books, a 
book chapter, and over 100 journal articles . 
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Global Studies Encyclopedic 
Dictionary

Ed . by Alexander N . Chumakov,  
Ivan I . Mazour, William C . Gay; with a foreword 

by Mikhail Gorbachev . — Amsterdam; 
New York: Brill: Rodopi, 2014 . — 548 p . — 

(Value Inquiry Book Series) . — 
ISBN-10: 9042038543 . — 

ISBN-13: 978-9042038547 .

This book provides brief expositions of the central concepts 
in the field of Global Studies . Former President of the Soviet 
Union Mikhail Gorbachev says, “The book is intelligent, rich 
in content and, I believe, necessary in our complex, turbulent, 
and fragile world .” 300 authors from 50 countries contribut-
ed 450 entries . The contributors include scholars, researchers, 
and professionals in social, natural, and technological sciences .  
They cover globalization problems within ecology, business, eco-
nomics, politics, culture, and law . This interdisciplinary collec-
tion provides a basis for understanding the concepts and meth-
ods within global studies and for accessing lengthier and more 
technical research in the field . The articles treat such important 
topics as the biosphere, ozone depletion, land resources and 
pollution, world health challenges, education, global modeling, 
sustainable development, war, weapons of mass destruction, and 
terrorism . The book also promotes academic cooperation, po-
litical dialogue, and mutual understanding across diverse tradi-
tions and national identities that are needed to engage success-
fully the many daunting challenges of globalization . 
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Global Studies Directory: People, 
Organizations, Publications 

Ed . by Alexander N . Chumakov, 
Ilya V . Ilyin, Ivan I . Mazour . — Leiden; 

Boston: Brill, 2017 . — xiv, 722 p . — 
ISBN 978-90-04-35385-5; 978-90-04-34847-9 . — 

DOI: 10 .1163/9789004353855 .

Publication of the Global Studies Directory represents an un-
precedented project in world practice . Based on the professional 
assessment by a large international team of experts, the Directo-
ry offers information on the most well-known scholars, political 
and public figures who have made outstanding contributions to 
the establishment and development of global studies or made a 
fundamental impact on the formation of global world . The Di-
rectory also contains comprehensive information about organi-
zations, periodicals and special literature of direct relevance to 
the theory and practice of globalization and fully demonstrates 
the state of affairs in the field of study on a global level . This 
project is a continuation of many years of research which first 
resulted in the publication of the Global Studies Encyclopedic 
Dictionary, the companion publication to the Directory .

Alexander N. Chumakov (1950), Doctor of Science (Philos-
ophy), Professor, First vice-president of the Russian Philosoph-
ical Society, Chief editor of the International journal The Age 
of Globalization . He is author of over 600 scholarly works (in-
cluding in many foreign languages) . Editor and compiler (with 
I . I . Mazour) of Global Studies Encyclopedic Dictionary (Amster-
dam — New York, NY 2014) . Laureate of GUSI Peace Prize Inter-
national (2015) .

Ilya V. Ilyin (1973), Doctor of Political Sciences, Professor, 
Dean of Global Processes faculty at Lomonosov Moscow State 
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University . He is author and coauthor of over 200 scholarly works, 
including ten monographs and five textbooks, most of which 
are devoted to various aspects of global studies .

Ivan I. Mazour (1942), Doctor of Technical Sciences, Profes-
sor, President of the Russian Joint-Stock Company “RAO Ros-
neftegazstroy” . Since 1990, he was engaged in publishing, as a 
chief editor, journals Energy of Future and Oil. Gas. Construction . 
Author of over 300 scientific papers, 46 encyclopedias and books, 
42 patents .
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Between Past Orthodoxies 
and the Future of Globalization: 

Contemporary Philosophical 
Problems

Ed . by Alexander N . Chumakov, 
William C . Gay . — Leiden; Boston: 
Brill: Rodopi, 2016 . — xv, 251 p . — 

ISBN 978-90-04-30784-1; 978-90-04-30782-7 . — 
DOI: 10 .1163/9789004307841 .

For over a quarter century Russian scholars have operated 
apart from past ideological constraints and have been discussing 
in new ways the most acute problems of Russia and of the world 
community as a whole . Between Past Orthodoxies and the Future 
of Globalization makes available in English current research by 
leading thinkers in Russia in philosophy, political theory, and re-
lated fields . At the international level, one group of essays artic-
ulates Russian perspectives on key global issues . At the national 
level, another group of essays delivers analyses of the global di-
mensions in a variety of current issues in Russia . Taken togeth-
er, the fourteen chapters of this book demonstrate the relevance 
and vitality of contemporary Russian philosophy to the study of 
globalization .

Contributors are: Akop P. Nazaretyan, Alexander N. Chuma-
kov, Alexander V. Katsura, Anastasia V. Mitrofanova, Ilia V. Ilyin, 
Ivan A. Aleshkovskiy, Leonid E. Grinin, Olga G. Leonova, Pavel S. 
Seleznev, Sergey A. Nikolsky, Tatiana A. Alekseeva, Valentina G. 
Fedotova, Vladimir N. Porus, Vladimir V. Mironov, William C. Gay, 
Yakov A. Plyais.
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AFTERWORD

Alexander Chumakov a Global Man

As it is generally known there are two types of men . The 
ones know, that in the last decades we lived in a global world . 
The others are doing as if they would not know it . It is really sur-
prising, how the latter think until today, that they could practice 
this without any consequences .

There are however undoubtedly only really quite few, who in-
vested their entire lifework with a full energy into opening up 
this new world .

The reader has to suspect what I am getting at — Alexan-
der Chumakov belongs to this group . He has indeed done a tre-
mendous amount of work towards this goal in the recent decades .

A theory (philosophy) of the globalization is for many reasons 
a very difficult area .

The old sciences and approaches are coming out of their 
well-deserved retirement and want everyone to confirm that 
what is new is for a long time in their valuable contributions, 
which of course cannot be right .

It is perhaps even more problematic that in the worldview of 
the new homo (homo globalis?) the own interest is far ahead of 
the unegoistic „cognitive interest”, whereby the cognitive inter-
est is always universal and emancipatory, but the own interest 
hardly . Now we must know that orienting a theoretical descrip-
tion of the globalization works for and against huge interests, 
unfortunately there are winners and losers in this process .

Chumakov’s theory is a continuation of the universalistic 
and humanistic tradition of the Russian thought . No wonder, 
that also Karl Jaspers be also close to it . Sometimes we have the 
feeling, that he takes on more responsibility (too much !) for the 
human future than it is imaginable today .
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Man, the civilization, the nature, the human values are for 
him concrete significances . Maybe he believes Karl R . Popper 
more than it was salutary — but it is not important either .

After all, Alexander Chumakov set up a theoretical globaliza-
tion research having become known to the great world . And by 
far he did more for that than anyone else we know .

He is a Russian face of the Present time . With him we experi-
ence — if we allow ourselves this comparison — also the cold 
and pure air of Magadan .

24 .02 .2020
Endre Kiss 

 Ph .D ., Professor, University Eötvös (Budapest),
Member of the Forecasting Committee 

of Hungarian Academy of Sciences
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ALEXANDER N. CHUMAKOV 
SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Chumakov Alexander Nikolaevich was born on October 1, 1950 
in a village within the North Astrakhan region in the large family 
of a collective farmer-fisherman . In 1955 the family moved to the 
town of Khadyzhensk, Krasnodar region . After graduating from 
an eight-year school, he entered the Khadyzhensk Oil College . 
From 1968 to 1970 he served in Czechoslovakia . Upon his return 
from the army, he graduated from college (1972), worked in the 
oil industry, then drilled wells for three years at nuclear test sites 
in Semipalatinsk and on Novaya Zemlya island, directly partici-
pating in underground tests of nuclear weapons . He was awarded 
the title of “Striker of the Ninth Five-Year Plan” . Then he became 
interested in drawing, began to write poetry, and played the guitar .

In 1975 he entered the Philosophy Department of Lomonosov 
Moscow State University . In 1981 he graduated from the Univer-
sity with honors (received a Karl Marx scholarship) . That same 
year he entered postgraduate study while teaching philosophy 
and logic in the All-Union Correspondence Law Institute . 

After defending his thesis on “Methodological aspects of the 
study of global problems of our time “ (1984) he became the sci-
entific Secretary of the Section of Social Sciences in the Board of 
the All-Union Society “Znanie” (“Knowledge”) . In 1987 he was 
elected as General Secretary of the Philosophical Society of the 
USSR and started to work at the Institute of Philosophy of the 
Academy Sciences of the USSR (1987-2019) . In 1991 he defended 
his postdoctoral thesis in philosophy on the “Socio-Philosophical 
Aspects of Global Problems” . His Ph . D . and postdoctoral disser-
tations were among the first research projects done in the newest 
field of science — global studies .

 Since 1991 till 2019 he has been constantly re-elected as the 
First Vice-President of the Russian Philosophical Society . He was 
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a head of the Departments of Philosophy at the Academy of 
Public Service under the President of the Russian Federation 
(2000–2001), and at the Financial University under the Gov-
ernment of the Russian Federation (2009–2017) . 

Currently he is a Professor of the Faculty of Global Processes 
of Lomonosov Moscow State University; a member of the Pre-
sidium of the Russian Ecological Academy and a member of 
the Board of the International Association of the Professors of 
Philosophy (AIPPh) . 

Chumakov is constantly giving reports and lecturing in Russia 
and abroad . He is known as a philosopher, a theorist and orga-
nizer of science, and an expert in the field of social philosophy, 
philosophy and methodology of global research, scientific and 
technological progress, and problems from the interaction be-
tween nature and society . 

He was one of the main initiators and organizers of all sev-
en Russian Philosophical congresses: 1997 (St . Petersburg); 
1999 (Yekaterinburg); 2002 (Rostov-on-don); 2005 (Moscow); 
2009 (Novosibirsk); 2012 (Nizhny Novgorod); 2015 (Ufa) . 
He was a participant of the XI World Sociological Congress 
(Delhi, 1986) and also a participant, guest speaker, and head 
of sections and round tables at the last seven World Philosoph-
ical Congresses: XVIII (Brighton, 1988), XIX (Moscow, 1993), 
XX (Boston, 1998), XXI (Istanbul, 2003), XXII (Seoul, 2008), 
XXIII (Athens, 2013) and XXIV (Beijing, 2018) .  

At the XXI World Philosophical Congress in 2003, he orga-
nized the “Philosophical Ship”, which was specially chartered to 
deliver 150 Russian philosophers from Novorossiisk to Istanbul . 
It became a hotel for them on the water and attracted consider-
able attention from foreign participants at the Congress . Then 
there was the symbolic return of the “Philosophical Ship” to 
Russia . After the end of the XXII Congress in 2008 (Seoul) he 
organized a philosophical and educational campaign: 83 Rus-
sian and foreign philosophers who arrived in Vladivostok from 
South Korea by ferry held lectures and creative meetings as 
they rode from Vladivostok to Moscow on a specially insured 

“Philosophical Train,” with stops in major Russian cities . 
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Chumakov is the founder and editor-in-chief of two journals, 
“Age of Globalization” (from 2007) and “Bulletin of the Russian 
Philosophical Society” (1997–2018), and he is the Executive Editor 
and a member of the editorial boards of a series of books, text-
books, periodicals, domestic and foreign journals . The initiator of 
the edition, co-editor and author of articles of fundamental inter-
national works on global studies in Russian and English [Global 
Studies Encyclopedia (Moscow, 2003); Encyclopedic Dictionary 
(Moscow — St . Petersburg — N .-Y ., 2006); Encyclopedic Refer-
ence Book (Moscow, 2012, 2016) . Global Studies Encyclopedic 
Dictionary (Amsterdam / New York, 2014); Global Studies Direc-
tory . People, Organizations, Publications (Leiden / Boston, 2017)] .

Based on the best achievements of domestic and foreign glob-
al studies, he attempted to build a general theory of globaliza-
tion, considering it initially as an objective historical process un-
folding in the cultural and civilizational space, permeated by the 
confrontation of different forces and interests . In his works he 
formulates and substantiates the view of global studies as a spe-
cial sphere of scientific, philosophical and cultural studies aimed 
at theoretical and practical solutions of the global contradictions 
of our time . The author identifies a range of basic categories and 
formulates the fundamental provisions that make up the philo-
sophical basis of global studies as a specific branch of interdis-
ciplinary knowledge . He argues that the focus of global research 
should shift to the humanitarian sphere and, in particular, to 
the global world order, axiology, environmental education and 
the formation of global consciousness .

Chumakov is editor of many scholarly volumes and text-
books; the author of more than 650 research papers and more 
than 30 monographs and textbooks published in Russian, En-
glish, Chinese, German, Polish and other languages .

He has earned many diplomas and awards for achievements 
in scientific and educational activities . In 2015 A . N . Chumakov 
became a recipient of the International Gusi Peace Prize .  

Philadelphia, February 2020
Mikhail Y. Sergeev,

Professor, University of the Arts, Philadelphia (USA)
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